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ABSTRACT
The harvesting of livers for transplantation involves assessment of the liver’s 
suitability, including an examination of the colour and general appearance of the 
liver. If the organ is to be split for transplantation into two recipients, the 
vasculature of the liver must be studied and recorded. Remote assessment of 
livers and telesurgical guidance could save time and money.
This thesis highlights the importance of colour in liver diagnosis, using animal 
and human models to examine the colour change associated with liver steatosis, 
which has implications for transplantation. It defines the magnitude and effects 
of colour distortions produced during remote imaging, and emphasises the need 
for calibration of any system where the capture and transmission of images is 
used to assess colour content. It also determines the maximum colour distortion 
permissible for diagnostic accuracy, with recommendations for viewing 
conditions, image compression and Internet transmission characteristics.
The splitting of livers requires an important decision on where to cut, and it 
would be useful if a pre-planned incision plane could be viewed in relation to 
intraoperative landmarks. A system was developed utilizing a three-dimensional 
index block and multimedia database to allow an intraoperative ultrasound 
transducer to act as a pointer to pre-operative surgical planning images via image 
matching, with near real time display of the transducer position.
Conclusions drawn include the importance of calibration of remote liver 
assessment viewing apparatus, and that the use of a multimedia database 
facilitated image matching so that an ultrasound transducer could be used as an 
intraoperative positional pointer to surgical planning information. This can be 
used to facilitate clinical trials of remotely guided liver splitting for multiple 
transplantations. Further work could include using colour enhancement to 
improve remote viewing of images, and a clinical trial of the index block system, 
with the possibility of using multi-modality images.
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THESIS DESCRIPTION
Remote Assessment and Guidance of Liver Harvesting for Transplantation
Background
This thesis, while covering two separate bodies of research, has one main aim: 
facilitating the transplantation of livers. The harvesting of livers for 
transplantation involves assessment of the liver’s suitability, including an 
examination of the colour and general appearance of the liver. Steatotic, or 
“fatty” liver, is a condition which increases the risk of organ dysfunction, and 
can be diagnosed by the colour change found, among other signs. At great 
expense, teams of surgeons and support staff are sent to hospitals to perform this 
assessment before retrieval; remote assessment of livers could save time and 
money. Due to the shortage of donor organs, livers can be split to be transplanted 
into two recipients. However, to do this, the vasculature of the liver must be 
studied and recorded to ensure both sections of liver have adequate blood supply 
to allow full function after transplant. Surgeons also have to find an appropriate 
place to make the split, disrupting as few major blood vessels as possible. It 
would be useful if this pre-planned cutting plane could be viewed during the 
splitting procedure, in relation to intraoperative landmarks. This would be 
particularly valuable if the operation was being remotely mentored, with junior 
surgeons performing under the guidance of expert surgeons.
This thesis covers work to determine the colour change livers undergo during 
fatty change, which has implications for transplantation, and provides 
suggestions for remote viewing of images. It details the effects any distortions 
produced by image capture and transmission, and system calibration may have 
on colour, discussing the resulting implications. It also contains details about the 
construction and testing of a program which uses a set of surgical planning 
ultrasound images to provide intraoperative positional information via the use of 
an ‘index block’, a database, and an image matching method. The aim of this 
program is to link the information contained in surgical planning images, which
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have been assessed by an expert surgeon, with what the surgeon in theatre sees 
before them.
Methods
An animal model of steatosis of the liver was used to find a quantitative vector of 
the colour change from normal to steatotic. The illuminant providing the 
optimum viewing of this colour change was calculated using the spectral 
distributions measured in the animal model, and a Planckian Radiator equation. 
The magnitude and effects of colour distortions produced during remote imaging 
were measured, and the colour differences found before and after calibration of 
the remote viewing system were determined. The maximum colour distortion 
allowable for accurate assessment of liver steatosis was found using a receiver- 
operating characteristics (ROC) analysis experiment, where experts assessed 
pictures of human livers after colour changes had been applied. Human liver 
images were then colour-enhanced and the ROC experiments repeated to 
evaluate the possible benefits of such enhancement.
The remote viewing system was used for assessment of steatotic rabbit livers, 
and experts rated the ease of use of the system, and their confidence in their 
diagnosis. The characteristics of image transmissions using varying levels of 
image compression were examined to find the best level of compression for fast, 
accurate image transmission across the internet.
An image matching program based on the human visual system was created and 
tested for accuracy using human liver and phantom liver ultrasound images. An 
ultrasound image segmentation (spline) program was developed to split images 
into liver and non-liver by finding the liver boundary.
A system to link intraoperative ultrasound with pre-operative surgical planning 
images was developed utilizing a 3-dimensional index block, a multimedia 
database, and a graphical wire-frame model. This was tested for speed and 
accuracy of matching.
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Results
The average colours of normal and steatotic livers, both perfused and with blood, 
were found. The best illuminant which enchnaced the perceptual separation of 
these changes was close to the CIE illuminant D9 5 . The maximum colour 
distortion allowed for accurate diagnosis of liver images was was measured, and 
distortions due to changing the viewing screen, incorrect CIE equations, the 
effect of JPEG compression on colour, and using an uncalibrated system all 
produced distortions greater than twice the size of the maximum distortion for 
diagnostic accuracy. Colour enhancement of images was found to make liver 
diagnosis easier.
The remote assessment of steatotic rabbit livers revealed the possible problem of 
overconfidence in the diagnostic properties of the remote image. JPEG 
compression must remain at a quality that does not compress images more than 
25 times smaller then the original image, and surgeons found images of less than 
384 x 288 pixels too small to work with. Data flow over the internet was 
characterised: a mean flow of approximately 18000 bytes/s can be expected, with 
a peak flow of 19000 bytes/s, jitter of 0 . 1  s (both local and remote), a byte loss 
ratio of around 3% and a latency of 0.3 s (local) and 0.2 s (remote).
An image matching system modelled on the human visual system was able to 
identify a best match to a human liver ultrasound image and a phantom liver 
ultrasound image, and provided a close match to observers’ subjective similarity 
function. A spline program produced placement errors of less than 5% of the 
image height when locating the liver boundary in human ultrasound images.
The index block program allows an ultrasound transducer to act as a pointer to 
previously acquired surgical planning ultrasound images, resulting in a graphical 
display of the liver showing the suggested cutting plane and the current position 
of the ultrasound transducer. The system’s suggested matches to live images 
were rated as “good” or better using a visual comparison in over 97% cases, and 
were found to be less than 5 mm away from the live image position, well within 
the surgeons’ required accuracy of positioning. Less than 3% matches were rated
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as poor, and these were thought to occur because the original images that made 
up the index block did not contain the features present in the live image.
Conclusions
Calibration of remote liver viewing apparatus is important if colour images are to 
be correctly transmitted and received. The maximum amount of colour distortion 
for reliable diagnosis of liver steatosis was found. The use of a multimedia 
database facilitated image matching to the extent that an ultrasound transducer 
could be used as an intraoperative positional pointer to previously acquired 
surgical planning data, with near real time display of the transducer position. 
Further work could include using colour enhancement and induction to improve 
remote viewing of images, and a clinical trial of the ultrasound index block 
system, with the prospect of using multi-modality images.
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CHAPTER 1 - COLOUR INTRODUCTION
1.1 An introduction to colour perception
This chapter will provide an introduction to colour and the human visual system, 
beginning with the pathway from light hitting the eye to perception of colour, 
movement and form. Common colour measurement systems will be described, 
and the chapter ends with a brief description of colour reproduction methods 
including viewing screens and cameras.
1.1.1 Light and colour
Light is a form of electromagnetic radiation that acts as if it were a stream of 
particles travelling from a source in a straight line, and can be treated like a pure 
wave phenomenon. The smallest amount of light that can be perceived by the eye 
is a particle called a photon. The human eye can perceive wavelengths of light 
ranging from around 390 nm to 760 nm. The shorter wavelengths are perceived 
as violet and blue, with medium wavelengths as green and yellow, and longer 
wavelengths as red.
1.1.2 The eye
Light enters the eye through the cornea, passing through a gap in the iris (the 
pupil) and is focussed by a lens through the jelly-like vitreous humour onto the 
retina, an area of photoreceptors. The retina performs the first stage of visual 
processing, using two main types of receptors: long thin cylindrical rods and 
shorter thicker tapered cones. The function of the receptors is the transduction of 
light energy into neural signals, with the rods operating at low luminance levels 
(scotopic conditions), and cones at higher luminance levels (photopic 
conditions). Cones are sensitive to the specific wavelength of the incoming light, 
and enable our colour vision. They can be classified into three types: those 
responding better to wavelengths of around 450 nm (P, blue), 530 nm (y, green) 
or 600 nm (p, red) (see Fig. 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: The spectral sensitivities o f the three cone types found in the human
eye
Each human eye contains around 120 million rods and about 5 million cones. 
Receptors are not distributed evenly across the retina, but are concentrated in an 
area around the visual axis called the fovea, and are less densely found towards 
the visual periphery. The different types of photoreceptor are similarly clustered, 
with mainly cones forming the fovea, and mainly rods in the periphery. The 
number of cones rapidly decreases with increasing distance from the fovea, and 
the number of rods increases, reaching a peak at around 2 0  visual degrees either 
side of the fovea before decreasing again (Fig. 1.2). The photoreceptors lie at the 
rear of the eye, close to the epithelial layer of the retina to use the blood vessels 
found there, and so light has to pass through layers of connecting cells before 
reaching the receptors. If the eye were arranged with the receptors at the front of 
the retina, the blood supply required for the cells to function would block much 
of the light input to the receptors. In the fovea, the upper layers of cells are 
pushed aside so that light has a much thinner layer of cells to pass through before 
reaching the photoreceptors.
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Figure 1. 2: Photoreceptor density in the retina, courtesy o f  Utah University
(webvision. med. Utah, edu)
cones
The receptors transform light energy into nerve signals by absorbing photons of 
light. Cones absorb light from, and respond best to their own specified 
wavelength, whereas rods react to the amount of light hitting them. The active 
pigment in rods is called rhodopsin, a compound made up of two parts: retinal 
and opsin. When a molecule of rhodopsin absorbs a photon of light, it changes 
its shape and splits into its two component parts. This involves the breakdown of 
the cell membrane’s sodium channel, and flow of sodium into the cell stops, 
causing the cell to hyperpolarize. This hyperpolarization is a signal that the rod 
cell has been stimulated by light, and passes a signal to the bipolar cells which 
connect to the photoreceptors.
Rhodopsin regenerates in the dark to allow the rods to be ready for the next 
response. The retinal and opsin molecules reform their original molecule with the 
help of Vitamin A and a set of specific enzymes. The photopigment present in 
cones is also made up of retinal and a slightly different form of opsin, and the 
hyperpolarization is thought to work in a similar manner to that described in 
rods. In their resting states, the receptors release a steady flow of 
neurotransmitters. Hyperpolarization of the cells causes this flow to stop, 
stimulating the bipolar cells, thereby stimulating the ganglion cells, which carry 
the resulting neural signals into the brain.
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The many millions of receptor cells connect to only a few ganglion cells forming 
on/off surround receptive fields. This is done by horizontal cells and bipolar cells 
linking many photoreceptor cells, spatially summing the responses. Groups of 
bipolar cells then connect to a single ganglion cell, with further spatial 
connections provided by amacrine cells (see Fig. 1.3). Electrode recordings from 
ganglion cells while shining a light onto the retina (e.g. Kuffler, 1953) have 
shown that the receptive fields are circular symmetric and either have a centre- 
on, surround-off, or a centre-off, surround-on organisation. The cells were 
excited by light falling on the centre of the field, and inhibited by light on an 
annular surround area, and vice versa. This antagonistic arrangement enhances 
the response to contrast compared to a uniform field. It was also found that 
receptive field size increases from very small regions in the fovea to much larger 
areas in the periphery.
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Figure 1. 3: Connections in the retina, courtesy o f  Utah University 
(webvision. med. Utah, edu)
Receptive fields also show a temporal response, and the ganglion cells can be 
classified in this way into two distinct types: magno and parvo cells, named after
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the layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus to which they project (magnocellular 
and parvocellular). Magno cells have a transient ‘burst’ response to stimuli with 
fast signal conduction, and parvo cells provide a longer sustained response as 
long as the stimulus is present, with slower conduction down the nerve. Other 
differences between magno and parvo ganglion cells are anatomical: there are 
more parvo cells, and they have smaller cell bodies with short dense branching; 
and functional: parvo cells have low contrast sensitivity but are colour sensitive, 
whereas magno cells are colour-blind, but with high contrast sensitivity. It is 
thought that parvo cells could be used for detailed form and spatial analysis and 
colour vision, with magno cells used for motion detection and depth perception. 
Parvo cells have receptor fields that have wavelength opponent centre-surrounds, 
red-green and blue-yellow types. This arrangement means that parvo cells will be 
driven best by luminance contrast at high spatial frequencies and by colour 
variations at low spatial frequencies.
1.1.3 Beyond the eye
The axons of the ganglion cells form the optic nerve and leave the retina at the 
same place the blood supply to the eye enters, the ‘blind spot’, to travel to the 
visual cortex via two different routes. The primary visual pathway is the 
geniculostriate system, and the secondary pathway is the tectopulvinar system. 
Both start in the same way with the nerves from each eye meeting at the optic 
chiasm. Here approximately half of the nerves, those representing the inside, or 
nasal, retinas cross from one side of the head to the other. The remainder of the 
nerves continue along the same side of the head. This means that the axons from 
the left half of each retina terminate in the left half of the brain, and the right half 
of the retina in the right hemisphere.
The tectopulvinar pathway is thought to coordinate the localisation of objects in 
space, the guidance of eye movements and gross pattern perception. Nerves from 
magno cells follow the tectopulvinar pathway and branch off from the optic tract 
to enter a part of the brain stem called the superior colliculus. Cells in the 
superior colliculus are arranged to form retinotopic ‘maps’. This area also 
receives input from the visual cortex, extra-striate areas, and the deeper cell
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layers, from the auditory and tactile senses. It is thought to be a centre for visual 
motion processing, and for integration of sensory information. It also controls the 
orienting of the eyes to a stimulus. From the superior colliculus the pathway 
continues to the pulvinar and lateral posterior nuclei in the thalamus, and from 
here to the secondary visual cortex (V2) and other visual areas beyond.
The geniculostriate pathway is responsible for the perception of details, colours, 
movement and patterns. Ganglion axons travel to the lateral geniculate nucleus 
(LGN) of the thalamus. The LGN is a layered structure with four parvocellular 
layers and two magnocellular layers. Each layer contains a topographic map of 
the visual field, and information from each eye is kept separate. The receptor 
fields of LGN cells are generally similar to those of the ganglion cells, and these 
project onward to the primary visual cortex (VI). The LGN receives information 
not only from the eye but also back-projections from the visual cortex providing 
feedback on information that has already been sent to the cortex. It is estimated 
that at least half, but possibly up to 80%, of LGN inputs are of this type. Outputs 
from the LGN form a fan of fibres called the optic radiations and connect to the 
primary visual cortex, or striate cortex (VI).
1.1.4 The visual cortex
VI is a layered structure with six main layers. VI also contains a topographic 
map of the visual field, but more cells are devoted to the central part and 
information from cells in the fovea than to that from the periphery. The main 
input to VI is from the LGN in layer 4C. Axons from the magnocellular layers 
terminate in layer 4Ca and project to layer 4B. Those from the parvocellular 
layer terminate in 4C(3 and 4A. Signals from the magno and parvo pathways may 
be mixed in layer 4C since dendrites from cells in one component of 4C extend 
into the other. The cells in layer 4 are primarily monocular but outside layer 4 
cells can be driven by input from both eyes. The properties of cells in 4C are 
much like those in the LGN, but outside layer 4C cells’ receptive fields are 
typically elongated, responding better to contours at a particular orientation. 
Moving perpendicular to the cortical surface, cells respond best to the same
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orientation. Moving parallel to the surface orientation preference changes 
systematically (approx 15° per column). VI has a repeated structure, the unit 
structure being a ‘hypercolumn’. Each hypercolumn holds information from both 
eyes in alternating columns (both left and right eye per mm), and contains a full 
set of cells for each orientation for each eye (see Fig. 1.4).
Aligned within the ocular dominance columns are areas known as ‘blobs’. Areas 
outside the blobs are called ‘inter-blobs’. Blobs are found by staining for the 
enzyme cytochrome oxidase, and are colour sensitive, with circular symmetrical 
receptive fields. Cells in the blob regions tend to be selective for lower spatial 
frequencies and those in the inter-blob regions are selective for higher spatial 
frequencies.
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Figure 1. 4: A hypercolumn o f cells in VI: diagram showing layers, orientation
and ocular dominance columns
1.1.5 Cell types
Cells in VI have varying receptive field structures. Simple cells have elongated 
receptive fields with well-defined spatial excitatory and inhibitory regions when
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mapped with spots of light. These cells are best driven by oriented stimuli such 
as bars or sine wave gratings.
Complex cells do not have spatially well-defined regions. Simple cells produce a 
modulated response to drifting sine gratings as light regions move through 
excitatory and inhibitory regions. Complex cells produce a sustained increase in 
firing which does not vary much with the position of the grating. Hypercomplex 
cells are characterised by end-inhibition. The response to a bar is reduced as the 
length of the bar is increased. Hubei and Wiesel (1979) proposed a hierarchical 
model of cell types in which simple cells are built by combining circular 
symmetric fields and complex cells are built by combining simple cell receptive 
fields. Hypercomplex cells derive their inputs from simple and complex cells.
VI is the first area in the geniculostriate pathway in which oriented cells and 
binocular cells can be found.
1.1.6 Extrastriate visual cortex
Almost half the cerebral cortex contains cells that can be driven by visual 
stimuli. A number of areas have now been identified - V2, V3, V3a, V4, V5 (or 
MT). A very general organisational principle has suggested that the dorsal 
pathway to the parietal lobe (VI - V2 - V3 - V5) is involved with analysing 
where things are and the ventral pathway (VI - V2 - V4) is involved with 
analysing what things are.
V4 is an area of visual cortex specialised for the processing of colour 
information, although it may have a wider role in form perception. V4 has many 
cells that are narrowly tuned for colour but few that are directionally selective 
(Zeki, 1977). Zeki (1983) showed that V4 plays a role in colour constancy. Zeki 
used a colour Mondrian stimulus (a patchwork of colours). In white light the full 
range of colours can be seen. However, one can illuminate the Mondrian with a 
mixture of red, green and blue light such that the same proportions of red, green 
and blue light is reflected back from a green patch as from a red patch in the 
original display. The response of a VI cell centred on the test patch varied with
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the composition o f the light falling on the receptive field, however the V4 cell 
did not change its response. The test patch still appears green to human observers 
so it can be said that the V4 cell activity reflects more closely our perceptions in 
this case than does the VI cell.
Area V5 (MT) has a high proportion o f cells that respond selectively to one 
direction o f motion but very few that are selective for colour. Receptive fields 
(measuring approximately 1 degree at fovea) are 3-5 times larger than VI cells at 
the same eccentricity. Newsome and Pare (1988) trained macaque monkeys to 
discriminate the direction o f motion random dot patterns. The discrimination can 
be made if  only 2% are moving in the target direction. After MT lesions, 
coherence thresholds are raised to around 10-20% o f dots moving in the target 
direction.
1.2 Defects of colour vision
In most cases of ‘colour-blindness’ what is involved is usually a reduction in 
colour discrimination ability rather than a complete loss o f colour vision. There 
are a number o f types o f colour deficiency which will be discussed. 
Approximately 5-8% of people suffer some form of colour-blindness and it 
occurs more frequently in males than in females probably because the genes for 
photopigments are found on a single locus on the X-chromosome, meaning 
women would have double the chance of having a functioning copy (Tovee, 
1994). Studies have shown that colour-blindness occurs in only around 0.2-0.4% 
of women (Rebato & Calderon, 1990; Kim et al., 1989; Koliopoulos et al.,
1976).
People missing one functioning cone system are termed dichromats, and as there 
are three types of cone, there are three types of dichromat. They are mostly able 
to respond to all wavelengths of light, but unable to distinguish between certain 
colours.
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Protanopia is the lack of discrimination between red and green colour content 
due to the lack of the ‘red’ p photopigment. Reddish colours often appear 
dimmer than normal. Estimated occurrence: men: 1%, women: 0.02%.
Deuteranopia is the lack of discrimination between red and green colour content 
due to the lack of the ‘green’ y photopigment. There is usually no appreciable 
dimming o f colours due to the similarity in the shapes o f the p and y spectral 
sensitivity curves at short wavelengths. This is the most common form of colour­
blindness. Estimated occurrence: men: 1.1%, women: 0.01%.
Tritanopia is the lack of discrimination between blue and yellow colour content 
due to the lack of the ‘blue’ p photopigment. The contribution of the P 
photopigment to the achromatic signal allows colours to retain their normal 
brightness. Estimated occurrence: men: 0.002%, women: 0.001%.
It is possible, although very rare, to have a combination o f the above 
photopigment deficiencies, with only one cone system functioning. These 
individuals, called monochromats, have no colour discrimination, but do 
perceive the normal brightness of colours, and are comfortable with both 
photopic and scotopic conditions.
If a person were to have no functioning cone systems at all {rod 
monochromatism), they would show no colour discrimination, and since their 
vision would involve only the rod system it is likely they would have poor visual 
acuity. They might also find photopic levels of illumination uncomfortable. It is 
estimated that around 0.003% of men and 0.002% of women have this visual 
condition (Hunt, 1998).
Some milder colour defects are more common, reducing but not removing 
discrimination between wavelengths. This anomalous trichromatism is caused by 
the response of one type of cone being shifted towards that of another type of 
cone due to molecular changes in that pigment. Protanomaly is the reduction of 
the discrimination o f the red and green components o f colours, with red colours
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appearing dimmer than normal. Approximately 1% men and 0.02% women have 
this condition. The sensitivity o f the p cone is shifted towards the wavelength 
responded to by normal y cones. Similarly, deuteranomaly is a reduction in the 
discrimination o f the red and green contents of colours, with no reduction in 
brightness (the sensitivity of the y cone is shifted towards the wavelength 
responded to by normal p cones), and tritanomaly is a defect affecting the 
discrimination of the blue and yellow content of colours (the sensitivity of 
the (3 cone is shifted towards the wavelength responded to by normal y cones). 
Occurrence of deuteranomaly is 5% men and 0.38% women, and tritanomaly is 
very rare. Severity o f the defect varies from only slight differences in perception 
from normal viewers, to nearly as great a colour loss as in the dichromatism 
conditions.
1.3 Measurement of colour vision
The gold standard of colour vision test apparatus is the Nagel Anomaloscope. A 
mixture of red and green monochromatic wavelengths are matched in colour and 
brightness with a yellow field. The relative amounts of red and green (R/G), the 
brightness of the yellow, and the range of red and green mixtures for an 
acceptable match are used as indices of the degree and type of colour deficiency. 
The subject is allowed to adjust both the R/G mixture and the brightness of the 
yellow field to obtain a match.
In the case of a colour deficient subject, large variations may be noted in both the 
R/G and brightness settings. Deuteranomalous subjects will obtain a matching 
range on the green side of the normal mean match. Conversely, a protanomalous 
subject will obtain matching ranges on the red side o f the normal mean match.
A brightness match at the scale limits is used to distinguish between protanopic 
and deuteranopic subjects. Dichromats are required to match pure green and pure 
red using the yellow matching field. Protanopes set the red value very low. 
Deuteranopes set both scales at approximately the same values. Normal and 
anomalous trichromats may also attempt this setting but since the two halves of
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the field will appear to differ in colour, the brightness match is difficult to make 
and is therefore more variable. A type II Nagel Anomaloscope can also test those 
with short wavelength deficiencies. The yellow test light is replaced with an aqua 
test light and the red and green are replaced with violet and blue-green colours.
The Famsworth-Munsell 100-hue test examines colour discrimination in specific 
regions o f a colour chart called the Munsell hue circle. The Munsell system of 
colour specification divides the visible spectrum into five principle hues: blue, 
green, yellow, red and purple, and five intermediate hues: blue-green, green- 
yellow, yellow-red, red-purple and purple-blue. These hues can be arranged in a 
circle such that the apparent hue difference between neighbouring colours is 
constant. Each hue is then divided into a further ten, giving a total of 100 hues in 
all. The subject has to arrange a number of sets of Munsell chips in order of hue. 
The number of mistakes or deviations from the normal hue order provides 
information on any colour vision defect present. A variation on this test where 
the Munsell chips are changed for colour sets with increasing white content can 
be used to identify anomalous dichromats and trichromats.
Tests familiar to school children involve looking at a picture made up of dots and 
picking out the number written in dots of a slightly different colour to the 
background. The Ishihara, Bostrom-Kugelberg and Standard Pseudo- 
isochromatic Plates (SPPs) tests are of this type. The Ishihara also includes plates 
where no number should be visible to those with normal vision, and lines 
crossing the plate which can be traced if  correctly perceived (Fig. 1.5). Studies 
examining the effectiveness o f such tests have found that the Bostrom-Kugelberg 
correctly identified 92% of red-green defectives among a sample, the Ishihara 
test 77%, and the SPPs 65%. The Bostrom-Kugelberg also incorrectly diagnosed 
1.5% of the normal subjects as colour defective (Mantyjarvi et al., 1986).
Lantern tests are used to assess people with defective colour vision seeking to be 
employed in occupations requiring the ability to recognise coloured signal lights. 
For example, both the Holmes Wright Lantern test and the Farnsworth Lantern 
test consist o f two lights in a vertical plane which the subject must name
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Figure 1. 5: Two examples o f  the Ishihara colour-blindness test
correctly at a distance o f  approximately 6 metres in a normally lit room. Each 
colour will have different hues (red, green or white) on different presentations 
and the subject must name all lights correctly, or have no more than one error per 
run on a further two runs, or name the lights correctly in darkness, after dark 
adapting, to pass at one o f three levels (Chorley, 1999).
1.4 Colour m easurem ent systems
1.4.1 C1E colour spaces
In 1931 a special body o f the Commission Internationale l’Eclairage (CIE) 
created a method o f standardising the procedure for specifying the colour o f a 
stimulus. They used a colour triangle formed by mixing three imaginary primary 
colours (red, green and blue) which were more saturated than real colours are. 
This allowed all perceptually visible colours to be represented within the colour 
space, which, if  the imaginary colours are removed, is a horseshoe shape with the 
spectral colours forming the external boundary (Fig. 1.6). Any colour can be 
plotted on this system with two spatial coordinates because the colour space is 
arranged so that x represents the proportion o f green in the mixture, and y the 
proportion o f red. The proportion o f blue is not required, as the sum o f red, green 
and blue proportions must be 1, or 100%. Therefore, if  the amount o f red and 
green is known, the blue contribution can be calculated.
The level o f luminance is not accounted for in this CIE colour space; the 
horseshoe should be though o f as a slice through a three-dimensional (3D) colour 
space, the third dimension being luminance.
The position o f a colour on the CIE colour space is calculated using colour 
matching functions [r(/l), g(A), b ( i)  ] defined by the CIE 1931 Standard 
Colourimetric Observer, upon which all applied colorimetry has been based (Fig. 
1.7). This data was acquired by asking a group o f observers to match colours 
constructed from three lights (red, green and blue) whose chromaticity 
coordinates were known. The mean wavelength for each colour combination was 
found and the results plotted on a wavelength-intensity graph. Thus a 
relationship between human perception and the CIE colour space was found, and 
equations were constructed relating the two. The red (r) line is strongly positive 
in the red and orange part o f the spectrum, with a small
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Figure 1. 6: The CIE x, y  colour space, courtesy o f  The Colour Group o f  Great 
Britain website (http://www.colour.org.uk)
negative part in the violet. The green (g) is strongly positive in the green part o f  
the spectrum, with a small negative part in the violet, and the blue (b) line is 
strongly positive in the blue part o f the spectrum, with a small negative part in 
the yellow. These negative parts arise because these spectral colours have to be
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matched with, for example, red and green only, with a small amount of blue 
added to the test colour for a perfect match to be made. The areas under the three 
curves are equal (after the negative aspect of a curve has been subtracted from its 
positive aspect).
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Figure 1. 7: The Standard Observer Colour Matching functions (Wyszecki &
Stiles, 1982)
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Figure 1. 8: The CIE Colour Matching Functions (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982)
The negative part of the functions caused concern that errors would be made 
when applying the system, and so the CIE colour matching functions, 
x(T), y(T), z(A) (Fig. 1.8) were derived. These functions have been carefully 
calculated so that they have no negative parts, and the y(T) function coefficients 
are in the same ratios as those of the luminance units used for measuring
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r(yl), g(/l), b(/l) . This means that y is proportional to the luminance of the 
colour being measured.
These values are obtained from the equations:
x(/t) = X = 0.49r(A) + 0.31g(k) + 0.20b(X)
y(X) = Y = 0.17697r(k) + 0.8124g(X) + 0.01063b(X.)
z(2) = Z = 0.00r(X,) + O.Olg(X) + 0.99b(X.) (1.1)
and chromaticity coordinates, to be plotted on a colour space like Fig. 1.6, are 
calculated from the above values using the following equations:
( X + Y + Z)  (X  + Y + Z ) (X  + Y + Z )
(1.2)
The CIE x, y, z colour space is not uniform: the distance between two points may 
not represent the same perceptual colour change as that between any other two 
points the same distance apart. Another CIE space was created, the CIE 1976 
uniform chromaticity scale diagram, or the u' v' diagram (Fig. 1.9). Values of x, 
y, and z are transformed so that they are plotted in a more perceptually uniform 
manner, using these equations:
4X 4x
u —
(X +15Y + 3Z) (-2x  + 12y + 3)
9Y _ 9y
(X + 15Y + 3Z) ” (-2x  + 12y + 3)
The transformations can be reversed using these equations:
(1.3)
v — ■
9u' 4v'
. y=  „  . ,  . . . .  d-4)(6u'+16v'+12) (6u'+16v'+12)
(Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982)
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Figure 1. 9: The CIE u ’ v ’ colour space, courtesy o f  The Colour Group o f  Great 
Britain website (http://www.colour.org.uk)
Also introduced in 1976 was the L*u*v* colour space, which aimed to include 
luminance levels in its calculations o f the perceptually uniform colour space. 
Colour coordinates can be calculated as shown:
L* = 116
Y_
s X » j
3 -1 6  fo r —  >0.008856
Yn
L* = 903.3
r y s
Yn
f o r — < 0.008856
Yn
u* = 13L* (u’ - u ’n) 
v* = 13L* (v5 -  v’n)
where symbols with the n subscript are values for the appropriately chosen 
reference white.
(1.5)
A similar 3D colour space is the CIE 1976 L*a*b* colour space (Fig. 1.10), 
where L* represents the luminance component, and a* and b* the axes o f  
opponent colours o f red-green and yellow-blue.
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Figure 1. JO: CIEL*a*b* colour system 
Values can be calculated using:
L* =  \ \ 61 — 3 -1 6  fo r —  >0.008856
Yn
L* = 903.3| — I fo r  —  < 0.008856
I  Yn) Yn
a * = 500
1 1
3
j J n )
b* = 200 ' r y
KY n j “ IZn
( 1.6)
where symbols with the n subscript are values for the appropriately chosen
reference white, and if  any o f the ratios:
X \  ( Y
\ Z n j
are equal to or less
than 0.008856, then | —
Xn )
Y_V
Yn
—  ] is replaced in the above formulae by:
Zn )
7.787F + \6_
116
, f x )  f r )
where F  is —  L —
\ X n J  \  Yn) i as required.
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Two further measures, based on the u' v' diagram, have been proposed by the 
CIE: hue-angle (huv) and saturation (suv).
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Figure 1.11 : The HSV colour space: H=hue angle, S=saturation, courtesy o f J. 
Bradley Davis, Florida Institute o f Technology 
(http://www. cs.fit. edu/wds/classes/cse5255/cse5255/davis/text. htmlUHSV)
where symbols with the n subscript are values for the appropriately chosen 
reference white. A hue-angle of 0 is red, the saturation value indicates how much 
white is present in the colour, and V, the third dimension of the colour space, is a 
measure of the colour’s position on a brightness scale (see Fig. 1.11).
1.4.2 The Munsell colour system
The Munsell colour system (Fig. 1.12) was created by the artist A. Munsell in 
1905, and is shown physically in the Munsell Book of Colour which contains 
colour paint chips, usually 17 x 20 mm, arranged so that the perceptual 
difference between any neighbouring chips is approximately constant (Fig. 1.13).
( V ' - V ' n )huv - arctan ----------
(u '-u \)
(1.7)
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Each page shows a different hue, with around 40 hues in total shown in the book. 
There are ten main luminance steps which provide the numeric part o f the 
Munsell value notation, and five principle hues (red R, yellow Y, green G, blue 
B and purple P) which can be combined to form intermediate hues YR, GY, BG, 
PB and RP.
Figure 1. 12: The Munsell colour space, courtesy o f  Munsell Color Laboratory 
(Gretag-Macbeth (http://www. gretagmacbeth. com))
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Figure 1. 13: An example o f  a page from the Munsell Book o f  Colour, courtesy o f  
Munsell Color Laboratory (Gretag-Macbeth (http://www.gretagmacbeth.com))
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The distances of the chips from the grey scale axis are also numbered, increasing 
as the saturation of the colours increases. These chroma values come after the 
hue notation, preceded by an oblique line (/). The highest chroma value varies 
depending on the colour: for example, it is greater for dark blues than for light 
blues. An example of a Munsell value is 4.5YR/8, a colour that would lie 
perceptually midway between 4YR and 5YR, with quite strong chroma, a mid 
orange.
1.4.3 RGB colour definitions
Originally most colour work was done by mixing three coloured lights to create a 
target colour, and colours were defined by their red, green and blue components. 
The use of cathode ray tube (CRT) display systems has brought the red, green, 
blue (RGB) colour notation back to popularity. Because such displays show all 
colours using a mix of light emitted from red, green and blue phosphors, any 
colour within the display gamut can be defined by the three strength values from 
0-255. These can be transformed to x, y, z coordinates, and vice versa, using the 
phosphor spectral distributions to specify the colour, and a value for phosphor 
luminance.
1.4.4 Other colour systems
There are many other colour systems, for example, The Natural Colour System, 
The DIN system, The Optical Society of America system, and the Hunter Lab 
system, all of which have their own notation, suggested illuminants and colour 
spaces, with some sharing the same main hue values. Choice of colour system 
depends on the purpose of the work and its proposed medium. The majority of 
colour researchers today use either a CIE-defined system or the Munsell system 
in their research.
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1.5 CIE illuminants
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Figure 1. 14: The black body curve showing the CIE standard illuminants A to E 
displayed on the CIE x, y  colour space, courtesy o f Joe Kane Productions 
(http://www. videoessentials, com)
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Figure 1. 15: The black body curve showing the CIE standard illuminants A to E 
displayed on the CIE u, v colour space, courtesy o f Joe Kane Productions 
(http://www. videoessentials, com)
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The CIE group has also defined a number of standard illuminants (Figs. 1.14 & 
1.15). Standard Illuminant A represents light at a colour temperature of 2856 K, 
Standard Illuminant D65 represents a phase of natural daylight correlated with a 
colour temperature of 6504 K, and there are other less commonly used 
illuminants B, C and E. Illuminant B was meant to represent direct sunlight with 
a colour temperature of 4874 K and Illuminant C to represent daylight with a 
temperature of 6774 K. In 1964 the CIE recommended D65 to be the main 
standard daylight illuminant, to be used whenever possible (Wyszecki & Stiles, 
1982).
1.6 Colour discrimination
Experiments in colour matching found that small changes of target colour were 
not necessarily perceived by observers. The first systematic study of the range of 
colours that were perceived as being the same was done by Mac Adam in 1942.
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Figure 1. 16: MacAdam Ellipses shown three times actual size on CIE x, y  
diagram (from Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982)
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He asked subjects to find the ‘just-noticeable-difference’ (JND) when colours 
were slowly adjusted. He found that these were proportional to the corresponding 
standard deviations (SD) of colour matching within a subject: the JND was about 
three times as large as the SD. The colour matches around a specified colour 
were found to lie in an ellipse whose size, shape and orientation changed when 
the experiment was repeated with a new target colour point. Colours within the 
ellipse cannot be distinguished from each other with the human eye. Mac Adam 
calculated 25 ellipses at different points on the CIE colour space (see Fig. 1.16), 
and formulated an equation by which the ellipse around any point can be 
calculated.
When the points are transformed to be displayed on the CIE u' v' diagram the 
MacAdam ellipses are very close to circles of equal size in some places, but 
there is still a variation in size and shape in certain regions (Wyszecki & Stiles, 
1982).
1.7 Reproduction of colour in video systems
1.7.1 Cathode ray tubes
Televisions, or cathode ray tubes (CRTs) produce colour on the screen by an 
additive method: if very small points of red, green and blue lights are seen from a 
distance, a single uniform colour will be perceived. CRTs have a mosaic of three 
different types of phosphor (red, green and blue) which give out light when 
stimulated by a beam of electrons fired from an electron gun. The amount of 
light produced is modulated by altering the voltage between the phosphors and 
the electron source. The phosphors are either arranged in triangular formations 
called triads, or in vertical stripes with the three colours next to each other. A 
shadow mask made of thin steel sits just behind the phosphor screen, featuring a 
fine array of holes to direct the electron beams to the correct phosphors. The 
geometry of the direction of the electron beams, the positions of the holes and 
the position of the phosphors are such that the green phosphors are only hit by
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beams from the ‘green’ electron gun, and similarly for the other two phosphors. 
Sony Trinitron monitors use an aperture grill instead of a shadow mask, formed 
of an array of finely tensioned vertical wires which permit a higher brightness to 
be achieved.
1.7.1.1 Phosphors
A wide variety of phosphors with different chemical compositions, emission 
spectra and chromaticity coordinates are available for use in the CRT 
manufacturing industry. Variation in the properties of different batches of 
phosphors means that the gamuts of monitors can vary, even from the same 
manufacturer and within model numbers (Gao, 2000). This variation is the 
reason it is important to calibrate monitors before any colour experiments, as 
even if you use a similar type of monitor, it cannot be assumed that the properties 
will be the same. Individual phosphors can be characterised by taking 
measurements with a telespectroradiometer with all of one colour phosphor set to 
maximum luminance (255) and the other types set to zero. This allows three 
spectral distribution curves to be calculated, and the phosphor colour properties 
to be measured.
1.7.1.2 sRGB
sRGB is a fixed default colour space, based on a calibrated colorimetric RGB 
colour space, well suited to CRT monitors, designed to allow device independent 
colour comparisons (IEC, 1999). It is becoming widely available as a 
configuration option for good quality CRT monitors. An independent study of 
sRGB compatible monitors has shown good monitor adherence to the sRGB 
standard for colour reproduction across all manufacturers (Rehak et al., 1999).
The sRGB standard defines a power relationship between luminance (L) and 
display voltage (lut) with index (‘gamma’) = 2 . 2  and zero offset:
Li = ( A M ) 2 2 (1-8)
where:
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i = red, green or blue;
A = maximum luminance of the CRT; 
and luti = r, g or b pixel value between 0-255.
'y
sRGB display luminance is defined at 80 cd/m although the individual 
maximum luminance of each phosphor is not explicitly defined in the standard. 
The white level is set at CIE D65, (a colour temperature of 6500K), with CIE 
coordinates of x = 0.3127, y = 0.3291. The sRGB phosphor tristimulus values 
characterising the display are defined in Table 1.1.
Red Green Blue
X 0.64 0.30 0.15
Y 0.33 0.60 0.06
Z 0.03 0 . 1 0 0.79
Table 1. 1: sRGB standard phosphor tristimulus values 
CIE X,Y,Z values can be transformed to sRGB and back using these equations:
fX] "0.4124 0.3576 0.1805" " R sRGb '
Y = 0.2126 0.7152 0.0722 G sRGB
^0.0193 0.1192 0.9505 j ^ B sRGB j
"  R sRGB^ "3.2046 -1.5370 -0.4986" fXl
G sRGB = -0.9689 1.8758 0.0415 Y
^ B sRGB ^0.0557 -0.2040 1.0570 , Z ,
1.7.2 Liquid crystal displays
Liquid crystal display (LCD) screens are constructed from cells made up of two 
pieces of polarised glass with transparent electrodes and a liquid crystal layer 
sandwiched between them. The specific type of liquid crystal, twisted nematic, is 
naturally twisted and untwists when an electric current is applied (see Fig. 1.17). 
When light hits the first polarised layer it is filtered so that only waves in a 
certain orientation can pass through to the liquid crystal layer. The liquid crystals 
change the orientation of the light again, the extent depending on their 
electrically controlled angle, and the light moves on to hit the second polarised 
glass layer. If the alignment of the light matches that of the polarisation of the 
glass, it can pass through, otherwise it is blocked, and an area of the screen will 
appear dark. Colours are produced in several different ways: by applying
coloured filters to pixels to produce a mosaic effect with one subpixel for each 
colour, or by producing subtractive colour pictures, using white light which then 
passes through colour-specific polarising filters so that only the required colours 
are passed through the liquid crystal. Similarly to the process in CRTs, each 
pixel can have 256 different brightness levels, meaning that with the combination 
of subpixels, up to 16.8 million (2563) colours can be displayed.
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Figure 1. 17: LCD crystals with the current o ff (left), and what happens when 
the current is turned on (right), courtesy o f How Stuff Works 
(www. howstuffworks. com)
Common problems with LCD screens are defective pixels which are stuck in one 
state (i.e. unchanging bright or dark spots), and the limited viewing angle. The 
pixels of an LCD do not emit light but obtain it from a backlight source, and 
since the liquid crystals exhibit birefringence (double refraction due to their 
anisotropic nature) changes in viewing angle lead to changes in appearance.
1.7.3 Cameras
Digital cameras are an easy, convenient way of turning a visual scene into a 
digital image. They contain charge coupled device (CCD) chips, which consist of 
a dense grid of photocell receptors on a single silicon chip. The photocells emit 
electrons when irradiated with light and send these electronic signals to an image 
processor. The image resolution produced depends on the number of photocells 
on the chip. CCDs used in cameras today have on average 350000 effective 
pixels, compared to the equivalent of 8  million pixels on standard camera film
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and the 15 million light receptors in the central 5° field of view of the human 
eye, although new models are available now that have 6  million pixels (Nikon 
website: http://www.nikonusa.com/coolpix/splash.html). The size of these pixels 
is only about 0 .0 1 mm2.
Cameras usually have either one CCD or three. Colour separation in single chip 
cameras is achieved by applying a filter to the incoming light beam. The filter 
has sections which only allow a certain colour to pass, resulting in each effective 
image pixel being formed from the combination of three photocells receiving 
light of different colours. In three CCD cameras each chip receives either red, 
green or blue light, split by prisms, and transmits information on the contribution 
of that colour to each pixel of the image. These cameras can output RGB signals 
direct to a RGB monitor. It is important that each of the CCDs should have 
uniform sensitivity and tone reproduction characteristics over their image areas 
and between each of them (Hunt, 1995; Hanna & Cuschieri, 2001).
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CHAPTER 2 -LIVER SURGERY INTRODUCTION
2.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an introduction to the liver and liver transplantation. 
Transplantation methods and potential problems will be described, and brief 
details on liver resection surgery will be given.
2.2 The liver
The liver consists of two main lobes, both of which are made up of thousands of 
lobules. These lobules are connected to small ducts that connect with larger ducts 
to ultimately form the two main hepatic ducts, which in turn join to for the 
common bile duct. The common bile duct transports the bile produced by the 
liver cells to the gallbladder and duodenum (the first part of the small intestine). 
There are two distinct sources that supply blood to the liver: oxygenated blood 
flows in from the hepatic artery, and nutrient-rich blood flows in from the portal 
vein. The liver holds about one pint (13%) of the body’s blood supply at any 
given moment.
The liver performs the final stages of digestion, receiving nutrients and toxins 
from the intestines, and converting food into energy to power and repair the 
body. It acts as a filter, extracting waste products from the blood and excreting 
them in bile. It also stores energy in the form of glycogen which can be rapidly 
converted back into fuel. Other functions include storing iron, vitamins and 
minerals, making proteins such as blood clotting factors, processing exhausted 
red blood cells, making bile, and killing germs that enter the body through the 
intestines.
2.2.1 Liver anatomy
Couinaud’s liver segment classification, developed in 1954, has become the 
standard basis for liver surgery, and is based on the direction of the hepatic veins
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in relation to the horizontal direction of the intrahepatic portal vein and hepatic 
artery. Each segment is an independent functional unit. The liver is divided into 
eight segments: segment 1 is the caudate lobe, 2 to 4 the anatomical left lobe, 
and 5 to 8  form the anatomical right lobe of the liver (see Fig. 2.1). However, 
segmental anatomy can be disrupted by tumour growth, resection operations, 
regenerative growth and anatomical variants (Holt et al., 2000; Lamade et al., 
2000).
2.2.2 Liver failure
If the liver starts to malfunction, problems will arise as nutrition suffers, toxins 
build up, and waste products accumulate. If the liver disease lasts long enough, 
scar tissue can build up and will constrict the flow of blood, causing portal 
hypertension, and as a result, bleeding from the oesophagus. Further problems in 
the form of jaundice, fluid accumulation, and mental deterioration due to the 
build up of toxins in the blood reaching the brain may occur, leading finally to 
death.
i
Figure 2. 1: Couinaud’s liver segment classification
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Common causes of liver failure include hepatitis, which accounts for more than a 
third of cases, alcohol abuse, causing around 2 0 % of cases, scarring or 
abnormality of the biliary system causing another 2 0 %, with the remainder 
mainly due to cancers, a number of uncommon diseases, and a condition called 
‘fulminant liver failure’ (Polsdorfer, 1999).
The first liver transplant took place in 1963, but the procedure has been refined, 
and become a more popular choice since then. New drugs to suppress the 
immune system of the recipient and prevent rejection of the organ have proved to 
be essential in raising the success rate to its current position of around 85%.
There are three main methods of transplantation: orthotopic transplantation, 
which is the replacement of the whole liver; heterotopic transplantation, the 
addition of a donor liver near the existing one, which is left intact to allow for its 
recovery; and reduced size liver transplantation, used mainly in paediatric 
transplantation, which will be discussed in more depth in the section on splitting 
livers for transplant (section 2.1.3.2). This type of graft is also used in living 
donor procedures, which while not commonplace, can provide good results upon 
careful selection of donor-recipient pairs.
Other options for transplant include xenotransplantation and bioartificial livers. 
Modem xenotransplantation involves genetic engineering, and recent 
experiments have produced piglets transgenic for the human CD55 gene, but 
there are concerns about the social acceptance of the procedure and the 
transmission of animal pathogens (Rossi et al, 2001). Bioartificial liver assist 
devices could help patients on transplantation waiting lists. Those that have been 
designed are currently in testing, and incorporate the coupling of cellular and 
synthetic components to facilitate the delivery of liver function products (Rossi 
et al., 2 0 0 1 ).
The early complication rate in liver transplantation is around 25%, the major 
problems being infection, immune rejection, the leakage of bile, and blockage of 
the hepatic artery. Other complications include narrowing, blood clots or leaking 
at the connections between donor organ and recipient. Even if the transplant is
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successful, the patient will be on immunosuppressant drugs for the rest of their 
life, with the risk of infections and reduced cancer resistance that accompany 
such a regime. Plus, there is also the risk of the original disease returning: the 
hepatitis virus will remain present in the patient, and alcohol problems are 
usually persistent.
2.2.S Liver transplantation
The technique and results of liver transplantation have greatly improved over the 
past few years. While the mortality of patients waiting for transplants, as 
assessed by the ‘Eurotransplant’ program, is approximately 10%, elective 
transplant patients have a 90% chance of survival after one year when treated at 
specialist centres (Pirenne, 2000). However, liver transplantation may become a 
victim of its own success: an increasing number of patients are being referred, 
but the number of donor organs has not increased concomitantly. The number of 
liver transplants performed annually in the UK has remained relatively stable 
over the last five years, despite a slight fall in the number of cadaveric organ 
donors. Over the last ten years the introduction of seatbelt laws and stricter drink 
driving legislation has reduced the number of cadaveric donors being derived 
from road traffic accident victims (Bramhall et al., 2001). In addition, scandals at 
various hospitals, most noticeably that of removal of organs without consent at 
Alder Hay Children’s Hospital in Liverpool, have also led to a decrease in the 
number of people willing to donate organs. Donor numbers have been largely 
maintained by utilising older donors who have often died from cerebrovascular 
disease and have concomitant comorbidity, and the inclusion of other previously 
‘marginal’ donors: those with a history of alcoholism, elevated transamine levels, 
steatosis and patients with a prolonged ITU stay. The only absolute 
contraindications to liver donation are an active cancer, active hepatitis, severe 
steatosis (greater than 60%), cirrhosis, HIV infection and uncontrolled infections 
(Pirenne, 2000).
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2.2.3.1 Donor Iiver retrieval
Currently, there are nearly 700 liver transplants carried out in the UK each year 
(UK Transplant, 2003-2004 data). This number is divided between six centres in 
England, one in Scotland and one in Ireland; the UK, for these purposes, is 
therefore divided into seven regions of around 7 million population (see Fig.
2.2). The approximate cost o f a liver transplant procedure is £35,000. There are 
currently twenty-two consultant surgeons performing liver transplantation, the 
majority of who have other clinical interests. The retrieval of organs is carried 
out by retrieval teams based in these seven UK centres. Because of the shortage 
of consultant surgeons, retrieval teams are often run by experienced trainees. 
When a potential liver donor is identified, donor details are passed to the United 
Kingdom Transplant Support Service Authority (UKTSSA) who organise co­
ordination between the donor hospitals and the retrieval teams. Considerable 
distances are therefore involved in retrieval teams travelling to the donor 
hospitals, assessing the donors and retrieving the organs. Many donor organs are 
found to be unsuitable for transplantation and are therefore discarded.
Consultants from the Transplant Centres are entirely dependent upon the 
experience o f the transplant trainees ensuring the organs and retrieval is 
satisfactory. As transplantation procedures become more complex -  including for 
example, the splitting of donor organs for two recipients - the retrieval teams
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Figure 2. 2: The seven liver retrieval areas in Britain, courtesy o f  Kings College
Hospital (www. kingsch. nhs. uk)
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must send information to consultants at the supra-regional centres. The ability to 
feed back accurate information on the appearance of the organ, its fat 
composition and its anatomy is essential.
When a potential patient for organ donation is located, a transplant coordinator 
alerts a retrieval team consisting of surgeons, a scrub nurse and a perfusionist, 
who are sent to the hospital where the donor patient is situated. The patient has 
been certified brain-dead, i.e. they have no brain function or brain stem reflexes, 
no spontaneous movements and are apnoeic (not breathing on their own) and 
supported by a ventilator. When informed that the retrieval team is on their way, 
the patient is prepared for the operation, which starts with the chest and abdomen 
being opened. The liver is located in the abdominal cavity, and freed from its 
connections with the surrounding tissues. The aorta and portal vein are isolated, 
and are cannulated to allow perfusion upon cross-clamping. The liver is perfused 
with standard Marshall fluid to flush out the donor’s blood, then after at least 2 
litres, with nutrient-rich University of Wisconsin (UW) fluid. During perfusion 
the surgeons completely free the liver and assess its suitability for transplant. The 
liver is removed from the body and subjected to further perfusion with UW fluid, 
at which point the final decision on transplant suitability is made. The transplant 
coordinator contacts the recipient hospital to inform them of the condition of the 
liver. The liver, if acceptable, is bagged with more UW fluid, and packed in ice 
to be transported to the recipient hospital, where it is transplanted into the 
waiting patient. It is possible to preserve a liver for up to 21 hours outside of the 
body with the use of cooling and these nutrient-rich fluids.
2.23.2 Split liver transplantation
Paediatric patients awaiting a donated liver have suffered from an extreme 
shortage of size-matched donors. A previously used solution was to reduce an 
adult liver in size, resulting in tissue wastage. Split liver transplantation improves 
on this by optimising the distribution of available liver tissue: the smaller portion 
of the liver is given to a paediatric patient, and the remainder to an adult 
recipient. This use of what is basically a lobectomy procedure was suggested
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when it was noted that the right and left hepatic arteries and ducts, along with 
branches of the right and left portal veins do not communicate, and could 
therefore be used as separate supplies to the distinct lobes.
The first report of an attempt at splitting a liver for transplantation into two 
recipients was in 1988, when the left segment of the donor liver was given to a 
child, and the right lobe to an adult (Pichlmayr et al., 1988). This technique is 
now estimated to have potentially increased the number of liver transplantations 
by 25%, and with carefully considered patient selection can have patient and 
graft survivals of 90% and 8 8 % respectively for ex situ cases, and 92% and 8 6 % 
for in situ cases (Heaton & Maguire, 2002).
In this procedure the middle hepatic vein is usually retained with the right lobe to 
be transplanted into an adult, and the left lateral segment with the left hepatic 
vein goes to a child. Livers can also theoretically be split between two adult 
recipients, but there have not been any large studies validating this technique.
The normal liver represents approximately 2% of total body weight, so the ideal 
volume of a graft should also be about 2% of the recipient’s body weight. In 
practice, studies have shown that a ratio of 0.8 -  2% is adequate (Inomata et al., 
2000; Kilic et al., 2001), although while one living donor study found no 
difference in the function of grafts of < 1 % graft to recipient body weight ratio to 
that of a ratio >1% (Marcos et al., 2000), another found that ratios of less than 
1% produced a significantly lower graft survival rate (Kiuchi et al., 1999).
Splitting of the liver can be done in situ at the retrieval, or ex vivo at the recipient 
hospital. The in situ technique, while being more demanding, seems to produce 
better results (Rogiers et al., 2000), although studies have shown that in 
experienced hands, the ex vivo technique can also have good results when 
following stringent donor criteria, and splitting only the best 2 0 % of livers 
available (de Ville de Goyet, 2000). This technique also allows living donor 
transplantation, as patients have survived with only 15-20% of their healthy liver 
(Polsdorfer, 1999). The splitting technique is often limited by logistics, as it 
requires that two transplantations be done simultaneously, although with the 
participation of a number of centres of expertise this problem can be resolved.
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2.2.3.3 Liver splitting procedure in situ
The donor liver, after perfusion, has the gall bladder removed and the cystic duct 
ligated. The liver is weighed, and both cholangiography and arteriography 
procedures are performed by injection of contrast media into the distal bile duct, 
and through the celiac trunk respectively. The vascular formation is studied, then 
the contrast media flushed out and replaced with UW fluid. The splitting of the 
liver can then begin with the left or right portal vein being cut at its origin on the 
portal trunk. The right branch of the hepatic artery is cut, usually leaving the 
celiac trunk with the left graft. By an intraparenchymal suprahiliar approach, the 
hilar plate is brought down and a probe inserted to enable identification of the 
left branch of the bile duct. The hilar plate is then cut, and the left hepatic vein 
dissected free at its termination. The main trunk is cut away from the inferior 
vena cava, and the resulting orifice is closed with a suture. The liver body is then 
transected along the middle of segment 4 (see Fig. 2.1) from the left side of the 
inferior vena cava at the top, to a point equidistant from the gallbladder bed and 
the round ligament at the bottom. The two grafts are progressively cut apart in a 
single even plane. Vessels on the cut surface are closed with sutures, and leaks in 
both these and the major vessels are searched for with the injection of UW fluid. 
Fibrin glue is applied on the treated cut surfaces, and a haemostatic mesh is 
placed on top, followed by another application of fibrin glue. After this glue has 
dried, a piece of resorbable mesh is covered with a layer of the glue and applied 
to the haemostatic mesh and secured with running sutures. The grafts are then 
ready for transplantation into recipients.
2.2.4 Liver regeneration
The liver accurately regulates its mass and has the ability to regenerate if part of 
it is removed, allowing surgeons to remove large portions and still leave the 
patient with a functioning liver. Excessive liver mass after transplant is also 
regulated, by apoptosis (Kountouras et al, 2001). The liver grows or shrinks 
until it has reached its optimal mass. Even small resections (<10%) are followed 
by eventual restoration of the liver to nearly full size, and experiments with rats
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have shown that the liver regenerated each time after 1 2  sequential 
hepatectomies (Michalopoulos & DeFrances, 1997). Regeneration rate has been 
shown to significantly correlate with body surface area and the extent of the liver 
resection (Nagino et al., 2001).
The liver regenerates at a rate of around 16cm3 per day for the first few weeks 
after resection, accounting for about two thirds of the regeneration, the liver 
volume growing logarithmically until it reaches a plateau after a year. Usually 
the liver will grow back to around three quarters of its original volume (Nagino 
et al., 2001). The resected parts of the liver do not themselves grow back, but the 
remaining segments enlarge to compensate for the loss of tissue (Kay & Fausto, 
1997). The regeneration occurs when the smaller liver receives the same amount 
of blood as an intact liver and its cells have to adapt to a much increased 
metabolic demand. The normally quiescent hepatocyte cells then start to 
proliferate, followed by a range of other liver cells a few days later. Stem cells 
only produce proliferative cells if the hepatocyte function is impaired and cannot 
provide an appropriate growth response (Kay & Fausto, 1997).
2.3 Fatty infiltration of the liver
Steatosis, or fatty liver, is a condition where large macronodular fat droplets are 
deposited inside parenchymal cells in the liver. Initially, fat accumulates in a 
microvesicular form within the cytoplasm of the liver cells, but with further 
accumulation, the small vacuoles coalesce creating large clear macrovesicles 
(Cheng et al., 2001a). In macrovesicular fatty liver, the cells’ nuclei are 
displaced to the periphery of the cell. Fatty liver may be either diffuse or focal, 
but is diffuse in the majority of clinical cases. Focal fatty liver is seen in only 9- 
22% of cases. Focal fat lesions are usually multiple and resolve with time (Mach, 
2000).
A patient has fatty liver when the fat increases the weight of the liver by 5%. It is 
known to be caused by nutritional means (obesity -  60-80% of obese patients 
have fatty livers (Rao et al, 2000), starvation, protein malnutrition, and bypass
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surgery on the intestine), chemical means (alcohol, tetracycline, corticosteroids, 
valproic acid, methotrexate, carbon tetrachloride and yellow phosphorous), and 
endocrine abnormalities (type II diabetes, fatty liver of pregnancy). Fatty liver 
may also be caused by dysfunctions in a number of metabolic mechanisms, but 
the precise method is unknown. Suggestions include the excessive entry of 
dietary fat and free fatty acids into the liver (as seen in starvation), enhanced 
fatty acid synthesis and decreased fatty acid degradation by oxidation, increased 
esterification of fatty acids into triglycerides (thought to be an effect of alcohol 
poisoning), decreased apoprotein synthesis leading to decreased export of 
triglycerides (associated with carbon tetrachloride poisoning), and impaired 
lipoprotein secretion (Mach, 2000; Cheng et al., 2001a).
Steatosis can cause the liver to become enlarged and look more yellow, with a 
greasy texture and more rounded edges. The presence of yellow colouration on 
the liver surface depends on the amount of lipid deposited, and can be present 
diffusely, or in patches (Inui et al, 1990)
Although fat in the liver causes no damage in itself, occasionally the fatty tissue 
may break up (steatonecrosis) and the person may develop cirrhosis, or scarring 
of the liver. Additionally, a disease becoming increasingly recognised is 
steatohepatitis, often called non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) to avoid 
confusion with the very similar diagnosis of alcoholic hepatitis. It may remain 
asymptomatic and stable, or may progress to irreversible liver damage via 
inflammation, with initial symptoms of elevation of liver enzymes and an 
enlarged and tender liver.
Treatment of fatty liver usually involves addressing the underlying conditions: 
reducing weight, or alcohol and triglyceride intake, controlling diabetes or diet to 
optimise nutrition. Fatty liver is reversible if diagnosed before any major damage 
is done.
2.3.1 Diagnosis and imaging o f fatty liver
There have been various modalities used to attempt a diagnosis of fatty liver.
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2.3.1.1 Ultrasound
Ultrasound (US) is really only useful for focal fatty liver, where fat content of 
>10% may show a ‘bright’ area of increased echogenicity, with some scattering 
(Pamilo et al., 1983), in contrast to the less echogenic normal tissue, but can also 
show only normal patterns, as would be the case in diffuse homogenous fatty 
distribution (Layer et al, 1990) or in certain cases where the fat is thought to be 
contained in fewer droplets (Caturelli et al, 1991). Common signs of fatty 
infiltration include fine, tightly packed echo patterns and decreased vascularity, 
along with normal beam penetration (Khoo et al, 1991). The US attenuation 
coefficient increases as the amount of fat in the liver increases, with one study 
finding the US parameters to have strong discriminating power between fatty 
liver and healthy patients (Lu et al, 1999). Animal studies have shown that as 
hepatic lipid levels increase, US attenuation at 100 MHz in creased from a 
normal range of 12-14 dB/mm to a maximum of 54dB/mm, and that US speed 
decreased from the normal range of 1553-1584 m/s to a minimum of 1507 m/s 
(O’Brien et al, 1988).
Scatarige et a l (1984) have proposed criteria for grading livers using US: mild 
fatty infiltration shows slight diffuse increase in fine echoes in cells, with normal 
visualisation of diaphragm and vessel borders; moderate fatty infiltration shows 
moderate diffuse increase in fine echoes in cells, with slightly impaired 
visualisation of diaphragm and vessel borders; severe fatty infiltration shows a 
marked increase in fine echoes with poor or non-visualisation of intrahepatic 
vessels, diaphragm and posterior portion of the right lobe. With these guides 
their study found no false positives, and 85% accuracy of diagnosis.
A German study found accuracy of fatty liver detection by US of around 91%, 
confirmed by histological examination (Lossner et al, 1988), while others have 
found accuracy of 85%, with 100% sensitivity and 56% specificity (Scatarige et 
al, 1984), and 100% accuracy in livers with 50%+ fatty infiltration (Spuhler et 
al, 1981). More recent studies, with improved technology, have found
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accuracies of 87%, with sensitivity of 91%, and specificity of 84% (Osawa & 
Mori, 1996).
Usually the boundaries between regions of fatty infiltration and normal 
parenchymal tissue are either sharply angulated or geometric, or have an 
interdigitating relation in which fingers of normal and/or fatty tissue can be 
identified (Quinn & Gosink, 1985). At time it can be difficult to decide which is 
the abnormal region, for example, islands of normal tissue within a diffuse fatty 
region might be mistaken for neoplasms or abscesses (Quinn & Gosink, 1985). 
US is generally thought of as a qualitative rather than quantitative diagnostic 
method where fatty liver is concerned, but echo intensity histograms can be used 
to assess the liver quantitatively (Sabir et al, 2001). Automated analysis 
programs may look for a significant increase in the mean grey level of US B- 
scans (Layer et al., 1990). It has been noted that fat and fibrous content are 
similarly correlated with both echo pattern and attenuation: this could cause a 
problem during analysis (Celle et al., 1988).
2.3.1.2 Computed tomography
The liver density assessed by computer tomography (CT) accurately reflects the 
presence of steatosis (Ricci et al., 1997). CT may show a reduced attenuation in 
fatty areas compared to that of the spleen or kidneys. There appears to be a clear 
inverse linear relationship between liver triglyceride content and CT attenuation 
values, and since fatty deposits may not be spread uniformly, CT permits 
complete evaluation, and avoids the potential sampling errors inherent in biopsy 
(Scatarige et al., 1984). Scatarige’s group have also provided guidelines for CT 
diagnosis: mild fatty infiltration shows liver attenuation slightly less than that of 
the spleen; in moderate fatty infiltration the contrast between the lower 
attenuation liver and the spleen is more pronounced, with intrahepatic vessels 
unseen, or with slightly higher attenuation than the liver; severe fatty infiltration 
shows markedly reduced liver attenuation with sharp contrast between the liver 
and intrahepatic vessels. The liver to spleen ratio has been reported to be 
correlated with the degree of fatty infiltration, however, this CT method may
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suffer from fluctuations related to the volume, and therefore the noise of the 
patients and the shape of both the liver and the spleen (Ricci et al., 1997).
The presence of fatty liver has been observed to complicate the interpretation of 
abdominal CT: abnormalities in, or adjacent to, the liver, including dilated bile 
ducts, and liver masses may be masked by the effects of the fatty liver on the 
scan (Loh & Dunn, 1997). Indeed, a study by el-Hassan et al. (1992) found 14% 
of their steatotic patients had fatty liver which imposed a difficulty in making an 
appropriate diagnosis, led to inaccurate impressions or forced unnecessary 
investigations.
Contrast enhanced helical CT diagnosis of fatty liver has been attempted, and 
was found to be protocol specific: when contrast was injected 80s before imaging 
sensitivity was 86%, specificity 87%, and when contrast was injected 120s 
before imaging, the values were 93% and 93% respectively (Jacobs et al., 1998).
Dual energy CT has also been used, less successfully than standard CT, with 
studies showing only 20% accuracy (Mendler et al., 1998) because of iron 
present in the liver having a masking effect. If the iron content of the liver is not 
above normal, however, studies have found that changes in attenuation can be 
useful in the detection of fatty liver: a difference in attenuation greater than 10 
Hounsfield units was found to be unique to fatty liver (Raptopoulos et al., 1991).
2.3.1.3 Magnetic resonance imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to detect fat infiltrations due to 
the characteristic differences in resonant frequencies between fat and water. At
1.5 T the resonant frequencies result in a phase shift between fat and water of 
180°, allowing fat fractions to be calculated. Fishbein et al. (1997a) used fast 
MRI to measure such fractions in human patients versus a control group, and 
found measurements to be accurate to within 3%.
Fatty liver is thought to have a shorter T1 relaxation time than normal liver 
tissue, although animal models testing both acute and chronic fatty liver found
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prolonged T1 and T2 relaxation times for the acute form of the condition (Chai et 
al, 2001). Levenson et al.9s (1991) study found MRI results to be significantly 
correlated with histology results in seven of eight cases examined.
MRI may also be useful for discriminating between the confusing results of other 
imaging modalities: focal fatty sparing can appear similar to tumours, and some 
hepatocellular neoplasms can contain lipids, which could be better characterized 
with MRI (Siegelman & Rosen, 2001).
A calibration procedure for hydrogen-1 magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) 
has been developed based on in vitro MRS of steatotic liver lipid extracts, and 
comparisons with CT and histomorphometry were favourable, and suggest that 
MRS could be an accurate way of non-invasively determining the fat volume of 
the liver (Longo et al., 1995). Thomsen et al. (1994) also found a significant 
correlation between fat concentration results gained using MRS and that 
measured by biopsy. Longo et al. (1993) correlated their MRS results with CT 
results and also found a significant correlation.
2.3.1.4 Other methods
The method thought of as most reliable is biopsy, although this does usually only 
sample a tiny part of the liver tissue. Finally, a study has shown that the 
likelihood of a donor with a body mass index of greater than 28 having steatosis 
was 76% (Rinella et al, 2001).
2.3.2 Transplantation o f fatty liver grafts
It is estimated that between 14% to 30% of donors have macrosteatosis present, 
with studies finding around 50% having low-grade fatty liver (Urena et al., 1998; 
Minor et al, 2000). Problems related specifically to transplantation of fatty livers 
involve an increased incidence of severe ischemic and reperfusion injury, 
primary non-function, and delayed function of livers from obese donors and 
donor livers with significant steatosis (Cheng et al., 2001b). One study puts the 
figures for severe steatosis (>66%) 1-year retransplantation graft survival at only
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20%, compared to 57% in the non-severe steatosis group (Yoong et al., 1999). 
Early graft function was also noted to be significantly worse in the severe 
steatosis group.
It is possible that fat-laden cells undergo changes including solidification during 
cold injury, and are responsible for the increased susceptibility to injury upon 
reperfusion, by releasing fatty globules that can disrupt microcirculation. The 
cooling and reperfusion could also cause lipid peroxidation, increased blood cell 
adhesion to endothelial cells and increased Kupffer cell activation (Fukumori et 
al., 1997). Suggestions intended to combat this injury include non-thermic 
machine perfusion -  if the liver could be perfused with warm oxygenated blood 
while outside of the body, cold injury could possibly be prevented (Cheng et al., 
2001a).
Due to the shortage of organs, studies have been done examining the outcome of 
transplantations using fatty livers, and results have been promising. A common 
finding is that while organs with severe steatosis (>60% fatty) are not 
recommended for use in transplantation, livers with moderate macrosteatosis can 
be acceptable when other risk factors are not associated with the procedure, such 
as poor medical status, long cold ischemia time, emergency situations and 
retransplantations (Urena et al., 1998; Chui et al., 1998, 2000). Microvesicular 
steatosis does not seem to be correlated with poorer outcomes but rather with a 
higher incidence of delayed function, which often resolves itself with time and 
conservative management (Rossi et al., 2001; Fishbein et al., 1997b).
Some recovery can be observed after transplantation, with one study recording 
that fat content of liver grafts with >60% steatosis in surviving patients had 
decreased from 80-90% to 20% in later biopsies (Canelo et al., 1999).
The effect of steatotic grafts in living related donor transplantation has been 
assessed, and one study found that mild and moderate fatty grafts allowed similar 
donor and graft survival as normal liver grafts did, although early function was 
slightly disturbed. The primary non-function of grafts was found less, 
presumably because of the significantly shorter duration of cold preservation of
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the graft (Hayashi et al, 1999). However, it has been suggested that donors with 
fatty liver could be at risk because the ability of hepatocytes to regenerate after 
major tissue loss is impaired in the steatotic liver (Selzner & Clavien, 2001). 
Other studies have found conflicting evidence that steatosis did not influence the 
degree of regeneration or graft function 60 days after transplantation (Marcos et 
al, 2000).
2.4 Surgeons’ decision making
How do surgeons decide whether a liver is suitable for transplant? There are a 
number of factors influencing the decision, including presence of abnormalities, 
colour, texture and shape. Abnormalities such as tumours automatically rule out 
the use of livers for transplant. Factors such as colour and texture, however, are 
more subjective, and depend on the experience and judgement of the individual 
surgeon.
2.5 Liver resection surgery
The first reported liver resection took place over 100 years ago, credited to 
Langenbuch in 1888 (Holt et al, 2000). It had remained relatively rare because 
of high mortality rates, but more recently new technology and greater experience 
have contributed to reducing the mortality rate to less than 5%, more usually 
around 1% today, and hepatic resection has become a common operation 
(Papadimitriou et al, 2001). Liver resection surgery is performed to remove 
sections of liver that have been infiltrated by tumours, often metastasised from 
elsewhere in the body.
If a diagnosis of liver cancer is proposed, preoperative evaluation of the liver will 
usually include imaging studies such as ultrasound, CT scan, portography, 
selective angiography, or MRI to detect lesions as early as possible, when 
treatment is more likely to be beneficial. If liver cancer is left untreated, most 
patients die within three to six months of diagnosis (Papadimitriou et al, 2001).
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Currently the main treatment option for liver cancer is surgical resection of the 
cancerous tissue. Occasionally, when very large tumours are in close proximity 
to hepatic veins, an ex-vivo hepatic resection is performed, in which surgeons 
completely remove the liver from the patient’s body, surgically resect the 
tumour, and then re-implant the disease-free liver. This method avoids excessive 
blood loss but carries the risk of higher morbidity and mortality. It was first 
attempted in 1988, but only a handful of specialised centres nationwide currently 
have surgeons who have experience of this procedure (Raab et al., 2000; 
Hemming & Cattral, 1999; Fomi & Meriggi, 1995).
The choice of treatment depends on the size and location of the tumour, and the 
functioning capacity of any remaining liver tissue. Tumours may be too large, 
may have metastasised too far, or may be located in places too dangerous (i.e. in 
close proximity to a major blood vessel) to attempt a partial resection. As a 
result, resection is appropriate in only one out of five liver cancer patients, 
although every patient with a liver tumour should be evaluated for a resection 
because it is currently the only chance for cure. Patients for whom resection is 
not appropriate may be candidates for other newer types of therapy, such as 
radioffequency ablation and cryosurgery. Other methods such as chemotherapy, 
radiotherapy and arterial embolization have shown variable response, but poor 
long term survival (Harmon et al., 1999).
To be considered for a liver resection, the cancer must be confined only to the 
liver so that removal will eliminate the disease from the body. An exception is a 
patient with a metastatic carcinoid tumour, as they usually derive significant 
benefit from removal of 80 - 90+ % of the liver tumour (Madeira &
Ruszniewski, 1999). Other important information necessary to make a decision is 
the number, size, and location of the liver tumours. All tumours must be removed 
with a margin of at least 1cm of normal liver to remove the cancer cells 
surrounding the tumour to have a significant effect on survival (Hu et al., 1994).
In patients with colon cancer that has spread to the liver, which accounts for 
around 12% of all deaths from cancer in England and Wales, liver resection can 
cure or lead to long term survival (5 -1 0  years) in 25 - 46% of patients. The 
operative mortality is less than 5%. Left untreated, the long term survival is <1%
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(Harmon et al., 1999; Leow et al, 1997). Other indications for liver resection are 
metastases from other sites such as breast, kidney, lung, selected tumours of the 
pancreas and small intestine and sarcomas. Although these diagnoses are 
somewhat controversial indications, 5-year survival rates up to 50% have been 
obtained (Zacherl et al, 2001; Hemming et al, 2000; Lang et al, 1999). Other 
indications for resection are tumours that have originated in the liver, such as 
hepatocellular cancer and cholangiocarcinoma.
A liver resection can take 2 - 5  hours to perform. Due to a good understanding of 
liver anatomy, and refinements in surgical and anaesthetic techniques, most liver 
resections can be carried out with a median blood loss of 200 to 500 mis, and 
without the need for blood transfusions.
2.5.1 Resection methods
2.5.1.1 Right-sided hepatic lobectomy
After the induction of anaesthesia, the abdomen is opened with a Mercedes-Benz 
incision, exposing all areas of the liver. The falciform ligament is incised and 
separated from the anterior abdominal wall. The ligamentous attachments to the 
right side of the liver are divided and the liver is retracted medially. The hepatic 
veins to the caudate lobe are ligated, and once it can be determined that the right 
hepatic vein can be encircled and is free of tumour, a cholecystectomy is 
performed. The right portal vein and the right hepatic artery are divided, 
oversewing the proximal portal vein, and the liver should demarcate between the 
right and left lobes. A vascular clamp is placed across the right hepatic vein and 
it is divided, oversewing it proximally where it enters the vena cava.
The parenchymal dissection can be performed by many different techniques: an 
ultrasonic dissecting device, and harmonic scalpel are commonly used, utilising 
high frequency oscillation to disrupt parenchymal tissue, but preserve the 
vascular and ductal structures, and this can be used to coagulate small and 
medium size structures.
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Once the dissection reaches the posterior portion of the liver, the larger vascular 
structures of the hilum and vena cava must be isolated, ligated and divided. 
When the parenchyma has been divided, the right lobe can be removed from the 
abdominal cavity, and frozen sections can be obtained. The raw surface of the 
liver is carefully examined for haemostasis and bile leaks, and once adequate 
haemostasis has been obtained, omentum is placed over the raw surface to seal 
off bile ductules and help maintain haemostasis. The abdominal cavity can then 
be closed in the standard fashion (Holt et al, 2000).
2.5.1.2 Left-sided hepatic lobectomy
As in the-right sided lobectomy, the liver is fully mobilised, allowing palpation 
and intraoperative ultrasound examination. Depending on the extent of the 
tumour and its location in relation to major vascular structures, encircling of the 
suprahepatic and inftahepatic vena cava for vascular control may be desirable. 
Often a bridge of tissue is found connecting segments three and four at the base 
of the umbilical fissure, and division of this will open up the fissure and assist 
with exposure of the left portal triad. The hilar plate can be lowered by incising 
the tissue just above the left portal triad, exposing the triad on its extrahepatic 
course. The main branch of the left hepatic artery can then be isolated, ligated 
and divided. Similarly, dissection of the left hepatic duct and left branch of the 
portal vein is undertaken. If the caudate lobe is not being resected, efforts should 
be made to preserve the portal branches from the left portal vein to this structure 
by dissecting the portal vein distal to the caudate branches and ligating the vein 
at this more distal level.
Control of the left hepatic vein must now be taken, and with ligation of the hilar 
structures, a line of demarcation to the left of the gallbladder fossa will 
distinguish the left from the right lobe. Parenchymal dissection can then take 
place, starting with an incision of the Glisson capsule which will assist in 
preservation of the main trunk of the middle hepatic vein. Cut surface care and 
closing are as in right-sided lobectomy (Holt et al, 2000).
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2.5.1.3 Liver segment resection /  donation
A liver segment, usually the left lateral segment, can be removed and 
transplanted into a child. Adult recipients usually require more than just this 
segment and receive a whole lobe. The procedure for segment removal is similar 
to that for a left lobectomy, except that the hilar structures and left hepatic vein 
are left intact after isolation until the parenchymal dissection is complete. The 
dissection starts with an incision of the liver capsule just to the right of the 
falciform ligament, continuing to the right of the umbilical fissure to avoid injury 
to the vascular and biliary structures supplying the segment. After all of the small 
branches going to segment 4 have been carefully ligated and divided the 
remaining liver parenchyma can be divided as described previously. When this is 
complete, the segment will only be attached by a branch of the left hepatic artery 
and portal vein and the left hepatic vein. These are clamped and divided and the 
segment can be removed and flushed with preservative fluid (Holt et al., 2000).
2.5.1.4 Wedge resection
In a wedge resection procedure a portion of tissue less than a segment or lobe is 
removed, usually in a wedge shape surrounding the lesion. However, due to 
limited exposure and the lack of vascular control, haemorrhage often occurs at 
the base of the wedge resection, and there are further concerns that the margins 
during tumour excision are often positive for tumour. Therefore segmental 
resection is usually preferred (DeMatteo et al., 2000).
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CHAPTER 3 -  TELESURGERY AND SURGICAL 
PLANNING INTRODUCTION
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is split into two parts and gives an introduction to remote surgery, 
or telesurgery, and surgical planning using ultrasound.
In the first part, the background of telesurgery will be detailed and placed within 
its historical context. The currently available telesurgery systems will be 
examined, along with the associated benefits and concerns. Any system that uses 
an internal communication infrastructure is also limited by that same 
infrastructure, so the speeds of today’s communication systems available for 
telesurgical applications will be discussed. To provide an idea of the advantages 
of one communication link over another, typical data rates required by the 
different telesurgery systems are described according to the image size used. The 
first part of the chapter concludes by summarising trials of different types of 
surgery on the available telesurgical systems, discussing their feasibility.
The telesurgery system presented within this thesis uses ultrasound as its 
imaging modality for determining the internal structure of the liver for splitting. 
In the second part of this chapter, a brief introduction to ultrasound is given 
before current surgical uses of ultrasound are summarised. The most advanced 
and relevant applications are highlighted.
3.2 Telesurgery
3.2.1 Background to telesurgery
Telemedicine in surgery, or “telesurgery”, has been defined as: ‘Surgery, 
procedure, or technique performed on an inanimate trainer, animate model, or 
patient in which the surgeon is not at the immediate site of the model or patient 
being operated on. Visualisation and manipulation of the tissues and equipment
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is performed using electronic devices’(SAGES, 2000). “Telesurgery” is an 
umbrella term covering educational and professional assessment techniques, 
surgical discussion among remote participants, and surgery using 
telemanipulation (the extension of a person’s movements to a remote location), 
telerobotics (where a robot executes a task based on information received from a 
remote operator), and telepresence (telemanipulation with added sensory 
information to make the operator feel that they were physically present at the 
remote site) (Simon, 1993).
An article by one of the original researchers in this field, Satava (1995a), claims 
that approximately 90% of the knowledge a doctor needs can be obtained 
through electronic means. If this is so, does the doctor have to be in the same 
room as the patient for diagnosis or treatment? Remote operation can be useful in 
cases where there are no surgeons present, or where environmental constrictions 
mean one cannot be present, for example: in space, on a submarine or aircraft, in 
geographically remote areas (e.g. the Antarctic, Mount Everest, etc.), on a 
battlefield, at the scene of a nuclear accident or during implantation of 
radioactive seeds in tumours, where there is danger to the medical team from the 
patients (contamination or contagion), or in environments where the patient must 
be isolated, e.g. with immunodeficient or high security patients (Stanberry, 2000; 
Wootton, 1996; Thome et al, 1996). Indeed, Yale sent telemedicine 
technologies to establish a clinic at Base Camp, 17,500 feet up on Everest (White 
& Angood, 1999). Data from a Doppler ultrasound, ophthalmoscope, serum 
chemistry, fundoscopic images and a stethoscope were sent to the medical 
support group at Yale via satellite telephones to help solve the problems of both 
non-emergency and more complex cases.
Other types of telemedicine are becoming increasingly popular and more 
commonly used in hospitals: teleradiology has now become a mainstream 
application, and specialities such as psychiatry, cardiology, ophthalmology and 
orthopaedics are also becoming active in this field (Strode et al., 1999). There 
are also two peer-reviewed journals dedicated to telemedicine, as further proof of 
the burgeoning interest in the subject.
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In the past few decades, a new innovation has been used with remarkable 
success: ‘keyhole’, or minimally invasive surgery (MIS). This method of using 
very small entry points to the body, long handled thin instruments, and a 
miniaturised camera to show the operative area has resulted in advantages such 
as improved survival, fewer complications, less infection and cosmetic damage, 
reduced need for repeat surgery, and a quicker recovery period, meaning lower 
hospital costs (Taylor et al., 1995; Green et al., 1995; Prouskas, 1996; Darzi & 
Mackay, 2002). Technologies including charge coupled device (CCD) chips for 
high resolution video images, high intensity light sources like xenon and 
halogen, and improved instrumentation have been vital in implementing this new 
surgical method. Video technology was used for the first time in 1989 by 
surgeons to perform a gall bladder removal, and since then the number of 
procedures using laparoscopic techniques has risen to around 90% of all such 
operations (Riva & Gamberini, 2000).
MIS is an ideal application for telesurgery, as the surgeon views the operating 
site via a screen, and need therefore not be present in the theatre, if a way could 
be found to manipulate the instruments.
There is now a European Institute of Telesurgery (EITS), established in 1993, 
which has brought together surgeons, researchers, computer scientists and 
industrial partners to improve patient care through technological means 
(Versweyveld, 1999). A number of their projects are worth mentioning: the 
MASTER project (Minimal Access Surgery by TElecommunications and 
Robotics) has been working on the operating theatre of the future; the TESUS 
programme (TEleSUrgical Staff) focuses on the transmission of medical 
information; and the EITS experimental operating room and training school has 
trained almost 4,000 surgeons in laparoscopic techniques using surgical mentors 
at remote sites. They have also pioneered the first transatlantic telesurgery, 
completed earlier this year, which will be mentioned further later in this 
introduction.
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3.2.2 Telesurgery systems available
Many telesurgery systems are under development but only two have FDA 
approval and are currently available for clinical use.
The first telesurgery system was developed by Green and colleagues at the 
Stanford Research Institute (SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, USA) in 1992 
(Satava, 1999). It consisted of a surgeon’s workstation with a high-resolution 
colour three-dimensional (3D) image with adjustable magnification. The system 
incorporated conventional surgical instrument handles for the surgeon to use 
placed underneath the viewing screen, maintaining the eye-hand axis normally 
present in surgery. There was also stereo audio input and force-feedback 
grasping, where motors in the surgeon’s console instruments recreated the 
amount of resistance being encountered at the remote surgical site. This system 
was then developed commercially as the MONA™ telesurgery system (Intuitive 
Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), later improved and renamed the Da Vinci™ 
telesurgery system (Cadiere et al., 2001). This is a master-slave telemanipulator, 
with three modular robotic arms that are mounted on mobile trolleys that can be 
wheeled into theatre. The first operation using the MONA™ system on humans 
was performed in Belgium in 1997 and within a year over 150 cardiac 
procedures had been performed in France using this system (Satava, 1999). The 
Da Vinci™ system now uses ‘EndoWrist’™ technology, giving each arm seven 
degrees of freedom in its articulated movement and two cameras to allow 3D 
views to be presented through a specialised binocular arrangement (Rassweiler et 
al., 2001a; Marescaux et al., 2001a). It should be noted that larger operating 
ports are necessary to accommodate these complex articulated instruments than 
are required for standard MIS instruments (Satava, 1999). The Da Vinci™ 
system has been approved by the FDA for coronary anastomosis, general 
laparoscopic gall bladder and reflux disease surgery, general non-cardiac 
thoracoscopic chest surgery and thoracoscopically-assisted cardiotomy 
procedures (Versweyveld, 2004a).
The ZEUS® system (Computer Motion, Goleta, CA, USA) is similar in design to 
the Da Vinci™ system with the patient-side robotic arms attaching directly to the
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operating table, and the surgical site viewed by theatre staff on a screen. Until the 
recent inclusion of ‘microwrist’ technology, giving the instruments a wider range 
of motion inside the body, standard straight adapted laparoscopic instruments 
were used (Fig. 3.1). It uses a voice-controlled automated endoscopic system for 
optimal positioning of a robotic arm (AESOP® - Computer Motion, Goleta, CA, 
USA) to hold a camera and has a range of laparoscopic instruments that attach to 
the other two arms. The system was first demonstrated in 1996 for remote 
suturing and performing anastomoses on cadaveric hearts (Rassweiler et al., 
2001a), and then on humans in 1999 for coronary artery bypass graft operations 
(Reichenspumer et al., 1999).
The ZEUS® and the Da Vinci™ systems have been compared while performing 
a series of surgical procedures (pyeloplasties, adrenalectomies and 
nephrectomies) on pigs. The Da Vinci™ system had a shorter learning curve, and 
more intuitive execution of surgical manoeuvres, although the authors did not 
use the ZEUS® system’s microwrist for their study. Both systems produced 
technically successful outcomes, but the Da Vinci™ system had significantly 
shorter operating times: (nephrectomy mean 51 vs. 72 mins., laparoscopic 
pyeloplasty 45 vs. 66 mins. and laparoscopic adrenalectomy 12 vs. 26 mins.) 
(Sung & Gill, 2001).
Figure 3. 1: The ZEUS® platform, consisting o f three table-mounted arms, two 
acting as instrument actuators while the third holds a camera. Reproduced with
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permission from Canadian Surgical Technologies & Advanced Robotics. 
Copyright 2003 CSTAR (http://www.c-star.ca/robotics.asp)
Other systems include the Fips endoarm using a finger ring joystick and voice 
command, and Endoassist (Armstrong Healthcare, UK) incorporating a footplate 
and head motion sensor. Robodoc (Integrated Surgical Systems Inc., California 
USA) is an orthopaedic surgical system which has been used in over 1000 
operations. Probot and the Johns Hopkins University Remote Centre Motion 
robot have been used in urological procedures (Bann et al., 2003).
3.2.3 Benefits
The main benefits of using telesurgery instead of traditional surgery can be split 
into two areas: cost and enhanced performance. Money can be saved through 
travelling expenses: the expertise is brought to the patient, and specialists need 
not spend time and money travelling to the operative site. Equally, hospitals 
would not have to employ residential specialists (NIST, 1995). The American 
prison service has already utilised telesurgery as a cheaper method of treating 
prisoners who would require a full-time guard if transported to a hospital 
(Wootton, 1996).
Telesurgery increases patients’ access to specialist expertise (Wootton, 1998), 
but additionally, can enhance and extend the skill and range of their own 
surgeon. Perception can be improved because the operative site is viewed on a 
screen: the image can be magnified, allowing precise positioning of instruments, 
yet the surgeon is still using full size tools at his console, and any movements 
made can be scaled (Wong, 1996; Hill et al., 1998). So a 1 cm movement of the 
surgeon’s finger could be scaled down to an actual movement of 1 mm at the 
remote site (Allen et al., 1997).
In laparoscopic surgery, surgeons view the internal scene on a small two- 
dimensional (2D) screen, often inconveniently positioned across the table, with 
someone else controlling the camera. The absence of shadows, stereo-vision and 
movement parallax make it difficult to determine spatial distance and movements
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correctly, although with experience, surgeons can compensate (Rassweiler et al., 
2001b). If the surgeons control the camera themselves, they are reduced to one 
hand for operating other instruments needed. Additionally, any movement in the 
camera, even the tremor from a heartbeat, can lead to motion sickness when 
viewing the scene. The AESOP® robotic arm, used as part of the ZEUS® 
telesurgery system, was designed to relieve these problems. It can be controlled 
by voice commands, or with foot and hand switches (Sackier & Wang, 1994). 
These robotic arms, and their computer controller, can operate at an accuracy of 
around ±5 pm, compared to the accuracy of the best microsurgeons of ±50 pm. 
Tremor is completely eliminated, both in the camera, and also in movements of 
the instruments (Falk et al., 2000). An experiment using the Da Vinci™ system 
found that dexterity was enhanced by nearly 50% by motion scaling, with 3D 
visualisation adding an extra 10-15% enhancement. Three-dimensional vision 
also resulted in a 93% reduction in skills-based errors (Moorthy et al., 2004).
This sort of technology allows surgeons to perform tasks which would be 
otherwise impossible: retinal vein cannulation, for example, involves a needle 
being inserted into a vein no larger than 100 microns wide, and requires the 
dexterity enhancement and stability provided by robotic assistance (Mack, 2001).
In cardiac surgery, control systems could enable a virtual heart arrest allowing 
the surgeon to work on a motionless image of the heart, while the movements of 
the surgery are automatically gated to the beating (Schlag et al., 1999). Robotic 
devices can also be programmed to be intrinsically safe, with an area of 
movement restricted to where it can do no damage (Buckingham & Buckingham, 
1995), and extremely large or small forces can be safely applied (Riva & 
Gamberini, 2000).
Many people can watch the operation on different screens, facilitating 
instantaneous interventions and close support from surgical assistants, and also 
consultations with other remote surgeons (Wong, 1996). This is useful in the 
education of surgeons, who are currently taught on a ‘see one, do one, teach one’ 
principle, which is regarded as inefficient, expensive, and possibly risky for the 
patient (Raibert et al., 1998). Operations can be planned and practised using
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virtual reality before the surgeon actually reaches the patient, allowing the 
optimum surgical approaches to be determined (McCloy & Stone, 2001).
Finally, the use of telesurgical consoles reduces fatigue in the operating surgeon, 
as it is more ergonomically friendly: the surgeon is seated in a comfortable 
position, with the screen directly in front of them. It also allows for more 
intuitive operating, with movements translated directly into action, unlike the use 
of endoscopic instruments which require the surgeon to move the handle in the 
reverse direction to which the tip is supposed to travel. Surgeon performance 
should remain optimal for longer periods of time (Damiano et al, 2000a).
3.2.4 Concerns
Opponents to telemedicine believe that it is a threat to the doctor-patient 
relationship, and as a result of the ‘technological imperative’ where if the 
technology exists, it will be used regardless of its fit to the specific needs, its 
efficiency in comparison to alternatives, or its costs (Bashshur, 1997).
Telesurgery has to be accepted by both doctors and patients before it can be 
seriously introduced as a treatment option, with resulting changes in referral and 
consulting patterns, and financial outlay involved. Rassweiler et al. (2001b) 
estimate the initial investment for a Da Vinci™ surgery system to be 
approximately $800,000, with another $100,000 per year running costs. There 
are currently no guidelines on procedure pricing, fee-splitting between the 
referrer and telesurgeon, nor for occasions when telesurgery should be used 
instead of traditional surgery. It has been suggested that physicians should 
choose the method that provides the desired clinical outcome at the most 
reasonable cost (Perednia & Allen, 1995).
There is also the question of legal liability. If an operation goes wrong, is it the 
referrer’s responsibility for choosing telesurgery in the first place? Or the 
telesurgeon’s, for their performance? Or is it the fault of the hospital where the 
operation is taking place? Or possibly that of the designer of the system? 
Sometimes it may be difficult to establish whether it was a misdiagnosis by a
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clinician or a technical failing of the system that was the cause of harm 
(Stanberry, 2000). Alternatively, might it be considered negligent to withhold 
access to telesurgery if it is available? It seems best to suggest that all matters of 
liability be determined well before the procedure is attempted, and confirmed in 
writing to inform the patient before they sign the consent form.
Licensing and regulations are another area where there are few guidelines for the 
practitioner. There is still no consensus as to tasks to perform to determine 
competence, nor any way of officially assessing successful skill acquisition. A 
standardised set of procedures, with quantified measures of skills is required, in 
addition to long-term evaluation of performance (Satava, 1999). A practical set 
of suggestions has been produced by the Society of American Gastrointestinal 
Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES, 2000), for the surgical practice of telemedicine.
It suggests the use of telesurgery should be restricted to: ‘demonstration and/or 
teaching techniques using animate or inanimate trainers for the testing of 
technology and procedures, and on patients only when a qualified surgeon is 
present to intervene if technical difficulties arise’. It adds that remote surgery is 
currently highly investigational, and should not be performed except by persons 
thoroughly familiar with the technology. It recommends that hospitals defer 
clinical implementation until the technology has been validated.
The telesurgery systems themselves should be thoroughly tested, of course, and 
this too must be regulated: Stanberry (2000) recommends European CE mark 
standards testing before systems are approved for clinical use.
The major concern about telesurgery must be its safety. There are a number of 
problems that could occur, such as loss of communication between the surgeon 
and the operating theatre, or the telemanipulator system failing, or simply an 
emergency, or unexpected complication such as bleeding or cardiac arrest during 
the operation. Any of these occurrences raise the question: who will take charge 
and implement the correct procedures? A manual override option to any 
equipment must be made available to staff on site (Stanberry, 2000).
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Telesurgery systems can be designed to be intrinsically safe, with computer 
defined exclusion zones, with the manipulator arms restricted to designated ‘safe 
areas’ only. Feedback control must also ensure that the manipulator does not 
become misaligned with the surgeon’s hand movements (Prouskas, 1996). 
Another safety feature in-built into some systems is the ‘safety freeze’ where the 
robot arm will freeze if there is a power interrupt, reducing the risk of damage to 
the patient from the uncontrolled motions of a suddenly floppy arm (Taylor et 
al, 1995).
Another concern about telesurgery systems is the technical support available. 
Until telesurgery becomes an accepted clinical method, telesurgery systems will 
generally be ‘one-off creations, tied to proprietary hardware and software, 
which means that technical support may be severely limited (Riva & Gamberini, 
2000). Equipment may be incompatible with other systems, restricting the 
applicability over the world. Important issues of servicing and maintenance must 
not be overlooked; faulty hardware or out of date software could cause serious 
problems (Stanberry, 2000), and replacement components for these proprietary 
systems could be difficult to find (Institute of Medicine, 1996).
A final concern is the issue of security and privacy. Patient information would be 
sent over general communication lines, and this could jeopardise patient 
confidentiality (Eckberg, 1998). Without the assurance that such data is 
protected, hospital authorities and the public will resist the sharing of data. 
Perednia & Allen (1995) recommend encryption of data, and password access 
restrictions. Interactive video usually requires the use of compression and 
decompression algorithms at both ends of the transmission, and this is relatively 
secure (Strode et al, 1999).
3.2.4.1 Communications links available for telesurgery
Interruptions or delays in the transmission of information from one site to 
another can cause serious problems for telesurgery. Some delay is unavoidable 
due to the physical constraints of the technology: speed of transmission is limited 
by the finite speed of electricity and light (Allen et a l , 1997), and computational
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resources for coding and decoding information at either end (Ottensmayer,
2000). However, there is a maximum delay time acceptable of around 200-300 
ms, up to which surgeons can compensate for the delay. Latencies of more than 
300 ms can lead to difficulties in task performance, and possibly dangerous 
system instabilities (Ottensmayer, 2000). See Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for a summary 
of communications links and technology requirements (Held, 1996; Rao & 
Hwang, 1996; Stallings, 1998).
Local Area Networking Typical Speeds
Ethernet 10 Mbps (megabits per second)
Fast Ethernet 100 Mbps
Wide Area Networking
Telephone + Modem 56 kbps (kilobits per second)
ISDN (integrated services digital network) 64 - 128 kbps
Broadband ISDN (Tl) 384 kbps
(T2) 631 kbps
ASDL (asynchronous digital subscriber line) 512 kbps - 2 Mbps
ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) 25 - 155 Mbps
Table 3. 1: Types o f communication links and their data transfer speeds
Image size 
(pixels)
Compression
type
Compression
ratio
Scan rate 
(frames/s)
Data rate 
(Mbps)
768 x 576 JPEG 8:1 25 22.1
384 x 288 JPEG 11:1 25 4.1
352x288 H.261 13:1 50 4.6
176 x 144 H.261 14:1 50 1.1
Table 3. 2: Typical data transmission rates required fo r PAL colour video 
images o f  various sizes and compressions
Many telesurgery systems have been tested over fibre-optic links, but such a 
hardwired connection is obviously useless for longer distance operations. 
Satellite transmission of information causes delays of around 600 ms, whereas
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ISDN lines (an entirely digital system available through standard phone lines in 
metropolitan areas) have much shorter delays of approximately 40 ms 
(Demartines et al., 2000). Distance is a factor: a teleoperator system found 
delays of 1.4 s for a round trip between Washington and Tokyo, and another 
similar experiment had delays of between 1.6 - 2s (Thompson et al, 1999; 
Ottensmeyer, 2000). A ‘move and wait’ strategy has been used to allow for the 
time delay and maintain the stability of the system, and this is manageable if the 
telemanipulator is restrained from contacting objects at the operating site. The 
telesurgeon must slow down his motions, or make incremental movements to 
achieve the desired location, or even delegate tasks to an on-site assistant if 
delays become substantial (Ottensmeyer, 2000).
Data loss during transmission can also be a problem. It can result in degraded 
images, poor audio quality, and poor colour fidelity (Broderick et al., 2001).
Transmission speed requirements for telesurgery include: reliability, acceptable 
delay times, ability to transfer data of differing data rates, and a low error rate 
(Smithwick, 1995). Normal telephone lines are not adequate for telesurgery, and 
whereas ISDN lines are suitable for telesurgery, the best method carrying the 
most information (largest bandwidth) quickly, is currently thought to be 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks. Robot commands, voice, video 
and medical images can be merged into a single stream of ATM transfer packets, 
and the network is thought to be reliable and safe. Around 80% of the world’s 
communication carriers use ATM at the core of their networks and this is the 
only technology that can guarantee a predefined quality of service (ATM Forum,
2001). In their recent telesurgery between New York and Strasbourg, Marescaux 
and co-workers used a dedicated ATM link, and found delays of only 155 ms to 
which the team easily adjusted (Marescaux et al., 2002).
In the event of a power cut, telecommunications network operators employ 
battery arrays and standby generators, and the switch to the backup supply 
occurs before the supply falls below a minimum level. A developing network 
transmission media, synchronous data hierarchy (SDH) or synchronous optical 
network (SONET) in the USA will also employ error-checking and self­
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monitoring. When a fault is discovered, the network automatically re-routes all 
traffic to avoid the faulty node. Often telecommunications networks will have in­
built mechanisms such as dual redundancy to avoid network blockages 
(Smithwick, 1995).
3.2.5 Assessment o f  telesurgery systems
Assessment of telesurgery provides safety and effectiveness data. Telesurgery 
trials published in peer-reviewed journals promote knowledge and acceptance of 
this new area.
Yawn (2000) proposes a number of areas for investigation: technology 
assessment evaluating equipment performance and technical support needed, 
detailing the possible and appropriate uses. Outcomes should be examined both 
in clinical and time frames, and costs of development, equipment, support staff 
and training at both ends of the transmission must be accounted for. Yawn also 
suggests the development of standards and criteria for assessment for technology 
and operator performance. She notes that any study of costs must include direct 
and indirect costs to patients and healthcare providers, including training and 
construction costs.
Wootton (1998) suggests evaluating the principles, rather than the technology 
itself. The Institute of Medicine’s (1996) assessment framework points out that 
problems may arise from users’ lack of familiarity with the new equipment, and 
the resulting reluctance of hospitals and doctors until such systems become more 
user-friendly and ubiquitous.
3.2.6 Telesurgery trials
3.2.6.1 Education: surgical simulation
Virtual reality (VR) has already provided a means for the training of astronauts 
and pilots, and can now be applied in the field of surgery. Early training 
simulators include screen- and mannequin-based simulators used in anaesthesia
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training, and a virtual abdomen has been designed by Satava; virtual endoscopy, 
bronchoscopy, cystoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, interactive anatomy teaching, and 
soft tissue modelling are newer ideas (Gorman et al, 1999; Datta et al., 2002; 
Shah & Darzi, 2002; Moorthy et al., 2003). Current students can learn a new 
perspective on the body by ‘flying’ round organs, reconstructed reliably thanks 
to developments in computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. 
Wong (1996) suggests that telepresence could allow surgeons to ‘walk through’ 
the internal structure under consideration to improve knowledge. Such 3D data 
can also be used in surgical planning (Gorman et al., 1999). Surgeons can now 
train on simulators with interactive instruments and anatomically correct organs 
that deform under pressure and bleed or leak fluids (Coleman et al., 1994; 
Versweyveld, 1998b).
Certain types of surgery, such as laparoscopic and endoscopic, where the 
surgeon needs to practise using the specific types of instruments, and orthopaedic 
surgery, which usually involves complex geometries difficult to display in 2D 
media (x-rays) would benefit greatly from the use of simulators in training. The 
Virtual Clinic (Cine-Med, CT, USA) simulates laparoscopic procedures with a 
3D screen and four types of instrument inserted into a replica of a human torso 
(Coleman et al., 1994), and Tsai et al. (2001) have developed a VR orthopaedic 
surgery simulation based on volumetric data from computed tomography which 
allows training and procedure planning on visualisations of rigid bones, 
prostheses and bone grafts. A virtual reality laparoscopic surgery training 
system, MIST (minimally invasive surgical trainer) (Mentice Medical Simulation 
AB, Gothenberg, Sweden), was developed in the UK and is now commercially 
available for use with any personal computer (Stone & McCloy, 2004). It 
presents trainees with simple but relevant tasks such as tissue handling, left and 
right hand controls, and use of electrocautery, and generates objective records of 
performance in terms of accuracy, errors and timing. The training interface is 
based on modified laparoscopic instruments, and movements are translated into 
3D graphics that are tracked within an operating volume (Sutton et al., 1997; 
McCloy & Stone, 2001). MIST has been used for skill assessment in 
gynaecology, to determine differences between experienced surgeons and those 
without experience, and to evaluate the effects of alcohol on performance
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(Dorafshar et al, 2002; Chaudhry et al., 1999; Gor et al., 2003). Research to 
evaluate skills transfer from MIST to real laparoscopic tasks found quantifiable 
changes in skill transferable to a simple laparoscopic task, similar to the results 
achieved with conventional laparoscopic training (Torkington et al., 2001).
3.2.6.2 Education: telementoring
Telementoring (real-time interactive teaching of techniques by an expert surgeon 
to a student not at the same site (SAGES, 2000)) was first reported in 1965 by 
Dr. DeBakey who transmitted guidance over broadband satellite, and while 
useful for assisting newer surgeons, can also be used for demonstration and 
dissemination of new operative techniques (Allen et al., 1997). Through 
telementoring, less experienced surgeons could receive training in advanced 
techniques from such world experts (Link et al., 2001). Autschbach et al.
(2000a) suggest a ‘driving school’ approach to surgical tuition: coupling together 
telesurgery system surgeon consoles so that both surgeons will have the same 
view of the operating field, with dual controls so that the instructor can 
demonstrate or correct a surgical manipulation from their console.
It is widely believed that laparoscopic training courses, usually of around three 
days duration, are insufficient to allow a surgeon to safely and competently 
perform such procedures (Lee et al, 1998). Surgeons who performed 
laparoscopy without further training after the course were over three times more 
likely to have at least one complication, compared to those who sought 
additional training (See et al, 1993). Micali et al. (2000) cite a report stating that 
90% of bile duct injuries during cholecystectomies occurred in the first 30 cases 
performed by an individual surgeon. Yet the only way to gain competence in 
such operations is through practice, and telementoring and surgical simulators 
may provide a cheaper, safer way of achieving this.
One of the first documented telementoring trials was run by Kavoussi et al. 
(1994) who manipulated a laparoscopic camera from a separate room 35 feet 
away, out of voice and sight range. A surgeon was present operating at the table, 
and was assisted by the remote surgeon while three laparoscopic procedures (a
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cholecystectomy, bladder suspension and varix ligation) were performed. 
Another trial involved transmitting 23 laparoscopic procedures from one 
building to another in Baltimore (Moore et al., 1996) and also in Detroit (Rosser 
et al, 1997). Schulam et al. (1997) used telestration (online illustration and 
annotation added to video pictures by the expert surgeon) during their operations, 
which was found to significantly enhance communication between the two 
surgeons.
Janetschek et al. (1998) performed the first transcontinental telementoring 
between the USA and Austria during a laparoscopic adrenalectomy. Cubano et 
al. (1999), described telementoring aboard the aircraft carrier USS Abraham 
Lincoln. Five laparoscopic procedures were carried out by the ship’s surgeon, 
guided by a specialist on shore. Further transcontinental telepresence surgery has 
been performed (Lee et al., 2000), between Singapore and the USA, between 
USA, and both Thailand and Austria (Lee et al., 1998), between USA, Austria, 
Italy, Bangkok, Thailand and Singapore (Bauer et al., 2000), and between Rome 
and the USA (Micali et al., 2000). Time delays between 700 ms -  1 s were 
observed, but did not result in any telementoring problems.
A regional telementoring network for endoscopic surgery (Taniguchi & Ohashi, 
2000) has been constructed in Japan. Six hospitals took part, and 20 cases of 
telementoring were recorded, including some where the procedure was newly 
developed by the mentoring hospital.
3.2.6.3 Education: teleproctoring
Teleproctoring (monitoring and evaluating students from a distance (SAGES, 
2000)) is used for credentialing purposes, and can help to provide a more 
uniform standard of care, and assessment of skills across hospitals, even 
continents (Link et al., 2001).
Schulam et al. (1997) suggest that specialised venues be constructed for remote 
teaching and credentialing, which would encourage surgeons competent in basic 
techniques to broaden their experience under the guidance of experts. Theatres
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could be constructed with adequate communications systems, and remotely 
guided robotic arms to allow the mentor to assist and demonstrate, or take over 
should the procedure not go as planned.
3.2.6.4 Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing and teleconsulting usually involve more demonstration and 
discussion than active interaction and intervention. The Internet allows live 
broadcasts of surgical operations to be watched by millions. Allen et al. (1997) 
document the broadcast of an hour-long cholecystectomy, as a feasibility study. 
Image quality was good enough for viewing surgeons to identify pertinent 
anatomic structures, and the system enabled commentary and advice, with no 
transmission costs. Another three live broadcasts on the Internet (Gandsas et al., 
1996, 1998) provided an external view and a laparoscopic internal view of the 
surgical site. Again, the viewing surgeons were able to see structures adequately. 
Internet security was assured by e-mailing participants with the identification 
code of the broadcasting computer. A further broadcast of laparoscopic surgery 
was made on both the Internet and Tntemet2’, a high-speed link between around 
150 universities and corporate members in the USA (Damore et al., 1999). The 
delay time from transmission was less than one second, with a data loss rate of 
0 .1%.
Taniguchi & Ohashi (2000) report the use of routine teleconferences with live 
surgery demonstrations and discussions between eleven hospitals. Surgeons were 
also able to take part in international academic congresses via their 
teleconferencing system. Gul et al. (1999a & b) evaluated surgical teaching of 
undergraduate students via videoconferencing from the operating theatre. A high 
satisfaction and acceptance rate was found, and further studies were suggested to 
determine the knowledge gain with such a method. The INSURRECT 
(INteractive SURgical teaching at REmote CenTres) project found that 
successful teaching depended on increasing audience interaction, and 
transmitting high quality video images (Hobsley et al., 1997).
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Teleconferencing can be gainfully applied during conferences and symposia: 
cardiothoracic surgeon, Dr. Donald Ross, held a symposium in 1997 
demonstrating a heart valve repair technique to over 80 off-site surgeons 
showing close-up views of the surgery, and the surgeons’ view from a head- 
mounted camera (Allen et al., 1997).
Teleconsulting is being employed to aid soldiers in Iraq: digital photographs of 
infected skin are emailed by medics in Iraq to dermatologists in America for 
diagnosis and treatment plans. This is the most commonly used application of 
telemedicine in Iraq, which is restricted due to lack of bandwidth, but other uses 
include telepsychiatry, ophthalmology, and pathology. X-ray consulting has also 
been requested from military hospitals in Afghanistan, and a video camera 
suspended over an operating table has been used to transmit images to USA 
neurosurgeons who guide the local surgeons in performing operations (Chachere, 
2004).
As teleconferencing and telementoring become more popular, specialised 
training programs may need to be developed for the mentors themselves to allow 
them to participate (Cheriff et al, 1996). It should be noted that problems with 
licensing, legislature, insurance, consent, credentials and liability apply to the 
education of surgeons as much as to telesurgery itself.
3.2.6.5 Laboratory studies
Laboratory studies where robotic arms have been guided remotely to perform 
tasks such as ‘grasp and transfer’ (picking up and moving paperclips), ‘blood­
vessel clip and cut’ (clipping and cutting elastic bands) (Thompson et al., 1999; 
Ottensmeyer et al., 2000), operating on a life-like mannequin with pig intestines 
in its abdominal cavity (Green et al., 1995), cutting and stitching of excised 
bovine aorta and the femoral artery in anaesthetised female swine (Bowersox et 
al., 1996), removing kidneys, repair of penetrating visceral injury to the stomach 
and liver, gallbladder removal in swine (Bowersox & Comum, 1998; Bowersox 
et a l, 1998), cut and suture holes in excised porcine hearts (Stephenson et a l, 
1998; Shennib et a l, 1998), microsurgery on the uterine horns of anaesthetised
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swine (Margossian et al., 1998), incision and repair of the kidney in pigs (Sung 
et al., 1999), and coronary artery bypass grafting on the beating hearts of dogs 
(Falk et al., 1999), have been reported.
3.2.6.6 Telepresence surgery
In 2001 the first international telesurgery was performed on a patient in France 
while the operating surgeon was 6500 km away in New York, USA (Fig. 3.2) 
(Marescaux et al., 2001b, 2002). A remote laparoscopic cholecystectomy 
procedure was successfully completed using the ZEUS® system connected to the 
remote site by a dedicated high-bandwidth fibre-optic ATM service (10 
megabits/s) with a video conferencing system and phone also used for 
communication (Marescaux et al., 2002). The communications link had taken 
two and a half years to prepare. The delay was a constant 155 ms, safely below 
the 300ms safety limit (Ottensmeyer et al., 2000; Marescaux et al., 2002) and the 
operation was completed in 54 minutes with no intraoperative complications 
(Marescaux et al., 2001, 2002; IRC AD, 2001). No interruptions in the 
transmission of surgical movements, or degradation of video image quality were 
found, and surgeons were pleased with both image quality and operation safety 
(Marescaux et al., 2002).
Figure 3. 2 (left): Surgeon operating the ZEUS® console in New York to remove 
the gall bladder o f a patient in France; (right): robotic arms at the remote site in 
Strasbourg. Reproduced with permission from Marescaux et al. (2001). 
Copyright 2001 Nature Publishing Group
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3.2.7 Potential telesurgical applications
A number of surgical procedures have been performed using the telesurgery 
techniques and systems available, the main aims being to evaluate the machines 
for clinical use and prove the concept. Therefore the systems were tried over 
short distances without wide area communications links. To extend the 
procedures for surgery at a remote site would require one of the wide area 
communications links described in Table 5.1. The first operation performed 
using a telesurgery system on humans was a laparoscopic cholecystectomy 
completed successfully by Himpens and co-workers in 1997 using the MONA™ 
system (Himpens et al., 1998). Further procedures include: laparoscopic 
adrenalectomy (Undre et al., 2004), cholecystectomy (Cadiere et al, 2001; 
Marescaux et al., 2001b), coronary artery bypass grafting (both on bypass and on 
beating heart) (Riva & Gamberini, 2000; Falk et al., 2000; Damiano et al., 
2000b, 2001; Boehm et al., 1999; Kiaii et al., 2000; Eagle et al., 1999; Loulmet 
et al., 1999; Boyd et al., 2000; Kappert et al., 2000), radial prostatectomy 
(Rassweiler et al., 2001a, 2001b; Binder & Kramer, 2001), fallopian tube 
reanastomosis (Falcone et al., 2000; Cadiere et al., 2001), Heller’s 
cardiomyotomy (Shah et al., 2002), laparoscopic gastric banding/gastroplasty 
(Cadiere et al., 1999a, 2001), mitral valve repair (Carpentier et al., 1996; 
Autschbach et al., 2000b; Versweyveld, 2002a), Nissen fundoplication (Cadiere 
et al., 1999b, 2001; Meninger et a l, 2001), nephrectomy (Guillonneau et al., 
2001a), pelvic lymph node dissection (Guillonneau et al., 2001b), pyeloplasty 
(Versweyveld, 2002b), rectopexy (Munz et al., 2004), retroperitoneal procedures 
(Cadiere et al., 2001), and transanal intrarectal resection (Cadiere et al., 2001). 
Most results have been comparable with standard open surgery, whereas 
operating times vary from comparing favourably with standard surgery, to 
running to twice the standard operative time. Particular benefits were found in 
procedures such as gastroplasty, where positioning problems often encountered 
with massively obese patients were solved by placing the surgeon away from the 
table at the telesurgery console (Cadiere et al., 2001), and Nissen fundoplication 
where the team using the Da Vinci™ system found that the articulated tools 
available for use with the robotic arms provided great benefit when dissecting 
behind and around the esophagus (Cadiere et al., 2001). Problems were also
encountered: the surgeons performing the Nissen fundoplication also reported 
that the 3D view was very narrow and the procedure often had to be stopped 
while the optics were repositioned (Cadiere et al., 2001), and the range of 
instruments available with the ZEUS® was considered inadequate for performing 
a nephrectomy, possibly a reason why telesurgery took longer to perform than a 
standard procedure (Guillonneau et al., 2001b). Marescaux et al. (2001a) also 
found the instruments available with ZEUS® unsatisfactory, while performing 
laparoscopic cholecystectomies.
See Table 3.3 for a summary.
3.2.8 The future o f  telesurgery
Professor Gagner, part of the team that completed the first transatlantic 
telesurgery, has said: “It may take ten or fifteen years before these systems 
become affordable, and every institution is connected, but I think it will happen.
I also think that the next stage will be addition of artificial intelligence to these 
robots... In the near future Al (artificial intelligence) could be helping [surgeons] 
make decisions.” (Meek, 2001). Meier et al. (2001) think that not only could Al 
help surgeon decision-making, it could actually guide surgeons through 
technically challenging procedures to avoid injury to vital structures.
Autschbach et al. (2000a) have created an operating theatre dedicated to robotic 
surgery using the Da Vinci™ system, with the surgeon’s console placed in a 
control room, separated from the operating theatre by a large window. A second 
console is present, allowing for remote assistance or surgical training. 
Information displayed includes Doppler flow and cardiography in addition to 
views of the surgery inside and outside the patient. More than 120 operations 
have been performed in the theatre, including closed-chest CABG and minimally 
invasive mitral-valve repair procedures.
Specific technological developments have been suggested to enhance and 
improve telesurgery. A wider range of instrument tips have been cited by many 
authors as the next necessary step (Breda et al., 2001/ Damiano et al. (2001)
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A uthors Date System
Used
P rocedure Control
G roup?
Results:
(S uccess
rate)
Com m ents
Himpens et al. 1998 MONA Cholecystectomy No 1/1 (100%) First cholecystectomy performed at this hospital
Cadiere et al. 1999 MONA Gastric Banding No 1/1 (100%)
Cadiere et al. 1999 MONA Nissen Fundoplication No 2/2 (100%)
Reichenspurner et al. 1999 ZEUS CABG No 2/2 (100%)
Falcone et al. (in 1999 ZEUS Tubal reanastomosis No 1/1 (100%)
Versweyveld)
Loulmet et al. 1999 Da Vinci CABG No 4/6 (67%) Interference between robotic arms & body
Boehm et al. 1999 ZEUS CABG No 7/7 (100%)
Falk et al. 2000 Da Vinci CABG No (100%) 131 cases 1998-2000
Kiaii et al. 2000 ZEUS CABG No 19/19 (100%)
Damiano et al. 2000 ZEUS CABG No 8/10 (80%) 80-100 hour training period required, concern over use in 
patients with small vessels.
Boyd et al. 2000 ZEUS CABG No 5/6 (83%)
Kappert et al. 2000 Da Vinci CABG No 1/1 (100%) Useful for patients with risk factors for circulation and 
delayed wound-healing problems
Autschbach et al. 2000 Da Vinci CABG, mitral valve repair No 120+ ops Operations performed in a ‘telesurgical theatre’
Damiano et al. 2001 ZEUS CABG C* 30/32 (94%) T S t twice as long
Rassweiler et al. 2001 Da Vinci Radial prostatectomy No 6/6 (100%) Good for surgeons with little previous laparoscopy.
Guillonneau et al. A 2001 ZEUS Pelvic lymph node dissection No 10/10 (100%) T S f twice as long, but steep learning curve found
Guillonneau et al. B 2001 ZEUS Nephrectomy No 1/1 (100%) After a 2 year training program
Binder & Kramer 2001 Da Vinci Radial prostatectomy No 9/10 (90%)
1st transatlantic telesurgeryMarescaux et al. 2001 ZEUS Cholecystectomy No 1/1 (100%)
Cadiere et al. 2001 Da Vinci Cholecystectomy(48), Nissen 
fundoplication(36), gastroplasty(10), 
fallopian tube reanastomoses(28)
C* 115/122
(94%)
Operating times compared favourably with controls
Meninger et al. 2001 Da Vinci Nissen fundoplication No 1/1 (100%) 10 year old girl
Schulam et al. (in 2002 ZEUS Pyeloplasty No 1/1 (100%) First of its type performed in USA
Versweyveld)
Chitwood et al. (in 2002 Da Vinci Mitral valve repair C* 40+ ops
Versweyveld)_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
*C-averaged procedure figures used as control, fTS- surgery using a telesurgery system. ‘ZEUS’ is ® and ‘Da Vinci’ is ™
Table 3. 1: Potential telesurgery application trials
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suggest flexible cameras and instruments, and Bowersox & Comum (1998) 
suggest it might be feasible to attach micromanipulators to the end of flexible 
endoscopes, allowing tissue manipulation to be performed within a very small 
workspace. Loulmet et al. (1999) suggest that miniaturisation of the arms and 
instruments would help to avoid interference between the arms and the patient’s 
body, and indeed work is progressing in this direction. Cheah et al. (2001) have 
performed ‘needlescopic’ surgery using instruments with a diameter of less than 
3 mm, and this technology could be incorporated into telesurgical systems.
Wireless and retinal displays could form the next generation of display devices 
(Meier et al, 2001), with the addition of real-time haptic or tactile data being a 
popular suggestion, and an electronic nose -  a chemical vapour sensing system 
with an odour generation system at the remote site -  is currently being developed 
(Keller et al, 1995, cited in NIST, 1995).
Damiano et al. (2000a) believe that the real significance of telesurgery is the 
resultant integration of computers into the operating theatres, and the increasing 
access to information. Information such as patient records, x-rays, pathology 
slides, pharmacy information, etc. can be accessed by authorized medical 
personnel anywhere in the world (Perednia & Allen, 1995).
3.2.9 Discussion
Clinical trials have demonstrated that telesurgery is feasible for expert assisting 
and remote teaching with simple endoscopic procedures. While the available 
systems are currently expensive for routine use, prices of technology invariably 
decline with time.
The clinical studies summarised in this paper have been performed only after 
considerable instruction and practice using the telesurgical systems involved. In 
most cases, laboratory experiments on the use of the system, whether on a 
custom built surgical trainer (Bowersox et al., 1998; Boehm et al., 1998; 
Reichenspumer et al., 1999; Rassweiler et al., 2001a), ex vivo animal organs 
(Bowersox et al., 1996; Guillonneau et al., 2001b) or cadavers (Loulmet et al.,
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1999; Falcone et a l, 2000; Rassweiler et al., 2001a; Damiano et al., 2001), or a 
mixture of all three, was the starting point of training. This was usually followed 
by operations on live animals (Marescaux et al., 2001; Reichenspumer et al., 
1999; Damiano et al., 2001; Boehm et al, 1999; Falcone et al., 2000; 
Guillonneau et al., 2001b), before surgeons and equipment were used in clinical 
trials, and even then a learning curve was often noticed (Falk et al., 2000; 
Cadiere et al., 2001; Guillonneau et al., 2001a). Theatre staff also required 
instruction on the set-up of the system by a specialist engineer (Marescaux et al.,
2002). Only 15% of surgical trainees in the USA have had exposure to robotics 
during their training (Donias et al., 2002) and if telesurgery is to become 
commonplace, standardised training schemes need to be developed and 
implemented.
Many laparoscopic procedures are candidates for telesurgery but currently lack 
the required fast, reliable broadband telecommunication links. Until the 
communications technology is much improved and cheaper, telesurgery 
equipment and methods are more likely to be used to improve minimally 
invasive procedures.
Matters of liability and jurisdiction need to be addressed prior to any telesurgical 
operations and fully informed consent obtained in writing. Should telesurgical 
systems be used at all if there is a standard laparoscopic or open procedure that 
produces good results? Some operations will benefit from the enhancements that 
these systems allow, such as those involving microsuturing or cannulation of 
very small vessels. For the rest the longer operating times and higher conversion 
rates must be resolved, or additional benefits demonstrated through further 
clinical trials.
With the first successful transatlantic telepresence operation completed in 2002, 
concerns over the safety of telesurgery systems seem to have been met 
adequately, and future technology will no doubt only add more security 
precautions. A more troublesome problem could be getting the slave
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telemanipulator equipment to where it is required, when it is needed (Sheridan et 
al., 1996). This may not be a problem for the large hospitals, which could afford 
to buy their own systems, but if telesurgery is to be used in the developing world 
and remote and extreme areas, the problem of making such expensive equipment 
readily available must be solved.
It seems possible that its use in taking expertise to remote or underprivileged 
areas will be overlooked in favour of using the equipment and methods to enable 
more minimally invasive procedures: bringing the internal world out for 
inspection rather than making surgery more accessible to the world.
3.3 Surgical planning
3.3.1 Surgical planning - the principle
Surgical planning aims to allow surgeons to prepare for forthcoming operations. 
It usually involves the imaging of the target organ or operative site, on which 
images or models patient-specific plans concerning the precise details of the 
surgery can be made. Surgical planning seeks to prevent anatomical surprises 
from occurring during a procedure, and allows the surgeon to plan primary and 
alternate strategies before the patient is brought to the operating table.
Virtual reality (VR) is a relatively new technology allowing the construction of 
3D interactive scenes. It has been used in medicine to reconstruct images from 
2D imaging techniques into 3D structures that can be viewed from any angle and 
manipulated in various ways. Organs, bones and vascular systems can be 
displayed for use in the planning and rehearsal of surgical procedures, or even to 
guide surgeons through the procedures in real time.
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3.3.2 Virtual endoscopy
Virtual endoscopy (VE) uses a 3D reconstruction usually created from computed 
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data to allow 
visualisation of patients’ organs. Jodicke et al. (2003a, 2003b) describe a 
neuroendoscopy system that is created from 3D ultrasound images. A program 
then provides the ability to ‘fly through’ the organ and its surroundings, giving a 
view practically identical to that gained during actual video endoscopy. VE is not 
invasive, less costly than actual endoscopy, and avoids side effects such as 
perforation, infection and haemorrhage. Additionally, it allows exploration of 
areas of the body that are inaccessible or incompatible with standard endoscopic 
procedures. These 3D images can be used for preoperative planning as well as 
screening. The VE images can only be as good as the data the visualisation is 
constructed from, but preliminary results on detection rates in screening for 
colon polyps of 0.5 cm or bigger are greater than 95%, equal to or better than 
that for standard colonoscopy (Robb 1998; Satava 1999).
3.4 Surgical planning systems using ultrasound
Bajura et al. (1992) designed a system whereby video images are fused with 
computer-generated images containing 2D ultrasound (US) images transformed 
to the observer’s current viewing position. These are then displayed using a 
video see-through head mounted display (HMD). Both the US probe and the 
HMD are tracked in 3D space (using a electromagnetic Polhemus tracking 
system -  Polhemus Inc., Colchester, VT, USA) and this geometry is fed into an 
image generation system. This has been tested clinically by showing a real-time 
display of the foetus within a pregnant subject. Problems with conflicting visual 
cues were found: the US images did not appear to be inside the subject, but 
rather pasted on top of her. This problem could be solved by adding depth 
information. A shaded polygonal pit has now been added, but this now obscures 
everything in the same location in the real image. Other surgical planning uses 
for ultrasound include vein assessment and location before coronary bypass 
(Heckman, 2001; van Dijk et al., 1996), neck imaging for laryngeal cancer
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(Szmeja et al., 1999), dermatological assessment (Nessi et al., 1991; Lassau et 
al., 1997), and pre-transplant donor evaluation (Ferris et al., 1995; Oz9 ay et al., 
2002; Lacaille et al., 2003).
3.5 Surgical planning and guidance in liver procedures
In liver surgery there are certain anatomical details on which the surgeon would 
benefit from having information. There are few external landmarks defining 
hepatic anatomy, so some internal imaging system is required. Resection planes 
are often delineated by using the standard Couinaud liver segmentation 
classification (see Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1), which depends on blood vessels. Any 
operation will aim to avoid these major blood vessels which vary in form and 
position from person to person, as does the gall bladder and associated structures. 
Tumours and other pathology will naturally need to be documented as precisely 
as possible, including information on their location in relation to the factors 
mentioned above. For all of these details, 3D visualisations can provide better 
spatial information than 2D images alone.
Early models such as that of Stokking et al. (1993) were formed from hand- 
traced segmentation of MRI data. Smoothing and interpolation were used to get a 
complete model from a number of separate slices. The liver surface, hepatic and 
portal veins and the gall bladder were picked out, with the liver tissue being 
rendered transparent for colour-coded internal features to be clearly seen.
Marescaux et al. (1998) used MRI and photographic data collected as part of the 
Visible Human Project (National Library of Medicine, MD, USA), slices taken at 
1 mm intervals. They extracted information on the surface shape of the liver 
using a semi-automatic deformable model, and on the vascular and biliary ducts 
by treating the liver tissue as a homogeneous area and using intensity 
thresholding to detect the vessels. Some vessels had to be marked by hand on 
each slice. They used this to create a 3D model which could be manipulated 
(rotated and resected) in real time with a robotic arm interface.
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Hogemann et al. (1999) wanted to have a model they could use for visualisation 
of the liver before living-related donor transplantation. They found the volumes 
of three potential donor livers from biphasic helical CT images using a watershed 
algorithm, then performed a second segmentation using a region growing 
algorithm to locate the vascular system. The models constructed from this data 
provided information that led to the use of one liver for transplant, but the refusal 
of the other two donors due to a donor/recipient graft size disparity in one liver, 
and an atypical arterial supply in one liver in the other.
Glombitza et al. (1999) also used CT data to form their model, in addition to 
arterial portal CT which introduced a contrast agent to the liver vessels. They 
used an interactive segmentation tool which required manual input in preference 
to an automatic segmentation due to the high variability of patient data. Ratios of 
tumour to sound tissue were calculated and security margins for the operation 
were shown. Liver segment classification was performed by approximating 
planes defined by the main blood vessels.
The visual area network at the University of Manchester, UK, has been used to 
provide a 3D reconstruction of a liver from 2D CT images. The visualisation is 
projected onto the wall of the theatre during the operation, and can be 
interactively manipulated in real time, rotating the slicing the image in any way 
required. The computer in the theatre requires no special graphics capabilities as 
it merely displays the pre-rendered images and transmits control information to 
the server located a kilometre away. The system can be programmed to do things 
in a predetermined order to simplify interactions during surgery: surgeons can 
record the steps they will follow during surgery, such as slicing a 3D volume, 
rotating or zooming 3D images, or creating 3D cut planes to reveal hidden 
structures. Surgeons can also practice with the data before beginning the 
procedure. The display computer is connected to the graphics processing server 
by a gigabit network, making it possible to deliver the images ready to display, 
with full resolution (SGI, 2002; Pearson, 2002). Surgeons can rotate the liver 
using a joystick within a sterile sheath. Plans include adding a virtual scalpel to 
make rehearsal cuts, and using in-theatre open MRI scanners to allow the model 
to be updated as surgery progresses.
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Once an operation has begun, changes are made to the liver that means it no 
longer accurately reflects the preoperative imaging data. This has led Herline et 
al. (1999) to create a system for ffameless stereotactic liver surgery.
Disregarding operating room scanners due to their expense, bulk and time lag, 
they suggest registering tomographic images to patient physical space and 
tracking surgical instruments within the operating theatre. They tracked liver 
motion due to respiratory changes using an infra-red camera and light-emitting 
diode markers placed on the liver surface and tracked the movements of both 
external and laparoscopic instruments, finding errors of less than 2  mm in most 
cases. Such tracking, while becoming common in neurosurgical procedures, is 
not usually applied to liver operations because of the movement due to 
respiration and mobilisation during the procedure. Herline et al. suggest that 
intrinsic points on the liver (e.g. the edge of the falciform ligament, portal vein 
bifurcation, etc.) can be used as markers for registration, eliminating the need for 
extrinsic markers.
Lamade et al. (2000) were concerned that 2D tomography for operation planning 
was missing vital information, and so they compared 2D CT images with 3D 
reconstructions (created from 2D CT images) and tested surgeons’ accuracy in 
locating hepatic tumours. They found that tumour localisation was significantly 
improved by using 3D imaging, as were the surgeons’ proposals for resection.
If not enough functional liver tissue is left after a resection procedure, 
complications can become serious. A residual liver volume of around 35-40% is 
associated with low risk of liver failure (Wigmore et al., 2001; Kamel et al.,
2 0 0 1 ), and it would be useful to surgeons to be able to measure the total liver 
volume and an estimate of the volume to be resected when planning such an 
operation. For these purposes, Wigmore et al. (2001) used spiral CT 
angioportography (using a liquid injected into the blood vessels to enhance 
contrast) images to create a volumetric model of the liver by manual tracing of 
images. Virtual hepatic resections were performed along established anatomical 
planes, and volumes of the total and resulting sections were calculated as part of 
surgical planning for 27 patients. These predicted volumes were compared with
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volumes measured from actual liver tissue after resection and an error 
proportional to the magnitude of the liver resection was found, with the 
prediction usually exceeding the measured volumes. The average error was 
around 90 ml, and this was possibly due to the fact that CT angioportography 
takes place with a perfused liver, whereas the actual measurements made on the 
liver were done in a non-perfused state.
Kamel et al. (2001) evaluated the use of multidetector CT on surgical planning 
for living donor liver transplantation. It is particularly important for living 
donors that an accurate map of blood vessels and the size, volume, shape and 
presence of any lesions or abnormalities be known to enable productive surgical 
planning. Multidetector CT allows the entire liver to be scanned in one breath- 
hold using rapid helical data acquisition. The team scanned 40 livers of possible 
donors and formed 3D reconstructions for assessment, with hand traced models 
of the liver and separate 3D models of the blood vessels. Transplantation 
exclusion criteria include: severe fatty infiltration of the liver, variants in the 
portal venous anatomy that preclude surgery, and insufficient liver volume for 
both participants, and so it was important that the models contained this 
information. On the basis of these models, 15 patients were excluded as a result 
of portal vein anomalies, fatty infiltration and small liver size, and the surgeons 
reported that the models influenced their decisions and the surgical planning of 
the operations.
Finally, a research system by Penney and colleagues (Penney et al., 2004) 
registers preoperative MRI scans to intraoperative US (IOUS) to aid guidance 
during percutaneous radio frequency ablation of liver metastases by converting 
both image sets into images of vessel probability which are then registered. 
Algorithms produce images where the intensity values represent the probability 
of a feature—hepatic vessels—being present, and these images are registered 
together using normalised cross correlation. The system has not been tested 
clinically, but holds hope for a system to connect preoperative MRI with 
intraoperative real-time imaging.
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3.6 Ultrasound
Ultrasound (US) is a non-invasive, cheap and portable imaging system available 
in most hospitals. It does not involve the use of ionising radiation and image 
acquisition is less traumatic than MRI (Gee et al., 2003).
Sound is a disturbance propagating in a material, and it is characterised by its 
intensity and frequency. Frequency is measured in oscillations per second (Hz). 
Sound of frequency higher than 20 kHz cannot be perceived by the human ear 
and is called ultrasound. The range of current US systems runs from around 1.5 
MHz to 7.5 MHz (Kaddoura, 2001).
US results from the properties of crystals to transform electrical oscillations 
(different voltages) into mechanical oscillations (sound waves) and back again. 
US measurements are taken by transmitting and receiving sound signals 1000 
times per second. Transmission takes 1 ps, and the rest of the time is taken up 
with receiving echoes. When US propagates in a uniform medium, it moves in 
one direction and is progressively absorbed or scattered. When it meets a 
discontinuity such as an interface between two areas of different densities, some 
of the US is reflected back. In a medical scan, US meets many such tissue 
interfaces, and echoes are received from different depths. Some tissues are more 
echo-reflective than others -  bone is more reflective than blood, for example -  
and these appear as echo-bright reflections. Signals returning to the transducer 
provide evidence of depth and intensity of reflection. These are transformed into 
greyscale images where high reflection is white, and no reflection is black, with 
a whole range in between. The major measurements used by US in creating an 
image are the time delay between transmission of the pulse and the reflection 
being received, and the intensity of the reflected signal, indicating the echo- 
reflectivity of that tissue or interface (Kaddoura, 2001).
The smallest size that can be resolved by US is equal to its wavelength. 
Wavelength is a ratio of velocity to frequency, and the velocity of sound depends 
on the nature of the material in which it travels (e.g. speed of sound in air is 
330ms'1, and in the heart, 1540ms'1). However, the shorter the wavelength, the
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less its penetration power, so for medical US a compromise has to be found 
between resolution and penetration (Kaddoura, 2001).
To maintain good acoustic contact, the clinician must hold the US probe against 
the subject’s skin with some pressure: this inevitably deforms the anatomy 
beneath the probe (Gee et al., 2003). However, this deformation is not thought to 
extend more than a few centimetres into the patient (Voirin et al., 2002).
Other problems include artefacts from shadowing and speckle (Xiao et al.,
2002). Speckle is common to all ultrasound images and is a product of the 
constructive-destructive interference of the ultrasound echoes (Rohling et al.,
1997).
3.6.1 Intraoperative ultrasound
IOUS is routinely used in liver resection surgery for the detection of tumours and 
their relationship with the major vessels. Real time demonstration of blood 
vessels and tumour placement allows planning of the most appropriate type of 
resection. It has been compared to other imaging modalities and has consistently 
performed better than any of them, with a sensitivity of around 98%, compared 
to that of preoperative US (57%), palpitation and inspection (70%), CT (84%), 
angiography (81%), angiographic CT (90%), a statistically significant difference 
in performance (el Mouaaouy et al., 1991; Takigawa et al,. 2001). It is estimated 
to cost less than 10% of a typical MRI system (Comeau et al., 2000).
IOUS has often been found to directly influence the surgical management of the 
patient in between 15-60% of cases (Bloed et al., 2000), and is particularly of 
use in patients with colorectal cancer with metastases which are often not 
palpable during the operation, due either to their small size or their location deep 
in the liver parenchyma (Papadimitriou et al., 2001).
The earliest reports of IOUS were in the 1960s when A-mode US was used to 
detect renal calculi during nephrolithotomy, but it was not widely used until the 
1980s when probes specifically for IOUS were developed. Transducers for IOUS 
can use higher frequencies than used in standard abdominal US because barriers
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such as skin, subcutaneous fat and gas are not present in IOUS (Kane, 2000). 
Frequencies from 5-10 MHz are used to provide complete penetration to the back 
of the right lobe.
IOUS allows direct application of the probe to the surface of the liver, avoiding 
both the attenuation and noise produced by the overlying tissues. It also has 
better spatial resolution than external US, and can detect lesions of 10 mm or less 
in diameter (Kane, 2000).
Some companies produce probes that can be sterilised, but a more convenient 
method involves using sterile sheaths that cover the scanning surface, probe 
handle and cable. Sterile gel or saline inside the sheath will provide good 
acoustic coupling, and a well fitting sheath will minimise problems with 
wrinkles and air pockets. Sterile saline can also be applied to the target organ to 
ensure good contact.
For liver scanning, the transducer is usually orientated in the transverse or axial 
plane, starting at the leftmost edge of the liver. Scanning is usually done free­
hand and proceeds down the liver, then the probe is moved to the right by 
approximately the width of the probe. In this way, by slightly overlapping the 
scans the entire liver can be examined in around five minutes.
IOUS can also be used to provide real-time information on the gallbladder and 
biliary system, pancreas, kidneys (Kaspersen et al., 2003), prostate, lungs 
vascular system and brain (Keles et al., 2003; Reinacher & Velthoven, 2003).
IOUS can also be performed laparoscopically, with the probe mounted on a long 
rigid shaft inserted through ports (Bezzi et al., 1998). For complete assessment 
of the liver it is often necessary to use more than one port, and fill the abdomen 
with degassed sterile saline. It is important to be able to see the transducer using 
the laparoscope because the US operator will feel very little tactile feedback and 
tissues could be damaged if the location of the probe is not visualised. The 
spatial resolution of laparoscopic US is similar to that of IOUS, but palpitation of 
the liver cannot be performed and there are more technical challenges involved, 
so the overall detection rate may be less than in standard IOUS.
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New and improved preoperative imaging techniques have been developed, such 
as triphasic spiral CT, leading to studies aiming to determine whether IOUS still 
has a viable role in liver surgery (Bloed et al., 2000). This study found that 
despite the improved detection of lesions by CT, IOUS provided additional 
information in 50% of patients studied, and changed the surgical approach in 
15%. The authors said IOUS gives helpful 3D anatomical insight aiding in 
identifying a plane for resection.
Improvements in IOUS are still being made, as the standard systems can miss 
lesions less than 2 0  mm in size, a fact that is responsible for the limited success 
of liver resection surgery for cancer (Takigawa et al., 2001). Examinations, 
therefore, must be thorough, and preferably performed by an experienced 
radiologist. Careful imaging of the portal and hepatic veins is very important in 
patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, as this is frequently found to invade 
veins (Kane, 2000).
3.6.2 Three-dimensional ultrasound
In conventional 2D ultrasound imaging, the physician must mentally transform 
multiple 2D images to create a 3D view of the anatomy being studied. The 
results are variable and subjective, and cannot produce accurate measurements of 
location or volume. Additionally, it is sometimes impossible, due to restrictions 
imposed by the patient’s anatomy or position, to orient the 2D ultrasound probe 
to show the optimal view of the subject. 3D ultrasound aims to solve these 
problems. (Fenster & Downey, 2000)
3D ultrasound (3DUS) was only approved for use in the USA in 1997 (Wisher, 
2000). It is usually generated in one of two main ways: compositing or layering 
many 2D B-scan images in a stereotactic block to form a 3D approximation; or 
using a probe which can generate a 3D image through either an automated region 
scan, or with images taken using a special transducer, which scans a 3D volume. 
It allows views of anatomy that are not available using conventional 2D scans, 
better spatial relationships between features, and rotation for better visualisation 
(Wisher, 2000). A 3D volume can be resliced to reveal 2D images in planes
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inaccessible due to the physical restrictions of the normal scanning process, and 
can reveal pathology otherwise hard to see. (Gee et al., 2003)
Main areas where 3DUS would be of use include: cardiac (mitral valve 
function), obstetrics (malformations, foetal organ volumes (C. Chang et a l, 
2003), high impact images), gynaecology (uterine malformations, expansive 
ovarian disease), cancer (pancreatic, hepatobiliary tumours), uro-nephrology 
(stones (Volkmer et al., 2 0 0 2 ), tumours, organ volumetry), articular and 
rheumatic diseases (Candiani, 1998), prostate (3D volume reconstruction is 
particularly useful due to the awkward scanning area), liver (especially to assess 
vessels afferent to tumour mass, for their course and origin, volumetry (Hausken 
et al., 1998; Motohide et al., 1998; Treece et al., 2001)), transplantation (Rose et 
al., 2001; Campani et al., 1998), ultrasound-guided breast biopsy / prostate 
therapy (allows accurate positioning of needle) (Tamaki et al., 1999; Fenster et 
al., 2002). It also has an important use intraoperatively in neurosurgery, 
registering to preoperative CT/MRI to link the surgical planning data with live 
images (brain shift when performing a craniotomy may be up to 1 0  mm) 
(Lindseth et al., 2002; Unsgaard et al., 2002)
As yet there is little evidence of routine 3DUS in clinical use; it is currently 
mainly used in research projects (Gee et al., 2003). Possible problems with 
3DUS systems include: the inability to acquire large volumes, sensitivity to 
nearby metal objects, long processing times, demanding protocols for scanning 
technique, and labour intensive procedures for volume estimation (Gee et al.,
2003). In some acquisition protocols, the scans are acquired manually and rely 
on the operator’s skill. 3DUS systems do not have any recognition of ‘slice 
space’ and must be instructed as to the desired area and divisions. (Candiani,
1998) This may involve a predefined scanning pattern, where deviation from the 
protocol leads to artefacts in the reconstructed volume. Additionally, this type of 
acquisition takes practice (Gee et al., 2003).
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3.6.2.1 Layering 2D images
A set of 2D B-scan images can be taken and composited in order to create a 3D 
volume. Panoramic (extended field of view) imaging is also possible, by linking 
together individual B-scans in real time, using a position sensor to display each 
in the correct position (Gee et al., 2003). Intrinsic (image based) or extrinsic 
(position sensing) image location means are required (Treece et al., 2003).
Tracking of the probe within registered space can be done by a range of means. 
Sensors attached to the probe can be magnetic (emitting a spatially varying 
magnetic field with three fixed coil receivers to sense the magnetic field 
strength), but this can be compromised by interference from CRTs, AC power 
cables and electrical signals from the transducers themselves (Fenster &
Downey, 2000). Optical systems (e.g. SonoWand (Gronningsaeter et al., 2000; 
Lindseth et al., 2002)) rely on a clear line of sight between the optical markers 
on the transducer and the sensors. These systems cost more, but are generally 
regarded as being more accurate (Gee et al., 2003). Acoustic, sound emitting 
devices (spark gaps) on the transducer, partnered with microphones mounted 
above the patient can also provide tracking information, using calculations on the 
speed of sound in air, time of flight of sound pulses etc. (Fenster & Downey, 
2000; Candiani, 1998).
Alternatively, transducer movement can be automated. Mechanical means, such 
as articulated arms with potentiometers located on the joints which provide 
information on the rotation and angle of the transducer can help assure accuracy 
of the placement of scans in relation to one another (Fenster & Downey, 2000). 
Such mechanical means, however, are not good at dealing with enclosed spaces, 
patient respiration, etc. (Candiani, 1998).
Variation in image speed or spacing during acquisition can lead to non-uniform 
collecting (Wisher, 2000). This can be countered by training physicians to scan 
at a constant rate, but such freehand acquisition should not be used for accurate 
volume estimation unless further post-processing steps provide rigorous enough
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registration and segmentation to counteract any data collection errors (Fenster & 
Downey, 2000).
Intrinsic image positioning can be done using methods such as speckle 
decorrelation: the degree of decorrelation of speckle is proportional to the 
distance between the images. Such calculations must be done carefully, taking 
into account the focus and depth of the US. Typically the images are divided into 
sub-regions and cross-correlation is done with these smaller regions (Fenster & 
Downey, 2000; R. Chang et al., 2003). Prager et al. (2003) describe another 
intrinsic method using regression of sequential US images’ echo intensity.
Further problems can arise because most 2D probes are not designed for 3D 
work, having poor elevational (out of plane) resolution, which leads to 
anisotropic resolution in the acquired data volume. Optimising the image through 
acquisition settings can help, or alternatively a 1.5D probe, specifically designed 
for 3D work can be used (Gee et al., 2003). It would also be useful if the 
acquisition was rapid or used a gating technique to avoid artefacts from 
involuntary, respiratory or cardiac motion (Fenster & Downey, 2000).
When a series of 2D images have been acquired and their relative position and 
orientation are known, they can be used to build a 3D voxel-based image by 
placing each acquired 2D image in its correct location in the volume. Voxels not 
sampled by the 2D images are calculated by interpolation between acquired 
images (Fenster et al., 2002). This was first done by Sackmann et al. (1994), 
who attempted to visualise the biliary tree using a transducer mounted on a 
motorised track. Images were taken every 0.2 mm, and the processing was done 
by external computer. Processing was time consuming (tens of minutes).
Problems generated by this post-acquisition processing include the fact that 
resampling onto regular voxel arrays, and visualising these arrays introduces 
errors into the data (Gee et al., 2003). Additionally, all position-sensing 
techniques introduce sources of error. While the inherent B-scan resolution is 
better than 0 . 1  mm/pixel, optical systems can introduce ±0 . 2  mm error, 
electromagnetic systems ±0.5 mm location error and ±0.7° error in orientation
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(Treece et al., 2003). So spatial and temporal calibration of whichever tracking 
system is used is important (an example of a freehand 3DUS system, including 
full calibration methods can be found in Treece et al., 2003).
3.6.2.2 3D probes: volume scanning
Special transducers have been created which can capture a 3DUS volume all at 
once. Volumetric motorised probes record data with the transducer making 
simultaneous translational and sectorial scans (e.g. Kretztechnik Combison 530) 
(Candiani, 1998), resulting in a volume of data (usually pyramidal, or 
rectangular).
With a matrix probe, the field of interest is targeted, and then the volume scan is 
activated, causing the transducer array within the probe housing to perform a 
single sweep, recording a 3D data set. This set consists of a large number of 
sequential 2D scans with a high frame rate - current systems such as the Voluson 
730 (GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA) can acquire up to 150 
frames per second, and offer 4D ultrasound scanning, recording volumes at 16 
per second, and displaying them for ‘real time’ viewing. Medison USA’s 3D 
transducer (Cypress, CA, USA) can acquire an entire volume sweep in less than 
a second. Transducers for abdominal, small parts, endovaginal and endorectal 
scans are all available, but the size of the acquired volume is limited by the 
geometrical dimensions of the probe. Such systems may result in scans showing 
deformed anatomy due to contact pressure during image acquisition (Gee et al.,
2003).
Volume transducers contain a 2D phased array, which transmits a broad beam of 
ultrasound that diverges away from the array and sweeps out a pyramidal 
volume. This volume is then processed in real time, for display. These systems 
are expensive, but the use of sparse arrays can help to reduce the cost (Fenster & 
Downey, 2000). These systems provide almost instantaneous acquisition, but can 
have problems relaying so many signals to the US machine through a practical 
flexible cable (Gee et al., 2003). They can also be bulky, with constraints on the 
image acquisition geometry: over a certain size, structures do not fit within the
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limited pyramidal volumes and must instead be acquired by freehand scanning. 
Additionally, the cross-section of a structure may even exceed the dimensions of 
a B-scan, requiring the volume to be done in multiple sweeps (e.g. three sweeps 
are usually required to completely cover a human liver, acquiring the left, right, 
and centre lobes) (Gee et al., 2003; Fenster et al., 2002).
Problems may occur due to pressure-induced motion artefacts with different 
sweeps, possibly leading to misregistration of features within the resulting 
volumes (Gee et al., 2003). Attempts to correct probe pressure artefacts have 
been made, with some success (Treece et al., 2002) However, the rapid 
acquisition of these volume scans helps patient acceptance (Wisher, 2000). 
Hausken et al. (1998) report a time of 45 s for a complete liver scan, which they 
compare to a time of 15 minutes for a 2D layering technique.
3.6.2.3 Post-acquisition processing
To create a 3D display of US data, such as those shown in Figure 3.3, the raw 
ultrasounds must go through various stages, depending on the final results 
required. From the extensive work done on CT and MRI, there are many well 
researched tools for displaying and analysing voxel arrays (a voxel is a 3D pixel 
-  a vo-lume pi-xel), and many 3DUS systems make use of these.
The area of interest must be segmented from the rest of the image. This can be 
done manually, with the boundaries of the structure picked out by hand on 
individual B-scans, or automatically, with a program finding the same 
boundaries. Segmentation may be particularly difficult with US because of 
speckle and other artifacts (Fenster et al., 2002). 3DUS data is also “dense”: the 
majority of voxels contain non-zero, although not necessarily relevant, data, 
which often makes it difficult to clearly separate the boundaries of adjacent 
structures (Nelson & Bailey, 2000). Most researchers use manual rather than 
automatic segmentation, even though it is time consuming, because it is usually 
more accurate than automatic segmentation. Experiments have shown that 
overall accuracy for manual segmentation is ±5% (Gee et al., 2003). Hausken et 
al.'s (1998) study to use 3DUS to find liver volume reported an in vitro error of
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±4.2%. Automatic segmentation accuracy varies depending on the method used. 
This has implications for real-time 3DUS: without an automatic segmentation 
method, processing time may be too great for any real-time display applications 
(Stetten & Tamburo, 2001).
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Figure 3. 3 (a) & (b): Real-time 3D ultrasound surface rendered images o f foetal 
features (images courtesy ofMedison USA (http://www.medisonusa.com)
3.6.2.4 Surface-based rendering
3D structures can be displayed using a wire frame, mesh, or texture mapping to 
represent the anatomy being imaged (Fenster & Downey, 2000). Another popular 
viewing option, more like viewing the more common and better understood B- 
scans, is multi-planar reformatting. This can be in the form of a “cube” with 
ultrasound data on the faces, or alternatively crossed planes, or extracted planes 
(Fenster et al., 2002).
3.6.2.5 Future
The future of 3DUS may hold the possibility of creating an entire “virtual 
patient” for physicians to use for diagnosis and surgical guidance.
3.6.3 Ultrasound matching systems
Linking US images together has been attempted for the purpose of motion 
tracking, transforming 2D to 3D imaging, and simply to allow a larger area to be 
viewed. The matching of US images has been done using speckle tracking (Li &
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Lee, 2002; Yeung et al., 1998), block matching (Zhu & Hall, 2002; Golemati et 
al., 2003) and feature analysis (Rohling et al., 1997). Speckle tracking uses the 
speckle present in ultrasound images to form a link between successive images, 
while block matching looks for displacements between specific areas in different 
images. Finally, feature analysis involves finding specific features present in the 
images and adjusting the positioning of images in relation to each other 
depending on the position of the features.
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CHAPTER 4 -  COLOUR IN DIAGNOSIS
4.1 Introduction: importance of colour in diagnostic medicine
Colour perception is very important in the diagnosis and treatment of many 
medical conditions. Particular areas where colour is of vital importance in 
diagnosis are: ear, nose and throat, dentistry, dermatology, oncology, 
ophthalmology, urology, trauma management, assessment of bruising, bums, 
wound healing, and pathology (Tachakra, 1999).
In particular, this project is concerned with liver transplantation, and colour is 
thought to be a major factor in deciding whether a donor liver will be suitable for 
transplant. Healthy livers are usually a dark red-brown colour, whereas steatotic, 
or “fatty”, livers appear more yellow, depending on the severity of the steatosis, 
and cancerous and cirrhotic livers have areas of discolouration. Colour is not the 
only means by which the state of the liver is determined, however, and a series of 
experiments described in this chapter will determine whether colour is 
diagnostically important in the assessment of livers for transplantation.
This was tested by presenting experienced transplant surgeons with a series of 
images of normal and fatty livers to assess for their suitability for transplant. The 
colour of the livers was artificially adjusted along a vector defining the normal to 
fatty colour change. This provided information on the tolerance and thresholds of 
colour distortion within the diagnostic process.
This normal to fatty liver colour vector was found by the use of an animal model 
of fatty liver. Precisely monitored levels of fatty liver were created, and the 
colour distributions of these varying levels were measured. The validity of these 
results for human livers was confirmed using images of normal and fatty human 
livers.
During the normal procedure of liver harvesting, there is currently no accepted 
standard illuminant under which the liver should be viewed to assess its colour to
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get a visual estimate of its fat content. Therefore the spectral distributions 
measured in the animal model were used to calculate the theoretical best 
illuminant for viewing a liver to give maximum perceptual colour separation 
between normal and fatty livers.
If colour is determined to be important in the diagnostic process, and the 
threshold colour difference for correct diagnosis found, then the effects of 
distortions arising from the calibration, compression and display of the 
transmitted picture must also be assessed for their importance in the liver 
assessment procedure.
4.2 Animal fatty liver model and measurement of liver spectral reflectance 
distribution
An animal model of steatosis, or fatty liver, was used to provide quantitative 
measurements of the range of colours and spectral distribution of livers with 
various known levels of fat content.
4.2.1 Methods
4.2.1.1 Fatty liver animal model
Nine male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed one of three strengths of cholesterol 
diet for twelve weeks in order to create three grades of fat in the liver. On 
examination the harvested livers were classified as being either normal, medium 
fat, or severely fatty livers.
Lipid content of the liver was calculated by Folch’s method (Folch et al., 1957) 
of homogenising 1 g of liver tissue with 20 ml chloroform:methanol (2:1) 
mixture, filtered, and washed with 4 ml PBS (phosphate buffered saline). The 
mixture was allowed to separate by centrifugion at 2400 rpm for 20 mins, when 
the upper phase was removed and washed twice with Folch’s solution 
(chloroform:methanol:H20). The resulting solution was dried with nitrogen, and
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lyophilised until moisture-free. It was then placed in a dessicator until constant 
readings of the weight were achieved. Results were expressed in mg lipid per
gram liver (mg g liv e r*).
4.2.1.2 Colour measurement
A CCD-based telespectroradiometer (Minolta, Tokyo, Japan) with a 1 degree 
field of view was used to measure the spectral reflectance of samples of perfused 
rat liver, placed at a distance of 60 cm. The sample was illuminated by a voltage 
stabilized tungsten-halogen lamp running at 11.75 V, placed at 45° to the 
telespectroradiometer. Firstly, a white Lambertian diffuser (Eastman Kodak 
white) was used to calibrate the system for reflectance measurements. Then the 
liver samples were measured in vivo. Measurements were taken with blood 
circulating through the liver, and then with the liver perfused with University of 
Wisconsin fluid to flush out all blood. (Acquisition of this data was performed 
by Mr. Petros Mouratidis.)
The spectral reflectance distribution was calculated using the formula:
Rw{X).L{X)R(A) =
L w ( X )
(4.1)
where R(L) = spectral reflectance of the sample;
Rw(I) = reflectance of the reference white sample (= 1 for this 
experiment);
L(L) = spectral distribution of the sample luminance;
Lw(X) = spectral distribution of light source luminance.
The spectral distribution of the samples was then used to calculate tristimulus 
values X, Y, Z using the chromaticity functions x, y, z (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982) 
and the formulae:
X = (L(L)i . xi + L(k)2 ■ X2 + ..... )
Y = (L(L)i . yi + L(X)2 . y2 + ..... )
Z = (L(L)! . z i +L(X,)2 . z2+  ) (4.2)
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The tristimulus values can then be transformed to CIE x, y or u' v' colour space 
coordinates.
4.2.3 Results
4.2.3.1 Liver lipid content
Liver Number Lipid Content 
(mg/g liver tissue)
Steatotic grading
1 44.00 Medium
2 37.75 Normal
3 32.87 Normal
4 51.57 Severe
5 54.58 Severe
6 51.48 Severe
7 40.78 Normal
8 41.26 Medium
9 45.48 Medium
Table 4. 1: The lipid content o f the nine rat livers
The nine rat livers were divided into normal livers (livers 2, 3, & 7) with mean
37.1 ± 4  mg/g liver, medium fat livers (livers 1, 8, & 9) with mean 43.6 ±2.1 
mg/g liver, and severely fatty livers (livers 4-6) having mean 52.5 ± 1.8 mg/g 
liver (see Table 4.1).
4.2.3.2 Colour measurements
Graphs below show the mean spectral reflectance distribution (R(X>) for normal 
and fatty livers, both with blood and after perfusion to remove blood from the 
tissue (Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4. 1: The spectral distribution o f examples o f normal and fatty livers. 
Left: with blood, and right: after perfusion
Using the standard observer colour matching functions ( x(X), y{X), z(X) -  CIE 
1931) the chromaticity coordinates corresponding to the spectral reflectance 
functions were calculated and plotted on a CIE uniform chromaticity diagram 
(Fig 4.2, left). The results show the distinction between perfused and unperfused 
livers, and also the overlap of colours between normal and fatty. The mean 
colour coordinates for each liver type is shown in Fig. 4.2 (right).
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Figure 4. 2\ Left: Normal and fatty liver chromaticities, and right: mean values 
(both plotted on uniform CIE diagrams)
Discrimination thresholds were shown by adding McAdam ellipses to the 
diagram (Fig 4.3). These suggest that an observer should be easily able to 
discriminate between the colours of normal and fatty livers.
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Figure 4. 3: Averaged liver data plotted on uniform chromaticity diagram with
discrimination ellipses
4.3 Human liver colour and diagnosis
4.3.1 Objective and scope
This series of experiments was designed to answer the questions: how important 
is colour in the diagnosis of liver condition for transplant? and: where is the 
threshold between the colour of a normal liver and that of a fatty liver? These 
were determined by experts: liver surgery consultants, who examined a series of 
pictures of livers of different colours presented to them on a screen. The 
importance of colour in the decision-making process, and the threshold between 
the colour of normal and fatty livers are important because colour may be the 
main deciding factor when surgeons are harvesting livers for transplantation. 
When a proposed teleplanning surgery system is implemented, it will be cmcial 
to know (a) the importance of colour in the decision-making process; and (b) the 
threshold between viable and non-viable livers, as the tolerance for calibration, 
compression and display of the transmitted picture must be determined.
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The colour threshold in this experiment will be established using a receiver- 
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis experiment. ROC analysis was originally 
developed for radar signal research, but was applied to psychophysical research 
into medical decision-making in the 1960s (van Erkel & Pattynama, 1998). ROC 
analysis examines the diagnostic accuracy of a test by measuring its sensitivity 
and specificity. Sensitivity is acquired from the ‘true-positive fraction’; the 
fraction of diseased patients having a positive test result. Specificity o f a test 
comes from the ‘true-negative fraction’; the fraction of non-diseased patients 
who gained a negative test result. ROC analysis therefore deals with either yes or 
no, positive or negative test results, however, the probability distributions of 
diseased and normal samples generally overlap. A threshold set somewhere in 
the distributions determines how many false positives or true negatives are 
included in the test results. The end result is a ROC curve, which is a graphic 
representation of the relationship between sensitivity and specificity at all 
threshold values. The vertical axis shows sensitivity (true-positive fraction), the 
horizontal specificity (1-false positive fraction). At very high threshold values, 
almost all patients will be deemed normal, a TPF o f 0, with a FPF of 0. The 
curve can suggest a threshold value by looking at the values in the top left hand 
comer, where both specificity and sensitivity are at their highest. Often other 
factors, such as clinical and financial consequences, influence threshold values, 
and cost-effectiveness studies can be used in conjunction with the ROC curve.
4.3.2 Human liver pictures
Photographs o f exposed in vivo human livers, assessed as ‘normal’ (Fig. 4.4) or 
‘fatty’ (Fig. 4.5), were taken during liver retrieval and transplant operations at 
the Royal Free Hospital with the calibrated camera under theatre lights. The fatty 
liver image was adjusted to have the same mean luminance as the normal liver 
image. The pictures were analysed at pixel level for colour spread and mean 
colour value. Fig. 4.6 shows the colour distributions of both human and rat 
normal and fatty livers, with the colour vector for each. This examination of 
human liver colours confirmed the validity of the colour vector found in the 
animal model of fatty liver -  it is similar enough in direction to that calculated 
from the human liver images for the spectral distributions measured in the animal
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model to be valid for further experiments, and for the results to be applicable to 
human liver assessment.
Figure 4. 4: “Normal ” human liver image
Figure 4. 5: “M ild to moderately fa tty ” human liver image, adjusted to be 
equiluminant to the normal liver image
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Figure 4. 6: Animal model results shown in comparison with human results. The 
colour vectors fo r  each distribution are shown as the points connected by lines
4.3.3 ROC analysis experiment
4.3.3.1 Methods
One hundred small image sections were randomly cropped from the human liver 
pictures (Fig. 4.7), fifty from the normal liver, and fifty from the fatty liver. Any 
features that could identify the livers had previously been removed, as were the 
liver edges, because the ‘roundness’ of the edges is also used for liver assessment 
and could be a confounding factor. Images of fatty livers were transformed to be 
the same colour as normal livers. The fatty images were then changed again, 
with defined colour shifts back along the direction from normal to fatty colour 
(Fig. 4.8). Colour shifts were applied on a pixel by pixel basis, with the resulting 
image maintaining the original achromatic luminance level for each pixel.
Two expert observers, experienced liver transplant surgeons, were presented 
with the hundred images in random order, displayed in the middle of a calibrated 
Sony Trinitron monitor on a uniform grey background at 30cd/m2 (Fig. 4.9).
They were asked to rate the liver with a confidence level: from 0-100%
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abnormal. Information was not given to the experts about the origin or amount o f  
colour shift in the images, but they were asked to judge the images on their 
normal or fatty appearance. This represented the criteria that would be used in 
any remote assessment o f livers by electronic imaging.
The results were processed by a ROC analysis program, which plotted ROC 
curves using thresholds from 0 to 100 in unit steps. At each step the fraction o f  
fatty colour images and normal colour images below the threshold was 
calculated. To ensure consistency with the normal ROC classification, the correct 
identification o f fatty colour images was taken as a positive test result, meaning 
that the fatty fraction below the threshold gave the True Positive Fraction (TPF), 
and the fraction o f  normal below threshold gave the False Positive Fraction 
(FPF). The ROC curve was plotted with the TPF as ordinate and the FPF as 
abscissa. The ratio o f the area under the curve to the maximum area provided a 
measure o f  the probability o f correct diagnosis (Hanley & McNeil, 1982). These 
measurements were repeated with the colour shifts along the ‘normal’ to ‘fatty’ 
colour vector, and the probability o f  correct identification o f
Ready
Figure 4. 7: The selection o f  fifty random squares fo r  presentation to the experts
from  the normal liver image
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Figure 4. 8: A ‘norm al' liver image ha lf coloured fa tty '
1002namal
502 (dont know)
0 *  (definitely fatty)
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Figure 4. 9: Screen-shot showing the presentation o f liver images to the experts, 
and the slider to record their response
normal and fatty livers was calculated for each shift. The colour shift 
corresponding to 95% correct rating o f the images was taken as the minimum 
threshold, or colour shift, for accurate diagnosis.
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4.3.3.2 Results
The mean colours of the livers were u' = 0.284 ± 0.026, v' = 0.490 ± 0.005 for 
the normal liver images, and u' = 0.281 ± 0.015, v' = 0.516 ± 0.010 for the fatty 
liver images. The resulting ROC curves for each colour shift can be seen in Fig. 
4.10. The percentage difference in colour between the normal and fatty images is 
marked next to each curve, with 10% difference meaning that fatty liver images 
were presented with a colour 10% from normal toward the true colour of the 
fatty image. The areas o f the ROC curves are shown in Table 4.2, and express 
the probability of a correct diagnosis. The average probability for a correct 
diagnosis is plotted in Fig. 4.11, and for normal livers, as the distance to the 
threshold is reduced, the probability of a correct diagnosis decreases as the 
colour position approaches threshold. The threshold, set at 95% correct, 
corresponds to a colour shift of 37% away from normal. This has a distance of 
0.011 along the axis connecting normal to fatty colours in u' v' colour space, and 
is an order of magnitude greater than the minimum human discrimination at that 
colour. This also represents the maximum allowable colour distortion for an 
accurate assessment o f a liver as being normal or fatty.
The probability o f a correct diagnosis as a function of colour distortion in u' v' 
space along the normal to fatty colour line is given in Fig. 4.12.
R esults- Expertl
1
0.4
0
10
R esults - Expert 2
1
H
0.4
0.2
0
0.2 0.4 10
Figure 4. 10: ROC curves showing the probability o f correct diagnosis with fatty 
liver images changed from the normal liver colour by the percentage shown
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Difference in colour 
from normal toward 
fatty (% change)
Distance 
(magnitude) in 
u' v' space
Probability of 
correct diagnosis, 
Expert 1
Probability of 
correct diagnosis, 
Expert 2
0 0 0.09 0.33
1 0 0.0031 0.29 0.27
2 0 0.0062 0.78 0.62
30 0.0093 0.99 0.74
40 0.0124 0.99 0.96
50 0.0155 0.99 0.99
Table 4. 2\ Probability o f correct diagnosis fo r colour differences between 
normal and fatty livers as a percentage o f the true colour difference between
normal and fatty livers
0.95
threshold
Colour difference (as % of colour 
difference betw een  normal and 
mildAnoderate fatty liver)
Figure 4. 11: Average probability o f a correct diagnosis with a displayed colour 
difference between normal and fatty livers
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.01140.0057
colour distortion from  'norm al' in u', u' 
space
Figure 4. 12: Probability o f  correct identification o f a normal liver as the colour 
is distorted towards the colour o f fatty livers
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4.4 Colour enhancement for easier diagnosis
4.4.1 Methods
The liver assessment work continued with further ROC experiments examining 
the effects of increasing saturation of the liver colours along the vectors from the 
white point through the mean liver colour towards the edge of the monitor gamut 
(Fig. 4.13). This process has the effect of removing the white component from 
the images with the aim of improving the distinction between the two liver states. 
Liver colours were shifted from their mean position nearly to the gamut edge and 
presented to experts as in the previous experiments. This colour saturation 
separates the colours of the livers further on the CIE diagram, but unfortunately, 
due to the wide spread of individual pixel colours, resulted in a reduced, or 
‘clipped’ range of colours, an effect resulting in solid blocks of colour without 
fine variations, which can be seen in the reproduction of the altered pictures, 
particularly the normal liver image (see Figs. 4.14 & 4.15). A ROC experiment 
with exactly the same method as used previously was carried out to determine 
the effect on the discrimination threshold.
L iv e r  c o lo u r  d is tr ib u t io n  a n d  v e c to r s
ireen
red
white normal x
0.5
ref. whit
0.4
0.3 Monitor
gamut
0.2
blue
0.50.2
Figure 4. 13: The distribution o f liver colours, and saturation vectors fo r  normal
and fatty liver colours
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Figure 4. 14 and Figure 4. 15: The colour-enhanced liver images (left: normal,
right: fatty)
4.4.2 Results
Enhanced Colour Results - Expert 1
0%0.6
u.Q.I-
0.2
0 r T T 1
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
FPF
Enhanced Colour Results - Expert 2
30,40,50
2 0 %
10%
0.6
IXai- 0 %
0.4
0.2
0
0.2 0.4 0.6
FPF
0.8
Figure 4. 16: ROC curves showing the probability o f  correct diagnosis with 
colour enhanced liver images, with fa tty  liver images changed from the normal 
liver colour by the percentage shown
The results show that the surgeons found it considerably easier to decide whether 
the enhanced pictures were fatty or normal (Fig. 4.16). The threshold, set at 95% 
correct, corresponds to a colour shift of just over 10% away from normal (Fig.
4.17), a third o f the distance found in the non-enhanced ROC experiment. The 
probability o f a correct diagnosis as a function o f colour distortion in u' v' space 
along the normal to fatty colour line is given in Fig. 4.18. This is equivalent to a 
distance of 0.0031 along the axis connecting normal to fatty colours in u' V  
colour space, approximately three times smaller than that found for non­
enhanced images.
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Figure 4. 17: Average probability o f a correct diagnosis with a displayed colour 
difference between normal and fatty livers for the enhanced colour ROC
experiments
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Figure 4. 18: Probability o f  correct identification o f a normal liver as the colour 
is distorted towards the colour o f fatty livers
This would suggest that enhancing the colour of the images effectively separates 
them farther as far as diagnosis is concerned. It would therefore be worthwhile to 
enhance the image colours for fatty liver diagnosis.
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4.5 Best theoretical illuminant
4.5.1 Methods
To determine the theoretical best illuminant for viewing and photographing 
livers to distinguish between normal and fatty livers, we analysed the spectral 
reflectance from rats’ livers that were specially prepared to produce measurable 
levels of fat content, and used this data to calculate the spectral curves of Black 
Body illuminants (S(a)) of different colour temperatures using the Planckian 
Radiator equation:
B x ( T )  l k c ' IX>( h e I U T )
where h is Planck’s constant (6.63 x 10"3 4  J sec);
Q 1
c is the speed of light (3x10  m s ' ) ;  
k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10' 23 J K '1); 
X is the wavelength (m);
T is the colour temperature (K).
Adding in these constants, the equation becomes:
(4.3)
<4-4>
The Kelvin scale can be translated into a more intuitive scale, the Mired scale 
(Micro Reciprocal Degrees) that has particular benefit in that perceived 
differences are consistent over the entire length of the scale. The Mired value for 
a specific colour temperature is arrived at by multiplying the inverse of the value 
in Kelvin by 1,000,000. Therefore, if you divide 1,000,000 by the number of 
Kelvin you get the Mired value. The equation above was then calculated for 
colour temperatures designated by the use of Mireds.
106T = ------   (4.5)
Mired Value
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with the Mireds increasing by 50 each time, from temperatures of 1980 K to 
9523 K.
The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 4.19. Each illuminant function was used 
to determine the corresponding chromaticity coordinates for fatty and normal 
livers, under the given illuminant:
X = 2  S(k) R{\) x(X) dX;
Y = 2  S(X) R(X) y{X) dX ;
Z = 2  S(X) R(X) z{X) dX; (4.6)
4.5.2 Results
Illum inant S p e c tr a  C a lc u la te d
 9523K
 D65
4878K 
3921K
 3278K
 2600K
 2469K
2197K 
 1980K
480 580 680
W avelength (nm)
Figure 4. 19: The theoretical spectral power distribution fo r  D65 and black body
radiators o f  different temperatures
The spectral curves o f all colour temperatures calculated are shown in Fig. 4.19. 
The differences in spectral distributions for livers under two different light sources 
are shown in Fig. 4.20, gained from subtracting spectral reflectance functions of 
both illuminants used with normal livers from the same illuminants used with fatty 
livers, and the results show the increased separation between normal and fatty 
livers with the higher temperature illuminant. The major differences are seen at 
wavelengths around 500 nm (green) and 600 nm (yellow-orange).
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D iffe ren ces b e tw e e n  N orm al an d  Fatly L ivers fo r 
D ifferent Illum inants
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Figure 4. 20: Differences in spectral reflectance functions for liver states 
combined with 9523 K and 3921 K  illuminant functions
A plot of the colour positions in the uniform u' v' colour space (Fig. 4.21) 
shows how the colour temperature of the illuminant provides increasing 
separation between the normal and fatty liver colours as the colour 
temperature increases. The colour differences at the higher temperature 
illuminants were approximately four times the minimum perceptual colour 
discrimination at that colour.
L iver S ta te s  w ith  D ifferen t Illum inan ts
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Figure 4. 21: u'v '  CIE uniform colour space diagram showing the different 
illuminants combined with the averaged liver states
Fig. 4.21 shows that the illuminant of colour temperature 9523 K provides the 
largest colour separation between the normal and fatty livers. Discrimination 
ellipses were added to help determine the separation, and a graph on a smaller 
scale illustrating this is shown in Fig. 4.22 below. The ellipses are distinct from 
each other, with no overlapping, and this shows that there should be no problem
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for a normal viewer to distinguish between the apparent colour of the normal and 
fatty livers.
9523K Discrimination Ellipses
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Figure 4. 22: Discrimination ellipses about the normal and fatty liver points as
illuminated by an illuminant o f colour temperature 9523K
At the other end of the temperature scale examined here, the discrimination 
ellipses for livers illuminated with light of colour temperature 1980 K are shown 
in Fig. 4.23, and overlap.
Liver S ta te s  with Illuminant 1980K
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0.453 0.4540.4520.4510.450.4490.448 iT
Figure 4. 23: Discrimination ellipses about the normal and fatty liver points as 
illuminated by an illuminant o f colour temperature 1980K
An illuminant of colour temperature 9523 K very nearly corresponds with CIE 
illuminant D95, part of the daylight locus of illuminants. It is possible that the 
observed trend may continue, and colour temperatures above 9523 K may
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provide even greater perceptual separation of normal and fatty liver colours, but 
this was not tested, as such illuminants of such very high colour temperatures are 
rarely found, and would be impractical for experimental use.
4.6 Colour experimentation conclusions
The animal model of fatty liver change used McAdam ellipses has demonstrated 
that the difference between fatty and normal livers should be clearly visible to an 
observer and easily distinguished. This work has also provided a vector for the 
normal to fatty liver colour change in CIE colour space.
The best theoretical illuminant for viewing livers has been shown to be at the 
colour temperature of 9523K.
The maximum allowable colour distortion for an accurate assessment of a human 
liver as being normal or fatty has been found. It equates to a colour shift along 
the normal to fatty colour vector of 37% away from the colour of normal livers, a 
distance of 0.011 along the axis in CIE u' V  colour space. This is an order of 
magnitude greater than the minimum human discrimination at that colour.
Colour enhancement of images makes surgeon assessment of livers easier: the 
colour shift required for accurate assessment is only 1 0 % from the colour of 
normal livers along the axis in CIE u' v' colour space.
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CHAPTER 5 -  IMAGE DISPLAY AND 
TRANSMISSION
5.1 Introduction
In the proposed telemedicine application of remote liver assessment before 
retrieval, where colour is critical in correct identification of normal and fatty 
livers, it is essential to determine the diagnostic consequences of inaccurate 
colour reproduction in the video image. If colour distortions from illuminants, 
cameras and monitors are small compared with the colour differences required 
for correct diagnosis, then it is likely that remote viewing systems can remain 
uncalibrated without adversely affecting diagnostic outcome. The aim of this 
chapter is to locate and evaluate the likely distortions of colour information 
during image acquisition, transmission over the Internet, and subsequent display 
on a viewing screen.
The effects of colour distortion through different electronic imaging devices and 
the effects on diagnostic accuracy have been assessed. The magnitude of typical 
colour changes resulting from the use of uncalibrated illuminant, display 
equipment and cameras have been measured and compared to the colour 
difference required for correct identification of normal and fatty livers. It was 
established whether the use of uncalibrated systems was likely to affect diagnosis 
based on colour.
The best ways to display and transmit colour information in video systems and 
across the Internet, whilst maintaining accuracy and discrimination must also be 
determined for any (tele)surgical planning. The effect of different data 
compression factors on image quality was quantified, and assessment of 
transmission parameters, and problems that may occur will also be discussed.
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5.2 Colour calibration and distortions of the telesurgery system
5.2.1 Methods
The colour transmission characteristics of the equipment forming the telesurgery 
system (camera, ffamegrabber hardware and monitor) were measured to 
determine the colour distortion present and enable calibration for accurate colour 
reproduction.
The phosphor spectral distribution of the Multiscan G500 CRT display (Sony, 
Tokyo, Japan), used for viewing images in this study, was measured using a CS- 
1000 telespectroradiometer (Minolta, Tokyo, Japan), and used to calculate the 
phosphor chromaticity coordinates.
The method of measuring image colour distortion during image acquisition and 
display is shown below in Figure 5.1. The method utilised a Macbeth Colour 
Checker Chart (Fig. 5.2) that contained eighteen coloured patches with known 
spectral reflectance u' v' chromaticity co-ordinates. The first step was to record 
an image of the chart with the camera (a 3.5 megapixel Nikon Coolpix 900 -  
Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and illuminant (an endoscope xenon 180W light source -  
Karl Stortz, Tuttlingen, Germany) used to acquire images of liver samples in this 
body of research.
The u' V  coordinate of each patch in the final recorded image depended not only 
on the patch’s spectral reflectance and the spectral distribution of the illuminant, 
but also the spectral response of the camera and any subsequent post-processing 
of the image during digitising (quantization effects, for example). For this study, 
and in general surgical applications, the camera and illuminant spectral 
characteristics remain unknown. Recording the Macbeth chart was therefore 
effectively a system colour calibration and further liver images taken for this 
study had to either keep the camera and illuminant constant or recalibrate.
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Figure 5. 1: The method o f  finding the colour error generated by the image
acquisition process
Figure 5. 2: The Macbeth Colour Checker Chart
To determine the displayed chromaticities of each patch, the pixel r, g, b values 
of each patch in the image were used to calculate the displayed monitor phosphor 
luminance ( L r ,  L g  and L b ) ,  using a previously measured monitor calibration of 
r, g, b to luminance. This calibration measured the visible light output (using a 
Megatron DL3/L Digital Lightmeter photometer) from each phosphor colour in
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cd/m as a function of the monitor r, g, b look-up table (LUT) value from 0 -  
255. This calibration function has the form:
(5.1)
where:
i = red, green or blue phosphor;
lutj = r, g or b pixel value (between 0 -  255 for our system);
bj is a constant specified by the luminance level with no applied voltage 
(dark level);
and Aj and y (y generally = 2.2 for CRT type displays) are constants.
The phosphor luminance values L r , L g and L b were then used to calculate the 
device independent CIE X, Y, Z tristimulus values that characterise the colour. It 
should be noted that each phosphor will emit light over a range of the visible 
spectrum and not just at its specified colour of red, green or blue. Therefore the 
monitor phosphor spectral distributions were measured and their chromaticity 
co-ordinates (relative tristimulus values) determined, to indicate the relative 
contribution of each phosphor to the X, Y and Z tristimulus value of the 
displayed colour. With this information of the fundamental characteristics of the 
phosphors and the known phosphor luminance levels for pixels in the Macbeth 
chart image, the displayed tristimulus value X, Y, Z for each image pixel (and 
therefore each Macbeth patch) could be immediately written down in terms of 
the L r , Lq, L b  phosphor luminance as shown in equation (5.2):
where Xi, yi, zj are the chromaticity co-ordinates of each phosphor (i = red, green 
or blue). The chromaticity co-ordinates for a given phosphor were divided by its 
y value so that the matrix coefficients were independent of luminance.
y r y g y b
(5.2)
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The X, Y, Z for each displayed Macbeth colour patch were converted 
(normalised) to x, y, z chromaticity co-ordinates and then to uniform colour 
space u' v' values. These final values for each colour patch in the image were 
compared to the manufacturer specified u' V  values for the reflectance function 
of each patch, to give an estimate of the change of chromaticity caused by the 
specific illuminant and camera system used to obtain the image.
5.2.2 Results
The phosphor responses of the monitor used for viewing images are shown in 
Figure 5.3, and the measured chromaticity values of this monitor, a typical LCD 
monitor (Sony L I50), and a LCD projector (Sony Proxima) are shown in Table 
5.1. The Sony G500 CRT pixel phosphor r, g, b and b/w (black and white) to 
luminance relation, measured using a photometer, is shown in Figure 5.4. These 
calibration values were used to derive the constants Aj, bi and y in equation (5.1).
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Figure 5. 3: The phosphor responses o f the calibrated monitor
The colour shifts in relation to the monitor gamuts are shown in Figure 5.5. The 
open circles show the correct (manufacturer specified) position in CIE u' v' 
colour space of the Macbeth colour patches, and the lines running ffom each 
circle indicate the colour distortion from the correct coordinate found due to our 
acquisition and viewing system. These distortions are listed in Table 5.2, and are 
shown as colours in Figure 5.6.
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Sony Multiscan G500 X y
r 0.6245 0.3421
g 0.2754 0.6090
b 0.1487 0.0633
Sony LI 50 LCD
r 0.568 0.331
g 0.281 0.528
b 0.149 0.109
Proxima LCD
r 0.610 0.377
g 0.207 0.759
b 0.141 0.070
Table 5. 1: The phosphor chromaticity values measured for the various monitors 
used in the calibration and distortion experiments
The mean distortion from the camera was u' = 0.0175, and v' = 0.0242 (average 
magnitude of error = 0.0298). Every subsequent liver image taken with the 
camera was then corrected on a pixel-by-pixel basis by interpolating between 
known error values.
CM£■5oa>o
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Figure 5. 4: Sony Trinitron G500 monitor pixel phosphor red, green, blue and 
black & white level (0 -  255) to Luminance functions
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Figure 5. 5: Camera colour shift calibration and monitor gamuts. The mean 
colours fo r  normal andfatty livers are shown by the filled circles (F = fatty and 
N  = normal). The open circles are the co-ordinates o f the Macbeth colours 
supplied by the manufacturer. The lines indicate the amount o f  colour distortion 
from the ‘correct ’ colour co-ordinate
No. Patch Name Theor. u' Meas. u' Theor. v' Meas. v'
1 Dark skin 0.25 0.273±0.0058 0.492 0.484±0.0031
2 Light skin 0.236 0.229±0.0050 0.486 0.440±0.0046
3 Blue sky 0.179 0.185±0.0036 0.409 0.389±0.0023
4 Foliage 0.182 0.213±0.0025 0.513 0.485±0.0036
5 Blue flower 0.198 0.207±0.0021 0.403 0.413±0.0024
6 Bluish green 0.158 0.187±0.0023 0.468 0.427±0.0025
7 Orange 0.294 0.292±0.0036 0.533 0.525±0.0042
8 Purplish blue 0.180 0.173±0.0042 0.336 0.350±0.0098
9 Moderate red 0.314 0.324±0.0072 0.477 0.483±0.0036
1 0 Purple 0.234 0.248±0.0032 0.374 0.421±0.0026
1 1 Yellow green 0.187 0.243±0.0048 0.542 0.521±0.0054
1 2 Orange yellow 0.258 0.278±0.0033 0.539 0.523±0.0028
13 Blue 0.179 0.174±0.0048 0.278 0.373±0.0025
14 Green 0.150 0.163±0.0061 0.529 0.488±0.0034
15 Red 0.379 0.371±0.0045 0.496 0.507±0.0002
16 Yellow 0.231 0.271±0.0138 0.546 0.530±0.0013
17 Magenta 0.287 0.274±0.0032 0.413 0.415±0.0022
18 Cyan 0.139 0.162±0.0043 0.402 0.394±0.0026
Table 5. 2: Theoretical and measured CIE u'v'  mean ± standard deviation values 
o f Macbeth Colour Checker Chart patches
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Figure 5. 6: The colour errors generated from an uncalibrated camera and 
display system . The left hand colour o f  each pair is the correct colour, and the 
right hand colour is the distorted result
Also shown in Fig. 5.5 are the mean colours of normal and fatty human liver 
images (filled circles; normal (N) = 0.284, 0.490; fatty (F) = 0.281, 0.521), and 
the gamut o f the monitor used for viewing the images (Sony G500), along with 
the gamuts o f the comparison LCD monitors. The separation between each 
gamut is a measure of the distortion expected when image r, g, b values were 
correctly calculated for one display, but then displayed unchanged on the 
different display type. The typical
magnitude of the colour shift between each gamut can be seen in Figure 5.5 from 
the relative shift o f the triangle vertices for each gamut. The average shift in u' v' 
colour space between the monitor gamuts was found to be 0.0425, compared to 
the shift in liver colours o f magnitude 0.0298 in an uncalibrated system. 
Therefore, variations between these three monitor gamut triangles show that 
replacing a display by a different type, without recalibration, can produce colour 
distortions between one and four times the diagnostic threshold distance, and 
certainly larger than those produced by the use o f an uncalibrated camera and 
illuminant. It is also interesting to note from Figure 5.5, in the case of the Sony 
LI 50 LCD monitor, the mean value colour of fatty livers and several Macbeth
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patch colours are either on or over the colour gamut boundary. This suggests that 
‘clipping’ of the colour distribution of fatty livers or other colours near the gamut 
boundary is likely because of the wide spread of colours found in the liver 
images, typical of colour distributions in natural images.
5.3 Incorrect CIE space transformations
Previous colour research has used various methods to transform RGB values into 
CIE colour space coordinates, and an intermediary step of using the CIE standard 
observer colour matching functions (CMF) to convert RGB in a device 
independent way to the tristimulus (X, Y, Z) values has been omitted in some 
calculations. This is likely to cause colour distortion, i.e. instead of using these 
(correct) equations:
X  Y Z
X ~ ( X  + Y + Z)  ’ y ~ ( X  + Y + Z)  ’ Z ~ ( X  + Y + Z)
(5.3)
some researchers have skipped the division by the combined X, Y, Z values, 
leaving the (incorrect) equations as:
x = X 
y = Y 
z = Z
(5.4)
If the red, green and blue points that form the gamut of a monitor are converted 
from RGB to X, Y, Z using a conversion that does not use the CMF, the gamut 
changes dramatically (see Fig. 5.7). The magnitude of this colour shift was 
measured to be 0.216 in u' v' space.
This distortion is almost twenty times greater than the colour change threshold 
for accurate liver diagnosis, as described in Chapter 4, and highlights the 
importance of ensuring correct colour space transformations.
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Phosphor gamut of monitors with incorrect colour conversion
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Figure 5. 7: Monitor gamut calculated correctly and without CMF
5.4 Evaluating the effects of distortions
The monitor gamuts for the Sony G500, Sony LI 50 LCD screen, and a Proxima 
LCD projector display device (see Table 5.1) were used to calculate the 
displayed mean colour for normal livers on each display type. The variation in 
colours shows the distortion that could occur if the monitor type was replaced by 
another without changing the displayed image or performing any calibration 
(Fig. 5.8). These changes (0.015 and 0.052 magnitude in u' v' space for the Sony 
LI 50 and Proxima respectively) were compared to the magnitude of the colour 
change for accurate diagnosis found previously (0 . 0 1 1  magnitude in u' v' space), 
and suggest that these monitor colour distortions are significant in magnitude in 
relation to shifts used in diagnosis. The colour distortions from an uncalibrated 
camera, illuminant and monitor are larger than the colour differences used in 
identifying liver types. This implies that colour calibration is likely to be critical 
in cases when colour distortion is along the line of colour change from normal to 
fatty.
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Using an incorrect conversion from RGB to CIE colour space also results in a 
shift in colour (magnitude 0.216 in u' v' space) over twenty times larger than the 
diagnostic threshold colour shift.
When the errors found due to an uncalibrated camera (average 
magnitude=0.0298), were also compared, they were over twice the size of the 
threshold colour difference for correct diagnosis, indicating the importance of 
system calibration for this colour sensitive application.
Phosphor Gamut of Monitors
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Figure 5. 8: Transformation o f a colour point from calibrated to uncalibrated
monitors
With colour distortions ranging from 1.3 to around 20 times the threshold 
distance of correct diagnosis, it can be concluded that accurate colour calibration 
of monitors and cameras is vital if diagnostic accuracy is to be maintained.
5.5 JPEG compression and its perceptual effects
5.5.1 The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) compression algorithm
JPEG corresponds to the ISO/IEC international standard 10928-1, digital 
compression and coding of continuous tone still images, which became an 
international standard in 1992 (Skodras et al., 2001). The JPEG algorithm is 
‘lossy’ and uses discrete cosine transformation (DCT) where the image is
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divided into adjacent blocks of 8  x 8  pixels. The DCT, a complex fixed 
mathematical process, is then calculated for each block and the transform 
coefficients are quantised. The 64 DCT coefficients are then scanned in a zigzag 
order beginning with the DC coefficient of zero frequency. The zigzag order 
places low frequency coefficients which are likely to be non-zero before high 
frequency coefficients which will probably comprise strings of zeros and can be 
compressed using conventional techniques such as Hoffman coding (Wong et al., 
1995; Squibb, 1999).
The amount of compression applied by JPEG can be varied by altering the 
quality (Q) factor, which varies the amount of coefficients assumed to have a 
zero value which can therefore be compressed. The quality factor has an effect 
on the amount of data transmitted, but also affects the perceived quality; the loss 
of image quality becomes obvious as more coefficients are taken as having a 
value of zero (Squibb, 1999). For example, using our JPEG compression scheme 
to encode a 16-bit colour image of size 768 x 576 pixels, a total of 884736 bytes 
uncompressed, the results in Table 5.3 were achieved.
Quality Bytes Compression ratio Percentage of original 
image size
30 48300 18:1 5%
2 0 34700 25:1 4%
5 15800 55:1 2 %
Table 5. 3: Compression rates using our JPEG encoding
At a quality of around 30, little difference can be seen between the original 
image and the compressed image, yet the JPEG image is only 5% of the size of 
the original.
JPEG has a contrast enhancing effect; subtle variations in shades of colour are 
lost because DCT coefficients that have a value near zero will be treated as if 
they were zero for compression purposes. The resulting image will have less 
subtle colour and image transitions, giving a subjectively sharper image (Squibb, 
1999).
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5.5.2 Effects o f  compression /  decompression on colour
One method of transmitting colour images involves separating out the colour 
component of the image before compression. This is the method used by NTSC 
(USA system) television: the YIQ colour scheme is a recoding of RGB for 
transmission efficiency and compatibility with black and white televisions, 
which use only the Y (luminance) component. This Y is the same as the CIE Y 
component. I and Q are the chrominance values, and all three figures can be 
easily transmitted along with the compressed black and white image. YUV is the 
European version of this, and is also used with JPEG and MPEG standards. 
Clausen & Wechsler (2000) use principal component analysis and back- 
propogation learning to reduce an RGB colour image to a black and white image 
with the same number of pixels as the original, which can then be compressed by 
JPEG, or any other method. The removal of colour itself compresses the image 
by a ratio of 3.7.
Colour can be significantly distorted when images are compressed. A study on 
the use of JPEG compression for storing digital pictures of bums, which are 
assessed mainly by visual inspection, found that even a low compression factor 
(Q=50) changed the hue of 14% of the pixels by more than 5%, and a further 
10% by more than 10% (Neild & Davey, 2001). The authors noted that a 5% 
change was noticeable when occurring in a large block of colour, although was 
less so in a more complex image.
5.5.3 Visual metrics methods
To give a quantitative measure of the perceptual effects of varying levels of 
image compression, a range of image quality metrics were applied to a set of test 
images (Figs. 5.9 -  5.12 (a) ). Test images were compressed at six different 
JPEG qualities (30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5) for application of the metric. The metrics 
included simple statistical measures of RMS error for colour and luminance, a 
signal to noise ratio (SNR), and a colour analysis which finds colour differences 
visible to the human eye (CIELAB). All metrics used are described in Appendix 
A.
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5.5.4 Visual metrics results
Figure 5. 9: (a) “Lena” test image at high (uncompressed) quality, and (b) at a
JPEG compression quality o f  5
The distortion due to JPEG compression can be seen in Figs. 5.9 -  5.12 (b). 
Tables 5.4 -  5.7 display the results for each level o f  compression in the chosen 
test images, and Fig. 5.13 shows the relationship between SNR and JPEG 
compression.
Figure 5. 10: (a) White paper test image at high (uncompressed) quality, and (b)
at a JPEG compression quality o f  5
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Figure 5. 11: (a) Normal liver test image at high (uncompressed) quality, and (b)
at a JPEG compression quality o f  5
Figure 5. 12: (a) Fatty liver test image at high (uncompressed) quality, and (b) 
at a JPEG compression quality o f  5
JPEG SNR RMS-Lum RMS-Col CIELAB
5 19.0 3.448 0.022 12.224
10 20.7 2.695 0.019 5.748
15 21.0 2.279 0.019 4.842
20 20.7 2.016 0.020 5.268
25 20.7 1.826 0.016 5.543
30 21.2 1.676 0.019 5.401
Table 5. 4: Lena Test Image Metric Results
JPEG SNR RMS-Lum RMS-Col CIELAB
5 16.0 0.575 0.015 1.142
10 18.3 0.575 0.011 1.142
15 18.9 0.575 0.010 1.142
20 19.3 0.575 0.008 1.142
25 19.5 0.575 0.007 1.142
30 19.7 0.575 0.007 1.142
Table 5. 5: White Paper Test Image Metric Results
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JPEG SNR RMS-Lum RMS-Col CIELAB
5 14.7 2.004 0.022 2.345
10 17.7 1.532 0.019 3.204
15 18.6 1.335 0.019 1.796
20 19.4 1.217 0.020 1.598
25 20.0 1.147 0.016 1.566
30 20.6 1.105 0.019 1.604
Table 5. 6: Normal Liver Test Image Metric Results
JPEG SNR RMS-Lum RMS-Col CIELAB
5 16.9 1.041 0.017 1.949
10 19.0 0.877 0.013 1.571
15 20.0 0.783 0.011 1.619
20 20.6 0.730 0.010 1.193
25 21.2 0.736 0.009 1.372
30 21.6 0.702 0.009 2.292
Table 5. 7: Fatty Liver Test Image Metric Results
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Figure 5. 13: A graph showing how SNR varies with JPEG quality
Figure 5.14 shows the result o f transforming the distortions due to various levels 
of JPEG quality into magnitude o f change in the u' v' colour space. These results 
show that when considering the point of maximum distortion for accurate 
diagnosis of liver fattiness (magnitude 0 . 0 1 1  in u' v' colour space) as found in 
Chapter 4, the JPEG quality must be greater than 18.
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Figure 5. 14: A graph showing how JPEG quality is related to distortions in the
u f v' colour space fo r  test images
5.5.5 Other methods o f  image compression
Wavelet transform-based image compression became popular in the 1980s. The 
first step is a mathematical transform to create a sparse representation of the 
image. Wavelet transforms involve the repeated application of a complex 
waveform to the image, essentially using high- and low-pass filtering to generate 
sub-band images by downsampling on which the high and low frequency 
information are separated along the x  and y  axes. Different wavelets can be 
constructed for use on different images. The data is then quantised, assigning the 
most important data for constructing the image the largest possible number of 
bits, to achieve the desired level of compression. The last step is called entropy 
coding and involves the application of standard lossless compression techniques 
(Reiter, 1996; Kalyanpur et al., 2000).
Comparisons with JPEG compression suggested that wavelet compression can 
provide between 1.5 to 4 times better performance for a given level o f image 
quality. While both methods produce similar error metrics at low compression
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ratios, as the compression ratio increases the advantages of using wavelets 
grows. Wavelet errors also tend to be distributed evenly throughout the image, 
making them more difficult to notice than JPEG’s blocky distortions (Reiter, 
1996).
JPEG2000 is proposed as the new standard, addressing areas where current 
compression algorithms fail to produce the best quality or performance. It has 
been created for use with the Internet, printing, scanning, remote sensing, 
medical imagery, digital libraries/archives and E-commerce. It is a wavelet- 
based bit-plane coder where coefficients in each wavelet sub-band are divided 
into blocks of the same size and each code block is embedded coded 
independently. A discrete wavelet transform is applied to rectangular non­
overlapping blocks of the image data, processing them as if they are distinct 
images. The wavelet transform can be reversible or irreversible, as can the 
quantisation, because JPEG2000 can be a lossy or lossless algorithm. One 
quantisation step per sub-band is performed before entropy coding, which 
progresses from the most significant bit-plane to the least significant (Skodras et 
al., 2001; Zeng et al., 2002).
JPEG2000 supports region of interest coding, where certain parts of the image 
can be coded with better quality than the rest of the image, scalability meaning 
that images can be coded at more than one resolution or quality simultaneously, 
and error resilience tools that deal with data transmission errors using data 
partitioning and resynchronisation, error detection, and concealment and quality 
of service transmission based on priority (Skodras et al., 2001).
The visual quality of JPEG2000 has been found to be 10-25% better than 
standard JPEG compression, however, JPEG runs almost three times faster and 
requires less memory than current JPEG2000 implementations (Skodras et al., 
2001).
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5.6 Display of medical images
The presentation of medical images can have considerable effects on their 
perception by the viewer, and this will have ramifications for diagnosis using 
those images.
The display of chest radiographs has been assessed in studies by Herron et al. 
(2000) and Beall et al. (2000), looking at the effects of varying the image 
luminance and resolution, and of image compression respectively. ROC analysis 
indicated that luminance was a relatively important factor, while a JPEG 
compression of 10:1 of the images had little effect on diagnostic efficacy. The 
relative pixel size of images for diagnosis was studied by Santiago et al. (2001) 
and both 2K (1760 x 2140) and 4K (3520 x 4280) CT matrix images were 
equally effective in the detection of parenchymal abnormalities in the chest.
The use of colour was studied by Iwano et al. (2001) in their research into the 
detection of pulmonary disease in images displayed on various CRT monitors. 
No difference was found between the diagnostic content of images presented on 
four different types of monitor, some colour, some monochrome, and it was 
concluded that the proposed change from monochrome to colour images would 
involve no loss of important information. The lack of calibration of CRTs 
involved in the widely used clinical system PACS (picture archiving and 
communication system) inspired Kondoh et al. ’s (2001) study, examining the 
differences in performance between five such monitors over a year. They found 
large inhomogeneity in luminance, and suggested using comer brightness as an 
estimation of performance and distortion.
5.7 Use of multimedia databases
Databases are arrangements of data into features or classes of information. 
Images can be listed in a database by their features, colours, size, or any other 
image attribute. Such image databases can be used for matching by comparing 
the images one information class at a time, from the most important to the least. 
For example, if  you wanted to match a scene showing a footballer, you might
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pick images from the database which had a grass-green background, then out of 
those, images which featured a figure, then from those ones that include a ball, 
and so on, whittling the list of images in the database down to the best match.
Database retrieval systems existed from the start of the 1980s, but the most 
commonly used early system was IBM’s Query By Image Content (QBIC). 
Another system, Picture Archiving and Communications Systems (PACS) is 
commonly used in hospitals for medical image storage, where the images are 
classified by diagnosis and patient details (Traina et al., 1998; Muller et al., 
2004).
Common database indexing techniques are based on features such as shape 
(Hirata & Kato, 1993), colour (Swain & Ballard, 1991), and texture (Picard & 
Liu, 1994). Bruce & Adhami (1999) classified mammography images from a 
database in terms of mass shape, aiming to simplify diagnosis: benign masses are 
usually round in shape, while malignant masses are often stellate. Sharvit et al. 
(1998) looked at the symmetry of images, via edge maps, in order to form an 
index to image databases. Chang & Li (2000) investigated a perceptual measure 
to characterise images for database storage, based on the human visual system. 
They proposed measuring perceptual similarity of colour, shape and spatial 
distribution and devised a series of filters through which images could be 
classified. Ayinde & Yang (2002) reported a face recognition database, which 
uses Gabor filters to find textural variations between faces to select a match from 
the database.
5.8 Display in telemedicine
5.8.1 sRGB
The main problem with transmitting medical images across any distance is 
ensuring that the image looks the same at both ends of the transmission. 
Calibration of the camera and viewing equipment will help, but can be time 
consuming and will have to be regularly repeated. Another option is provided by
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monitor manufacturers, who have begun to provide a facility on new screens 
called sRGB. This allows the phosphors and white level to be set to match a 
standard, which should be approximately the same on any monitor with the 
feature. An independent study of sRGB compatible monitors from different 
manufacturers, has shown good monitor adherence to the sRGB standard for 
colour reproduction, across all manufacturers (Rehak et al., 1999). Although the 
sRGB display luminance is defined at 80cd/m2, the individual maximum 
luminance of each phosphor is not explicitly defined in the standard. For a sRGB 
configured monitor, the phosphor tristimulus values characterising the display 
(IEC, 1999) are defined in Table 5.8. The new standard sRGB colour space can 
be widely applied with sRGB compatible monitors, without the need for 
expensive calibration equipment. Obviously, this isn’t as accurate as applying a 
full calibration procedure, but would suffice when a quick check on colour is 
required.
Red Green Blue
X 0.640 0.300 0.150
Y 0.330 0.600 0.060
Z 0.030 0 . 1 0 0 0.790
Table 5. 8: sRGB space phosphor tristimulus values
5.8.2 “True colour ”
One slightly misleading but commonly used term in video colour representation 
is to describe a 24 bit per pixel r, g, b colour display as ‘true colour’ (Miano, 
1999). Although 24 bit ‘true colour’ r, g, b does allow the full gamut of monitor 
colours to be displayed simultaneously (as opposed to a colour palette which 
displays a subset of possible colours), the use of such a system with an 
uncalibrated camera does not necessarily result in accurate colour reproduction.
5.8.3 Illuminant stability
Keeping the illuminant the same when capturing images you wish to compare is 
of great importance. This is equally true for still and video images. While colour 
constancy can help us perceive a colour as being the same under different
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illuminants, metamerism can have the opposite effect (Hunt, 1998). The human 
visual system is very good at compensating for changes in both the level and 
colour o f lighting. This adaptation is called colour constancy and means that 
objects are perceived as having the nearly the same colour in many conditions. 
Metamerism is the phenomena which occurs when two colours match each other, 
but are different in spectral composition. The greater the degree of metamerism 
(the greater the spectral difference between the two colours), the greater the 
likelihood that the colours will not match if the viewing conditions are altered, if 
the illuminant is changed, for example. To avoid either of these perceptual 
effects, the illuminant should be kept constant throughout a whole series of 
experiments if possible.
5.8.4 HDTVfor minimally invasive surgery
High definition television (HDTV) more than doubles the sharpness of the image 
compared to standard technology, using over 1000 lines per image. It has 
potential in MIS because its 3D effect increases the sensation of realism for the 
viewer. Until recently, HDTV cameras have been prohibitively large and 
expensive, making them unsuitable for endoscopy and MIS. A specially- 
designed miniaturised HDTV system has been developed and was used by a Yale 
physician in the first HDTV MIS procedures. Four laparoscopies and a 
hysterectomy were performed successfully using the system, and the system was 
reported to provide a very good image, the best the surgeon had ever seen. The 
image was reported to be Tike a window’, and researchers believe that the ability 
to see tiny details and structure not previously visible will increase surgical 
accuracy, and decrease surgeon fatigue (Yale press release, 2 0 0 0 ).
5.9 Data transmission and information flow over the Internet
Efficient utilisation of network services is becoming increasingly important 
because of increased data flow across networks, particularly with increased video 
traffic that is bandwidth hungry. This section measures the video flow
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requirements and specifies the minimum requirements that would maintain 
correct identification of normal and fatty livers.
5.9.1 Methods
There is currently no accepted standard method of mapping network flow to 
image perception parameters. Therefore, a simple method was used to monitor 
the data flow within the application without significantly interfering with the 
system performance. Although the actual minimum requirements are application 
specific, the methods used are generic and easy to apply to any video 
conferencing system. The characteristics of video flow and packet loss over the 
Internet were investigated using UDP and TCP protocols to transmit data 
between the remote (client) site, the Royal Free Hospital, Hampstead, London, 
and the local (server) site, Guy’s Hospital, London Bridge, London 
(approximately five miles across London). The video stream was characterised 
from measures of latency, jitter, packet loss and mean and peak flow rates for 
different image sizes and compression ratios. To measure these parameters, the 
bytes of data sent and received were measured at the server. The client inserted 
the number of bytes in each packet into every packet sent. The number of bytes 
in each packet received were measured and then compared with the client’s 
description. The jitter and mean and peak flows were measured directly from the 
data flow. Every ten seconds, the server sent a time stamp to the client, and this 
was immediately sent back, unchanged, to the server. The return time was 
recorded upon receipt, and half the round trip time was taken to be the packet 
latency. This method of measuring latency did not depend on synchronisation of 
the server and client clocks. The finding that JPEG quality must be greater than 
18 will be used to find the appropriate flow rate, latency and jitter for our liver 
image transmission.
5.9.2 Results
The total number of bytes sent in the test was 100,241,978, and of these 
3,226,551 were lost, meaning that there was a byte loss ratio of 3.2%.
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These quality o f service measures were correlated with the visual metric 
parameters described above (i.e. JPEG quality must be greater than 18 for 
accurate liver diagnosis) to find a compromise between the best compression 
rates for the bandwidth available and acceptable image quality.
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Figure 5. 15: The mean data flow  rate fo r  each JPEG quality tested over a
remote connection
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Figure 5. 16: The peak data flow  rate fo r  each JPEG quality tested over a
remote connection
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Figure 5. 17: The mean data latency fo r  each JPEG quality tested over a local
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Figure 5. 18: The peak data latency fo r  each JPEG quality tested over a remote
connection
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connection
The calculated maximum allowable colour distortion requires the JPEG quality 
to be greater than 18. We can see from the graphs (Figs. 5.15 -  5.20) what our 
viewing options are in terms o f flow J itte r  and latency. The viewing settings will 
be decided upon when surgeons have found the minimum quality and image size
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for accurate liver assessment, and the implications in terms of Internet 
transmission will be discussed (see section 5 . 1 0  below).
5.10 Testing of Internet flow for liver diagnosis
5.10.1 Methods
This experiment was conducted under a project license granted by the Home 
Office in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986. Six 
New Zealand White rabbits, weighing 2-3 kg were used for the experiments. All 
animals were kept in a temperature controlled environment with a 1 2  hours light- 
dark cycle, and they were allowed to access tap water. To induce fatty liver 
change, all animals were fed with a commercial high cholesterol (2%) diet for 4, 
8 , and 1 2  weeks, with two animals in each group, in order to produce mild, 
moderate and severe steatosis. Development of steatosis was examined 
macroscopically and confirmed by a histological examination.
The rabbits were anaesthetised and prepared for aseptic surgery. The arterial 
oxygen saturation (Sa02) and heart rate were continuously monitored with a 
pulse oximeter (Ohmeda Biox 3740 pulse oximeter, Ohmeda, Louisville, CO, 
USA).
A laparotomy was carried out through a midline incision. The ligamentous 
attachments from the liver to the diaphragm were severed and the liver was 
exposed. The endoscopic camera (a 30° endoscope (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, 
Germany) with xenon 180W light source) was used to record a video flow, 
attached to the Snapper video capture card (Datacell Ltd., London, UK).
The video was compressed using a JPEG algorithm at a quality of 20, and 
transmitted across the Internet to a ‘server’ of known IP (Internet protocol) 
address within the same university department, where it was displayed for an 
expert to view, and assess the liver as to its fattiness. The surgeons at both ends 
of the transmission completed a questionnaire concerning the liver state (see
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Appendix B), and those at the remote site (i.e. not at the surgical site, and had not 
previously seen the liver) were asked about their view of the liver: what would 
they have liked to have seen, how confident were they in their diagnosis?
As an additional experiment, one expert was asked to vary the image size (the 
choices were: 768 x  576, 576 x 432, 384 x  288, 256 x 192 and 192 x 144 pixels) 
and quality (from 1 to 30) and find the minimum conditions for comfortable 
image viewing for diagnosis.
5.10.2 Results
The video transmission across the Internet was successful in every case. At the 
surgical site it was found that one o f the ‘mild’ steatotic livers (according to the 
diet given) had an appearance more consistent with ‘moderate’ steatosis.
Liver edges were described as ‘rounded’ at the remote site in two cases, when 
they were actually considered ‘sharp’ at the surgical site. This was not surprising, 
as the remote view o f the liver was often limited to seeing only part of the liver 
edges. Figure 5.21 shows an example of a transmitted image.
Figure 5. 21: An example o f  a remote view o f  a rabbit liver
The question o f whether fatty deposits were present or not was answered 
correctly by remote viewers (compared to observations at the surgical site) in 
five of the six cases. The response as to whether they were localized or diffuse 
was agreed remotely in four out o f the five remaining cases. Remote assessment 
of the level o f steatosis present was correct for both of the severely steatotic
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livers, while one moderate liver was rated severe, and another was assessed as 
non-fatty. The mild liver was remotely rated as moderate. Assignment of livers 
to a single diagnostic label is a subjective matter, and it is unsure how much 
variation here is due to differences between surgeons’ personal classification 
systems.
The presence or absence of lesions on the liver was less well recognized 
remotely. In three of the four cases where lesions were present, the remote expert 
did not locate them.
However, when the remote experts were asked about their confidence in their 
assessment, in five of the six cases, they stated they were confident they had 
diagnosed the liver correctly. This could be a problem, when obviously not all 
their assessments were actually correct when compared to the evaluation of the 
surgeons at the surgical site. Perhaps the remote view looks better and more 
complete than it actually is.
Several remote experts mentioned that they would have liked to see the inferior 
surface of the liver. This could be achieved by contacting the surgical site and 
asking them to move the liver or the camera. One expert said that an image of a 
‘control’ liver, of normal or non-steatotic colour would have been useful, to act 
as a comparison, or control, to the colours seen on screen. A specialised colour 
scale to help visual assessment of liver fatty content could easily be generated on 
a calibrated monitor. Ideally, this scale would be presented next to the liver 
images being assessed and would show colours that progressively change from 
normal to severely fatty, to help diagnosis using direct colour comparison.
5.10.3 Viewing conditions and Internet settings
The minimum comfortable viewing conditions were determined to be a 
compression quality of 12 and a minimum size of 384 x 288 pixels. Relating this 
to the Internet quality of service details tested above, a mean flow of 
approximately 18000 bytes/s can be expected, with a peak flow of 19000 bytes/s,
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jitter of 0 . Is (both local and remote) and a latency of 0 .3 s (local) and 0 .2 s 
(remote).
5.11 System calibration and distortion conclusions
In this chapter it was investigated whether diagnosis from medical images based 
on colour information was adversely affected when cameras, illuminants and 
monitors were incorrectly calibrated or remain uncalibrated. The results show 
that typical colour distortions that result from the use of an uncalibrated CCD 
camera and illuminant can be significantly larger than the colour difference 
thresholds required for accurate diagnosis. Further, the directions of colour 
distortion showed no systematic variation, suggesting that colours within a single 
image may be given random and opposite colour distortions.
In the case of uncalibrated or incorrectly calibrated monitors, the colour 
distortions were systematic with respect to distortion direction, but the distortion 
magnitude varied between 1.3 and 3.7 times the threshold distance of correct 
diagnosis. Distortions due to using incorrect CIE equations have also been 
evaluated, as has the effect of JPEG compression on colour. It can be concluded 
that accurate colour calibration and reproduction on monitors is critical if 
diagnostic accuracy is to be maintained. Colour distortions in uncalibrated 
systems can be several times larger than the colour differences used in assessing 
normal and steatotic livers, a task where colour is a critical component in the 
assessment process. By chance, uncalibrated colour acquisition systems may not 
affect the diagnostic process, depending on the system distortion and image 
colour, but only accurate calibration and reproduction can guarantee diagnostic 
accuracy in colour critical applications.
Data flow over the Internet has been characterised in terms of mean / peak flow, 
packet loss, jitter, and latency. JPEG compression quality must be greater than 
18, and the Internet transmission characteristics that can be expected at the size 
and quality of image chosen by surgeons have been defined.
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Finally, the image viewing settings for surgical mentoring using our system have 
been tested in an experimental clinical setting, revealing the possible problem of 
overconfidence in the diagnostic properties of the remote image.
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CHAPTER 6 -  SURGICAL PLANNING SYSTEM
6.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an introduction to the surgical planning system that was 
designed to enable remote guidance in splitting livers. This includes a method for 
automatically finding the liver boundary on ultrasound images, which could be 
of use in creating a 3D model of the liver from the ultrasound images, and an 
ultrasound image matching system based on the human visual system, for use in 
linking surgical planning images with live intraoperative imaging.
6.2 The teleplanning system for liver splitting
A teleplanning system has been designed and created to allow remote surgical 
experts to communicate with surgeons at the operative site using live video, live 
US and image annotation to facilitate the surgical splitting of livers for transplant 
or resection.
The software was designed using a client-server architecture model. In this 
architecture, the server software waits and listens for a connection from a remote 
client. The client is installed on the machine at the operating theatre, and 
currently requires a “Snapper” video card (Datacell Ltd., London, UK) to be 
present in the machine. The server can be installed on any machine with an 
Internet connection for the expert to use. The machines connect over the Internet 
using IP (Internet protocol) addresses and once a connection has been 
established, a compressed flow of live video or US can be sent from a camera or 
endoscope at the client site to be uncompressed and displayed at the server. The 
expert consultant then remotely guides the surgical team at the operative site.
The video image quality and size can be altered at either end using a slider 
control. The client receives an alert if the server closes their communication 
ports. Still images and ultrasound images can be saved and retrieved at any point 
by the client.
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Figure 6. 1: Twelve ultrasound images captured sequentially
A planning set of twelve US images can be compiled from the live stream at the 
client end (see Fig. 6 .1), and sent to the server where features such as the main 
vessels can be highlighted by the expert and the data sent back to the client for 
viewing (top row, Fig. 6.2). The expert surgeon can also use these twelve images 
to define a cutting plane which can also be sent to the client (middle row, Fig. 
6 .2).
Fife Edit View Fsver *6s t oob Help
Figure 6. 2: Screenshot o f the twelve selected ultrasound images. Images in the 
top row have vessels highlighted, and in the middle row cut planes are suggested
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6.2.1 The spline program
Software for the automatic segmentation of US images was developed and tested 
on two different sweeps of a human liver. The functional specification and 
coding can be found in Appendix C.
6.2.1.1 Aim
To be able to segment an US image of the liver into ‘liver’ and ‘not liver’ by 
using the observation that in bandpassed US images, the liver boundary usually 
has a higher luminance than both liver parenchyma and non-liver tissue. If points 
from this high luminance boundary could be fed into a spline equation 
(Ammeraal, 1986), the liver ultrasound could be segmented.
6.2.1.2 Methods
A bandpassed US image, using the lowest 3% of the Fourier spectrum, was 
normalised and quantized to eight grey levels (see Fig. 6.3). A threshold 
calculation, based on observation of a representative set of liver US images, was 
performed to judge the best threshold above which points are chosen to be input 
to the b-spline algorithm. Images were examined by eye in terms of percentage 
of maximum grey level to see at what percentage the liver boundary was clearly 
distinguishable from the liver tissue and ultrasound background. This percentage 
was tested on a series of images to see if it allowed the liver boundary to be 
found, and was then set as the threshold. The first and last points of every high- 
luminance blob were averaged to find the mid-point of the blob, and these points 
were used in the spline equation, defined, for a segment where t grows from 0  to 
1 , as:
x(t) = [fo t + a2)t + ai] t + ao
y(t) = [(b3 t + b2)t + bi] t + bo (6 .1 )
where, for successive input points Pi(xo, yo) and Pi+i(xi, y i ) :
a3 = (-Xj.i + 3xi -  3xi+i + xi+2) / 6  
a2  = (xj.i -  2 xj + xi+i) / 2  
ai =  (-Xj-i + xi+i) /  2
ao = (xj.i + 4xj + xi+i) / 6  (6.2)
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t>3 , b2 , bi, bo are derived from yi-i,yj, yi+i, yi+ 2  in a similar manner. These 
coefficients are calculated only once for each curve segment (t* to tj+i) 
(Ammeraal, 1986).
The spline equation outputs coordinates which are saved in a spline data file.
Figure 6. 3: An example o f  a pre-processed ultrasound image in the spline
program
The accuracy of the program’s spline placement was tested by manually 
inputting points on the boundary between ‘liver’ and ‘not liver’ in a varying 
selection of images from two different ultrasound sweeps of the human liver, and 
comparing this to the automatically generated boundary.
6.2.1.3 Results
Errors in spline placement were less than 5% of the image height in all cases (see 
Table 6.1, and Figs. 6.4(a) & (b)).
One obvious problem with the resulting splines are that they only run from the 
first point of high luminance in the image to the last, meaning that the calculated 
splines are shorter than the actual liver boundary. This could be avoided by 
starting the spline at fixed points on the edge of the US image.
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Figure 6. 4(a) (top): An example where the spline (dotted line) fits the manually 
input boundary (crosses) well, and (b) (bottom): An example where the spline fits
less well
Image name Error (pixels) Error (% image height) Error (mm)
rtswee02 03.tif 8.07 1.58 3.74
rtswee0 2  1 0 .tif 2 2 . 2 2 4.34 10.31
rtswee02 30.tif 8.96 1.75 4.16
rtswee03 02.tif 16.68 3.25 7.74
rtswee03 17.tif 12.09 2.36 5.61
rtswee03 36.tif 6.73 1.31 3.12
Table 6. 1: showing the average error between an automatically calculated 
spline and a manually input boundary
6.2.2 Image matching and surgical planning
It would be useful for surgical planning purposes if there were some link 
between a stored planning US image set and live US images. The US transducer 
could act as a pointer: the external position is readily seen, providing also a live 
image of the internal structure of the organ, and this could be linked back to the 
planning set by indicating the nearest match to the live image in the stored image 
set.
How can this match be done? This is not as simple as it might seem because 
matching of US images encounters problems due to tissue deformation and 
transducer displacement, leading to changes in speckle, shadowing, feature shape 
and visibility.
Conventional statistical methods of US image matching such as cross correlation 
(CC) and normalised mutual information (NMI) (Studholme et al., 1999) (see 
Appendix A) are based on grey level variations. However, after repositioning the 
transducer significant grey level differences are found in US images.
Also, because it is extremely unlikely that the US transducer will be placed in the 
same position, with the same pressure and orientation as for any of the images in 
the planning set, the live image will probably not match any of the stored images 
exactly. It is important that any matching process can cope with this fact. Ideally, 
the level of similarity between the images should increase as you approach the 
best match, peaking at the best match possible, and then dropping as you get
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further away again. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 6.5 below which 
shows the human judgement of similarity between one image and the set it was 
taken from.
V is u a l  s im i la r i ty ,  c ro s s  c o r r e la t io n  a n d  n o r m a l i s e d  m u tu a l  
in f o rm a t io n  r a t in g s  o f  c o n s e c u t iv e  U S im a g e s
-■— NMI rtswee02_15 
-♦— CC mean values 
visual similarity
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
C o m p a riso n  im a g e s , n u m b e re d  in o rd e r ta k e n
Figure 6. 5: Correlation o f  ultrasound images by CC, NMI and human vision
It can be seen that NMI only picks out the exact match, and while the correlation 
provided by CC does slope away from the match, the slope is shallow and the 
standard error bars shown are large, suggesting that little information can be 
gained by looking at images to either side of the best match in a set. Only the 
subjective judgement of the human visual system (HVS) gives any clues as to 
whether the best match might be getting closer or further away.
Therefore, it is possible that an image comparison process based on the HVS 
might perform better than standard statistical methods when matching ultrasound 
images.
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6.2.3 HVS modelling fo r  image matching
6.2.3.1 Methods
To investigate the use of HVS modelling in assessment of ultrasound image 
similarity, we implemented a four stage model based on distinct processing steps 
in human vision (see Fig. 6 .6 ) (de Cunha et al., 2002 — see Appendix F).
A simple preprocessing stage first converted image grey level to luminance and 
filtered the image by the human contrast sensitivity function. This was followed 
by second stage decomposition into distinct octave frequency bands. The 
individual octave bandpassed images were converted to feature space by analysis 
with a Gabor filter set and reduced in resolution by local summation. In a fourth 
processing stage, the feature space results were used to construct two 3D 
matrices, each with different local spatial summation borders. Adjacent layers in 
each matrix contained the results from neighbouring Gabor orientations to 
produce a matrix with similar structure to cortical hypercolumns. The resultant 
hypercolumns were then used in a simple correlation process to assess similarity.
The model was tested on two sets of ultrasound data. Ultrasound images of livers 
were used in this study because of their poor image quality, lack of feature 
definition and non-rigid distortion, characteristics which are known to cause 
problems to conventional matching techniques (Shekhar & Zagrodsky, 2002). 
One set of images were taken by a sweep of a human liver and the other from 
two separate sweeps of a phantom gelatine liver that exhibited the same 
ultrasound characteristics as a human liver scan. The two phantom image sweeps 
had a relative displacement of about 5 mm for each corresponding image on the 
phantom liver surface. To judge the effectiveness of the technique, we compared 
it with the standard image grey level statistical measures of CC and NMI. To 
provide a gold standard of ideal visual similarity, three observers judged the 
similarity of each image in a given set to the comparison image and assigned a 
percentage similarity value. These results were averaged to get a subjective 
function measure.
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6.2.3.2 Initial preprocessing stage
For the first stage of processing, the images were given a non-linear grey scale to 
luminance transform of the form:
Luminance = Alut2 2 (6.3)
where:
A is a calibration constant; 
and lut = pixel grey level.
The resultant luminance images were then scaled to display the maximum 
luminance at the maximum grey level available, equivalent to visual adaptation 
to the stimulus. Each image’s spectral distribution was then weighted according 
to the human contrast sensitivity function (CSF) given by equations (6.4) and
(6.5) (MacDonald & Lui, 1999).
CSF = acoe‘bco(l-K).6 elx o ) 1/2 (6.4)
(6.5)
where:
co is the angular spatial frequency in cycles/degree;
• • 2 L is the average display luminance in cd/m ;
and p  is the total angular display size of the image.
The images were then bandpass filtered into four separate octave bands with 
boundaries at 1.76 c/d, 3.6 c/d, 7.0 c/d and 14.0 c/d. The frequency band above 
14.0 c/d was disregarded. The bandpassed spectrum was converted back to 
image space for Gabor analysis.
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6.2.3.3 Gabor analysis
In the second stage of analysis, the individual bandpassed images (representing 
visually independent features) were decomposed using Gabor wavelets of the 
form given in equation (6 .6 ).
G (x , y) = 1 . 0  cos [ 2  7i / ( x  cos0  -  y sin0 )] exp [- ( x2 + y2) / 2 c2] (6 .6 )
where:
f  is the Gabor carrier frequency (taken to be the central frequency of the 
band being analysed);
6 is the orientation of the Gabor;
and cr is the standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope.
To limit the quantity of processing, a sub-set of six orientations were used at 0°, 
18°, 36°, 54°, 72° and 90°. Further orientations to 180° were not implemented in 
this pilot study. The standard deviation (a) of the envelope was set to one third 
of the carrier frequency and the convolution kernel of the Gabor was truncated at 
± 2cr. The convolution summation was rectified and the final result was also 
scaled in intensity to display the result as a raster image for visual examination.
6.2.3.4 Cortical hypercolumn construction and matching
The third analysis stage arranged the Gabor analysed images into a quantized 3D 
matrix that resembled the layout of hypercolumns in the primary visual cortex 
(Sekuler & Blake, 1994). One axis in the 3D configuration corresponded to 
Gabor orientation and the other two axes to x andy directions in image space. 
The image space was quantized in x and y  into 32 X 32 elements by summing 
values from the spatial Gabor analysed image. Two hypercolumns were 
constructed with slightly different quantization boundaries; one with the 
quantization aligned with the image borders, and one with a horizontal and 
vertical shift of half the quantization width, allocating slightly different features 
to each quantization element.
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Figure 6. 6: The HVS modelling method
In a fourth processing stage of image feature matching, the corresponding 
hypercolumns of the compared images were correlated using a search space of 
±3 elements, in all directions at the same orientation.
A further version of the HVS model was created to perform faster, removing 
redundant and fine scale processing steps, although accuracy was likely to be 
reduced. To increase the speed of the processing model, we reduced the 
processing steps by removing some components of the computational model.
The hypercolumns were constructed using only the 0° orientation Gabor and the 
Gabor kernel was sub-sampled to only use one hundredth of the available points. 
This reduced the processing time from five minutes to less than five seconds.
6.2.3.5 Comparison with conventional image similarity measurements
To compare the performance of the visual model with conventional statistical 
measures of similarity, CC and NMI measures (see Appendix A) were applied to 
each experimental image set. H(A) and H(B) are the individual image entropies 
and H(A,B) is the joint entropy.
CC = Z  ( * - -  y) , NMI = h ( a ) +_h (B)_ ( 6 7)
6.2.3.6 Methods summary
To model the HVS, we attempted feature extraction by bandpass filtering and 
wavelet decomposition using Gaussian gabors, after first preparing the images to 
be matched by transforming them into luminance images, weighting them using 
the human contrast sensitivity function, and removing high frequency (>14 c/d) 
components. The resulting images were constructed into ‘hypercolumn’ 
matrices, i.e. arranged by gabor orientation (from 0° - 90°) and spatial frequency 
in a similar fashion to cells found in area VI of the visual cortex. The live image 
hypercolumn was compared and correlated to the hypercolumns of the pre-stored 
ultrasound set, and the closest match found (see Fig. 6 .6 ).
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This HVS modelling system, and CC and NMI methods were used to calculate 
the best image match for ultrasound images taken from a gelatine liver phantom 
and from a human liver, and all measures were judged using human visual 
opinion as the gold standard.
The real liver images were all taken from a single ultrasound sweep, but the 
phantom ’live’ image was taken from a different sweep set to the comparison 
images where the transducer was placed on the same phantom, but displaced by 
approximately 5 mm.
For the phantom liver comparison, an image from the first sweep was compared 
to fourteen images in the second sweep, surrounding the position of visual best 
match (image number 4). This configuration closely matched the situation in 
surgical planning where the transducer had been replaced to a close but not 
identical position to a previously taken image sweep
6.2.3.7 Results
The results from the initial processing stage of luminance conversion, CSF 
weighting (Fig. 6.7) and octave bandpass filtering, showed that the main image 
features were significantly represented in the two lowest octave bands only.
1000
0.1 1 10 100 
spatial frequency (cpd)
Figure 6. 7: (a) (left) Human CSF exhibiting low pass filter characteristics and 
(b) (right) ultrasound image o f human liver after preprocessing
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Figure 6. 8: The two lowest octave bandpassed images o f the liver image in
Fig 6.7(b)
The bandpassed results from a typical human liver image can be seen in Fig. 6 . 8  
for the lowest band and one octave higher. We therefore applied the two lowest 
octave bands to Gabor analysis and subsequent cortical hypercolumn 
construction.
The similarity results for the real and phantom liver image sets are shown in 
Figs. 6.9 & 6.10. In the real image set, image number 15 in a sweep of forty 
images was compared to the ten closest images on both sides in the same set (and
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Figure 6. 9: Human liver ultrasound matching results
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Figure 6. 10: Phantom liver ultrasound image matching results
including matching to itself). Comparing a given image to other images from the 
same sweep set represents the best possible alignment of a comparison 
ultrasound image to a previously recorded data set.
The results showed that the HVS model was able to identify a best match of a 
real liver image (Fig. 6.9), and although the CC and NMI were also able to 
correctly identify the best match, they could not provide useful information about 
the comparison with images surrounding the best match. The HVS model gave a 
closer match to the observers’ subjective similarity function.
The results for the phantom liver comparison (Fig. 6.10) show that the HVS 
model was able to correctly identify the most similar image and also closely 
followed the subjective similarity function for images immediately adjacent to 
the closest match. The conventional similarity measures were unable to identify 
the best match in this case.
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The faster, reduced processing model results were nearly identical to the full 
processing model in the case of the real liver, but showed an error of one image 
position in the phantom data.
6.2.3.8 Discussion
The results of the computational model show accurate identification of the most 
similar images in both the real and phantom liver image sets, relative to a 
comparison image. For the real liver image calculations, the comparison image 
had been taken from a set obtained by a ‘sweep’ of a human liver and compared 
to surrounding images in the same sweep set. The subjective image similarity 
function showed how features in the images became increasingly different as the 
images in the sweep become more distant from the best match to the comparison 
image. For the real liver set, we would expect all similarity measures to correctly 
identify the best match (as this compared two identical images), but the point of 
interest was that the HVS computational model closely modelled the subjective 
visual similarity function across the range of comparison images.
In the images taken from the phantom liver, where the two ultrasound sweeps 
were taken over two slightly different positions on the phantom liver surface, 
image features were displaced both laterally and in rotation between the image 
sweeps. However, the subjective measurement of similarity by observers showed 
that visually, corresponding features could be matched and used to estimate 
similarity between images in the two different sweeps. The HVS model measure 
of similarity closely matched the subjective measure in images adjacent to the 
comparison image. Away from the closest match where comparison images did 
not contain similar anatomical features, the results dropped to a background 
level.
Removing computational steps and sub-sampling the Gabor kernel significantly 
reduced computational time, but was also associated with loss of accuracy. It is 
still to be determined if this loss of accuracy is within the tolerance required for 
using the ultrasound probe as a pointer in a preoperative plan.
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Refining the HVS modelling system method will require validation on more 
extensive data sets and subsequent removal of redundant processing steps, in 
favour of enhancing visually important features used in matching.
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CHAPTER 7 - INDEX BLOCK CREATION
7.1 Introduction
The teleplanning system described in the previous chapters has been designed to 
transmit US images to enable remote identification of the bifurcation of the 
inferior vena cava, hepatic artery and portal vein to aid in the surgical planning 
of liver splitting. This critical information can be transmitted to the surgical team 
undertaking the liver harvesting, to enable the liver to be split and thus allow a 
transplant to two recipients. One particular problem however, is for the surgical 
team to match the surgical plan, based on the previously acquired US slices, to 
the view of the liver during the surgical procedure. This requires some sort of 
surgical pointer that has a known position relative to the liver and at the same 
time a known position in the surgical plan.
A simple solution to the problem of an effective pointer would be to use the 
ultrasound transducer that produced the original images as the real time guide 
and link between the intraoperative view of the liver and the surgical plan. This 
has the advantage that the ultrasound gain and other image controls can be kept 
constant, maintaining imaging characteristics between live and recorded views. It 
can also be used to facilitate remote guidance by expert surgeons. It is proposed 
that the real time ultrasound view could be matched to a set of previously 
acquired planning images via the use of a 3D image index block. This chapter 
will discuss the theory behind the index block system, and experimentally 
determine the optimum preliminary system parameters which allow for a simple 
and accurate location of the live ultrasound within the index block. Figure 7.1 
shows a graphical description of the system’s methods and procedures. The 
resulting system will then be tested for usability and accuracy, and this will be 
described in Chapter 8 .
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7.2 Theory and methods
7.2.1 Defining an index block
Our index block could be thought of as a 3D volume created from sequential 
surgical planning images. It can be constructed from any number of pre­
operative 2D B-scan US images of the area of interest, layered in the order they 
were acquired. Additional images are created by interpolation at every viable 
orientation through the index block, and can be used to match to a live US 
image, or possibly an image acquired using another modality. The change of 
transducer position needed to create a significantly different image, and the range 
of realistic transducer orientations, data required when creating new interpolated 
images, were determined experimentally.
7.2.2 Using a multimedia database
To facilitate image matching, the entire range of images created from our index 
block is stored in a multimedia database, to be referenced by the live image when 
a match is required. Images are ordered in such databases by a range of features 
to speed up the searching/matching process. Picture Archiving and 
Communication Systems (PACS) is an example of an image database commonly 
used in hospitals around the world (Zhang et a l, 2003). Similar database image 
storage and retrieval has been proposed for use in areas including breast tumours 
(Kuo et al., 2002), leg ulcers (Versweyveld, 2004b), forensic applications 
(Giadts & Bijhold, 2002), MRI (Sinha & Kangerloo, 2002), and other 
radiographic images (Pereira et al., 2002).
7.2.3 Creating an index block
This chapter is concerned with the design and creation of an index block of 
surgical planning US images. This will be used to match with and therefore find 
the approximate position of any live ultrasound image, turning the transducer 
into a pointer to the planning set.
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Figure 7. 1: A graphical illustration o f the automated system procedure for 
creating the index block, filling the database, and the live image matching stage
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The prototype index block used for testing consisted of twelve sequential 
ultrasound images stacked in order of acquisition, with no spatial tracking or 
constraints. Any possible angle from which the transducer might produce an 
image must be accounted for within this index block. Interpolation between the 
twelve planning images created new out-of-plane images, to be compared to the 
live image.
It was calculated how much the US image can change before a significant 
difference is seen: how far can the transducer be moved in relation to the index 
block before the image produced is perceived as a separate image? This was 
tested using the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) image metric (see Appendix 
A). Once the factors that constitute a separate image have been defined, the 
index block can be constructed.
The images from the index block were then analysed for patterns and features 
important to the specific surgical application, and were stored in a multimedia 
database to facilitate fast image matching.
7.2.4 Index block theory
Ultrasound Probe
Index Block 
of US
Images z  /
Z1/
(0,0,0) 1
#  Points to define plane
Figure 7. 2: Defining a plane within the index block
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The US planes were defined within a 3D volume of arbitrary size by three points 
on the plane: the middle on the top edge of the image (where the transducer 
would be), and the two lower comers of the image (see Fig. 7.2).
Any point on the plane could therefore be defined using a vector plane equation: 
n . P A B =
[ (By -  Ay) (Cz -  Az) -  (Bz -  Az) (Cy -  Ay) ] (Bx -  X) +
[ (Bz -  Az) (Cx -  Ax) -  (Bx -  Ax) (Cz -  Az) ] (By -  Y) +
[ (Bx -  Ax) (Cy -  Ay) -  (By -  Ay) (Cx -  Ax) ] (Bz -  Z)
(7.1)
=  0
where:
n = Normal to plane;
P = (X, Y, Z) = any point on plane;
A, B, C = three known points on the plane, of form (Ax, Ay, Az) etc.;
P A B = Vector from P to a known point B.
Planes in the space between the existing US images were created at every 
possible angle, the interpolation representing a virtual US transducer. When a 
plane was defined, the new image was created pixel by pixel using interpolation 
between the real US images in the index block. The x and y  values were set 
depending on the pixel to be filled, and the plane equation above provided the 
appropriate z value.
For the prototype index block, it was assumed that the US transducer’s 
movements within the line of the plane (i.e. pressure downwards onto the liver (z 
direction), and movements in the y  direction) could be ignored, because the 
image feature extraction step of the program could be expected to cope with 
these changes. These assumptions were tested. Therefore, the probe was only 
moved in the x direction, rotated about the z-axis, or tilted about the y-axis, or a 
mixture of all three, to create new images (see Figs. 7.3 (a), (b), (c) below).
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7.3 Index block creation
The system was constructed using C programming language. The program was 
configured so that any number of sequential images could be used to create the 
index block. The program requires the user to input the number of planning 
images to be used, and then the filenames of these images. This could be 
automated to work directly with the image acquisition function in the
(a)
Index Block 
of US 
Xmages
(0.0.0)
(b)
(C)
Index Block 
of US
Images z
(0,0,0)
A
Ulrasouad Probe
(0,0,0) z
Ultrasound Probe
Figure 7. 3 (a), (b), (c): Movements o f  the virtual ultrasound transducer in 
creating new images (a mixture o f  all three is also permissible)
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“Videoclient” program (described in section 6.2), which stores twelve US images 
for surgical planning purposes. For testing purposes, the index block was created 
as an array of 12 x 384 x 512, i.e. twelve US images of dimension 384 pixels 
high by 512 pixels wide.
7.3.1 Interpolation testing
Two sets of test images were initially used to check the accuracy of the 
interpolation. Both test sets contained a variation in shading, either within an 
image or between images, so that it could easily be determined whether the 
interpolation had been determined successfully. A feature (a black circle) was 
present at a known position in both sets to ensure that the interpolation algorithm 
was using the correct images.
Both test sets, described below, were loaded into the index array, and the 
interpolation between images performed. The images were inserted into the 
index block array such that the lower left comer of the index block was the 
origin of the coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 7.2 above.
7.3.7.7 Test set one
Figure 7. 4: Test set one images, (a) Images 1-5, 7-12; (b) Image 6
The same image (Fig. 7.4(a)) is repeated through the index block, but for one 
with a black circle in the middle (Fig. 7.4(b)), placed as image number six. The 
grey scale value of each pixel changes from 25 at the top of the image, to 215 at 
the bottom, increasing in luminance by five units every ten pixel lines from top 
to bottom.
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7.3.1.2 Test set two
Figure 7.5 shows resized versions of every other image from test set two. Image 
number eleven has a black circle in the bottom left hand comer. The pixel grey 
scale value is constant within the image (test circle apart), starting at 2 0  in the 
first image and increasing by 2 0  for each successive image, until image twelve, 
where the pixels have a grey scale value of 240.
Figure 7. 5: A selection o f test set two images 
7.3.1.3 Test set one results
Tests that transformed the contents of the index array into images showed that 
the array filling process was working correctly.
Five images were created, sequential interpolated planes situated vertically 
parallel between image six and image seven. It was expected that the black circle 
on image number six would seem to fade (the circle’s colour becoming less dark) 
as the interpolated images drew closer to image seven which did not have a black 
circle. The resulting images are shown in Fig. 7.6.
Next a sloped plane from the top of image four to the bottom of image eight was 
created, and the image produced should show a portion of the black circle 
gradually disappearing before reaching its half way (half circle) point. The 
resulting image is shown in Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7. 6: Results o f  parallel vertical interpolation using Test Set One
Figure 7. 7: Results o f a sloping interpolation using Test Set One 
7.3.1.4 Test set two results
Five images were created from sequential interpolated planes situated vertically 
parallel between image eleven and image twelve. Again, the black circle situated 
on image eleven should fade as the interpolated images become closer to image 
twelve, but with this set, the background colour of the images should also grow 
gradually lighter as they progress from image eleven which has a grey scale 
value 20 units darker than image twelve. The resulting images are shown in Fig.
7.8.
Next a plane sloping from the top of image four to the bottom of image twelve 
was created. This was expected to create a graduated background getting 
progressively lighter toward the bottom of the picture. The black circle should 
also be darker at the top than the bottom. The resulting image is shown in Fig.
7.9.
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#Figure 7. 8: Results o f  parallel vertical interpolation using Test Set Two
Figure 7. 9: Results o f  a sloping interpolation using Test Set Two
These test images show that the basic linear interpolation works well, and below 
are four images created by interpolating a diagonal plane across the block (from 
image 0  to image 1 1  in the first example), the orientation of each image changing 
by equal steps to become closer to the plane of the image data. If the 
interpolation is working correctly, the images should show less of a colour 
change from one side of the image to the other as the plane of interpolation 
becomes nearer to the test image plane. The interpolated images, shown in 
Figure 7.10, do indeed change in this way.
From image 0 -  image 11 From image 2 -  image 9 From image 4 -  image 7
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From image 5 -  image 6  
Figure 7. 10: Results o f  a vertical diagonal interpolation using Test Set Two 
7.3.1.5 Ultrasound image test set
A set of twelve external US images, taken from a volunteer during a breath hold 
using a 5 MHz transducer (Pie Medical, Maastricht, Netherlands), was also used 
to test the interpolation capabilities of the program.
A standard image smoothing spatial filter mask was applied to the images to 
determine whether it would aid feature recognition in the interpolated images. 
The mask took contributions from pixels diagonally above and below the pixel in 
question:
0.25 x 
GSV
0.25 x 
GSV
=  1
0.25 x 
GSV
0.25 x 
GSV
(7.2)
A quarter of the grey scale value (GSV) of each of the diagonal ‘comer’ pixels 
was found and all four values were added together to form the value of the 
central pixel. This was applied throughout the image, with pixels at the edge of 
the image receiving only two contributions of half the GSV each.
On examination of the resulting interpolated images, it was decided that the 
spatial mask served only to blur the images and would not be further used. An 
example of this is shown in Figure 7.11 with an image constructed from a 
diagonal slice through the test set of ultrasound images.
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Figure 7.11 (a): Image with linear interpolation only; (b): Image with added
spatial filter mask
These interpolated ultrasound images are of a quality such that there should be 
no problems with the matching process. An example of a basic interpolation 
between two consecutive ultrasound images is shown in Fig. 7.12. The human 
ultrasound image test set was used to fill the index block for further testing of the 
system.
7.3.2 Finding significantly different images
To limit the size of the database, interpolated images had to be significantly 
different from each other. First, the virtual transducer movement that lead to the 
production of a significantly different image was determined.
Figure 7. 12: An example o f the results o f ultrasound image interpolation. The 
two top images are the original ultrasound images, and the lower image has 
been interpolated to lie exactly between them.
A series of sample images were created for each of the four main transducer 
actions as described below. The coordinates of the index block were normalised 
to run from 0 - 1  along all axes for simplicity.
7.3.2.1 Images parallel to the index images
Images change by a fraction of the difference between US images (Fig. 7.13). 
Start plane: A[0, 0.5, 1], B[0, 0, 0], C[0, 1, 0].
Move by distance of a : Ax = Bx = Cx.
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Ultrasound Probe
Index Block 
of US
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(0,0,0) 1
#  Start plane
•  After parallel move a
Figure 7. 13: Finding significantly different images: moving the virtual 
transducer parallel to start plane by a distance o f a
7.3.2.2 Images produced by the transducer tilting
The plane position was defined by the angle a it subtends with the start plane 
position (Fig. 7.14).
Start plane: A[0, 0.5, 1], B[0, 0, 0], C[0, 1, 0].
a  = 0.0286rad
Bx = Cx = height tan a
Bz = Cz = height -  height cos a
for 90° angle of transducer movement, i.e. a  runs from ±0.75747rad
7.3.2.3 Image produced by the transducer rotating
The plane position was defined by the angle (3 it subtends with the start plane 
position (Fig. 7.15).
Start plane: A[0.5, 0.5, 1], B[0.5, 0, 0], C[0.5, 1, 0].
P = 0.0227rad 
Bx = (OrigBx -  x)
Cx = (OrigCx + x)
Move Bx = Ax + (0.5 * width) tan p
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Cx -  Ax - (0.5 * width) tan (3 
for 180° transducer movement, i.e. p runs from 0  to 3.0962rad
Ultrasound Probe
Index Block 
of US
Images z
(0,0,0) 1
#  Start plane
•  After a, tilt
Figure 7. 14: Finding significantly different images: tilting the virtual transducer
a from start plane
7.3.2.4 Images produced by the transducer both rotating and tilting
The plane position was defined by the tilt angle a it subtends with the start plane 
position, then by the twist angle p it subtends with the start plane (Fig. 7.16). 
Start plane: A[0.5, 0.3, 1], B[0, 0.6, 0], C [l, 0, 0]. 
a  = 0.09rad , P = 0.0227rad 
Move Bx = (Ax + width/2 tan p) + height tan a  
Cx = (Ax - width/2 tan P) + height tan a  
Cz = Bz = height -  height cos a  
for 180° transducer rotation movement, 90° transducer tilting movement.
Sample images were created at varying distances and sizes of a and P between 
sequential images, the grey level values o f each image saved, and sequential 
pairs o f images were analysed using a perceptual measure, the SQRI just 
noticeable difference (JND - see Appendix A.5 for details), to determine what
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change of transducer position caused a JND value nearest to 1 for each 
transducer movement.
Ultrasound Probe
of US 
Images /
Z 7  /
z 7/
/ A ------------ •  Z "  *  /
(0,0,0) 1
#  Start plane
•  After p twist
Figure 7. 15: Finding significantly different images: twisting the virtual 
transducer (5 from start plane
Ultrasound Probe
Index Block 
of US
Images z
a
•  Start plane
•  After a tilt, p twist
Figure 7. 16: Finding significantly different images: tilting the virtual transducer 
a from start plane, then twisting by ft
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7.3.2.5 Results
The optimum movement of the transducer for each parameter is shown in Table 
7.2, and appear practical for the purposes of this system, involving movements of 
greater than 1 °.
Angle (rad) Angle (deg) JND
Tilt 0.0286 1.64 0.86
Twist 0.0227 1.30 0.90
Tilt / Twist 0.095 5.44 1.00
Parallel 100% 100% 1.06
Table 7. 1: Results from  JND analysis, with difference between images shown in 
radians and degrees fo r  tilted and twisted images, or as percentage o f the 
difference between images fo r parallel images.
These figures provided the difference required between each image created for 
the indexing database. Taking these figures as the amount of transducer 
movement required resulted in a database of ~ 32,000 images (12 original 
images, 636 tilt, 1,632 twist, and 29,376 tilt/twist: 31,656 in total).
7.4 Database creation
7.4.1 Methods
A database was created to store all the possible images constructed from a virtual 
transducer being placed on the top surface of the index block. Once acquired, the 
grey-scale data of the index block US images was normalized to counter the 
effects of any change in ultrasound system settings. The maximum grey level in 
the image was set to maximum (255), with all other levels scaled appropriately.
The images were then stored in the database according to the presence and 
location of features within a spatial grid after bandpassing. Each image was 
divided into analysis blocks (full details in section 7.5.2 below), and the absence 
or presence of features within these squares was entered into the database.
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For the purposes of the system, a ‘feature’ was defined as being any object 
within an image which had at least one pixel of a grey-scale level greater than 
the defined threshold. This definition was used to specifically identify blood 
vessels, which usually stand out from the dark background and random speckle 
on US by appearing as a bright rim around a dark centre. The feature extraction 
aimed to pick out these bright vessel rims because blood vessels are extremely 
important in the liver surgery for which this system was designed. Therefore, a 
feature was said to be present when the grey-level value of any pixel within the 
analysis region was found to be greater than a threshold value, determined by 
comparing the number of features recognised at various experimental threshold 
values (see section 7.5.3). Each image’s features were then stored in the database 
in analysis block order as a binary string (no feature = “0 ” or feature = “ 1 ”).
Comparing the presence or absence of features within the analysis squares of a 
live image with those recorded in the database allowed a smaller range of 
potential matches to be proposed, and then a final statistical image matching 
method, NMI (see Appendix A.3) was used to find the best match to the live 
image. The HVS model used for US matching in Chapter 6  was not used to find 
the best match to the live image because the processing time required is currently 
prohibitive.
The full index block creation process, from planning image set to the filling of 
the database, can be seen in graphical form in Fig. 7.1.
7.5 Determining system parameters
Tests were carried out to determine the best settings for the system, including 
investigating levels of image bandpassing (from 0 to 7.2 cycles/degree (c/d) in 
octave steps), size of analysis blocks (from 0.5 to 0.125 of the image width, 
squared), the grey level threshold above which a ‘feature’ was recorded as being 
present in any analysis block, and the number of analysis blocks that must match 
the live image exactly for the database image to be proposed as a match.
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7.5.1 Choice o f  bandpassing range
It is possible that bandpassing the US images could emphasise the major 
features, such as the liver border and blood vessels, and make it easier for an 
automatic feature analysis function to pick them out. The images were therefore 
bandpass filtered into octave bands encompassing 0-1.76 c/d, 1.76-3.6 c/d, 0-3.6 
c/d, 3.6-7.2 c/d, and 0-7.2 c/d (see graphs in Fig. 7.17). The frequency band 
above 7.2c/d was disregarded as containing information of too high a frequency
0 1.76c/d Frequency 0 1.76c/d 3.6c/d Frequency
(a) (b)
3.6c/d Frequency 3.6c/d 7 2c/d Frequency
(C) (d)
7 2c/d Frequency
(e)
Figure 7. 17: Graphical depictions o f  the levels o f  bandpassing used in testing, 
(a) 0-1.76 c/d; (b) 1.76-3.6 c/d; (c) 0-3.6 c/d; (d) 3.6-7.2 c/d; (e) 0-7.2 c/d.
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Figure 7. 18 (a) & (b): Two examples ultrasound images after o fO -1 .76 c/d
bandpassing
Figure 7. 19 (a) & (b): Two examples ultrasound images after o f 1 .76-3.6  c/d
bandpassing
Figure 7. 20 (a) & (b): Two examples ultrasound images after o f 0 -3 .6  c/d
bandpassing
Figure 7. 21 (a) & (b): Two examples ultrasound images after o f 3 .6 -7 .2  c/d
bandpassing
mm
(b)
Figure 7. 22 (a) & (b): Two examples ultrasound images after o f 0 - 7.2 c/d
bandpassing
to be of use in the feature locating process. Examples of liver US images 
bandpassed at these levels can be seen in Figs. 7.18 to 7.22.
Four different sets of twelve consecutive pig liver ultrasound images were used 
for this testing (pl2usset, pl3usset, pl21usset, pl32usset -  see Appendix D). Each 
image was divided into 36 data blocks of 64 pixels2 (see Fig. 7.23) so that all the 
ultrasound data was contained, and the majority of the remaining black surround 
to the data was ignored. Each analysis block was assigned a ‘ 1’ or ‘O’ depending 
on whether a visual inspection found a feature within the block or not, forming a 
binary string. The images were then bandpassed and put through the system’s
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Figure 7. 23: An example o f  an US image divided into 36 blocks o f 64 pixels2
automatic feature finding program (see section 7.5.3), which created its own 
binary string. Statistical analysis to choose the optimum bandpassing level was 
carried out by comparing the differences between the binary string of each of the 
bandpassed images generated by the system with the binary string produced from 
the visual inspection of the same image. These results were correlated using the 
Pearson method, and compared.
7.5.1.1 Results
The level of bandpassing resulting in a system-generated binary string giving the 
best correlation with a visual examination of the features in the image is shown 
for the twelve images in each of the four sets tested in Table 7.3 below. Where 
two bandpass levels are given, both performed equally well. A bandpass level of 
0 -7 . 2  c/d produced the most accurate results in the most cases overall, 
corresponding to a high frequency cut-off filter. Bandpassing was therefore said 
to be optimum for feature analysis for our purposes at < 7.2 c/d, with higher 
frequencies providing too much data and highlighting random ultrasound 
speckle, and lower frequencies not defining or localizing the features clearly 
enough.
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Image P12usset P13usset P121usset P132usset
1 3.6/7.2 NBP 7.2 7.2
2 1.76/3.6 7.2 7.2 NBP
3 NBP 7.2 3.6/7.2 1.76/3.6
4 7.2 7.2/NBP 3.6/7.2 1.76
5 1.76/NBP 3.6/7.2 7.2 7.2
6 3.6 NBP 3.6 3.6/7.2
7 7.0/NBP 7.0/NBP 3.6 1.76/7.0
8 1.76 7.0/NBP 1.76/3.6 7.0
9 7.0 NBP 3.6 NBP
1 0 3.6 1.76 7.0 3.6/NBP
1 1 NBP 3.6/7.0 NBP 1.76
1 2 NBP 7.0 7.0 3.6/7.0
Table 7. 2: Most accurate bandpass levels (c/d) fo r  the image sets tested (NBP =
no bandpassing)
7.5.2 Adaptive analysis block size
It is hoped that using an area of pixels as a subdivision of the image, rather than a 
basic one-on-one pixel comparison, may facilitate matching with IOUS, despite 
organ deformation changes due to differing US acquisition techniques.
It would be useful if the system were generic in application, and therefore any 
parameters concerning the input images, and their processing should be 
adaptable, to be able to cope with images from different types of US machine. 
The size of analysis block was therefore an optimum fraction of the US image 
size. Because different US machines result in images with varying shapes and 
sizes of US data, it was decided to divide the whole image into analysis blocks, 
rather than just the area containing US data. A compromise between smaller 
block sizes and the increased spatial information they provide, and the amount of 
tolerance to feature shift that the larger sizes of analysis block allow, was found.
To determine the optimum image block size, several sets of twelve consecutive 
pig liver images (pl2usset, pl3usset, pl21usset, pl32usset — see Appendix D) 
were divided into 4 squares (22 blocks), 9 squares (3 blocks), 16 squares (4 
blocks), 25 squares (52  blocks), 36 squares (6 2 blocks), 49 squares (72 blocks), 
and 64 squares (8 2  blocks). Where an image did not divide equally into squares,
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the extra pixels were added on to the final block in each row and column. The 
images were processed, and the resulting binary strings were examined.
7.5.2.1 Results
At large analysis block sizes, the binary strings for all twelve images were often 
identical. It is only when the image was divided into 49 analysis blocks that all 
twelve images in every set tested had differing binary strings. The results are 
shown in Table 7.4.
N° analysis 
blocks
N° non-identical binary strings per set of 12 images
P12usset P13usset P121usset P131usset P132usset
4 0 0 1 2 0
9 1 1 1 2 0
16 8 6 3 4 3
25 1 2 1 0 4 1 0 8
36 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
49 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
64 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Table 7. 3: Size o f  analysis blocks and the differences between binary strings for
five different image sets
Because the largest possible analysis block was best for our purposes, as long as 
the amount of spatial information present (in the form of differing binary strings, 
in this case) remained acceptable, dividing the image into 49 blocks was chosen 
for the system image processing. Figure 7.24 shows an example of an ultrasound 
image bandpassed at 7.2 c/d, and divided into 49 analysis blocks. Analysis 
blocks of one seventh of the image width squared allowed small feature shifts 
due to inexact transducer positioning to be tolerated, yet also provided enough 
spatial information to allow the system to make accurate matches.
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Figure 7. 24: An example o f an ultrasound bandpassed at 7.2 c/d, with the 49 
analysis regions used for feature detection and input into the database overlaid
7.5.3 Adaptive grey-scale threshold
An adaptive threshold was proposed for the feature identification section of the 
system. The threshold varied in relation to the maximum grey level value present 
in the image, and this could help the program to work with different US 
machines and settings, and may also help if the system is used for the matching 
of images from different modalities.
The adaptive threshold chose the feature threshold in relation to the maximum 
grey level value present in the image. Values of 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%,
75% and 80% of the maximum grey level were tested to see which produced the 
greatest accuracy when compared to an assessment of the image by eye. Four 
different sets o f twelve consecutive pig liver ultrasound images were used for 
this testing (pl2usset, pl3usset, pl21usset, pl32usset - see Appendix D). The 
images were normalised, bandpassed at 7.2 c/d, and divided into analysis blocks 
before the different threshold levels were used to locate features.
Comparisons examined the differences between the system-generated binary 
strings with the binary signature produced from a visual inspection of the
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original images. A Pearson correlation was performed between the two sets of 
results for each threshold level.
7.5.3.1 Results
The threshold level that produced the binary string which correlated best with a 
visual examination o f the features for each o f the images tested is shown in Table 
7.5. Where two thresholds are given, both performed equally well. The threshold 
that produced the most consistently accurate results was 40% o f the maximum 
grey level, and this was used in the final system. It was a high enough threshold 
to avoid classing random speckle as a feature.
Image P12usset P13usset P121usset P132usset
1 70 50 50 70
2 50/60 30 50 60/70
3 60 30/40 40 70
4 40 40 40 70
5 30 30 40 50
6 60 40 40/50 40
7 50/70 40/50 40 30/40
8 30 30/40 40 60
9 40 30 40 60
10 30 30 30 40/60
11 50 30 30 70
12 50 40 40 60/70
Table 7. 4\ The best threshold settings (% o f maximum grey level) fo r  accurate 
feature extraction fo r the image sets tested
7.5.4 Gateway to the statistical matching stage
Once the database had been filled with the binary strings o f each image, the 
system was ready to choose matches to a live image. The matching method 
involved the binary string o f the live image being compared with the binary 
strings o f images stored in the database. If a certain number o f analysis blocks 
produced the same result (either ‘ 1* or ‘0 ’) in both the live and stored strings, the 
database image was considered a potential match and passed forward to a final 
statistical matching stage.
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To determine how many o f the 49 analysis block results must be the same in 
both the live image and the database image for the database image to be 
proposed as a possible match, we performed matching using a decreasing 
number o f  blocks required for a match. For example, firstly 49 out o f 49 analysis 
block results had to be exactly the same in both images for an image to be 
proposed from the database as a match to the live image, and this match was 
examined visually for quality o f match, then the test was repeated requiring 48 
out o f 49 blocks to match, then 47 out of 49, etc.
7.5.4.1 Results
Very few, if  any, images were proposed as matches by the database when the 
number o f blocks required to be identical to the live image was very high. Every 
live image tested was given a good match from the database only when 46 out of 
49 analysis block results matched exactly, and this level o f accuracy was used for 
the final system accuracy testing.
7.5.5 Viable images
To increase the speed o f image processing, images with little viable data content 
(see Figs. 7.25 (a), (b) & (c) for examples) were not analysed for features and 
recorded in the database.
Pixels in the top third o f the ultrasound images change little from image to 
image, and so their contribution can be safely ignored. This also allowed the first 
few centimetres o f the image, where the organ is compressed due to probe 
pressure, to be removed from the computation. It was found that two thirds of the 
remaining image was required to produce enough data points to enable a match. 
Experiments described in section 7.5.4 required at least 46 analysis blocks to
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Figure 7. 25 (a), (b) & (c): Examples o f images created by interpolation that 
have little viable data content
match in the live and database images, therefore there must be at least 46 
analysis blocks’ worth of data in the image for an image to be considered. This 
resulted in around 3,000 images in total being stored in the database.
7.6 Image matching
To speed up the image matching, certain analysis blocks were given a ‘priority’ 
status (Fig. 7.26). If at least 15 of these 18 blocks were not an identical match 
when comparing the live and database images, the image was not passed onward 
to the statistical matching stage.
The final matching stage comprised a statistical image matching method, using 
normalized mutual information (NMI -  see Appendix A.3), to find the best 
match to the live image from those selected from the database. If there was a tie 
in the NMI results, data from a Pearson correlation of the live and database 
images was used to find the best match of the images.
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Figure 7. 26: The ‘priority ' blocks usedfor image matching
7.7 User interface and displaying the results
The system was fully automated and easy to use, with simple “Create Database” 
and “Live Matching” commands. Any number o f TIFF, JPG or BMP images 
could be used to create the index block and database, and the system could cope 
with images o f varying sizes.
The user interface, created using OpenGL (SGI, CA, USA) and shown in Figure 
7.27, displayed results using a graphical 3D wire-frame liver model (white) in 
relation to the index block (green), displaying the location o f the best match (red) 
from the images proposed by the database. OpenGL was chosen because it is 
easy to implement, stable, fast, and is available for use with most operating 
systems and programming languages.
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Figure 7. 27\ Displaying the results o f the program, with the matching image 
plane shown in relation to the index block (green), a 3D liver model mesh 
(white), the surgical planning details (shown here as a transparent ultrasound),
and the desired cut plane (red)
The liver model assumed that the set o f index images covered the whole length 
of the liver, with the other images evenly spaced in between. The ultrasound 
images were positioned so that the top and bottom o f the index block match the 
top and bottom of the model. The wire frame model was not patient-specific, but 
rather a generic 3D volume.
Surgical planning information and annotated images could also be displayed on 
this model, and the live US position can be seen relative to this and the original 
index block. This model can be twisted around the * oxy  axes using mouse 
buttons for full information visibility.
With the prototype system ready to use, testing for speed and accuracy took 
place, and these experiments are described in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 8 - INDEX BLOCK TESTING
8.1 Introduction
Having determined the optimal operating parameters for the system, the next step 
was to test it for speed of database filling and live image matching, and for 
accuracy of matching.
8.2 Methods
8.2.1 Experimental set-up and data acquisition
The system was tested for accuracy and speed by acquiring several sets of 
ultrasound images from recorded positions on a perfused ex-vivo pig liver. Pigs 
have anatomies similar to humans, and pig organs have been transplanted into 
humans: in 1998 a surgeon kept two patients alive using pig livers to filter their 
blood until a human organ became available for transplant (Williams, 1996; 
Ivanhoe Newswire, 2003). A pig’s liver was considered a suitable substitute for a 
human organ for the purpose of these experiments.
Images were acquired using a 5 MHz convex transducer (Pie Medical, 
Maastricht, Netherlands) held within a specially constructed ‘probe holder’ (see 
Fig. 8.1) which allowed tilting, twisting and movement along the x axis, and 
allowed the position and angle of the ultrasound transducer to be measured. The 
liver was constantly perfused with 0.9% saline through the portal vein and 
hepatic artery at a flow rate of around 460 ml/min and a pressure of 
approximately 2800 Pa (21 mmHg) to give the blood vessels an US appearance 
similar to that of blood. Images were acquired by a computer containing a 
‘Snapper-16’ (Datacell Ltd., London, UK) analogue video capture and 
compression card linked to the US machine, and were stored for processing.
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Figure 8. 1: The ultrasound probe within its holder and the pig liver inside the
perfusion container
Twelve sequential parallel images were each acquired 10 mm apart in a straight 
line along the horizontal axis of the liver, and were used to create the index block 
and fill the database. The same transducer was then placed back onto the liver at 
a number of recorded points to produce live images, and for each, the actual 
position of the transducer was compared with the position suggested by the index 
block matching system. This was done to create three different US image sets 
(pl3usset, pl31usset, pl32usset -  see Appendix D).
Images were stored and analysed on a Toshiba Satellite 2410 computer, with a
1.7 GHz Pentium IV processor and 768 MB RAM.
8.2.2 Creating the index block and filling the database
The images were loaded into the index block, and the interpolations completed, 
as detailed in Chapter 7. Each image was normalised to the maximum grey level, 
and then bandpassed so that only data below 7.2 c/d was displayed (see Fig. 
8.2(a)). Each image was then divided into regions of 73 pixels square (one 
seventh of the test image width of 512 pixels) (see Fig. 8.2(b)), with the final 
blocks of any row being slightly larger where the image did not divide exactly 
into seven. The absence or presence of ‘features’ within these squares was
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entered into the database as a binary string. A ‘feature’ was said to be present 
when the grey-level value of each pixel, ranging from 0 to 255, within the 
analysis block was found to be greater than a threshold value, set at 40% of the 
maximum grey level value of the image. This resulted in a string of 49 numbers, 
either a one or a zero for each analysis block, which represented the image in the 
database.
: t  - '
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Figure 8. 2 (a): A typical example o f a <7.2 c/d bandpassed ultrasound image; 
(b): the image divided into analysis blocks
Once the database was filled, any number of matches to various live images 
could be made. The matching program compares the presence or absence of 
‘features’ within the analysis squares of the live image with those of the images 
recorded in the database, allowing a smaller range of possible matches to be 
proposed. To reduce the processing time for live matching, the central region of 
the ultrasound, where the ultrasound beam is focused and resolution is better, 
was deemed to be of greater interest than the outer regions of the image, and if 
the database image string did not match the live image string in over 75% of the 
central analysis blocks, it was rejected. Only images with 46 or more of the total 
49 database analysis blocks being identical to those produced by the live image 
were passed forward to the final image matching stage. Statistical image 
matching methods, NMI and a Pearson’s correlation, were used to find the best 
match to the live image from those proposed from the database.
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8.2.3 Comparison with statistical matching method
An image matching experiment using NMI on an image by image basis to find 
the best match to the live image from the -3,000 images in the database was run 
in parallel with the system testing to compare accuracy and speed.
8.2.4 Research questions asked
The aims o f these experiments were to find how long it takes to fill the database, 
and how many images were created in total. It is also important to know how far 
the live probe can be moved before a different best match is produced by the 
system, and whether the y, z  axis assumptions are justified. The timing of the 
system is important for practical purposes, therefore we need to know how long 
it takes to create the database, and find a match to a live image.
It is also necessary to quantify how accurate the matches produced by the system 
are, and whether this is accurate enough to be of use in a surgical situation. 
Finally, these preliminary results should provide some ideas about what can be 
done to improve the system.
8.3 Preliminary results: system timing and tolerance
8.3.1 Creation o f the database
The program took approximately 2 s to analyse the data from one image and 
enter it into the database, resulting in a total of just under 1.5 hours to completely 
fill the database with the total o f 2,879 different images, composed of 196 tilt, 
478 twist, 2,193 tilt/twist, and 12 parallel images.
8.3.2 System tolerances
The ultrasound probe had to be displaced by 3 mm, twisted by up to a maximum 
of ±3°, or tilted by up to ±3° before a different match was produced by the
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system. Image changes produced by deformation o f the liver due to downwards 
pressure by the probe, which are likely to occur in clinical situations, were tested 
and the system coped with changes in the 2-axis position of the probe of up to 5 
mm. Movement o f the transducer along the y-axis of ±3 mm were countered by 
using the analysis block system to make matches.
8.4 Preliminary results: finding matches to live images
A match to a live image could be located from the database in an average of 30 s 
(range 2 s -  98 s). If no suitable match could be found, a warning was displayed 
within 2 s. From 1 - 8 7 5  images were chosen from the database, based upon 
matching o f the binary string o f the analysis blocks in the live and stored images, 
to go into the image matching stage o f the program. 66% of the images 
suggested by the database were ‘very good’ or ‘perfect’ matches to the live 
image, as decided by a visual inspection comparing feature presence and 
positioning, with 93% being ‘good’ or better. Figure 8.3 shows how these 
assessment groupings compared to the Pearson correlation coefficient for the 
match, and it can be seen that in general, these visual ratings o f the image match 
relate well to the correlation results. In general, any correlation of around 0.83 or 
above provided a good match.
Correlation Results by Visual Rating
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Figure 8. 3: Graph showing the relationship between live and best match 
statistical correlation and a visual assessment o f  the match
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NMI Results by Visual rating
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Figure 8. 4: Graph showing the relationship between live and best match NMI 
score and a visual assessment o f  the match
Fig. 8.4 shows the same results when scored using NMI. It can be seen that these 
results, when not a near-perfect match, are less well defined, with the visually 
assessed categories not separated like they are for the correlation results.
Testing involving tilting the ultrasound transducer a degree at a time from 0-10° 
found that the amount the system’s corresponding best match images were tilted 
by significantly correlated with the angle of the live image (p=0.05). Moving the 
transducer in the x  direction by known amounts created live images (n=1 0 ) that 
also correlated significantly (p=0.05) with the distances between the resulting 
system best matches (see Fig. 8.5).
Examples of both good and poor matches chosen by the database can be seen in 
Figs. 8 . 6  and 8.7. Visual comparisons of the images and high correlation 
coefficients suggested that the final match from the database was accurate, i.e. 
that the system picked the best match to the live ultrasound, in over 90% cases 
during this preliminary testing. From the coordinates of the chosen images, those 
that were considered accurate matches were no more than 18 mm, and/or 1 0 ° 
distant from the live image. This should be accurate enough to guide surgeons to 
positions shown in planning data during liver surgery.
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Live US D istance (cm)
Figure 8. 5: Comparing the distance (cm) between live images and the distance 
between the system’s best match images
Figure 8. 6 (a): An example o f a good (within tolerances) match: the live 
ultrasound image and (b) the best match suggested by the indexing system
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)
Figure 8. 7 (a): An example o f a poor match: the live ultrasound image and (b) 
the match suggested by the indexing system
8.4.1 Comparison with statistical matching
A basic matching of the same ultrasound images using the NMI statistical 
method to match every database image individually to the live image, produced 
similar accuracy, but required approximately one hour to find the best match 
from the range of just under 3,000 images to any one live image. This compares 
poorly with the results from that system that, although taking 1.5 hours to fill the 
database, can then match to any number of live images in less than two minutes.
8.5 System improvements after first testing
After this first round of testing, several deficiencies in the system became 
obvious. Firstly, the assumptions made concerning probe movements in they and 
z directions were not upheld by the results of testing, and needed to be 
reconsidered. More interpolated planes along these axes needed to be created and
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added to the database to account for these translations. New images along the y  
axis could be created easily by shifting image features to the left or right. No new 
information could be added, but features would appear in the correct position in 
the image for movement of the probe along the y  axis. Translations along the z 
axis posed a greater problem. These changes would involve compressing the 
features, just as the probe compressed the liver.
The furthest the live US probe could be moved along the x  axis before producing 
a different best match from the database was 3 mm, approximately a third of the 
distance separating the parallel images in the index block. This suggested that 
perhaps more parallel images were required to cover the potential positions of 
the live probe. An additional two images were therefore interpolated between 
each parallel image, resulting in three times as many parallel images in the 
database.
On a visual examination of the best choice and the range of images chosen from 
the database as potential matches, it was observed that the best visual match was 
not always picked by the database as the final choice. The correlation between 
the live image and the database images was found to be a better measure of 
image similarity than NMI, and so the programming was altered to make the 
image with the best correlation score be the one chosen as the best match to the 
live image. However, the correlation scores did not always differentiate near­
perfect matches, which produced high NMI scores, from less similar matches so 
a compromise was decided upon: if a database image produced a NMI score 
greater than 1.3, it was chosen as the best match; if no such high NMI scores 
were produced, the image producing the best correlation score would be chosen.
8.5.1 Additional methodology
The extra parallel planes were interpolated equally spaced, approximately 3 mm 
apart, between each parallel image in the index block.
The extra y  axis planes were interpolated by shifting each original database 
image both to the left and to the right by one analysis block. This resulted in over
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three times as many images in the final database (108 parallel, 588 tilt, 1,434 
twist and 6,579 tilt/twist, a total of 8,709 images). This, however, took the 
processing time to around six hours, which is unacceptable. Therefore, instead of 
having every image undergoing a shift to the left and to the right, every other 
image was shifted either left or right in turn.
8.5.2 Second round testing
The stored ‘live’ images were tested again with the index images used to 
construct the databases, following the same method as before. The quality of the 
match between the best match image and the live image was assessed by eye, 
and all the comparison images suggested by the database were also checked to 
see if  they provided a better match to the live image. The accuracy of the match 
was assessed by calculating the maximum, minimum and average distance of the 
best match plane to the actual position of the live image.
8 . 6  Final results
8.6.1 System timing and tolerance
With the extra images added to the database, it now took 2 hours, 45 minutes to 
process and fill with the information from a total of 5,458 images.
The system tolerance along the x axis was 3 mm, as before. The live image had 
to be twisted by up to a maximum of ±3°, or tilted by up to ±2° before a different 
best match was produced by the system. Changes up to 5 mm along the y  axis 
were tested, and all produced the same image match. Movement in the z axis was 
not well tolerated.
8.6.2 Live image matching
The live image match was produced from the database in a similar time to 
previous tests, in an average of 30 s (range 4 s — 176 s). A minimum of 1 to a
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maximum of 889 images were chosen from the database as potential comparison 
images.
Overall, 85.6% of matches (89 of 104 matches) suggested by the system were 
rated by eye as “very good” or better. If “good” matches are included, over 97% 
(101 of 104 matches) of the system’s suggested best match images were 
successful matches to the live image. A visual examination of all the images 
suggested by the database as potential matches to any one live image (i.e. those 
images being passed forward from the database to the statistical matching stage) 
was performed with the aim of determining if the database was in fact choosing 
the best match to the live image. Better matches than the best match 
automatically chosen from the database could be found among the range of 
potential matching images in only 8 .6 % cases (9 of 104 matches to liver images), 
and of these better images, 78% had a higher NMI score (though a worse 
correlation to the live image) than the image chosen by the system as best match.
Figure 8 . 8  shows the relationship between the match scoring on NMI and 
Pearson correlation measures, and the visual rating of the match.
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Figure 8. 8: Graph showing NMI and correlation score by visual rating
Matches to live images moved from a set x  coordinate in incremental 1 mm shifts 
along the y  axis all produced the same image match from the database, which is
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to be expected because only one image shifted in the y direction was entered into 
the database for each x axis position. The match was rated “good” or better for 
all these live images.
Matching of live images with z axis changes produced less successful results. No 
changes were incorporated from the previous system design to improve this type 
of matching, and the best matches were similar to those found previously. Of the 
three live images acquired along the z axis, one could not find a good match, but 
the other two were better matches, located around the same position in the index 
block, which, as with the y  axis live images, is to be expected.
The accuracy of the matches chosen by the database were found in terms of mm 
and pixels (1 pixel = 0.28345 mm). Because both the live images and the 
database images could be at any of a range of angles in the index block, results 
are presented in terms of minimum, maximum and average distances of the live 
and database image planes from each other. Table 8.1 lists these results: 
distances of the database image from the original live image. Note that for the 
“tilt” images, the minimum was equal to the maximum, and therefore also to the
Image Min(mm) Min(pix) Max(mm) Max(pix) Ave(mm) Ave(pix)
Twist 1 0.042 0.148 0.211 0.745 0.127 0.446
Twist 2 0.747 2.635 1.253 4.421 1.000 3.528
Twist 3 0.620 2.187 1.380 4.868 1.000 3.528
Twist 4 0.493 1.739 1.507 5.316 1.000 3.528
Twist 5 0.366 1.290 1.634 5.765 1.000 3.528
Twist 6 0.323 1.139 1.847 6.515 1.085 3.827
Twist 7 0.195 0.686 1.975 6.967 1.085 3.827
Twist 8 2.066 7.288 4.104 14.477 3.085 10.882
Twist 9 1.936 6.831 4.233 14.933 3.085 10.882
Tilt 1 - - - - 0.237 0.837
Tilt 2 - - - - 0.255 0.899
Tilt 3 - - - - 0.283 1.000
Tilt 4 - - - - 0.366 1.292
Tilt 5 - - - - 0.338 1.193
Tilt 6 - - - - 0.150 0.528
Tilt 7 - - - - 1.546 5.455
Tilt 8 - - - - 1.774 6.258
Table 8. 1: Accuracy o f the best match image as distance from the live image
(mm and pixels)
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average distance, and so just the average is shown.
It can be seen that slightly closer matches were found to the tilted images than to 
the twisted images. Averages distances from the live image of 0.6 mm and 1.4 
mm for tilt and twist respectively are well within the range of accuracy suggested 
by surgeons: within 20 mm. Even the maximum error of 4.2 mm found for 
twisted images should be accurate enough to guide surgeons to positions shown 
in planning data during liver surgery.
Images rated as “very good” were on average less than 2 mm distant from the 
live image, and “good” images were an average of approximately 3 mm away. 
The worst image match made was classed as “ok” (meaning that there were some 
similarities between the images, but that the match was not a good one) and the 
maximum error was 53.3 mm (188.1 pixels). These results are shown in Table 
8 .2 .
Visual
Rating
Min(mm) Min(pix) Max(mm) Max(pix) Ave(mm) Ave (pix)
Very Good 0.042 0.148 1.975 6.967 1.830 6.456
Good 2.066 7.288 4.104 14.477 3.085 10.882
OK 1.936 6.831 53.333 188.148 17.74456 62.59887
Table 8. 2: Average errors o f matches assessed at the different visual ratings
8.7 Conclusions
From the results presented, it can be concluded that the use of a multimedia 
database facilitated image matching to the extent that an ultrasound transducer 
could indeed be used as a live positional pointer to previously acquired surgical 
planning data.
The change of the system’s best match decision maker from NMI score to 
Pearson correlation with the live image resulted in the system producing a 
greater number of acceptable matches. The system could find a match in 97% of 
cases, and could cater for limited shifts of the live image along the y  axis. Images
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rated visually as both “good” and “very good” produced errors in position 
compared to the live image of less than 5 mm, well within the range of accuracy 
required by surgeons. Images rated poorer than this could have much larger 
errors, but were infrequently produced (<3% matches), and would be likely to 
appear obviously wrong to a surgeon seeing the graphical results display.
Shifts of the live image along the z axis (i.e. pressure downwards on the 
ultrasound transducer) were not well tolerated by the matching system. Without 
extensive re-writing of the program, this can only be countered by having the 
same person take both the pre-surgical images and those during surgery, and 
taking care to ensure a similar amount of downwards pressure throughout.
It is to be expected that absolute accuracy was not found. The probe holder from 
which the US transducer position was recorded was only as accurate as our 
readings, and because the liver does not have a flat, level surface, the probe 
holder had to be constantly adjusted to keep the transducer in good contact with 
the liver. Assessment of accuracy, therefore, needs to include a certain allowance 
for small misplacements in the probe position, although great care was taken to 
keep recordings consistent. Surgical use of the system would allow a certain 
amount of leeway, as it would only be used for positional guidance rather than as 
an absolute positioning system. Surgeons report a tolerance of up to 20 mm as 
acceptable, and the system’s results are safely within these limits.
Program response times show the potential for near real time display of the live 
image position in relation to the surgical planning data. This compares well with 
a basic matching of the same ultrasound images using the NMI statistical method 
incorporated into the program, which produced similar accuracy, but required 
approximately one hour to find the best match from the range of just under 3,000 
images to any one live image.
Images having dissimilar features in similar locations to those present in the live 
image were allowed through to the matching stage, although these were never 
chosen as the best match to the live image. However, on the rare occasions where 
no good match could be found, it was noted that such a match was not actually
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present in the index block images. This is probably due to one of two factors: 
firstly, the fact that features just out of the transducer’s beam range during 
acquisition of the planning images will not be present in the images used to 
create the index block, and will therefore not appear in any of the resulting 
interpolated images. It is therefore imperative that the region of interest be 
completely covered by the initial image acquisition scan. The second factor that 
has an effect on the range of images available for matching is the removal from 
the database of images without enough valid liver image content to create an 
entry. Images containing less than two thirds liver data were not added to the 
database, and some of the range of images created by tilting and twisting the 
virtual transducer did not meet this condition, and so were not offered for image 
matching. It is likely that some of these images would provide better matches 
than those remaining in the database, but because the system used here requires 
at least 46 analysis blocks to match those in the live image, the presence of the 
images in the database would be pointless; they could never be chosen as a 
possible match unless there was enough liver image to fill 46 analysis blocks. 
This must be addressed by future work on refining the database processing.
The results from this preliminary testing indicate a promising start for a real time 
image analysis and matching system for use in image guided surgery. The 
accuracy of the system is such that it has the potential to be used surgically, 
without the need for a transducer tracking system, for the guidance of operations 
using ultrasound in surgical planning.
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CHAPTER 9 -  FURTHER WORK
9.1 Colour optimisation
This work has taken the colour research on the assessment of livers as far as was 
practical for the time and facilities involved. There is, of course, more that could 
be done on this subject, and research could continue in a number of areas. Some 
suggestions are discussed below.
9.1.1 Colour enhancement
The brief foray into colour enhancement covered by this research has only 
touched on the possibilities to aid diagnosis. The one experiment reported here 
used an extreme shift of colour, removing white from the colours, and moving 
slightly beyond the boundaries of the gamut of the viewing screen. This caused 
problems by restricting the colour variations possible in the images to what was 
possible to display on the screen. Further experiments could shift the colour 
more carefully, ensuring that all colours present in the images are within the 
display gamut, keeping the natural colour variations within the image constant.
An alternative to removing the white component from the images would be to 
enhance the image colours by extending the colour vector running from normal 
to fatty liver colour out further beyond the normal colour ranges.
Clinical trials using enhanced colour should be undertaken to evaluate the 
benefits for remote assessment of livers.
9.1.2 Colour induction
Colour induction is a phenomenon that could be of use when assessing the colour 
of images, and emphasising colour differences. It is possible to influence 
viewers’ perception of colour by altering the colour of the surround to the 
relevant image. Such colour induction is a well studied viewing feature 
(Wyszecki, 1986; Chichilnisky & Wandell, 1995), and could be applied to
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emphasise the colour of normal or fatty livers for the purpose of easier diagnosis. 
For example, it might be worthwhile testing the effect of having a surround 
behind the live liver image coloured green to emphasise the liver’s redness, or 
blue to emphasise yellowness. Variables such as surround size, luminance, and 
precise colour could be investigated to see which configuration produces the best 
result for remote liver assessment.
9.1.3 Colour memory and colour constancy
The human visual system is very good at compensating for changes in both the 
level and colour of lighting. This adaptation, called colour constancy, means that 
objects are perceived as having the nearly the same colour in many conditions, 
and is a powerful effect. The problem this could cause in the remote assessment 
of liver images would be that the viewer would not necessarily know what 
illuminant was being used at the surgical site unless there was something other 
than the liver in the image from which to judge the illuminant colour. Surgeons, 
having an image in memory of the ‘correct’ colour of liver, could assume a 
different illuminant to that actually being used, thereby altering their perception 
of the image colour. During the remote assessment experiments described in 
Chapter 5, it was suggested that a ‘normal’ liver colour be made available on 
screen for comparison purposes, and this could also help with any colour 
constancy problems present. Further experiments could investigate the effects of 
colour constancy using different illuminants, and could see if these were 
mitigated by the provision of a ‘normal’ comparison.
9.1.4 Final colour-science image viewing system
During viewing trials, a number of participating surgeons mentioned that a 
colour scale or a control image of a normal liver would have been useful when 
assessing the liver image presented. This could easily be achieved, and would 
provide a useful comparison to viewers who are otherwise presented with an 
image out of context. Care must be taken that the illuminants used for both the 
scale / control image and the live image are consistent, thereby making the
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images comparable. This can be achieved by post-processing the images, or by 
using the same type of illuminant when capturing the control and live images.
Other factors, like a colour induction surround to the image, or colour 
enhancement of the image would also be incorporated into the final viewing 
system, optimising the viewer’s chance of correctly diagnosing a liver as either 
being normal, or having undergone fatty change. They could either be a user- 
chosen option, or automatically used in the image display.
9.2 The HVS model matching system
The ultrasound matching system based on the human visual system was able to 
correctly identify the best match from a range of consecutive US images, and 
provided information about the subjective similarity of images surrounding the 
best match. Removing computational steps and sub-sampling the Gabor kernel 
significantly reduced computational time, but was also associated with loss of 
accuracy. This loss of accuracy should be examined and quantified, and the 
resulting implications for the use of this system in ultrasound matching in 
clinical situations determined.
The HVS model was not used in the final version of the remote ultrasound 
guidance system because its computations were not quick enough to allow real 
time matching. It would be of benefit to increase the speed of processing to make 
this model of more use to clinical applications. Refining the HVS modelling 
system method will require validation on more extensive data sets and 
subsequent removal of redundant processing steps, in order to make optimum use 
of visually important features used in HVS matching.
9.3 The index block and database ultrasound matching system
The index block creation and image matching system was made as fast and 
accurate as possible within the finite time available, but it is not a finished
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product. The user interface is functional but basic at the moment, and there is the 
possibility that the system could be used with other imaging modalities. A 
clinical trial would also reveal the system’s successes and areas for 
improvement.
9.3.1 Interface
The user interface currently displays the index block boundaries, the current best 
match plane, a 3D liver mesh, and the surgical planning images. The display can 
be rotated. A final user interface should include both the best match ultrasound 
and the live ultrasound as well as this 3D display. A further dimension could be 
added by overlaying the index block and best match position onto a live video 
image of the surgical site, but the two parts would have to be accurately aligned 
for this to be of use to surgeons.
If the positions of the major blood vessels could be extracted from the surgical 
planning images and added into the 3D liver mesh, this would provide an 
additional benefit for surgeons.
Obviously for the system to be truly generic, a range of 3D meshes should be 
available, depending on which part of the anatomy is being studied. It would be 
more convenient if creating a comprehensive library of mesh structures could be 
avoided, so it would be useful if the structure’s outline could be somehow found 
from the surgical planning images. For example, in the case of the liver, the 
lower edge generally can be seen on US as a bright line, which could be located 
using the spline program described within this thesis to collect a series of liver 
edge boundaries. These boundaries could be used to create or deform a 3D mesh, 
personalising the final product to the patient, which would, of course, provide its 
own benefits.
Currently, the database only stores images taken assuming the transducer is 
placed on the top surface of the liver, and therefore the top of the index block. 
For further studies, it could be possible to create a system where the database
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contains images created by a virtual transducer being placed anywhere on the 
index block.
9.3.2 Clinical trial
The next step in testing the system would be to use it in a clinical situation to test 
real-time effectiveness. Since the system is currently proposed for use with liver 
imaging, testing during a liver resection would be a sensible option. These 
operations regularly use pre-operative and intraoperative US, and testing could 
be done with minimal disruption to the surgical procedure. Points to be evaluated 
include the speed, accuracy and value of the matching system during the 
procedure.
9.3.3 Proof o f  theory
There is a potential problem in the theoretical basis of the index and database 
system. It is assumed that presurgical images, most likely acquired externally, 
are similar enough to intraoperative images, taken directly from the surgical site, 
to allow matches to be made. A visual examination of examples of such external 
and internal images suggest that this assumption is valid—the vessels are the 
most important structures to capture in the images, and these do not change 
shape or relative position greatly between the two types of image if the patient is 
in the same position when both sets are taken—but this has not been 
systematically tested as part of this research. An alternative could be the use of 
laparoscopic US to acquire the surgical planning images, meaning that both the 
index block and live sets of images are taken directly on the surgical surface. 
This too could incur problems: the laparoscopic US must acquire data at the 
same scale, and with a similar amount of downward pressure as the IOUS for the 
images to be successfully matched. Effects of the respiratory cycle on the 
different types of US acquisition should also be studied.
It is suggested, therefore, that as part of the proposed clinical trial, different 
methods of US acquisition are studied and compared in terms of their similarity 
for matching purposes.
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9. 3.4 Multimodality system
The image matching system can potentially be used with any medical imaging 
modality. Minor programming changes concerning the image dimensions and 
spacing in the index block would be necessary, but such alterations can be easily 
made. To start with, CT or MRI image sets could be used to create the index 
block and find matches to live images taken by the same machines. Of perhaps 
more use, the possibility of multi-modality matching can be investigated. The 
index block and database can be constructed using one modality, and matched to 
images acquired using a different modality. To do this, further research is needed 
into how each modality displays the features important to surgery. For example, 
in liver US, vessels are usually seen as a dark centre within a bright outer rim, 
and it is the bright rim that the system’s feature extraction section uses. To make 
accurate image matches, the appearance of particular features on all the 
modalities will need to be researched and compared, so that the feature 
extraction section of the program can be optimised. The images will probably 
have to be scaled so that feature sizes are comparable, and restricted ‘region of 
interest’ areas of images used for matching.
9.3.5 Further system improvements
A line by line examination of the coding that makes up the index block and 
matching system may reveal ways in which the database creation could be 
speeded up.
Further steps to improve system accuracy would also be welcome. Less than 
1 0 % of matches produced by the database did not pick the best match when 
examined visually. These better matches often had a better NMI score than the 
database-chosen best match. Possible lines of research to improve on the current 
system’s matching results would include: trying different statistical matching 
methods and using other pre-matching image optimisations.
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CHAPTER 10 -  CONCLUSIONS
This body of research set out to find ways to facilitate the remote assessment and 
guidance of liver harvesting for transplantation. The harvesting of livers for 
transplantation involves assessment of the liver’s suitability, including an 
examination of the colour and general appearance of the liver. Steatotic, or 
“fatty” liver, which increases the risk of organ dysfunction, can be diagnosed by 
the colour change found, among other signs. The colour section of this research 
aimed to determine if accurate colour reproduction in liver images was important 
for correct assessment of fatty content, and to find the best ways of presenting 
colour images to experts.
10.1 Colour experimentation conclusions
10.1.1 Viewing livers
The animal model of fatty liver change used McAdam ellipses to show that 
people should be able to see the difference between normal and fatty livers. This 
work also provided a vector for normal to fatty liver colour change in CIE colour 
space, which was confirmed as valid by examining human liver images.
The maximum allowable colour distortion for an accurate assessment of a human 
liver as being normal or fatty was found. It equates to a colour shift of 37% away 
from normal, a distance of 0 . 0 1 1  along the axis connecting normal to fatty 
colours in CIE u' v' (uniform) colour space. This is an order of magnitude greater 
than the minimum human discrimination at that colour. Experiments found 
distortions of up to 3 . 7  times this threshold distance for correct diagnosis arising 
from lack of equipment calibration, changing monitors without recalibrating, and 
incorrect colour space conversions. This emphasises the importance of 
calibration of imaging devices, from cameras to monitors, in such a procedure 
where colour is important.
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Further experiments concluded that colour enhancement of images makes 
surgeon assessment of livers easier: the colour shift required for accurate 
assessment is only 1 0 % of the colour difference between normal and fatty livers. 
The best theoretical illuminant for viewing livers was shown to be at the colour 
temperature of 9523 K. This correlates approximately to D9 5 , part of the CIE 
Standard D Illuminants daylight locus (Hunt, 1998).
Trials using transmission of surgical video images have highlighted problems 
and benefits of remote viewing. Limited field of view, and presence or absence 
of smaller features, such as lesions were the main problems found, while all the 
severely fatty livers were correctly assessed.
It has been shown that it is possible to extract the lower edge of the liver from 
ultrasound images automatically, and this could be used in future systems to 
personalise the standard 3D liver mesh to each patient.
10.1.2 Colour distortion conclusions
This research has recorded our system’s monitor phosphor responses and 
calibrated the camera for errors. Distortions due to changing the viewing screen, 
incorrect CIE equations, and using an uncalibrated system have been evaluated, 
as has the effect of JPEG compression on colour. Distortions were greater than at 
least twice the size of the threshold colour difference for correct diagnosis, 
indicating that accurate colour calibration of monitors and cameras is vital if 
diagnostic accuracy is to be maintained. Data flow over the Internet has been 
characterised in terms of mean / peak flow, packet loss, jitter, and latency. JPEG 
compression quality must be better than 18, and the Internet transmission 
characteristics that can be expected at the size and quality of image chosen by 
surgeons have been defined.
Finally, the image viewing settings for surgical mentoring using our system have 
been tested in an experimental clinical setting, revealing the possible problem of 
overconfidence in the diagnostic properties of the remote image.
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10.1.3 Implications fo r remote viewing systems
The most important conclusion from this study of imaging livers for remote 
viewing is that calibration of both the image capture and the viewing systems is 
vital for accurate diagnosis. Procedures for accurate and regular calibration of 
equipment should be set in place before any remote viewing trial is begun.
Care should be taken that everything the remote viewer will need to see will be 
present in the view that is transmitted. Surgical site illumination should remain 
constant and unchanging. Images can be JPEG compressed for transmission, but 
must remain at a quality that does not compress images more than 25 times 
smaller then the original image. Finally, the inclusion of a control image of a 
normal liver could be beneficial when performing remote assessment.
10.2 Index block creation and image matching
At great expense, teams of surgeons and support staff are sent to hospitals to 
assess the viability of livers for transplantation; remote assessment of livers 
could save time and money. Due to the shortage of donor organs, livers can be 
divided into two to be transplanted into two recipients. However, to do this, the 
vasculature of the liver must be studied and recorded to ensure both sections of 
liver have adequate blood supply to allow full function after transplant. Surgeons 
also have to find an appropriate place to make the split, disrupting as few major 
blood vessels as possible. It would be useful if this pre-planned cutting plane 
could be viewed during the splitting procedure, in relation to intraoperative 
landmarks. This would be particularly valuable if the operation was being 
remotely mentored, with junior surgeons performing under the guidance of 
expert surgeons. Therefore a system was created to allow ultrasound to act as 
both a surgical planning image modality, and as an intraoperative guide to the 
planning details.
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10.2.1 Ultrasound matching
A computational image matching method based on the human visual system has 
been constructed and tested. It accurately identified the most similar images in 
both real and phantom liver image sets, relative to a comparison image.
10.2.2 Index block theory and creation
The idea behind using an index block was to create a 3D volume of ultrasound 
data from discrete images so that a live ultrasound image, at any likely angle or 
orientation, could be matched to a specific position in relation to the block. This 
would allow an ultrasound transducer to be a live link between the operative site 
and the pre-studied surgical planning images used to create the index block.
The system was configured so that any number of images can be used to create 
the index block, but it must be considered that while using more images will 
mean better localization, it will also result in greater time taken to create the 
database. Basic ultrasound tracking has been used for the testing of our 
prototype, but is not necessarily a prerequisite of the system.
The prototype has been constructed to have generic application: the index block 
could theoretically be constructed from, and used for matching images from 
other modalities such as MRI, CT, etc. It might be possible, after some image 
preprocessing, to match CT or MRI to an ultrasound index block and vice versa, 
although this has not been attempted in this study. This sort of multi-modality 
navigation has been used clinically in neurosurgery (Comeau et al., 2000; 
Unsgaard et al., 2002) and orthopaedic surgery (Brendel et al., 2002).
10.2.3 Database creation
The optimum parameters for preparing images for matching using the index 
block database system were found. The image was split into a 7 x 7 analysis 
block array, and bandpassed to <7.2 c/d. A threshold of greater than 40% of the 
maximum grey level was applied to allow feature localisation, with the resulting
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features stored in the database as a binary string for each image. When a match 
to a live image was required, the binary strings in the database were compared 
with that of the live image, with at least 46 blocks needing to be identical to the 
live image for a stored image to be put forward as a possible comparison for 
matching. The final best match was chosen from the range of potential 
comparison images by finding the image which correlated best with the live 
image.
10.2.4 Image matching
Improvements after first system testing produced a database system that could 
locate a match assessed to be “very good” in 85.6% cases, or “good” or better in 
97% cases. All images that were visually rated “good” or “very good” were 
found to be less than 5 mm away from the live image position, well within the 
surgeons’ required accuracy of positioning. Those rated worse produced larger 
errors, but were rarely found (<3% cases). Less than 10% of images chosen by 
the database as the best match were subsequently found, on visual inspection, not 
to be the best match.
It should be remembered that this system was designed specifically with liver 
splitting for multiple transplantation in mind. In this case, the expert surgeons 
will have surgical planning ultrasound images which cover the important area, 
containing all the vital information, and it is these images that are proposed to be 
used to fill the database. The surgeons performing the splitting of the liver will 
know what area of the surgical site to look for, and would use the system only to 
guide the exact position of the incisions. Therefore, the main limitation of the 
system, not being able to match features not included in the database, will 
hopefully not be encountered in such a situation.
It is hoped that this system can be used for other surgical procedures, and has 
therefore been designed to be as generically applicable as possible. As long as 
the areas vital to the surgical site are captured in the images used to create the 
database, image matching should be accurate enough to allow the surgical team
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to find their location compared to surgical planning images using an ultrasound 
transducer as their pointer.
10.3 Future research
10.3.1 Colour optimisation
The colour research could continue by further optimising the viewing process. 
Images could be colour enhanced, or presented in such a way as to fully 
emphasise the difference between normal and fatty livers.
10.3.2 Index block and image matching system
The index block creation and image matching system was made as fast and 
accurate as possible within the finite time available, but it is not a finished 
product. The user interface is currently functional but basic, and there remains 
the possibility that the system could be used with other imaging modalities. A 
clinical trial would also reveal the system’s benefits and the areas for 
improvement.
10.4 Final summary
This body of research has examined the use of colour in the transmission and 
remote viewing of medical images for diagnostic purposes. It has quantified the 
maximum distortion allowed for accurate diagnosis, and highlighted the vital 
importance of colour in liver health diagnosis, and of equipment calibration. It 
has also suggested a mechanism by which stored surgical planning ultrasound 
images can be linked to live intraoperative ultrasound. The information found 
within this thesis can be used to facilitate clinical trials of remotely guided liver 
splitting for multiple transplantations.
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APPENDIX A: IMAGE MATCHING
A.l Normalised Cross Correlation (CC)
The mean grey level in an image is equal to the sum of all the grey levels in the 
image divided by the number of pixels in the image :
, . sum o f all grey levels ,mean grey level = -------- ------ 2—£---------- (Al)
no. o f all pixels in image
The mean grey level of a target image X is x , and the mean grey level of a 
comparison image Y is y  . If the grey level of pixel (0,0) in the target image is 
equal to x, and the grey level of pixel (0 ,0 ) in the comparison image is equal to y, 
then the basic correlation calculation is: { x -  x){y -  y ) .
Therefore, comparing the grey level of the target image to the comparison image 
on a pixel-by-pixel basis gives the formula below:
V  (x -  x)(y  -  y)
cross correlation (CC) = , _ ---- j — (A2)
The range of cross correlation is from +1 to -1 , and for a perfect correlation
between the target image x and the comparison image y, the cross correlation 
should be + 1 .
A.2 Mutual Information
Information theory can be explained with the use of the mathematical concepts 
of information and entropy. In relation to the information theory, information 
can be defined as the reduction in uncertainty about an event, and entropy is the 
averaging of information values (Stallings 1998).
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In 1928, while studying telegraph communication, Hartley observed that if the 
probability that an event will occur is high (~1 ), then there is little uncertainty 
that it will occur. If we then learn that the event has occurred, the amount of 
information gained is small. Therefore, one plausible measure of information is 
the reciprocal of the probability of the occurrence of an event: 1 / P (Stallings 
1998).
For example, a binary source could issue a stream of ones and zeros with equal 
probability of a one or zero for each bit. Each bit therefore has an information 
value of 2. A string of two bits give an information value of 4. This is because 
the string can take on one of four possible outcomes, each with a probability of 
0.25. Similarly, the information value of three bits is 8 , etc.
Hartley proposed a linear measure of information, /, for the occurrence of an 
event, i, equal to the log of the reciprocal of the probability (Stallings 1998):
I, = log. (A3)
The base of the logarithm is arbitrary but is usually taken to be 2. Because of 
this, the unit of measure is referred to as the bit.
In 1948 Shannon defined the concept of entropy (H) as the average amount of 
information obtained from the value of a random variable (Stallings 1998).
Suppose we have a random variable, i, a pixel in a grey level image, which may 
take on any value between 0 and 255, and that the corresponding occurrences of 
each outcome are «/,..., 11255. In a sequence of A total occurrences, the total 
information content is:
n0 log; +... + n255 log pV 255 y
(A4)
Dividing by N  yields the average amount of information per outcome of the 
random variable, referred to as the entropy of an image A, designated by H(A):
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2 5 5  ( 1 
^ ) = Z ^ l o g 2 T/=0 \
(A5)
,=o v r t y
flwhere/). = —
Thus, the entropy of an image B is defined as:
(A6 )
Therefore, the joint entropy for images A and B can be defined as:
255 / 1
H(A, B) = ^  Pt j log, -1
; =  0
(A7)
(Stallings 1998).
A.3 Normalised Mutual Information (NMI)
Normalized mutual information (NMI) is defined by the equation (Studholme et 
al., 1999):
where H(A) and H(B) are the entropies of the two images, A and B, in their 
region of overlap. The range of NMI is from +2 to +1, and for a perfect 
correlation between a target image A and a comparison image B, the NMI should 
be equal to +2 .
An alternative way of expressing the cross correlation equation (A2) is given 
below:
(A8 )
H (A,B)
NMI = (A9)
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To calculate the individual image entropies H(A) and H(B), a 1-dimension grey 
level histogram is calculated. The x-axis plots the grey levels from 0 - 255 and 
the y-axis plots the number of times each particular grey level occurs in the 
image.
For example, supposing the target image, A, had a matrix size of 5 pixels by 5 
pixels:
Target Image A
0 0 3 7 9
0 1 2 5 8
0 1 2 7 5
1 1 3 3 5
1 0 3 3 7
5
The probability of grey level 0 (Po) occurring in image A above is equal to 
5/(5x 5).
255
Therefore, to calculate A "
Kp, j
, we need to add up the entropy of each
grey level occurring in the image:
P„ lOg;
\ P 0  J
+ P, log; + P, lOg; Pv 2 y
+ P, lOg; .etc (A10)
To calculate the joint entropy H(A,B), a 2-dimension grey level histogram can be 
plotted. The x-axis plots the grey levels from 0 -255 for image A, the y-axis 
plots the grey levels from 0 - 255 for image B and the z-axis plots the co­
occurrence of each particular grey level.
For example, supposing the target image, A, and the comparison image, B, both 
had a matrix size of 5 pixels by 5 pixels and a grey scale of 0 - 9:
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Target Image A
0 0 3 7 9
0 1 2 5 8
0 1 2 7 5
1 1 3 3 5
1 0 3 3 7
Comparison Image B
0 0 1 7 3
2 2 3 3 8
5 5 4 0 0
0 1 7 7 0
1 0 1 8 8
5 5
This would give the following 2-dimensional histogram of grey level co­
occurrence:
9 
8 
7 
6
Image A 5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0
1
1
1 1 1
2 1
2 2 1
1 1
1 2 1 1
3 1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Image B
The probability of grey level 0 occurring in both image A and image B, (Po.o), 
above is equal to: 3/( 5 x 5). Thus, the probability of each grey level co­
occurrence is calculated as follows:
3 1 1p  -  p  p  = —  p  = —  etc
U} °’° 2 5 ’ 0 ,2 2 5 ’ 0,5 25
(A ll)
255
Therefore, to calculate ^  p,.j log 2
/=0 y=0
, we need to add up the joint entropy of
each grey level co-occurrence in the images:
po.« !°g; Pv  o-o y
+ o^,2 log: P
V 0,2 J
+ o^,5 log: P
V 0,5 J
+ PUo 1°S:  etc
(A 12)
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A.4 SNR and RMSE
The signal to noise metric (SNR) can be calculated on the grey level or 
luminance of any pair of images.
image lum = lum of original image - lum of comparison image 
SD = x -  xM for both images
'j
Sum of SD for both images
calculate SD: — x(sum imagelum) 
n
S N R = 1 0 1 o g f ^ A  (A 13)
V S D d i f f -  J
The root mean square error (RMSE) value can be calculated on the grey scale or 
colour values of each pixel (i, j):
RMSE ij = (A 14)
RMSEColoun, = ^j(ARij) 2 + (AG/ / ) 2 + (ARy) 2 (A15)
Where AX is the difference in grey scale value between the images, and AR, AG, 
AB represent the differences in R, G, B values between the original colour image 
and the reproduction.
An averaged RMS can be calculated by adding together all the RMS values for 
each pixel and dividing by the number of pixels.
The simplest image distortion measures are root mean square error (RMSE) and 
signal to noise ratio (SNR). Bith measures compare the original image and the 
decompressed images where
RMSE =
i
SL I  ,t= 0  > =0
2
(A 16)
f and g are original and decompressed images, XY = total number of pixels, and
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a2 = SD of original image
2 _  C T ^  r  • _ae _ SD of error image = difference between original and decompressed images
RMSE is calculated for luminance and CIE x,y colour distortion, SNR for 
luminance only.
A.5 The Modulation Transfer Function Area
The Modulation Transfer Function Area (MTFA) has been used as an image 
quality standard in America since 1988, and incorporates a model of the 
resolution sensitivity of the human eye (Muller & Gerfelder, 1998). The MTF of 
the human eye is used to perform appropriate weighting of the disturbances of 
the signal frequency components, and the threshold MTF can be defined, for 
spatial frequency v, as:
M (v)
av Qxp(-bv)yf\ + 0 . 6  exp(& v) (A 18)
where:
540(1 + 0.7 /L ) - 02
b = 0.3(1 + 100/1)0.15 ,
2 .
and L and w are display luminance in cd/m and display width in degrees
(Lubin 1993)
The MTFA is defined as:
A = Mco dv dju (A 19)
R
where:
R =  (p,v I Mm,v > Me, }
co is the total spatial frequency for a given horizontal and vertical frequency. The 
correlation between MTFA and subjective image quality is good for linear 
systems, such as the use of a low-pass filter. However, the human contrast 
sensitivity function (CSF) only has a limited effect on the MTFA, as shown by 
the redefinition of the above equation:
A = J*M/a v dv d/u (A20)
C 
where:
C = CSF
To avoid the amplification of one frequency levelling out the attenuation of 
another, the MTF can be defined, in the Folded MTFA (F-MTFA) method as:
M/i,
M/i. v: M/i, v 1
1 ™ i <A21>: M/i,v > 1
M/i.
This provides a better correlation between the measure and the subjective image 
quality, although the F-MTFA overestimates the general quality loss for high 
quality JPEG levels. The Folded and Clipped MTFA (FC-MTFA) was created to 
combat this by taking into account changes in modulation of frequency below the 
human perception threshold, again using a modified MTF:
f l : F/i,v < AF max and F 'u,v<XF max
M/i, v = \ (A22)
(Mw otherwise
where X determines the threshold in fractions of maximum frequency modulation 
Fmax in the image. This can be set to an optimum value for correlation with 
subjective image quality.
A . 6  SQRI (& other JND metrics)
The square root integral (SQRI) is an image matching approach that weights the 
amplification and attenuation of a frequency by the human CSF (Lubin 1993, 
Muller & Gerfelder 1998). It uses much the same equation notation as the MTFA
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(equation A 19), but with the use of square root weighting should provide a better 
correlation to subjective image quality than is found in the MTFA. The image 
quality is measured in ‘just noticeable differences’ (JND), meaning that the 
SQRI should provide a direct correspondance to the human judgement of image 
quality. It is calculated using the formula:
A modified version, the Folded SQRI (F-SQRI) has been produced to treat 
problems of frequency amplification and attenuation and the consideration of the 
human perception threshold. It uses the modified MTF as shown in equation 
A22. The Folded and Clipped SQRI (FC-SQRI) was created to take account of 
changes in modulation of frequency below the human perception threshold, 
again using a modified MTF as shown in section A. 5.
A.7 Colour Image Fidelity Metrics
The main colour image difference metrics are the CIELAB AE9 4  and the S- 
CIELAB AE94, a spatial extension of the original metric. The CIELAB metric is a 
standard that specifies how to transform physical image measurements into 
perceptual differences, and was derived from psychophysical experiment 
observations updated in 1994. The metric does not account for the fact that the 
human visual system is not as sensitive to colour differences in fine details as it 
is for larger patches; the CIELAB metric will predict the same perceptual 
difference for both cases. It was because of this that the S-CIELAB metric was 
created. In S-CIELAB the spatial colour sensitivity of the human eye is 
incorporated by adding a pre-processing step before the standard CIELAB 
calculation. Both metrics use the L*a*b* convention to define the colours in 
coordinate space (see Chapter 1).
d(\nco) (A23)
CIELAB AIT * 94 =
v IclSl )  V kcSc
"AZ,*V | f A C * a b (A24)
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where:
C*«b = y la*2 + b *2
H *„b = yj(AE * ab) 2 -  (AL* ) 2 -  (AC * ab) 2 
AE * = 7(AL* ) 2 -  (Aa*)2 -  (Ab*)2
SL=1
Sc = 1 + 0 .0 4 5 (C * a b s )  or Ac = j \  + 0M 5(C * <mC* abi)
SH = 1 +0.015(C*abs) or A//= V1 + 0-015(c * ^ lC* ^ 2)
(These expressions involve asymmetry if the two images are interchanged, and 
so the alternative versions are provided.)
kn -  1 , kL = 1 , kc = 1 for most applications.
S-CIELAB uses the same calculation, but adds a pre-processing stage to be done 
before the CIELAB AE*9 4 part:
Firstly the colours are transformed from XYZ to opponent colours:
01 =0.279X + 0.72Y -0.107Z
0 2 = -0.449X + 0.29Y -  0.077Z
0 3 = 0.086X -  0.59Y + 0.501Z (A25) 
The data in each plane are filtered by two-dimensional separable spatial kernels:
/ =  k E  W[E[ (A26)
i
where:
E\ = k; exp[ -(x2 + y2) / a 2 j]
ki is chosen so that Ej sums to 1. k is chosen so that for each colour plane’s two- 
dimensional kernel/ sums to 1 .
Wi and aj are, for the three colour planes:
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Plane Weights wx Spreads cjj
Luminance 0.921 0.0283
0.105 0.1330
-0.108 4.3360
Red-green 0.531 0.0392
0.330 0.4940
Blue-yellow 0.488 0.0536
0.371 0.3860
The interpretation of AE values is that a distortion of 1 AE unit is at threshold 
visibility under optimum viewing conditions. Under less controlled conditions, 
distortions with AE of 2 or below are generally not visible. Because of the spatial 
filter design used in S-CIELAB, both metrics will produce the same predictions 
for large uniform targets, but S-CIELAB will usually predict lower visibility of 
colour differences for textured regions, consistent with human spatial-colour 
sensitivities.
Factors still unaccounted for by S-CIELAB, and a target for future matching 
metrics include adaptation, contrast masking, attention, etc.
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APPENDIX B: REMOTE VIEWING OF LIVER 
QUESTIONNAIRE
Please could you rate the liver using the form below, whether you are on site, or 
looking at it via a screen.
Experiment Details
Date:__________
Name:_______________________
REMOTE or LOCAL (please circle answer)
Liver Characteristics
Liver Edges: SHARP ROUNDED
Colour: 100% Yellow <---------------------------------------------------- >100%
Red/Brown
Fatty Deposits? PRESENT ABSENT
If Present, LOCALISED DIFFUSE
Steatosis Assessment: NONE MILD MODERATE
SEVERE
Lesions? PRESENT ABSENT
If Present, brief description:___________________________________________
Remote Viewing Assessment of Liver Health (remote viewers only)
Could you see all that you needed in order to assess the liver’s health? If not, 
what else would you like to have seen?
Were you happy with the colour display? (i.e. Was the liver colour within normal 
/ fatty liver bounds, or did you worry the colours might be inaccurate?)
Were you confident in your assessment of the liver?
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APPENDIX C: SPLINE AND ERROR CHECKING 
PROGRAM
C.l Spline program Process Specification
C.1.1 Aim
To be able to segment an ultrasound image of the liver into ‘liver’ and ‘not liver’ 
by using the observation that the liver boundary usually has a higher luminance 
than both liver parenchyma and non-liver tissue. If points from this high 
luminance boundary could be fed into a spline equation, the liver US could be 
segmented.
C.1.2 User interaction
Inputs: name of bandpassed image 
Outputs: “spline.data” file
C .l.3 Program sections 
C .l.3.1 Getting an image
Uses dialogue box to retrieve name of image, opens it. Returns error message if 
image not found.
PSPEC
create image handles, display handles etc.
clear screen using flood fill
initiate dialogue box
put name into variable
set variable as TMGinfilename
open and read image (return error if not OK)
C .l.3.2 Preparing data
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The grey-level image data is normalised to the highest luminance, and quantized 
into eight bins 32 luminance points apart, covering grey-scale values of 0-255.
PSPEC
set pointer to image pixels
find the max grey level
normalise all image data to this max
set the luminance of each pixel depending on which bin it falls into 
C. 1.3.3 Adaptive threshold calculation
Sets the threshold above which points will be used. This will vary depending on 
the individual image.
PSPEC
Calculate threshold variables (linked to data observations)
Check logic statements to get threshold.
C .l.3.4 Choose the points to input to spline calculation
The first and last points of each ‘blob’ above the chosen threshold are picked out 
and put into an array, to find the average ‘middle point’ of each blob, to be fed 
into the spline calculation.
PSPEC
Input start points at the top of the image 
[start loop checking each point in chosen blobs]
If difference in x coord between points is greater than 10 or height greater than 5, 
choose point 
[end loop]
Input end points
Average end points to get a middle point of each blob 
Save points to file [boundary.data]
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C .l.3.5 Spline Calculation
The spline is calculated from the saved points.
PSPEC
Screen cleared 
Data points read
New file [spline.data] opened for writing 
Spline calculated from the spline equation 
Data printed to file
C. 1.3.6 Display and save data
The results of the spline calculation are saved to file. The quantised bandpassed 
image is displayed to screen
PSPEC
Data file closed
The quantised bandpassed image is converted to bitmap 
Bitmap displayed to screen
C.2 Manual boundary program  Process Specification
C.2.1 Aim
Allows the automatic spline placement to be checked against a manually placed 
boundary.
C.2.2 User interaction
Inputs: name of US image, points chosen using mouse
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Outputs: none
C.2.3 Program sections 
C. 2.3.1 Getting image 
See section C .l.3.1
C.2.3.2 Image displayed, mouse input initiated
The image is displayed on screen and a flag is set to store the positions of left 
mouse button clicks. The points chosen are saved to a global array. The position 
of each click is marked on screen with a cross. If more than 100 clicks are made, 
a message is shown stating that point choosing has ended.
PSPEC
Manual boundary flag = true (i.e. mouse start)
[mouse click loop]
point_array[0][point_count] = mouse.x 
point_array[l][point_count] = mouse.y 
draw white cross around this point 
point_count-H-
if (point_count=100) error message “too many points!”
C. 2.3.3 Mouse input end - f la g  reset
Upon right mouse button click: if less than 15 clicks have been counted, a 
message prompts the user to choose more. Otherwise the flag is reset and a 
message is shown to say point choosing has ended.
PSPEC
[mouse click loop ends]
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if (point_count<15) Message "Please enter more points!", flag not reset, back to 
C.2.3.2.
else manual_boundary flag = false (i.e. mouse off)
Message "Point selection ended!"
C.3 Assessment and error checking of spline versus manual boundary 
program Process Specification
C.3.1 Aim
Measuring the difference between the automatic spline placement and the 
manually chosen points. This difference represents the error in spline placement.
C.3.2 User interaction
Inputs: “spline.data” file
point_array data (global variable)
Outputs: results file [error.data]
saved image [error_image.tif]
C.3.3 Program sections 
C. 3.3.1 Data Check
The spline data file is opened and moved to a variable. The first suitable 
comparison point between spline and manual boundary is found. There is a 
check to see if the spline is looping back on itself.
PSPEC
Open spline.data, read to variable 
If spline x < manual x, go to next point
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If spline x < spline [x+1] stop (it’s looping back on itself)
C.3.3.2 Manual -  Spline points
The spline point is subtracted from the manual point to give the error in pixels. 
PSPEC
Error = (((manual x - spline x) * (manual x -  spline x)) + ((manual y -  spline y)
* (manual y -spline y)))
Error = sqrt (error)
C.3.3.3 Error converted, print to file
The error in pixels is converted to error in mm (using original gipl header US 
data info), and to a percentage of image height. These are written to file and 
saved as [error.data].
PSPEC
Error in mm = error x 0.464
Error in % imageheight = (error / imageheight) x 100 
Print (error (pixels), error (%), error (m m ))
C.3.3.4 Display to screen and save
The image is displayed to screen, with the spline shown as a continuous line, and 
the manual boundary points shown as crosses. This image is then saved to file 
[error_image.tif].
PSPEC
Get pointer to copy o f original image
Set bufpos to spline point
*(ptr + (bufpos)) = 255
*(ptr + (bufpos+1)) = 255
repeat for all spline points
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set bufpos to manual point 
*(ptr + (manual x + (manually * 512))= 255 
*(ptr + (((manual x + 2) + (manual y * 512))= 255 
*(ptr + (((manual x - 2) + (manual y * 512))= 255 
*(ptr + (manual x + ((manual y + 2) * 512))= 255 
*(ptr + (manual x + ((manual y - 2) * 512))= 255
set outfilename, write image 
TMG_di splay_image 
TM G im agedestroy
C.4 Test Specification
A number o f ultrasound sweeps of in vivo human liver:
rtswee02_03.tif 
rtswee02_10.tif 
rtswee02_30.tif 
rtswee03_02.tif 
rtswee03_17.tif 
rtswee03 36.tif
C.5 How to use the spline program
Go to “Boundary” menu, choose “B-spline”. An input box will appear in which 
the name o f the bandpassed image should be typed. An error message will appear 
if  the file cannot be found. The image will be displayed, followed by the 
quantised image. An information box will inform when calculations are 
complete.
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To begin the manual boundary input, go to “Boundary” menu, choose “Manual 
Boundary”. An input box will appear in which the name of the original image 
(image that the bandpassed image used in B-spline program was created from) 
should be typed. An error message will appear if  the file cannot be found. The 
image will be displayed and the left button of the mouse can then be used for 
clicking points along the boundary between liver and ‘other not liver’. When you 
have chosen enough points, click the right mouse button. If you have chosen less 
than 15 points, a message will appear prompting you to click more. Otherwise 
the manually entered boundary is complete, and a message box will confirm that 
point choosing has ended.
To check the errors of the spline calculated, go to “Boundary” menu, choose 
“Automatic Boundary Error Check”. This will start the error checking program, 
and when it is complete, it will display the results image, and a message box will 
appear.
A results file will have been saved under the filename [error.data]. It contains 
information on the number o f manual points chosen, the error between the spline 
and the manually chosen points in pixels, % of the image height, mm, and the 
coordinates of the manual x and y points used in the comparison.
A results image will also have been saved, under the filename [error_image.tif], 
showing both the spline (line) and the manual boundary (crosses) points.
C.6 Program
void C U Itra so u n d w a v e le tsV ie w ::O n B o u n d a ry B sp lin e ( )
{
d o u b le  x [1000], y[1000], X, Y, t, xA, xB, xC , xD , yA, yB, yC , yD;
d o u b le  aO, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , bO, b1 , b2 , b3 , m ax , lo, hi, px [8000], py[8000];
int n, i, j, g , h, v= 0 , im ag ew id th , im a g e h e ig h t, b u fp o s , th re sh o ld , p o in ts[10000 ];
int c o u n t= 0 , bin 1, b in2 , b in3 , b in4 , b in5, b in6 , b in7, bin8;
c h a r  n am e[3 0 ], a le r ts tr[1 00];
FILE *fp, *data ;
IM J J I8  *ptr; 
f ile n a m e  res to re filed lg ;
H B R U SH  hB rushF ill;
C C IientD C * pD C  = n e w  C C Iien tD C (th is);
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pD C -> S e lec tO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill);
p D C -> F lo o d F ill(2 0 0 ,0 ,R G B (0 ,2 5 5 ,2 5 5 ));
H im ag e  = T M G _ im ag e_ c rea te ();
H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e  = T M G _ im ag e_ c rea te ();
re s to re f iled lg .m _ title  = "U ltrasound  Im ag e :”; 
re s to re f iled lg .m _ file ty p e  = " .tif ; 
re s to re f ile d lg .m _ file n a m e  = " im ag eb p 0 r tsw ee0 2 _ 3 " ;
U p d a teD a ta (F A L S E );
int re su lt = res to re filed lg .D o M o d al(); ////////d ia logue box to get image nam e/////// 
if( re su lt == IDOK)
{
s trc p y (n a m e ,re s to re f ile d lg .m _ file n a m e );
s trc a t(n a m e ," .tif ') ;
T M G J m a g e _ s e tJ n f i le n a m e (H im a g e , n am e);
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H im a g e , T M G _H E IG H T , T M G _A U TO _H E IG H T); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H im a g e , T M G _W ID TH , T M G _A U TO _W ID TH );
if (T M G _ im ag e _ read (H im ag e , TM G _NU LL, T M G _R U N )!=A SL _O K )
{
s trcp y (a le rts tr ,"F ile  no t fo u n d  -" ) ; 
s trc a t(a le r ts tr ,  n am e);
A fx M e ssa g e B o x (a le rts tr , M B_O K  | M B JC O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
}
im ag ew id th  = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H im a g e , TM G _W ID TH ); 
im a g e h e ig h t = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H im a g e , T M G _H E IG H T );
p tr= (I M_U 18* )TM G _i m a g e _ g e t_ p tr (  H im ag e , TM G _l MAG E _D  AT A);
T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H d isp lay , p D C -> G e tS a feH d c ()) ; 
T M G _ im a g e _ c o n v e rt(H im a g e , H u p d a te ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G _IS_D IB ,
TM G _R U N );
T M G _ im a g e _ c o n v e rt(H im a g e , H re s to re d ib _ im a g e ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G _IS_D IB ,
TM G _RU N );
T M G _ d isp lay _ im ag e (H d isp lay , H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e ,  T M G _R U N );
///////////////////////////////////////////////n o rm alise  im a g e  data ///////////////////////////////////////////////
m ax  = lo = hi = 0 .0 ; 
fo r(h = 0 ;h < im ag ew id th ;h + + ) 
fo r (g = 1 2 5 ;g < im a g e h e ig h t;g + + )
{
b u fp o s  = im ag ew id th  * g + h;
if(sqrt(* (p tr+ bufpos)*  * (p tr+ b u fp o s))> m ax )m ax = sq rt(* (p tr+ b u fp o s)*
*(p tr+bufpos));
}
for(h  = 0; h < im ag ew id th ; h++) 
for(g  = 125; g  < im a g e h e ig h t ; g++)
{
b u fp o s  = im ag ew id th  * g  + h;
* (p tr+ bu fpos) = (* (p tr+ bu fpos)/m ax )*255 .0 ;
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////Q uan tize  t h e  co lou rs//////////////////////////////////////////
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bin1=bin2=bin3=bin4=bin5=bin6=bin7=bin8=0;
for(h = 0; h < imagewidth; h++)
for(g = 125; g < imageheight; g++)
{
bufpos = imagewidth * g + h; 
if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 32) {*(ptr+bufpos)=32;bin1++;} 
else if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 64) {*(ptr+bufpos)=64;bin2++;} 
else if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 96) {*(ptr+bufpos)=96;bin3++;} 
else if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 128) {*(ptr+bufpos)=128;bin4++;} 
else if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 160) {*(ptr+bufpos)=160;bin5++;} 
else if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 192) {*(ptr+bufpos)=192;bin6++;} 
else if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 224) {*(ptr+bufpos)=224;bin7++;} 
else if(*(ptr+bufpos) < 256) {*(ptr+bufpos)=255;bin8++;}
////////////////////////////////////////A dap tive  th r e s h o ld  c a lc u la t i o n llllllllllllltlllilllllllllllillli
r
lo= bin1+bin2;
if (lo< 19 6 1 0 0 .0 )  lo= lo+bin3; // 196100 = num ber chosen from
observations
if ( lo < 1 9 6 1 0 0 .0 ) lo= lo+bin4; 
if ( lo < 1 9 6 1 0 0 .0 ) lo= lo+bin5; 
if ( lo < 1 9 6 1 0 0 .0 ) lo= lo+bin6;
h i= (1 9 8 1 4 4 .0 -lo )/1 9 8 1 4 4 .0 ; // 198144 = total num ber pixels binned
*/
if (b in 5 > 1 0 0 0 ) t h r e s h o l d s 70; // optim um  thresholds chosen from
observations
e ls e  if ((b in5  > 6 0 0 ) && (b in 5 < 7 0 0 )) th re sh o ld  = 130 ; 
e ls e  if (b in 5 < 6 0 0 ) th re sh o ld  = 100 ;
e ls e  if ( (h i/1 9 8 1 4 4 .0 )> 0 .0 0 9 6 ) th re sh o ld = 1 3 0 ;
e ls e  if ((b in 5 > 8 0 0 ) && (b in 5 < 9 0 0 )) th re sh o ld = 1 7 0 ; 
e ls e  t h r e s h o l d s 30;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for(h = 0; h < im ag ew id th ; h+ + ) 
for(g  = 125; g < im a g e h e ig h t ; g++)
{
b u fp o s  = im ag ew id th  * g + h;
if (* (p tr+ bufpos)> =  th re sh o ld )  {poin ts[v]=bufpos;v++ ;}
}
/////////////////////////////P ick ing  o u t  t h e  f i r s t / l a s t  p o in t s  o f  c lu m p s//////////////////////////
/* px[0] = 195 .0 ; / / Taking the spline up to the top o f the image
py[0] = 100 .0 ; 
px[1] = 194 .0 ; 
py[1] = 101 .0 ;
*/
px[0] = p o in ts[0 ]% im ag ew id th ; 
py[0] = p o in ts[0 ]/im agew id th ; 
px[1] = p o in ts[0 ]% im ag ew id th ; 
py[1] = p o in ts[0 ]/im agew id th ;
co u n t= 2 ;
fo r(g= 1 ;g< v ;g+ + )
if ((((p o in ts[g ]% im ag ew id th ) - (p o in ts[g -1 ]% im ag ew id th ))> = 1 0 ) ||
(((po in ts[g ]/im ag ew id th ) - (p o in ts[g -1 ]/im agew id th ))> 5 ))
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{
px[count] = po in ts[g -1 ]% im agew id th ; 
pyfcount] = po in ts[g -1 ]/im agew id th ; 
coun t+ + ;
px[count] = po in ts[g ]% im agew id th ; 
py[count] = po in ts[g ]/im agew id th ; 
coun t+ + ;
}
px[count] = po in ts[v -1 ]% im agew id th ; // Returning the spline in a loop
py[coun tj = po in ts[v -1 ]/im agew id th ;
coun t+ + ;
////////////////////////////////////////A verage  p o in t  ca lcu la tio n s ///////////////////////////////////////
/* d o u b le  a v e lx ,  a v e 2 x , a v e ly ,  av e 2 y , to taly , to ta l2y , to ta lx , to tal2x ; 
int num , nu m 2 ;
I I I  if y co-ord is the same, but x differs by more than 10, or if y differs by more than 5...
// to ta lx= to ta ly = to ta l2 x = to ta l2 y = 0 .0 ;
// a v e 1 x = a v e 1 y = a v e 2 x = a v e 2 y = 0 .0 ;
// n u m = n u m 2 = 0 ;
fo r(g= 1 ;g< = v ;g+ + )
{
if (((((po in ts[g ]/im agew id th ) - (p o in ts[g -1 ]/im ag ew id th ))= = 0 ) && 
(((p o in ts[g ]% im ag ew id th ) - (p o in ts[g -1 ]% im ag ew id th ))> = 1 0 )) || (( (p o in ts[g ]/im ag ew id th )-
(po in ts[g-1  ]/im agew id th ))> 5))
{g=v;break;}
e ls e
{
to ta lx  += po in ts[g -1 ]% im ag ew id th ; 
to t a ly += po in ts[g -1 ]/im ag ew id th ; 
num + +;
}
co u n t+ + ;
}
fo r(g = co u n t;g < = v ;g + + )
{
if (( (((p o in ts[g ]/im agew id th ) - (p o in ts[g -1 ]/im ag ew id th ))= = 0 ) && 
(((po in ts[g ]% im ag ew id th ) - (p o in ts[g -1 ]% im a g ew id th ))> = 1 0 )) || (((po in ts[g ]/im agew id th ) - 
(po in ts[g -1 ]/im agew id th ))> 5 ))
{g=v;break;}
e ls e
{
to ta l2 x  += po in ts[g -1 ]% im ag ew id th ; 
to ta l2 y  += po in ts[g -1 ]/im ag ew id th ; 
num 2+ + ;
}
co u n t+ + ;
}
a v e  1 x= to ta lx /(floa t)nu  m ; 
av e2 x = to ta l2 x /(f lo a t)n u m 2 ; 
a v e  1 y = to ta  ly/(float)n u m ; 
a  v e 2 y = to ta  I2y/(fl o a t)n  u m 2;
fp rin tf(da ta , " % f .. % f\n", av e x , avey );
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fp rin tf(da ta , " % f .. %f\n", av e 2 x , av e2 y );
7
//////////////////////////////////////////////////Sav ing  th e  d a ta  p o in t s ////////////////////////////////////////////////
d a ta =  fo p e n ("b o u n d a ry .d a ta " , "w"); 
fp rin tf(da ta , "% s \n", n am e); 
fp r in tf jd a ta , "% d \n", (coun t+ 1 ));
fo r(g = 0 ;g < = co u n t;g + + )
{
fp rin tf(data , " % lf .. %lf\n", px[g], py[g]);
}
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
n tf(d a ta , "\n");
n tf jd a ta , "% d - th re sh o ld \n " , th re sh o ld ); 
n tf(d a ta , "\n");
n tf(d a ta , "% d - bin 1\n", bin1); 
n tf jd a ta , "% d - bin 2\n", bin2); 
n tf(d a ta , "% d - bin 3\n", bin3); 
n tf(d a ta , "% d - bin  4 \n", bin4); 
n tf(d a ta , "% d - bin 5\n", bin5); 
n tf(d a ta , "% d - bin 6\n", bin6); 
n tf(d a ta , "% d - bin 7\n", bin7); 
n tffd a ta , "% d - bin 8\n", bin8);
fp rin tf(da ta , "\n");
fo r(g= 0 ;g< v ;g+ + )
{
fp rin tf(da ta , "% d % d \n", p o in ts[g ]% im ag ew id th , po in ts[g ] / im agew id th );
}
fc lo se (d a ta ) ;
///////////////////////////////////////////////////S pIine C o n stru c tio n ////////////////////////////////////////////////
p D C -> S e lec tO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill); 
pD C -> F lo o d F ill(2 0 0 )0 ,R G B (0 ,2 5 5 ,2 5 5 )) ;
sto t= 0 ;
fp = fo p e n ("b o u n d a ry .d a ta " , "r"); 
fscan f(fp , "% s \n", & nam e); 
fscan f(fp , "% d \n", &n); 
fo r (i=0;i<n;i++)
{
fscan f(fp , "\n");
fscan f(fp , " % lf .. %lf\n", &x[i], &y[i]);
}
d a ta =  fo p e n ("sp lin e .d a ta " , "w"); 
fp rin tf(da ta , "% s \n", n a m e ) ; 
fp rin tf(da ta , "% d \n", n);
fo r (i=1;i< (n-1);i++) 
{
xA=x[i-1];
xB=x[i];
xC=x[i+1];
xD=x[i+2];
yA=y[i-1];
yB=y[i];
// B -spline calculation from equation
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yC=y[i+1];
yD=y[i+2];
a3=(-xA +3*(xB -xC )+xD )/6 .0 ;
a2=(xA -2*xB +xC )/2 .0 ;
a1= (xC -xA )/2 .0 ;
a0=(xA +4*xB +xC )/6 .0 ;
b3=(-yA +3*(yB -yC )+yD )/6.0;
b2=(yA -2*yB +yC )/2 .0 ;
b1=(yC -yA )/2 .0 ;
b0=(yA +4*yB +yC )/6 .0 ;
fo r G =0;j<=N;j++)
{
t= (float)j/(float)N ;
X =((a3*t+a2)*t+a1 )*t+aO;
Y =((b3*t+b2)*t+b1 )*t+bO; 
fp rin tf(data , " % lf .. %lf\n", X, Y); 
sto t+ + ;
// bufpos=((in t)Y *im agew id th)+ (in t)X ;
// * (p tr+ bufpos)=  255;
}
}
fp rin tf(da ta , "% d \n", sto t); 
fc lo se (d a ta ) ;
T M G _ im a g e _ c o n v e rt(H im a g e , H u p d a te ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G _IS_D IB ,
TM G _R U N );
T M G _ im a g e _ c o n v e rt(H im a g e , H re s to re d ib jm a g e ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G JS _ D IB ,
TM G _RU N );
T M G _ d isp la y Jm a g e (H d isp la y , H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e ,  T M G _R U N ); 
A fx M essag eB o x ("S p lin e  C o m p le ted !" , M B_O K  | M B JC O N IN F O R M A T IO N , 0); 
fc lose(fp );
T M G J m a g e _ d e s tro y (H im a g e ) ;
}
}
void C U I tra s o u n d w a v e le tsV ie w ::O n B o u n d a ry M a n u a lb o u n d a ry ( )  
{
int im ag ew id th , im a g e h e ig h t,b u fp o s tn ,x ,y ,i; 
c h a r  n am e[3 0 ], a le rts tr[1 0 0 ];
IM _UI8 *ptpixel;
IM J J I8  ‘ p tp ixbuffer;
f ile n a m e  res to re filed lg ;
H B R U SH  hB rushF ill;
C C IientD C * pD C  = n ew  C C Iien tD C (th is);
p D C -> S e lec tO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill);
p D C -> F lo o d F ill(2 0 0 ,0 ,R G B (0 ,2 5 5 ,2 5 5 )) ;
H im ag e  = T M G J m a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
H co m p a riso n  = T M G J m a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e  = T M G J m a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
r e s to re f i le d lg .m jit le  = "U ltra so u n d  Im age:"; 
re s to re f iled lg . m j i l e ty p e  = " .tif ; 
re s to re f ile d lg .m _ file n a m e  = " r tsw ee0 2 _ 3 " ; 
U p d a teD a ta (F A L S E );
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int re s u lt = resto refiled lg .D oM odal(); 
if(resu lt == IDOK)
{
s trc p y (n a m e ,re s to re file d lg .m _ file n a m e );
s trc a t(n a m e ," .tif ') ;
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ in file n a m e (H im a g e , n am e);
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H im a g e , T M G _H E IG H T , T M G _A U TO _H E IG H T); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H im a g e , TM G _W ID TH , TM G _A U TO _W ID TH );
if(T M G _ im ag e _ read (H im ag e , TM G _NU LL, T M G _R U N )!=A SL_O K )
{
s trcp y (a le rts tr ,"F ile  n o t fo u n d  -" ) ; 
s trc a t(a le r ts tr , n am e);
A fx M essag eB o x (a le rts tr , M B_OK | M B JC O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
}
im ag ew id th  = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H im a g e , T M G _W ID TH ); 
im a g e h e ig h t = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H im a g e , T M G _H E IG H T );
/////////////////////////////////////////a d d e d  to  s t a n d a r d i s e  im a g e  size//////////////////////////////////////////
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H c o m p a r iso n , T M G JH E IG H T , 512); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H c o m p a r is o n , T M G _W ID T H , 512); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H c o m p a r is o n , T M G _PIX E L _FO R M A T , TM G _Y 8); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H c o m p a r is o n , T M G _ L IN E S _ T H IS _ S T R IP , 512); 
if (T M G _ im ag e_ m a llo c_ a_ s trip (H co m p ariso n ) != A SL _O K )
{
A fx M e ss a g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  on  im a g e  buffer", M B _O K  | M B JC O N S T O P ,0); 
re tu rn ;
}
ptpixel=(IM _U I8*) T M G Jm ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H im ag e ,T M G _ IM A G E _ D A T A ); 
ptpixbuffer=(IM _U I8*) T M G Jm ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H co m p ariso n ,T M G _ IM A G E _ D A T A ); 
for(y = 0; y < 5 1 2  ; y++) 
for(x  = 0; x < 5 12 ; x++)
{
b u fp o s tn  = 5 1 2 * y  + x;
if(y >= (5 1 2 - im a g e h e ig h t) /2  && y < im a g e h e ig h t + (5 1 2 - im a g e h e ig h t) /2  )
{
*(ptp ixbuffer + b u fp o s tn )=  *(ptpixel++);
}
e ls e
{
*(ptp ixbuffer + b u fp o s tn )= 0 ;
}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
p o in t_ co u n t = 0;
for (i=0;i<100;i++){point_array[0][i]=0;point_array[1][i]= 0;}
// re in itia lising the points array
m a n u a l_ b o u n d a ry _ f la g  = tru e ; // set if valid image -
// starts the m ouse button counting
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ o u tf i le n a m e (H c o m p a r is o n , "m anual_ou t.tif"); 
T M G Jm a g e _ w rite (H c o m p a r iso n , NULL, T M G _T IFF , TM G _R U N );
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T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H d isp lay , p D C -> G e tS a feH d c ()) ; 
T M G _ im ag e_ c o n v e rt(H co m p ariso n , H u p d a te ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 ,
T M G _IS_D IB , TM G _R U N ); 
T M G Jm a g e _ c o n v e r t(H c o m p a r iso n , H re s to red ib _ im ag e ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 ,
T M G _IS_D IB , TM G _R U N ); 
T M G _ d isp lay _ im ag e(H d isp lay , H re s to r e d ib jm a g e ,  TM G _R U N );
T M G Jm a g e _ d e s tro y (H im a g e ) ;
T M G Jm a g e _ d e s tro y (H c o m p a ris o n ) ;
T M G J m a g e _ d e s tro y (H re s to re d ib J m a g e ) ;
}
void C U Itra so u n d w av e le tsV iew ::O n L B u tto n D o w n (U IN T  n F la g s , C P o in t poin t)
{
if (m a n u a l_ b o u n d a ry _ f la g  == fa lse  || p o in t_ co u n t == 100) re tu rn ;
po in t_ a rray [0 ][p o in t_ co u n t] = point.x ; // left button picks points
po in t_ a rray [1 ][p o in t_ co u n t] = point.y;
p o in t_ co u n t+ + ;
if (p o in t_ co u n t= = 1 0 0 )
{
m a n u a l_ b o u n d a ry _ f la g  = fa lse ;
A fx M e s s a g e B o x fT h a t 's  e n o u g h  points!", M B _O K  | M B _IC O N EX C LA M A TIO N ,0); 
re tu rn ;
}
lnva lida te ();
C V iew ::O n L B u tto n D o w n (n F lag s, point);
}
void C U Itra so u n d w av e le tsV iew ::O n R B u tto n D o w n (U IN T  n F la g s , C P o in t point)
{
if (m an u a l_ b o u n d a ry _ flag ) // right button ends point selection
{
if (p o in t_ co u n t< 1 5 )
{
A f x M e s s a g e B o x f P le a s e  e n te r  m o re  po in ts!" , M B _O K  |
M B JC O N E X C L A M A T IO N , 0);
}
e ls e
{
m a n u a l_ b o u n d a ry _ f la g  = fa lse ;
A fx M e s s a g e B o x fP o in t se le c tio n  e n d e d !" , M B _O K  |
M B JC O N IN F O R M A T IO N , 0);
}
}
C V iew ::O n R B u tto n D o w n (n F lag s , point);
void C U I tra s o u n d w a v e le ts V ie w ::O n B o u n d a ry A u to m a tic b o u n d a ry e r ro rc h e c k ( )
{
d o u b le  e rro r[200 ], e rr_ m m [2 0 0 ], e r r_ p e rc e n t[2 0 0 ], sp linex [500 ], sp liney [500 ],
im ag eh e ig h t;
int i,j,n, b u fp o s , im ag ew id th ;
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c h a r  n a m e [6 0 ], a lertstr[80 ];
FILE *fptr, *errf;
IM _UI8 *ptr;
H B R U S H  hB rushF ill;
C C IientD C * pD C  = n ew  C C IientD C (this);
p D C -> S e lec tO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill);
p D C -> F lo o d F ill(2 0 0 ,0 ,R G B (0 ,2 5 5 ,2 5 5 ));
H c o m p a riso n  = T M G _ im ag e_ c rea te ();
H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e  = T M G _ im ag e_ c rea te ();
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ in f ile n a m e (H c o m p a riso n I "m an u a l_ o u t.tif ') ; 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H c o m p a riso n , T M G _L IN E S _T H IS _S T R IP , 512);
if (T M G _ im ag e _ read (H co m p ariso n , TM G _NU LL, T M G _R U N )!=A SL_O K )
{
s trcp y (a le rts tr ,"M an u a l im a g e  file n o t found!");
A fx M e ssa g e B o x (a le rts tr , M B_O K  | M B JC O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
}
im a g e h e ig h t = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H c o m p a riso n , TM G _H E IG H T ); 
im ag ew id th  = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H c o m p a riso n , TM G _W ID TH ); 
ptr=(IM _U I8*) T M G _ im ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H co m p ariso n ,T M G JM A G E _ D A T A );
fp tr= fo p en ("sp lin e .d a ta " , "r"); 
fscan f(fp tr, "% s \n", & nam e); 
fscan f(fp tr, "% d \n", &n);
for (i=0 ;i<sto t;i++ ) // Read B -s p lin e  data from file
{
fscan f(fp tr, " % lf .. %lf\n", &splinex[i], & spliney[i]);
}
fc lose(fp tr);
e rrf= fo p en ("e rro r.d a ta " , "w"); 
fprintf(errf, "% s\n", n a m e );
fprin tfjerrf, "% d m a n u a l p o in ts  c h o se n \n " , p o in t_ co u n t) ;
fprin tfjerrf, "E rro r (p ixels) E rro r (% %  im a g e ) E rro r (m m ) Xm  Ym \n");
fo r (i= 0 ;i< po in t_coun t;i+ + )
{
fo r (j=0;j<sto t;j++ )
{
if (po in t_array[0][i] < sp linex[0 ]) {j=stot; b reak ;}
////break out o f com parison loop if there 's no com parison point in spline / if spline starts 
looping back to [0,0]//////
if ((sqrt(po in t_array[0][i]-(in t)sp linex[j])* (poin t_array[0][i]-(in t)sp linex[j])) < 1 .5)
{
error[i]=  (((point_array[0][i]-(in t)sp linex[j])*(po in t_array[0][i]- 
(int)splinex[j]))+ ((point_array[1][i]-(in t)spliney[j])*(point_array[1][i]-(in t)spliney[j])));
error[i]=  sqrt(error[i]); // convert error to mm, % image height etc
err_m m [i]=error[i]*0 .464;
e rr_ p e rcen t[ i]= (e rro r[i] /im ag eh e ig h t)* 1 0 0 ; // Print results to file
fprintf(errf, "%lf \t % lf \t  %lf % d % d\n", error[i], e rr_ p e rcen t[i],
err_m m [i], po in t_array[0][i], po in t_ array [ 1 ][i]);
b re a k ;
}
}
}
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fc lo se (e rrf);
fo r (i=0;i<sto t;i++ )
{
if(splinex[i]>splinex[i+1]) b reak ; //stop draw ing if spline loops back!
e ls e
{ // draw  a line for spline points
bufpos= (((in t)sp liney[i]* im agew id th)+ (in t)sp linex[i]);
*(ptr + (b u fp o s)) = 255 ;
*(ptr + (b u fp o s+ 1 )) = 2 55 ;
}
}
for(i = 0; i < p o in t_ co u n t; i++) // draw a cross on manual point
{
*(ptr + ((in t)point_array[0][i] + ((in t)point_array[1][i]*512)))=  255;
*(ptr + (((in t)poin t_array[0][i] +2) + ((in t)point_array[1][i]*512)))=  255 ;
*(ptr + (((in t)poin t_array[0][i] -2 ) + ((in t)point_array[1][i]*512)))=  255 ;
*(ptr + ((in t)point_array[0][i] + (((in t)po in t_array[1][i]+2)*512)))=  255 ;
*(ptr + ((in t)po in t_array[0][ij + (((in t)po in t_array[1][i]-2 )*512)))=  255 ;
}
s t r c p y (n a m e ,"e r ro r_ im a g e .t if ) ;  // save resulting image
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ o u tf ile n a m e (H c o m p a riso n , n a m e );
T M G Jm a g e _ w rite (H c o m p a r iso n , NULL, T M G _T IFF , T M G _R U N );
T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H d isp lay , p D C -> G e tS a feH d c ()) ; 
T M G _ im a g e _ c o n v e rt(H c o m p a riso n I H u p d a te ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G _IS_D IB ,
T M G _RU N );
T M G _ im ag e _ c o n v e rt(H c o m p a riso n , H re s to re d ib _ im a g e ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , TM G _IS_D IB ,
T M G _RU N );
T M G _ d isp lay _ im ag e (H d isp lay , H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e ,  T M G _R U N ); 
A fx M essag eB o x ("E rro r c h e c k  c o m p le te !”, M B _O K  | M B JC O N IN F O R M A T IO N , 0); 
lnvalida te();
T M G _ im a g e _ d e s tro y (H c o m p a riso n );
T M G _ im a g e _ d e s tro y (H re s to re d ib _ im a g e );
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APPENDIX D: PIG LIVER ULTRASOUND IMAGES
D .l Set pl3usset
pl3usset0.tif pl3ussetl.tif
pl3usset2.tif pl3usset3.tif
pl3usset4.tif pl3usset5.tif
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pl3usset6.tif pl3usset7.tif
pl3usset8.tif
pl3ussetl0.tif
pl3usset9.tif
pl3ussetl l.tif
Appendix D: Pig Liver Ultrasound Images
D.2 Set pl20usset
pl20usset0.tif pl20ussetl.tif
pl20usset2.tif pl20usset3.tif
pl20usset5.tifpl20usset4.tif
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pl20usset6.tif pl20usset7.tif
pl20usset8.tif pl20usset9.tif
pl20ussetl0.tif pl20ussetl 1 .tif
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Appendix D: Pig Liver Ultrasound Images
D.3 Set pl21usset
pl21usset0.tif
pl21usset2.tif
pl21ussetl.tif
pl21usset5.tifpl21usset4.tif
pl21usset3.tif
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pl21usset6.tif pl21usset7.tif
pl21usset8.tif pl21usset9.tif
pl21ussetl0.tif pl21ussetll.tif
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Appendix D: Pig Liver Ultrasound Images
D.4 Set pl30usset
pl30usset0.tif pl30ussetl.tif
pl30usset3.tifpl30usset2.tif
pl30usset4.tif pl30usset5.tif
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pl30usset6.tif pl30usset7.tif
pl30usset8.tif pl30usset9.tif
pl30ussetl0.tif pDOussetl l.tif
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Appendix D: Pig Liver Ultrasound Images
D.5 Set pBlusset
pl31usset0.tif pl31ussetl.tif
pl31usset3.tifpl31usset2.tif
pl31usset5.tifpl31usset4.tif
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pl31usset6.tif
pl31usset8.tif
pl31ussetl0.tif
pl31usset7.tif
pl31usset9.tif
pl31ussetll.tif
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Appendix D: Pig Liver Ultrasound Images
D.6 Setpl32usset
pl32usset0.tif pl32ussetl.tif
pl32usset2.tif pl32usset3.tif
pl32usset5.tifpl32usset4.tif
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pl32usset6.tif pl32usset7.tif
pl32usset8.tif pl32usset9.tif
pl32ussetll.tifpl32ussetl0.tif
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D.7 Replacing the transducer at certain points
pl31_0_us.tif pl31_l_us.tif
pl32_0_us.tif pl32_l_us.tif
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pl32_2_us.tif pl32_3_us.tif
pl32_5_us.tif pl32_10_us.tif
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D.8 Progressive tilt images
pl32_tiltl.tif pl32_tilt2.tif
pl32_tilt3.tif pl32_tilt4.tif
pl32_tilt5.tif pl32_tilt6.tif
pl32_tilt7.tif pl32_tilt8.tif
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pl32_tilt9.tif pl32_tiltl0.tif
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D.9 Progressive twist images
pl32_twistl.tif pl32_twist2.tif
pl32_twist3.tif pl32_twist4.tif
pl32_twist5.tif pl32_twist6.tif
pl32_twist7.tif pl32_twist8.tif
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pl32_twist9.tif pl32_twistl0.tif
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D.10 X, Y and Z axis transducer movements
pl32_xlmm.tif pl32_x2mm.tif
pl32_x3mm.tif pl32_x4mm.tif
pl32_y2mm.tifpl32_ylmm.tif
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pl32_y3mm.tif pl32_y4mm.tif
pl32_y5mm.tif pl32_z3mm.tif
pl32_z5mm.tif pl32_z8mm.tif
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APPENDIX E: INDEX BLOCK AND DATABASE
PROGRAMS
E.l Index block program Process Specification
E.1.1 Aim
To create the index block framework, load the surgical planning images and 
interpolate all the intermediate images to account for parallel, tilt, twist and 
tilt/twist transducer movements.
E .l.2 User Interaction
Inputs: number of planning images
image names
(alternatively, this can be automated to work with surgical planning 
“Videoclient” program)
Outputs: filled index block array
E .l.3 Program sections 
E. 1.3.1 Get images
Uses dialogue box to retrieve name of image, opens it. Returns error message if 
image not found.
PSPEC
create image handles, display handles etc.
clear screen using flood fill
initiate dialogue box
put name into variable
set variable as TMGinfilename
open and read image (return error if not OK)
E .l.3.2 Load images into index block array
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Converts images into grey-scale values, with pixels stored in appropriate 
coordinate locations in the array.
PSPEC
check image size, set size variables 
get pixel pointer 
assign data to array location 
move to next pixel
repeat until image entirely loaded, move to next image
check image size against size variables (if not equal, display error message)
if equal, begin data transfer to array
repeat until all images loaded
E.l. 3.3 Interpolate between planning images
Creates new images between the original index block images by basic linear 
interpolation.
PSPEC
read first tilt image start coordinates 
feed start coordinates into plane equation 
create new image handle
fill image pixel by pixel using results of plane equation
check image for data content -  if viable data (pixel value > 20) less than 2/3
image, delete image, move on to next image
repeat image creation with x values shifted either to left or right
increment tilt angle
move coordinates to next interpolated image start location 
repeat image filling
when all tilt images complete, increment ‘type’variable, move to first twist 
coordinate
repeat image filling procedure
when all twist images complete, increment ‘type’variable, move to first tilt/twist 
coordinate
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repeat image filling procedure
when all tilt/twist images complete, increment ‘type’variable, move to first 
parallel coordinate
when all parallel images complete, end
E.2 Database program Process Specification
E.2.1 Aim
To fill the database array with details about features in the index block images. 
E.2.2 User Interaction
Inputs: image data from the index block array
Outputs: filled database array
notification to user that database has been filled
E.2.3 Program sections
E. 2.3.1 Normalisation o f  images
Images are normalised to the maximum grey-scale level present.
PSPEC
find maximum grey level
divide all other pixel values by this value, then multiply by 255 
repeat for each image
E.2.3.2 Bandpassing o f images
Images are bandpassed to <7.2c/d by a fast fourier transform (FFT) to enhance 
features present.
PSPEC
create FFT buffers 
load image to FFT buffers 
perform FFT (forward)
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separate into octave bands 
set bands not required to zero value 
perform FFT (reverse) 
display to check
E. 2.3.3 Feature location within analysis blocks
Checks one analysis area at a time for ‘features’ -  a pixel with a value greater 
than the threshold.
PSPEC
move pixelpointer to start position 
search first analysis block for any pixels above threshold 
if pixel value > threshold, block in binary array = 1 
if no pixel value > threshold, block in binary array = 0 
repeat for next block until end of block line reached 
move pixel pointer to start position of next line of blocks 
repeat until all blocks searched
write consecutive block values string to database array position for that image 
repeat for all images
when complete, output a box stating database filled
E.3 Live matching Process Specification
E.3.1 Aim
To find the best match to a live image from the image details stored in the 
database using correlation and normalised mutual information (NMI).
E.3.2 User Interaction 
Inputs: live ultrasound image filename
Outputs: best match image displayed 
best match coordinates 
NMI and correlation scores written to file
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E.3.3 Program sections
E. 3.3.1 Get live image
Follow process described in E. 1.3.1 to load live image.
E. 3.3.2 Compare binary strings
Analyse live image following the process described in E.2.3 to produce a binary 
string. Compare this string to those in the database, looking at the priority areas 
first, and selecting images in which 46 blocks match the live image string.
PSPEC
See E.2.3 to produce binary string for live image
compare live priority block results with first database image priority block 
results
if > 15/18 results match, check all other block results
if < 15/18 results match, move to next image
if > 46/49 results match, move image to statistical matching stage
if < 46/49 results match, move to next image
repeat for all images
if no image moved to statistical matching, output “no match found” box 
E.3.3.3 Perform statistical matching
Statistical matching methods (correlation and NMI) find the best match to the 
live image from the images put forward from the database.
PSPEC
get pixel pointers 
calculate mean grey level 
compare pixels to mean grey level 
perform correlation
calculate entropy for mutual information 
calculate NMI
if NMI >1.3, image = best match
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else if image corr > max corr, then image corr = max corr 
if image NMI > max NMI, then image NMI = max NMI 
max corr image = best match
if two images have equal max corr, images with best NMI = max corr
E. 3.3.4 Save and output results 
Writes the best match coordinates to file.
PSPEC
for NMI > 1.3 or max corr image, write coordinates to file 
save file as [results.txt]
write max corr, NMI to file [correlation.txt, NMI.txt] 
display best match image 
output box saying match found
E.4 Results display Process Specification
E.4.1 Aim
To provide a graphical interface to guide the user, displaying the position of the 
best match in relation to the index block and a 3D wireframe liver model. 
Surgical planning data could also be displayed here.
E.4.2 User Interaction
Inputs: mouse movements to rotate the results display
coordinates of best match from file 
Outputs: results display
E.4.3 Program sections 
E. 4.3.1 Display results
Displays the results from the live image matching program.
PSPEC
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display 3D liver mesh
display index block
read best match coordinates from file
display best match plane
E.4.3.2 Mouse image control
Allows the results display to be rotated by using the mouse buttons.
PSPEC
if mouse button is down, rotate results block by 10° at a time 
if mouse button is up, stop
E.5 Test specification
A number of ultrasound sweeps of ex vivo pig liver:
Image sets:
P13ussetl-12
P120ussetl-12
P121ussetl-12
P131ussetl-12
P132ussetl-12
E.6 How to use Index block program
Go to “indexing” menu, and choose “create database”. This brings up a box 
asking how many images the index block is to be created with. Input a number, 
and click ‘ok’. Another box will pop up, and the filename of first of the images 
should be input. This will be repeated until all the image filenames have been 
input. The program will then begin constructing the index block and filling the 
database. Bandpassed images will appear on the screen as they are fed into the 
database. When this processing is complete, a box will appear to say that the
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database is filled. The program is now ready to perform image matching to live 
ultrasound.
Save a live ultrasound image, and go to the “indexing” menu. Choose “live 
matching”. A box will appear asking for the live image filename. Once this has 
been input, the comparison with database images will run, and when the best 
match has been located, it will appear on screen with a pop up box saying that a 
match has been found. When ‘ok’ is clicked, the best match coordinates are input 
to the results display program, which appears, showing the plane of the best 
match in reation to the 3D liver model and the index block frame.
The live matching command can be used again as many times as needed in one 
imaging session without having to refill the database.
E.7 Program
void CreateDatabaseQ
//////////////////////////C reate Index B lock/////////////////////////
int b u fp o s , x, y, z, co l= 20 ; 
c h a r  a le r ts tr[1 00];
IM_UI8 *ptr;
f ilen am e  re s to re filed lg ;
H B R U SH  hB rushF ill;
C CIientD C * pD C  = n ew  C C Iien tD C (th is);
p D C -> S e lec tO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill);
p D C -> F lo o d F ill(2 0 0 ,0 ,R G B (0 ,2 5 5 ,2 5 5 ));
H im ag e  = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
/////////////////////U ser-friendly im age load ing//////////////////// 
int A, B;
c h a r  fnam e[401 , n u m char[5 ]; 
x= num = 0 ;
res to re filed lg .m _ title  = "N u m b er o f Im ag es:" ; 
re s to re filed lg . m _file type  = "im age"; 
res to re filed lg . m _ filen am e  = "12"; 
U p d a teD a ta (F A L S E );
int re su lt = res to re filed lg .D o M o d al(); 
if(resu lt == IDOK)
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{
s trc p y (n u m c h a r, res to re filed lg .m _ filen am e); 
nu m  = a to i(n u m ch a r);
}
else{ re tu rn ;}
/////////////////////Initialise Index M atrix////////////////////////
h e ig h t= 5 7 6 ; ///these dim ensions depend on the size of g lobal array! 
w id th = 5 7 6 ; ///if size of index array changed, change these too!
fo r(z  = 0; z  < h e ig h t ; z+ + ) 
for(y  = 0; y  < w idth; y++) 
for(x = 0; x < 12 ; x++)
{
index[x][y][z] = 0;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
x=0;
do
{
H im ag e  = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te () ; 
re s to re f iled lg .m _ title  = " Im ag e  to  load:"; 
re s to re filed lg . m _file type  = H.tif ; 
re s to re filed lg . m _ file n a m e  = "p l3 u sse t" ;
U p d a teD a ta (F A L S E );
int re su lt = re s to re filed lg .D o M o d a l(); 
if(resu lt == IDOK)
{
s trc p y (fn a m e ,re s to re f ile d lg .m _ file n a m e ); 
s t rc a t( fn a m e ," .ti f ) ;
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ in file n a m e (H im a g e , fn a m e );
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H im a g e , T M G _H E IG H T , T M G _A U TO _H E IG H T); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H  im ag e , T M G _W ID T H , T M G _A U TO _W ID T H );
if(T M G _ im ag e _ read (H im ag e , TM G _N U LL, T M G _R U N )!=A S L _O K )
{
s trcp y (a le rts tr ,"F ile  n o t fo u n d  - " ) ;  
s trc a t(a le r ts tr , fn a m e );
A fx M e ssa g e B o x (a le r ts tr , M B _O K  | M B J C O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
}
/////////////////////////////////Im age s iz e  set////////////////////////////////
if (x==0)
{
w idth  = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H im a g e , T M G _W ID TH ); 
h e ig h t = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H im a g e , T M G _H E IG H T );
}
///////////////////////////////Im age s iz e  check !//////////////////////////////
A = T M G J m a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r (H im a g e , T M G _W ID TH );
B = T M G _ im a g e _ g e t_ p a ra m e te r(H im a g e , T M G _H E IG H T ); 
if (A!= w idth  || B!= h e igh t)
{
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A fx M e s s a g e B o x f lm a g e s  n o t th e  s a m e  size!" , M B_O K  |
M B JC O N S T O P , 0);
re tu rn ;
}
////////////////////////////////im age L oading//////////////////////////////////
p tr= (IM _ U I8 * )T M G Jm ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H im ag e , TM G _IM A G E_D A TA ); 
fo r(z  = 0; z  < h e ig h t ; z++) 
fo r(y  = 0; y < w idth; y++)
{
b u fp o s  = (((height*w idth)-(z*w idth)) + y); 
index[x][y][z]= (*(ptr + bu fpos));
}
T M G _ im ag e_ d e s tro y (H im ag e ) ;
x++;
}
else{re tu rn ;}
}while (x < num );
A fx M e s s a g e B o x f lm a g e s  lo ad ed !" , M B_O K  | M B JC O N IN F O R M A T IO N , 0);
///////////////////////////////////Interpolation///////////////////////////////////
int X 2 ,c ,X 1 , n , nlim , v iab le_ x , te s t;  
int v iab le_ p ix  ;//= (in t)((he igh t * w id th)/3);
d o u b le  e q u a tio n = 0 , X, a , in c re m e n t, a n g , a n g 2 , tia n g le , tw a n g le , ttan g le ; 
d o u b le  tiltorig, limit, pi = 3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4 ;
d o u b le  inAx, inAy, inA z, inBx, inBy, inB z, inC x, inC y, in C z ,E 1 = 0 .0 , E 2 = 0 .0 , E 3 = 0 .0 , Z; 
c h a r  n am e[3 0 ], so rt[8 ], b a se n a m e [4 0 ] ;
FILE *fptr;
p D C -> S e lec tO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill);
p D C -> F lo o d F ill(2 0 0 ,0 ,R G B (0 ,2 5 5 ,2 5 5 ));
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 750 ;x+ + )
fo r(y= 0;y< 50;y+ + )
{
tilt[x][y] = 0;
}
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 1500 ;x+ + )
fo r(y= 0;y< 50;y+ + )
{
twist[x][y] = 0;
}
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 7500 ;x+ + )
fo r(y= 0;y< 50;y+ + )
{
tilttwist[x][y] = 0;
}
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 150 ;x+ + )
for(y= 0 ;y< 50 ;y+ + )
{
parallel[x][y] = 0;
}
fo r(x= 0;x< 2;x+ + )
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fo r(y= 0 ;y< 50 ;y+ + )
{
live[x][y] = 0;
}
live[0][0] = 9;
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 750 ;x+ + )
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 10 ;y+ + )
{
tiltcoord[x][y] = 9 .9 ;
}
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 1500 ;x+ + )
for(y= 0 ;y< 10 ;y+ + )
{
tw istcoord[x][y] = 0 .0 ;
}
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 7500 ;x+ + )
for(y= 0 ;y< 10 ;y+ + )
{
tilttw istcoord[x][y] = 0 .0 ;
}
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 150 ;x+ + )
for(y= 0 ;y< 10 ;y+ + )
{
paralle lcoord[x][y] = 0 .0 ;
}
//////////////////2  thirds of im a g e  required for a m atch ///////////////
if (he igh t> w id th )
{
v iab le_ p ix = (in t)((h e ig h t/s ize )* (h e ig h t/s ize )* 1 9 ); //1 9  b lock s in central area
needed = 2/3 im age  
v iab le_ x  = (((h e ig h t/s ize )* 2 ) - ((he igh t-w id th )/2 )); //T h is is the height at which
pixel count starts
}
e ls e
{
v iab le_p ix= (in t)((w id th /size)* (w id th /size)*  19);
v iab le_ x  = (((w id th /size)*2) - ((w id th -heigh t)/2 )); //T his is the height at which
pixel count starts
}
H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e  = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te () ; 
in c re m e n t = 0 .0 ; 
ty p e  = 0;
tia n g le  = -0 .7 8 5 ; //T h is  is (-) limit fo r 90  d e g  s w e e p , 
tiltorig = 0 .0 2 8 6 ; 
tw a n g le  = 0 .0 2 2 7 ; 
t ta n g le  = 0 .09 ;
tiltcoun t = tw is tco u n t = tilttw istcoun t = 1; 
n=1;
fo r (y=0;y<42;y++){tiltcoord[x][y] = x;}
fo r (x = 0 ;x< 1500 ;x+ + )fo r (y= 0 ;y< 42 ;y+ + ) {tw istcoord[x][y] = x;}
fo r (x = 0 ;x< 25619 ;x+ + )fo r (y= 0 ;y< 42 ;y+ + ) {tilttw istcoord[x][y] = x;}*/
d o
{ ///////////start of au tom ated  im age gen eration  loop//////////////
if (n = = 1 )
{
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sw itch (type){  
c a s e  0:
in Ax = (0 .0  * (n u m -1 )); /// tilt! 
inAy = (0 .5  * w idth); 
inAz = (1 .0  * heigh t);
inBx = inAx + ((h e ig h t * tan (tian g le )) /1 2 );
inBy = (0 .0  * w idth);
inB z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * co s( tian g le )) ;
inC x = inAx + ((h e ig h t * tan (tian g le )) /1 2 );
inC y = (1 .0  * w idth);
inC z  = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * co s( tian g le )) ;
limit = 0 .7 8 5 ;
a n g  = tian g le ;
strcpy(sort," tilt_");
b re a k ;
c a s e  1:
inAx = (0 .0  * (n u m -1 )); III twist! 
inAy = (0 .5  * w idth); 
inA z = (1 .0  * heigh t);
inB x = inAx + (((w id th /2) * tan (tw an g le ))/1 2 ); 
inBy = (0 .0  * w idth); 
inB z = (0 .0  * h e igh t);
inC x = inAx - (((w id th /2) * tan ( tw a n g le ))/1 2 ) ;
inC y  = (1 .0  * w idth);
inC z  = (0 .0  * h e igh t);
limit = 3 .0 9 6 2 ;
nlim = 1642 ;
a n g  = tw an g le ;
s trcp y (so rt," tw is t_ ”);
b re a k ;
c a s e  2:
inAx = (0 .0  * (n u m -1 )); III tilt / twist! 
inAy = (0 .5  * w idth); 
inAz = (1 .0  * heigh t);
inBx = inAx + (((w id th /2) * tan ( tw a n g le )) /1 2 ) ;
inB y = (0 .0  * w idth);
inC z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * c o s(-0 .8 2 ));
inC x = inAx - (((w id th /2) * ta n ( tw a n g le )) /1 2 ) ;
inC y = (0 .0  * w idth);
inC z  = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * co s(-0 .8 2 )) ;
limit = 0 .8 2 ;
nlim = 2 9 4 0 3 ;
a n g  = (-1 * limit);
a n g 2  = 0 .0 2 8 6 ;
strcpy(sort," tilttw ist_");
b reak ;
c a s e  3:
inAx = (0 .0  * (n u m -1 )); III parallel!
inAy = (0 .5  * w idth);
inA z = (1 .0  * heigh t);
inB x = (0 .0  * (num -1));
inBy = (0 .0  * w idth);
inB z = (0 .0  * heigh t);
inC x = (0 .0  * (num -1));
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do{
inC y = (1 .0  * w idth); 
inC z = (0 .0  * height); 
nlim = 34;
limit = 34 .0 ; //w a s  11 
a n g  = 0 .0 ;
s trcp y (so rt,"para lle l_ ");
b reak ;
////////////////////////////P lane equation/////////////////////////////////
E1 = (((inB y - inAy) * (inC z - inAz)) - ((inB z-inA z) * (inCy-inA y)));
E 2 = (((inB z - inAz) * (inC x - inAx)) - ((inBx-inA x) * (inC z-inA z)));
E 3 = (((inBx - inAx) * (inC y - inAy)) - ((inBy-inA y) * (inCx-inA x)));
e q u a tio n  = ((E1*(-inA x)) + (E2*(-inA y)) + (E3*(-inA z))); 
e q u a tio n =  (-1 .0  * e q u a tio n );
/////////////////////Im age Interpolation///////////////////////////
if (inB y==inC y) III **plane p e rp e n d ic u la r  to  in d e x  b lo ck  data**
{
/*int Y;
a= 0 ; X 1=(int)(inB x); Y = (int)(inAy); Y inc=0; //initialising variables
new w id th = 1 0 0 ; //set w idth fo r resulting image
pix= (in t)(new w id th /(inC x  - inBx));
if(n> 1 ){T M G _im age_destroy (H resu lt);}
H resu lt = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te () ;
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su lt,  T M G _H E IG H T , heigh t); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su lt,  T M G _W ID T H , new w id th ); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su lt,  T M G _PIX E L _FO R M A T , T M G _Y 8); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su lt,  T M G _ L IN E S _ T H IS _ S T R IP , he igh t); 
if (T M G _ im ag e_ m a llo c_ a_ s trip (H re su lt)  != A SL _O K )
{
A fx M e s s a g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  on  im a g e  buffer", M B _O K  |
M B JC O N S T O P , 0);
re tu rn ;
}
p tr= (IM _U I8* )T M G _im age_ge t_p tr(H resu lt, T M G _IM A G E_D A TA );
if (inAy == inC y) {Yinc=0;} //avoid ing divide by zero  error
e ls e  { Y inc = (int)(w idth /  (inAy - inCy));} / /c h a n g e  o f y for slop ing
perpendicular p lane
h e ig h tc o u n t = 0; 
b u fp o s  = 0;
for(y  = 0, z  = 3 8 3  ; y < h e i g h t ; y++, z--) 
for(x  = 0; x < new w id th ; x++)
{
if(x==0){a=0; X 1=(int)(inB x); h e ig h tco u n t+ + ;}  
b u fp o s  = ((new w id th  * y) + x);
X2 = (X1 + 1);
if(he igh tcount> (sqrt(Y inc*Y inc)))
{
if(Y inc<0) (Y++; he ig h tco u n t= 0 ;}  III covers slopes in both
directions
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e ls e  if(Y inc==0){heightcount=0;} III for vertical p la n es
e ls e  {Y++; heigh tcoun t= 0 ;}
}
if (X1 < 0 .0  || X1 > (num -1))
{
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = 0;
}
e ls e
{
in c re m e n t = ((((double)index[X 2][Y ][z])-
((double)index[X 1][Y ][z]))/(double)pix); 
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = (BY TE)((index[X1][Y][z]) + (in t)( in c rem en t * a)); 
a+ + ;
if(a>pix) {a=0; X1++;} 
if(X 1>((int)(inC x)))
{
X 1=((int)(inB x)); break ;}
}
}
te s t= 0 ;
for(x = 0; x < h e i g h t ; x++) 
for(y  = 0; y < w idth; y++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y); 
if(*(ptr + b u fp o s )  > 1){test++;}
}
if(tes t == 0){type = 5; b reak;}
if(type == 0 ) //tilt 
{
inC x = inB x = inAx + ((h e ig h t * ta n (a n g )) /1 2 ); 
inC z  = inB z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * c o s (a n g )) ; 
a n g  += tiltorig;
}
e ls e  if(type == 1) ///tw ist 
{
inBx = inAx + (((w id th /2) * ta n (a n g )) /1 2 ); 
inBy = (inBx - inAx) * tan ((p i/2 )-((p i-an g )/2 )); 
inC x = inAx - (((w idth/2) * ta n (a n g )) /1 2 ); 
inC y = w id th  - ((inB x - inAx) * tan ((p i/2 )-((p i-an g )/2 ))); 
a n g + = tw a n g le ;
}
e ls e  if(type == 2) ///tilttw ist 
{
//////do  tilt/////
inBx = (inAx + (((w id th /2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 ))  + ((h e ig h t * ta n (a n g )) /1 2 ); 
inC x = (inAx - (((w id th /2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 ))  + ((h e ig h t * tan (a n g )) /1 2 ); 
inC z = inB z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * c o s (a n g )) ; 
a n g + =  ttan g le ;
if(ang>lim it) ////if tilt h a s  d o n e  its 9 p la n e s ...
{
a n g 2  += tw an g le ; 
a n g  = (-1 * limit);
/////tw ist, th e n  s ta r t tilt a g a in ///////
inBx = inAx + (((w idth/2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 );
inB y = (0 .0  * w idth);
inB z = inC z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * c o s (a n g )) ;
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inC x = inAx - (((w idth/2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 ); 
inC y = (1 .0  * w idth); 
a n g + =  ttan g le ;
if (an g 2 > 3 .0 9 6 2 ) ////if twist h a s  d o n e  1 8 0 d eg ...
{
/////////increm ent Ax. reset an g les , back to starting positions////// 
inAx = inAx + 1.0;
if (inAx > 11 .1 ) {ang = limit + 0 .5 ; b reak ;}  
e ls e  
{
a n g  = (-1 * limit); 
a n g 2  = tiang le ;
inBx = inAx + (((w idth/2) * ta n ( tw an g le ))/1 2 ); 
inBy = (0 .0  * w idth); 
inB z = (0 .0  * heigh t);
inC x = inAx - (((w idth/2) * ta n (tw an g le ))/1 2 ); 
inC y = (1 .0  * w idth); 
inC z = (0 .0  * heigh t);
}
}
}
}
co n tin u e ;
}
e ls e
{
I I I  **all other tilt / twist planes**  
d o u b le  Y;
X = Y = Z = in crem en t= 0 .0 ; a= X 2= c= X 1= 0 ; //in itialise variab les  
H resu lt = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su l t,  T M G JH E IG H T , heigh t); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su l t,  T M G _W ID T H , w idth); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su l t,  T M G _PIX E L _FO R M A T , T M G _Y 8); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su l t,  T M G _ L IN E S _ T H IS _ S T R IP , he igh t); 
if (T M G _ im a g e _ m a llo c _ a _ s trip (H re su lt)  != A SL _O K )
{
A fx M e s s a g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  o n  in te rp o la te d  im a g e  buffer", M B_O K  |
M B JC O N S T O P , 0);
co n tin u e ;
}
p tr= (IM _ U I8 * )T M G _ im ag e_ g et_ p tr(H resu lt, TM G _IM A G E_D A TA );
r  if(ynum !=0)
{
if(ynum = =1) //**y a x is  shift im age  left**
{
if(turn% 2 != 0)
{
*/ for(x  = 0, z  = (h e ig h t - 1 ) ;  x < h e i g h t ; x++, z--)
fo r(y  = 0; y < (w idth - 10); y++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y);
Y = (E 2  * (y + (in t(w id th /s ize))));
Z  = (E 3  * z);
X = ((e q u a tio n  - Y - Z )/(E 1 ));
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if (X > (num  - 1 ) )  {*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = 0;} 
e ls e  
{
if (X < 0 .0  )
{
*(ptr + b u fp o s) = 0;
}
e ls e
{
X1 = (int)(X);
a  = (sqrt((X  - X 1) * (X - X 1)));
X2 = (X1 + 1);
in c re m e n t = (doub le((index[X 1][(y  + (in t(w idth/size)))][z]) -  
(index[X 2][(y + (int(w idth/size)))][z]))); 
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = ((index[X 1][(y + (in t(w idth/size)))][z]) - (a  *
in crem en t));
}
}
}
/* }
}
if(ynum = =2) //*****y a x is  shift im age right*****||
{
if(turn% 2 == 0)
{
7  for(x  = 0, z  = (h e ig h t - 1 ) ;  x < h e i g h t ; x++ , z--)
for(y  = in t(w id th /size); y < w idth ; y++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y);
Y = (E 2  * (y - (in t(w id th /s ize))));
Z = (E 3  * z);
X = ( ( e q u a t io n - Y - Z ) / ( E 1 ) ) ;
if (X > (n u m  - 1 ) )  {*(ptr + b u fp o s )  = 0;}
e ls e
{
if (X < 0 .0 )
{
*(ptr + b u fp o s )  = 0;
}
e ls e
{
X1 = (int)(X);
a  = (sqrt((X  - X 1) * (X - X 1 )));
X2 = (X1 + 1);
in c re m e n t = (d o ub le((index [X 1][(y  - (in t(w idth/size)))][z]) -  
(index[X 2][(y  - (in t(w idth/size)))][z]))); 
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = ((index[X 1][(y  - (in t(w id th /size)))][z]) - (a  *
in crem en t));
}
}
}
/* }
}
}
if(ynum ==0)
{
for(x = 0, z  = (h e ig h t - 1 ) ;  x < h e ig h t ; x++, z--) 
for(y = 0; y < w idth; y++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y);
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Y = (E 2 * y);
Z  = (E 3 * z);
X = ( ( e q u a t io n -Y - Z ) /(E 1 ) ) ;  
if (X > (num  - 1 ) )  (*(ptr + b u fp o s) = 0;} 
e ls e  
{
if (X < 0 .0 )
{
*(ptr + b u fp o s) = 0;
}
e ls e
{
X1 = (int)(X);
a  = (sqrt((X  - X 1) * (X - X 1)));
X2 = (X1 + 1);
in c re m e n t = (double((index[X 1][y][z]) - (index[X2][y][z]))); 
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = ((index[X 1][y][z]) - (a  * in c rem en t));
}
}
}
// }
ito a (n , n u m c h a r , 10); //n am in g  of a u to m a te d  im a g e s
s trc p y (n a m e , so rt);
// s t rc p y (b a s e n a m e ,n a m e ) ;
s t rc a t(n a m e , n u m ch a r);
// _ ito a (y n u m , n u m c h a r , 10);
// s t rc a t(n a m e , n u m ch a r);
// s t rc a t(n a m e ," T s t.ti f ) ;
// s t rc p y (b a s e n a m e ,n a m e ) ;
// T M G _ irn a g e _ se t_ o u tf ile n a m e (H re su lt, n a m e );
// T M G _ im ag e_ w rite (H resu lt, NULL, T M G _T IFF , T M G _R U N );
// ynum + + ;
// }w hile(ynum <3);
// ynum = 0;
}
///////////////////./////////Saving result im ages///////////////////////
/*
_ ito a (n , n u m c h a r , 10); //nam ing of au tom ated  im a g e s
s trc p y (n a m e , so rt);
s trc a t(n a m e , n u m ch a r);
s trc a t(n a m e ," T e s t.tif ') ;
s t rc p y (b a s e n a m e ,n a m e ) ;
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ o u tfile n a m e (H re su lt, n a m e ); 
T M G _ im ag e_ w rite (H resu lt, NULL, T M G _T IFF , T M G _R U N );
*/
///////////////////////////M oving the im age p lan e//////////////////////
if(type == 0) //tilt 
{
te s t= 0 ;
for(x  = v iab le_x ; x <= (h e ig h t-(w id th /s iz e )+ ((w id th -h e ig h t) /2 )) ; x++) 
for(y  = 0; y < w idth; y++)
{
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b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y); 
if(*(ptr + b u fp o s) > 20){test++;}
}
if(tes t > v iab le_pix)
{
b a n d p a s s _ d o _ d a ta b a s e ( n ,  ptr, b a s e n a m e ) ;  
tiltcount++; 
tiltcoord[n][0] = n; 
tiltcoord[nj[1] = inAx; 
tiltcoord[n][2] = inBx; 
tiltcoord[n][3] = inCx; 
tiltcoord[n][4] = inAy; 
tiltcoord[n][5] = inBy; 
tiltcoord[nj[6] = inCy; 
tiltcoord[n][7] = inAz; 
tiltcoord[nj[8] = inBz; 
tiltcoord[n][9] = inC z; 
fp tr= fopen  ("coo rd tes tT i .txt", "a"); 
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ;  
fo r(y=0;y<10;y++ )
{
fprintf(fptr, "% lf", tiltcoord[n][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
fc lose(fp tr);
n++;
}
/*
if(ynum >=3)
{
ynum = 0;
turn++ ;
*/
inC x = inBx = inAx + ((h e ig h t * tan (an g ))/1 2 ); 
inC z = inB z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * co s(a n g )) ; 
a n g  += tiltorig;
// }
}
e ls e  if(type == 1) ///twist 
{
te s t= 0 ;
inAx = n u m  + 0 .5 ; 
a n g  = limit + 1;
/* for(x  = v iab le_x ; x <= (h e ig h t-(w id th /s iz e )+ ((w id th -h e ig h t) /2 )) ; x++) 
for(y = 0; y < w idth; y++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y); 
if(*(ptr + b u fp o s ) > 20){test+ + ;}
}
if(test > v iab le_p ix )
{
b a n d p a s s _ d o _ d a ta b a s e ( n ,  ptr, b a s e n a m e ) ;
tw is tcoun t+ + ;
tw istcoord[n][0] = n;
tw istcoord[n][1] = inAx;
tw istcoord[n][2] = inBx;
tw istcoord[n][3] = inCx;
tw istcoord[n][4] = inAy;
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tw istcoord[n][5] = inBy; 
tw istcoord[n][6] = inCy; 
tw istcoord[n][7] = inAz; 
tw istcoord[n][8] = inBz; 
tw istcoord[n j[9] = inCz;
fp tr= fope n ("co o rd te s tT w .tx t", "a"); 
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ;  
fo r(y=0;y<10;y++ )
{
fprintf(fptr, "% lf", tw istcoord[n][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
fprintf(fptr, "% lf", ang);fprin tf(fp tr, "\n");
fc lose(fp tr);
n++;
inBx = inAx + (((w idth /2) * tan (an g ))/1 2 );
inBy = (inBx - inAx) * tan ((p i/2 )-((p i-ang )/2 ));
inC x = inAx - (((w idth/2) * tan (an g ))/1 2 );
inC y = w idth - ((inBx - inAx) * tan ((p i/2 )-((p i-ang )/2 )));
a n g + = tw a n g le ;
}
e ls e  if(type == 2) ///tilttwist 
{
te s t= 0 ;
for(x = v iab le_x ; x <= (h e ig h t-(w id th /s iz e )+ ((w id th -h e ig h t) /2 )) ; x++) 
for(y = 0; y < w idth; y++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y); 
if(*(ptr + b u fp o s ) > 20){test++ ;}
}
if(test > v iab le_p ix )
{
b a n d p a s s _ d o _ d a ta b a s e ( n ,  ptr, b a s e n a m e ) ;  
if(type == 2){tilttw istcount++;}
tilttw istcoord[n][0] = n; 
tilttw istcoord[n][1] = inAx; 
tilttw istcoord[n][2] = inBx; 
tilttw istcoord[n][3] = inCx; 
tilttw istcoord[n][4] = inAy; 
tilttw istcoord[n][5] = inBy; 
tilttw istcoord[n][6] = inCy; 
tilttw istcoord[n][7] = inAz; 
tilttw istcoord[n][8] = inBz; 
ti Ittw is tco o rd  [n][9] = inC z; 
fp tr= fo p en ("co o rd testT T .tx t" , "a"); 
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ;  
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 10 ;y+ + )
{
fprintf(fptr, "% lf", tilttw istcoord[n][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
fprintfjfptr, "% lf- % lf ,  a n g , ang2);fp rin tf(fp tr, "\n");
fc lose(fp tr);
n++;
// ynum + + ;
}
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/* if(ynum > =3)
{
ynum = 0;
turn++ ;
7  //////do tilt/////
inBx = (inAx + (((w idth/2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 ))  + ((h e ig h t * ta n (a n g )) /1 2 ); 
inC x = (inAx - (((w idth/2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 ))  + ((h e ig h t * ta n (a n g ))/1 2 ); 
inC z = inB z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * c o s (a n g )) ; 
an g + =  ttan g le ;
if(ang>lim it) ////if tilt h a s  d o n e  its 9  p la n e s ...
{
a n g 2  += tw an g le ; 
a n g  = (-1 * limit);
//////twist, then start tilt again ///////
inBx = inAx + (((w idth /2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 ); 
inBy = (0 .0  * w idth);
inB z = inC z  = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * c o s (a n g )) ; 
inC x = inAx - (((w idth /2) * ta n (a n g 2 )) /1 2 ); 
inC y = (1 .0  * w idth); 
a n g + =  ttan g le ;
if(an g 2 > 3 .0 9 6 2 ) ////if twist h a s  d o n e  1 8 0 d eg ...
{
////////increm ent Ax, rese t a n g les , back to starting positions.////// 
inAx = inAx + 1.0;
if (inAx > 11 .1 ) (a n g  = limit + 0 .5 ; b reak ;}  
e ls e  
{
a n g  = (-1 * limit); 
a n g 2  = tian g le ;
inBx = inAx + (((w id th /2) * tan (tw an g le ))/1 2 ); 
inB y = (0 .0  * w idth); 
inB z = (0 .0  * heigh t);
inC x = inAx - (((w idth/2) * tan (tw an g le ))/1 2 ); 
inC y = (1 .0  * w idth); 
inC z  = (0 .0  * heigh t);
}
}
}
// }
}
e ls e  if(type == 3)
{
b a n d p a s s _ d o _ d a ta b a s e ( n ,  ptr, b a s e n a m e ) ;  
para lle lcoord [n ][0 ] = n; 
para lle lcoord [n ][1 ] = inAx; 
para lle lcoord [n ][2 ] = inBx; 
para lle lcoo rd [n ][3 ] = inCx; 
para lle lcoord [n ][4 ] = inAy; 
p a ra lle lcoo rd [n j[5 ] = inBy; 
p ara lle lcoord [n ][6 ] = inCy; 
p ara lle lcoord [n ][7 ] = inAz; 
para lle lcoo rd [n j[8 ] = inBz; 
para lle lcoord [n ][9 ] = inC z; 
fp tr= fo p en ("co o rd te s tP .tx t" , "a"); 
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ;  
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 10 ;y+ + )
{
fprintf(fptr, "% lf", paralle lcoord[n][y]);
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}
fprintf(fptr, n\n"); 
fc lose(fp tr); 
f* ynum + + ;
if(ynum >=3)
{
ynum = 0;
turn++;
7
inAx = inAx + (1 .0 /3 .0 ); 
inBx = inBx + (1 .0 /3 .0 ); 
inC x = inC x + (1 .0 /3 .0 ); 
an g + + ;
// }
n++;
}
/* if(test > v iab le_p ix )//!=  0)
{
b a n d p a s s _ d o _ d a ta b a s e ( n ,  ptr, b a s e n a m e ) ;
// g re y sc a le o n ly (n , ty p e , ptr, b a s e n a m e ) ;
if(type == 0){tiltcount++;} 
ifjtype == 1){tw istcount++;} 
ifjtype == 2){tilttw istcount++;}
}
7
T M G _ im ag e_ d e s tro y (H resu lt) ;
}while (ang<=lim it);
inAx = inAx + 1.0;
// tu rn= 1 ; y n um = 0 ; 
if(type == 0)
{
a n g  = tian g le ;
inC x = inBx = inAx + ((h e ig h t * tan (a n g )) /1 2 ); 
inB z = inC z = h e ig h t - (h e ig h t * c o s (a n g )) ;
}
if(type == 1)
{
a n g  = tw an g le ;
inB x = inAx + (((w id th /2) * ta n (a n g )) /1 2 );
inC x = inAx - (((w idth/2) * ta n (a n g )) /1 2 );
inB y = (inBx - inAx) * tan ((p i/2 )-((p i-an g )/2 ));
inC y = w idth  - ((inB x - inAx) * tan ((p i/2 )-((p i-an g )/2 )));
}
if (inAx > 11 .1 ) {type++; n= 1;} 
jw h ile  (ty p e  <=3);
T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H resu lt, p D C -> G e tS a feH d c ()) ; 
T M G Jm a g e _ c o n v e r t(H re su l t,  H u p d a te ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G _IS_D IB , T M G _RU N ); 
T M G J m a g e _ c o n v e r t(H re su l t,  H re s to re d ib _ im a g e ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , TM G _IS_D IB ,
TM G _RU N );
T M G _ d isp lay _ im ag e(H d isp lay , H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e ,  T M G _R U N ); 
T M G _ im ag e_ d e s tro y (H resu lt) ;
T M G J m a g e _ d e s tro y (H re s to re d ib _ im a g e ) ;
g re y f ile = fo p e n ("g re y sc a le .re su lts" , "a");
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fprintf(greyfile, "C orre la tion  R esu lts : \n");
fprintf(greyfile, "T ype = % d, N um  = % d, m ax co rr = % lf \n", C m a x ty p e .C m a x n .c o rrm a x ); 
fprintf(greyfile, "NMI R esu lts : \n");
fp rin tfjgreyfile , "T ype = % d, N um  = % d, m axNM I = % lf’, N m ax ty p e , N m ax n , N M Im ax);
fprintf(greyfile, "\n");
fc lo se(g rey file);
7
A fx M e ss a g e B o x ("D a ta b a se  C rea te d !" , M B_OK | M B JC O N IN F O R M A T IO N , 0);
}
v o id  b a n d p a s s _ d o _ d a ta b a s e ( in t  n, IM UI8* ptr, c h a r  * b a s e n a m e )
///////////////////////////////D atabase construction///////////////////////////////////
{
int x, y, i, j, m inbp , m ax b p , b u fp o s , d im en sio n ;
u n s ig n e d  long  int b u fp o s c o m p a riso n  = 0, b u fp o s ta rg e t = 0, bu fposfft = 0; 
float g rey level;
d o u b le  m ax  = 0 .0 ,c iex ,c iey ,c iez ,lu m , lum m ax; 
d o u b le  **creal, **cim ag,**treal, **timag, **breal, **bim ag; 
d o u b le  a ,w ,csflu t[400];
c o n s t  d o u b le  L =40.0 , p = 8 .5 , b= (0 .3  * po w (1 .0 + 1 0 0 .0 /4 0 .0 , 0 .15 ));
IM_UI8 *p tp ix e lC o m p ariso n , *ptpixelfft;
H B R U SH  hB rushF ill;
H re s to r e d ib jm a g e  = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te () ;
H ta rg e t = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
H co m p ariso n  = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
Hfft = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te () ;
if (h e igh t< w id th ){d im ension  = width;} 
e lse{ d im en s io n  = height;}
////////////////////////////// first load c s f  lut array //////////////////////////
// L = 4 0 .0 ; // m e a n  lu m in a n c e  s c r e e n  in cd /m 2  
// p = 8 .5 ; // im a g e  d isp lay  s iz e , v is  a n g le  d e g r e e s  
b = 0 .3  * p o w (1 .0 + 1 0 0 .0 /L , 0 .15 ); 
w  = 0 .0 ;
for(i = 0; i < 4 0 0 ; i++)
{
w  += 0 .11 ;
a  = (5 4 0 .0  * p o w (1 .0 + 0 .7  /  L,-0 .2 )) / (1 .0  + (1 2 .0 /p ) * p ow (1 .0+ 1 .0 /(3 .0*w ), -2 .0)); 
csflut[i] = a  * w  * ex p (-b  * w ) * s q r t(1 .0 + 0 .6*exp(b*w ));
}
////////////////////////////////////B andpassing//////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////// create  fft im age buffers and arrays /////////////////
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H fft, T M G JH E IG H T , d im en sio n ); 
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H fft, TM G _W ID TH , d im en sio n ); 
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H fft, T M G _PIX E L _FO R M A T , T M G _Y 8); 
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H fft, T M G _L IN E S _T H IS _S T R IP , d im en sio n ); 
if (T M G _ im ag e_ m allo c_ a_ strip (H fft) != A SL_O K )
{
A fx M e ss a g e B o x fm a llo c  e r ro r  on  fft im a g e  buffer", M B_O K  | M B _IC O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
}
/////////////////////////// g e t im age //////////////////////////////
I*
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ in f ile n a m e (H c o m p a r iso n , b a s e n a m e ) ;
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T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H c o m p a riso n , T M G _H E IG H T , T M G _A U T O _H E IG H T ); 
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H c o m p a riso n , TM G _W ID TH , T M G _A U TO _W ID T H ); 
if (T M G _ im ag e _ read (H co m p ariso n , TM G_NULL, T M G _R U N ) != A SL_O K )
{
strcp y (lin e ,"e rro r o p en in g  -" ) ; 
s t rc a t( lin e ,b a se n a m e ) ;
A fx M essag eB o x (lin e , M B_O K  | M B JC O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
}
T M G _ im ag e_ c o n v e rt(H co m p ariso n , H u p d a te ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G _IS_D IB ,
T M G _R U N );
T M G _ im ag e_ c o n v e rt(H co m p ariso n , H re s to red ib _ im ag e ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G _IS_D IB ,
TM G _R U N );
T M G _ d isp lay _ im ag e(H d isp lay , H re s to re d ib jm a g e ,  T M G _R U N ); 
T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H d isp lay , 0);
S le e p (5 0 0 );
*/
//////////////////////////////////// FFT /////////////////////////////////////
ptpixelfft=(IM_U 18*) T M G Jm ag e_ge t_p tr(H fft,T M G _IM A G E _D A T A ); 
p tp ix e lC o m p ariso n =  ptr;//(IM _UI8*) 
T M G _ im ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H co m p ariso n ,T M G JM A G E _ D A T A );
lu m m ax  = m ax  = 0 .0 ;
//fin d  m axim um  lum inance  
for(y  = (in t)(h e ig h t/s ize ); y < h e igh t+ 1 ; y++) 
for(x = 0; x  < w idth; x++)
{
bufposfft = w idth  * y  + x;
g rey lev e l = (floa t)* (p tp ixe lC om parison+ + );
rgb 2 x y z(g rey lev e l, g rey lev e l, g rey lev e l, & ciex, & ciey, & ciez, &lum); 
if(lum m ax< lum )lum m ax= lum ;
}
// load com parison  im age to fft buffer 
p tp ix e lC o m p ariso n =  ptr;
T M G _ im age_ge t_p tr(H com parison ,T M G _IM A G E _D A T A ); 
for(y = 0; y < d im e n s io n  ; y++) 
for(x = 0; x < d im en sio n ; x++)
{
bufposfft = d im e n s io n  * y + x;
if(y >= (d im en s io n -h e ig h t)/2  && y < h e ig h t + (d im e n s io n -h e ig h t)/2  ) 
if(x >= (d im en sio n -w id th )/2  && x < w idth  + (d im en sio n -w id th )/2  )
{
// *(ptpixelfft + bufposfft)=  * (p tp ix e lC o m p ariso n + + );
g rey lev e l = (f loa t)* (p tp ixe lC om parison+ + ); 
rg b 2 x y z(g rey lev e l, g rey lev e l, g rey lev e l, & ciex, & ciey, & ciez, &lum); 
*(ptpixelfft + bufposfft) = (B Y TE )floor(lum  *255 / lum m ax);
// convert grey level to lum inance
if(*(ptpixelfft + b u fposfft)> 255 )
{
*(ptpixelfft + bufposfft) = 255;}
}
e ls e  {*(ptpixelfft + bu fposfft) = 0;}
}
S le e p (3 0 0 );
////////////////////////////////// crea te  matrix buffers /////////////////////////////////
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// creal and cim ag take forward transform
if((creal = (doub le**)m alloc(512*sizeof(doub le))) == NULL)
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  on  fft c re a l im a g e  buffer", M B_O K  |
M B JC O N S T O P , 0 );re tu rn ;}  
fo r(i= 0;i< 512;i++) if((creal[i] = (d o u b le* )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le ))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e r ro r  on  fft c rea l im a g e  bu ffe r co lu m n s" , M B_O K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0);re tu rn ;}  
if((cim ag = (doub le** )m alloc(512*sizeo f(doub le))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  on  fft c im ag  im a g e  buffer", M B_O K  |
M B JC O N S T O P , 0);re tu rn ;}  
fo r(i= 0;i< 512;i++) if((cimag[i] = (d o u b le* )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le ))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  o n  fft c im ag  im a g e  bu ffe r co lu m n s" , M B_O K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0);return ;}
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l l i l l l l l l
//now  load real and im aginary buffers with im age data (from Hfft) 
p tpixelfft=(IM_U18*) T M G Jm ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H fft,T M G JM A G E _ D A T A ); 
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 512 ;y+ + ) 
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 512 ;x+ + )
{
creal[x][y] = (double)*(ptpixelfft++); 
cim ag[x][y] = 0 .0 ;
}
F F T 2 D (crea l, c im ag , 5 1 2  , 5 1 2  , FO R W A R D );
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 512 ;y+ + )
fo r(x= 0 ;x< 512 ;x+ + )
{
if(sqrt(creal[x][y]*creal[x][y])>m ax) m a x  = sqrt(creal[x][y]*creal[x][y]);
}
ptpixelfft=(IM _UI8*) T M G Jm a g e _ g e t_ p tr (H fft,T M G JM A G E _ D A T A ); 
t r a n s p o se J o r_ d is p la y (p tp ix e lf f t ,  c re a l, m ax);
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// treal and tim ag take tra n sp o sed  spectrum  for filtering and then  rev erse  fft
if((treal = (d o u b le* * )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le ))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e r ro r  on  fft tre a l im a g e  b u ffe r row ", M B_O K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0 );re tu rn ;}  
for(i=0 ;i< 512;i++) if((treal[i] = (d o u b le* )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le )))  == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e r ro r  on  fft tre a l im a g e  b u ffe r co lu m n s" , M B_O K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0 );return;} 
if((tim ag = (d o u b le* * )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le ))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e r ro r  on  fft tim ag  im a g e  buffer", M B _O K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0);re tu rn ;}  
for(i=0;i<512;i++)if((tim ag[i] = (d o u b le* )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le )))  == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  on  fft tim ag  im a g e  b u ffe r co lu m n s" , M B_O K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0 ) ;return;}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// breal and bim ag take spectrum  for b a n d p a ss  filtering and then reverse  fft
if((breal = (doub le* * )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le ))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e r ro r  o n  fft b re a l im a g e  bu ffe r row ", M B_O K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0);re tu rn ;}  
for(i=0 ;i< 512;i++) if((breal[i] = (d o u b le* )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le )))  == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  o n  fft b re a l im a g e  b u ffe r co lu m n s" , M B_O K  |
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M B J C O N S T O P , 0 );retu rn ;}  
if((bim ag = (doub le** )m alloc(512*sizeo f(doub le ))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  o n  fft b im ag  im a g e  buffer", MB J D K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0 );return;}  
for(i=0;i<512;i++)if((bim ag[i] = (d o u b le* )m a llo c (5 1 2 * sizeo f(d o u b le ))) == NULL) 
{ A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  on  fft b im ag  im a g e  bu ffe r co lu m n s" , MB JD K  |
M B J C O N S T O P , 0 );re tu rn ;}  
///// quadrants MUST be transposed fo r reverse transform  
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 256 ;y+ + ) fo r(x= 0;x< 256;x+ + )
{
treal[x][y] = creal[x+ 256][y+ 256]; 
tim ag[x][y] = c im ag[x+ 256][y+ 256];
}
fo r(y= 256 ;y< 512 ;y+ + ) fo r(x= 256 ;x< 512 ;x+ + )
{
treal[x][y] = crea l[x -256][y -256]; 
tim ag[x][y] = c im ag[x -256][y-256];
}
fo r(y= 256 ;y< 512 ;y+ + ) fo r(x= 0 ;x< 256 ;x+ + )
{
treal[x][y] = crea l[x+ 256][y -256]; 
tim ag[x][y] = cim ag[x+ 256][y -256];
}
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 256 ;y+ + ) fo r(x= 256 ;x< 512 ;x+ + )
{
treal[x][y] = creal[x -256][y+ 256]; 
tim ag[x][y] = cim ag[x -256][y+ 256];
}
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 512 ;y+ + ) fo r(x= 0 ;x< 512 ;x+ + ) // d o  w e ig h tin g  
{
if(x == 2 5 6  && y  == 2 5 6 ) co n tin u e ; 
i = (in t)sq rt((x -255)*(x -255)+ (y-255)* (y -255));
treal[x][y] = treal[x][y] * csflut[i] /  4 3 3 .0 ; // divided by m axim um  csf value
//(ca lcu la ted in csf option in menu)
tim ag[x][y] = tim ag[x][y] * csflut[i] / 4 3 3 .0 ;
}
////////////////////////// s ep era te  into o c ta v e  b an d s /////////////////////////////
// s e t  b a n d p a ss  limits
m inbp  = 0; 
m ax b p  = 64;
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 512 ;y+ + ) fo r(x= 0 ;x< 512 ;x+ + ) // d o  b a n d p a ssin g
if( (in t)sq rt((x -255 )* (x -255 )+ (y -255 )* (y -255 ))< m inbp  || (in t)sqrt((x -255)*(x-
2 5 5 )+ (y -2 5 5 )* (y -2 5 5 ))> m ax b p )
{
breal[x][y] = 0 .0 ; 
bim ag[x][y] = 0 .0 ;
}
e ls e
{
breal[x][y] = tre a l[x ][y ]; 
bim ag[x][y] = tim ag [x ][y ];
}
/////////////////////// DISPLAY AND SAVE B A N D P A SSE D  IMAGE /////////////////////
F F T 2 D (b rea l, b im ag , 5 1 2  , 5 1 2  , R E V E R S E );
// s c a le  to m axim um  for d isp lay and correlation p u rp o ses  only, o th erw ise  s a v e  original fft
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max = 0.0;
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 512 ;y+ + ) for(x=0;x<512;x++ )if(sqrt(breal[x][y]*breal[x][y])> m ax) m a x  =
sqrt(breal[x][y]*breal[x][y]);
ptpixelfft=(IM _UI8*) T M G _im age_get_p tr(H fft,T M G _IM A G E _D A T A ); 
fo r(y= 0 ;y< 512 ;y+ + ) fo r(x=0;x<512;x++ )
{
bufposfft = 512*y + x;
*(ptpixelfft+bufposfft) =(B Y T E)(sqrt(breal[x][y]*breal[x][y]) *255 .0 /m ax);
}
for(j=0;j<512;j++)
{
free(crea l[j]);
free(cim ag[j]);
free(treal[j]);
free(tim ag[j]);
free(breal[j]);
free(b im ag[j]);
}
free (c rea l);
free (c im ag );
free(trea l);
free(tim ag );
free (b rea l);
free (b im ag );
///////////////////////Starting th e feature locatin g///////////////////// 
int b locknum , s ta rtx , finx, s ta rty , finy, m ax g = 0 , th re sh o ld = 0 ;
FILE *fptr;
//ignoring first two rows and last row 
for(y = (( in t)(d im en sio n /s ize ) * 2); y  < ((d im e n s io n  + 1) - ((in t)(d im en sio n /s ize )));
y + +
for(x = 0; x < d im en sio n ; x++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((d im en s io n  * y) + x);
if(*(ptpixelfft+bufpos)>  m ax g ) {m axg = *(p tpixelfft+bufpos);}
}
b locknum  = 15; //  **Starting fe a tu re  lo ca tio n  a t  1 s t b lock  in row  3** 
th re sh o ld  = (in t)(m axg  * 0 .4 ); //T h re sh o ld  is %  o f m a x  g re y  level
// S iz e  of an a ly s is  block, i.e: s iz e  * s iz e  matrix
s ta r tx  = 0;
s ta r ty  = ( in t)(d im en sio n /s iz e ) * 2; 
finx = (s ta rtx  + (in t)(d im en sio n /s ize )); 
finy = (s ta rty  + (in t)(d im en sio n /s ize ));
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
do{
m ax g  = 0;
for(y = sta rty ; y < finy; y++) 
for(x = sta rtx ; x < finx; x++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((d im en s io n  * y) + x);
if(*(ptpixelfft+bufpos)>  m ax g ) {m axg = *(ptpixelfft+bufpos);}
}
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if(type == 0)
{
if(m axg > th re sh o ld ) {tilt[n][blocknum] = 1;} 
e ls e  {tilt[n][blocknum] = 0;}
}
e ls e  if (type  == 1)
{
if(m axg > th re sh o ld )  {tw ist[n][blocknum ] = 1;} 
e ls e  {tw ist[n][blocknum ] = 0;}
}
e ls e  if (type  == 2)
{
if(m axg > th re sh o ld )  {tilttw ist[n][blocknum ] = 1;} 
e ls e  {tilttw ist[n][blocknum ] = 0;}
}
e ls e  if (type  == 3)
{
if(m axg > th re sh o ld )  {paralle l[n ][b locknum ] = 1;} 
e ls e  {parallel[n][b locknum ] = 0;}
}
e ls e  if (type  == 4)
{
if(m axg > th re sh o ld )  {live[0][blocknum ] = 1;} 
e ls e  {live[0][blocknum ] = 0;}
}
e ls e  { A fx M e ssa g e B o x flm a g e  T y p e  Error!", M B_O K  | M B JC O N S T O P ,
0); return;}
b locknum + + ; 
m axg  = 0;
///////////////////////////////Adaptive B locks!//////////////////////////////////
if (b lo ck n u m = = size  || b lo ck n u m = = (size  * 2) || b lo ck n u m = = (s ize  * 3) || 
b lo ck n u m = = (size  * 4 ) || b lo ck n u m = = (s ize  * 5) || b lo ck n u m = = (s ize  * 6 ) || b lo ck n u m = = (size
* 7) || b lo ck n u m = = (s ize  * 8))
{
finx = d im en sio n ;
}
e ls e  if (b lo ck n u m = = ((s ize  * (s ize-1  ))+1))
{
starty= finy ;
finy= d im ension ;
s ta rtx= 0 ;
finx = (s ta rtx  + (in t)(d im en sio n /s iz e ));
e ls e  if (b lo ck n u m = = (size  + 1) || b lo c k n u m = = ((s iz e  * 2 )+ 1 ) || 
b lo ck n u m = = ((s ize  * 3 )+ 1) || b lo ck n u m = = ((s ize  * 4 )+ 1 ) || b lo ck n u m = = ((s ize  * 5)+ 1) || 
b lo ck n u m = = ((s ize  * 6 )+ 1))
{
starty= finy;
finy+ = ((in t)(d im ension /s ize));
s ta rtx = 0 ;
finx = (s ta rtx  + (in t)(d im en sio n /s ize ));
e ls e
{
startx= finx;
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fm x+ = (in t)(d im ension /size);
}
}w hile(b locknum < ((size  * (size-1  ))+1));
fp tr= fopen("b lock test_ final.tx t", "a");
if(type == 3)
{
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ; 
fo r(y= 0 ;y< ((s ize  * (size-2 ))+ 1);y+ + )
{
fprintf(fptr, " % d ", parallel[n][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
}
e ls e  if(type == 2)
{
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ; 
fo r(y= 0 ;y< ((s ize  * (s ize -2 ))+ 1 );y+ + )
{
fprintf(fptr, " % d ", tilttwist[n][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
}
e ls e  if(type == 1)
{
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ;  
fo r(y= 0 ;y< ((s ize  * (s ize -2 ))+ 1 );y+ + )
{
fprintf(fptr, " % d ", tw ist[n][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
}
e ls e  if(type == 0)
{
fprintf(fptr, "% s\n", b a s e n a m e ) ;  
fo r(y= 0 ;y< ((s ize  * (s ize -2 ))+ 1 );y+ + )
{
fprintf(fptr, " % d ", tilt[n][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
}
e ls e  if(type == 4)
{
fprintf(fptr, "Live lm age:\n "); 
fo r(y= 0 ;y< ((s ize  * (s ize -2 ))+ 1 );y + + )
{
fprintf(fptr, " % d ", live[0][y]);
}
fprintf(fptr, "\n");
}
fc lose(fp tr);
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
T M G _ im ag e_ d e s tro y (H ta rg e t); 
T M G _ im a g e _ d e s tro y (H c o m p a riso n ); 
T M G _ im a g e _ d e s tro y (H re s to re d ib _ im a g e ); 
T M G _im age_destroy (H fft) ;
D ele teO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill);
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re tu rn ;
}
void LiveMatching()
{
c h a r  b a se n a m e [6 0 ] , n am e[6 0 ], n u m char[5 ], b locks[5 ], line[70]; 
int x, y, w , z, sh ift = 0, p ix e lta rg e t = 0, p ix e lco m p ariso n  = 0; 
int im a g e s , n, m ax n u m , Q , b locknum , u se = 0 , ta lly= 0 , o v e rlo ad = 0 ; 
u n s ig n e d  long int b u fp o sc o m p a riso n  = 0, b u fp o s ta rg e t = 0; 
long ta rg e tg re y le v e l_ m e a n  = 0, c o m p a r iso n g re y le v e l_ m e a n  = 0; 
d o u b le  c o rre la tio n _ p o s  = 0 .0 , c o rre la tio n _ n e g  = 0 .0 ; 
d o u b le  n u m e ra to r_ p o s  = 0 .0 , v a r ia n c e x _ p o s  = 0 .0 , v a r ia n c e y _ p o s  = 0 .0 ; 
d o u b le  n u m e ra to r_ n e g  = 0 .0 , v a ria n c e x _ n e g  = 0 .0 , v a r ia n c e y _ n e g  = 0 .0 ; 
d o u b le  e n tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s [2 5 6 ] ,e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ p o s [2 5 6 ]; 
d o u b le  e n tro p y ta rg e t_ n e g [2 5 6 ] ,e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ n e g [2 5 6 ]; 
d o u b le  N M I_pos, H 1 _ p o s , H 2 _ p o s , H 1 2 _ p o s, N M I_neg , H 1 _ n e g , H 2 _ n eg , 
H 1 2 _ n eg , NM IIist[805], corrlist[805];
d o u b le  inAx, inAy, inAz, inBx, inBy, inBz, inCx, inC y, inC z, com plis t[805][10], 
maxN M I, m axco rr;
IM _UI8 *p tp ixelT arget, * p tp ix e lC o m p ariso n , *ptr;
H B R U SH  hB rushF ill;
FILE *fp_corre la tion ;
FILE *file;
f ilen am e  res to re filed lg ;
CCIientD C * pD C  = n ew  C C Iien tD C (th is);
H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e  = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te () ;
H ta rg e t = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
H resu lt = T M G _ im a g e _ c re a te () ;
T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H d isp lay , 0);
fo r(z= 0 ;z< 10 ;z+ + )
for(w = 0;w < 805 ;w + + )
{
com plist[w ][z] = 0;
}
fo r(w = 0;w < 805 ;w + + )
{
NMIIist[w] = 0;
}
fo r(w = 0;w < 805 ;w + + )
{
corrlist[w ] = 0;
}
fo r(w = 0;w < ((size*size)+ 1  );w ++)
{
live[0][w] = 0;
}
//////////////////////////////// get target slice //////////////////////////////////
pD C -> S e lec tO b jec t(h B ru sh F ill);
pD C -> F lo o d F ill(2 0 0 ,0 ,R G B (0 ,2 5 5 ,2 5 5 ));
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T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H d isp lay , p D C -> G e tS a feH d c ()) ;
re s to re filed lg .m _ title  = "Live Im ag e  F ilenam e:"; 
re s to re filed lg .m _ file ty p e  = " .tif ; 
re s to re f iled lg .m _ filen am e  = "p l3usse t" ;
U pdateD a ta (F A L S E );
int re su lt = resto refiled lg .D oM odal(); 
if(resu lt != IDOK){return;}
s t rc p y (b a s e n a m e , re s to re filed lg .m _ filen am e); 
s t r c a t( b a s e n a m e , " .tif);
type= 4 ;
n=1;
b locknum = 0;
res to re filed lg .m _ title  = "N u m b er B locks R eqd:"; 
res to re filed lg .m _ file ty p e  = "blks"; 
re s to re f iled lg .m _ filen am e  =
U pdateD a ta (F A L S E );
re su lt = res to re filed lg .D oM odal(); 
if(result != IDOK){return;}
s trcp y (b lo ck s , re s to re f iled lg .m _ filen am e); 
b locknum  = a to i(b lo ck s);
T M G _ im a g e _ s e tJn f ile n a m e (H ta rg e t, b a s e n a m e ) ;
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H ta rg e t, T M G _H E IG H T , T M G _A U TO _H E IG H T); 
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H ta rg e t, TM G _W ID TH , T M G _A U TO _W ID T H ); 
if (T M G _ im ag e _ read (H ta rg e t, TM G _N U LL, T M G _R U N ) != A SL_O K )
{
s trcp y (lin e ,"e rro r o p e n in g  -" ) ;  
s t rc a t( l in e ,b a se n a m e ) ;
A fx M essag eB o x (lin e , M B _O K  | M B JC O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
}
ptr=(IM _UI8*) T M G _im age_ge t_p tr(H targe t,T M G _IM A G E _D A T A ); 
b a n d p a s s _ d o _ d a ta b a s e ( n ,  ptr, b a s e n a m e ) ;
for(x=1 ;x<((num *3)-1 );x++)
{
tally = 0;
////if no match in vital central areas, go to next im age!////// 
for(y=16;y<21;y++){if(parallel[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=23;y<28;y++){if(parallel[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=30;y<35;y++){if(parallel[x][y] == live[0][yj){tally++;}} 
for(y=38;y<41;y++){if(parallel[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
if(ta lly<  15){continue;}  
tally=0;
for(y=1 ;y< ((s ize*size)+ 1  );y++)
{
if(parallel[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}
}
if(tally >= b locknum )
{
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inAx = parallelcoord[x][1]; 
inBx = parallelcoord[x][2]; 
inC x = parallelcoord[x][3]; 
inAy = parallelcoord[x][4]; 
inBy = parallelcoord[x][5]; 
inC y = parallelcoord[x][6]; 
inA z = parallelcoord[x][7]; 
inB z = parallelcoord[x][8]; 
inC z = parallelcoord[x][9]; 
com plist[n][0] = n; 
com plist[n][1] = inAx; 
com plist[n][2] = inBx; 
com plist[n][3] = inCx; 
com plist[n j[4] = inAy; 
com plist[n][5] = inBy; 
com plist[n][6] = inCy; 
com plistin][7] = inAz; 
com plist[n][8] = inBz; 
com plist[n j[9] = inC z;
in te rp o la te (n , u s e , inAx, inBx, inC x, inAy, inBy, inC y, inAz, inB z, inCz); 
n++;
}
}
for(x=1 ;x< tiltcount;x++)
{
tally=0;
////if no match in vital central areas, go to next im age!////// 
for(y=16;y<21;y++){if(tilt[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=23;y<28;y++){if(tilt[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=30;y<35;y++){if(tilt[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=38;y<41;y++){if(tilt[x][yj == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
if(ta lly<  15){continue;}
tally=0;
for(y=1 ;y< ((s ize*size)+ 1  );y++)
{
if(tilt[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}
}
if(tally >= b locknum )
{
inAx = tiltcoord[x][1]; 
inBx = tiltcoord[xj[2]; 
inC x = tiltcoord[x][3]; 
inAy = tiltcoord[x][4]; 
inBy = ti Itcoord  [x] [5]; 
inC y = ti Itcoord [x][6]; 
inA z = tiltcoord[x)[7]; 
inB z = ti Itcoord  [x] [8]; 
inC z = ti Itcoord [x][9]; 
com plist[n][0] = n; 
com plist[n][1] = inAx; 
com plist[n][2] = inBx; 
com plist[n][3] = inCx; 
com plist[n][4] = inAy; 
com plist[n][5] = inBy; 
com plist[n][6] = inCy; 
com plist[n][7] = inAz; 
com plist[n][8] = inBz;
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complist[n][9] = inCz;
interpolate^, use, inAx, inBx, inCx, inAy, inBy, inCy, inAz, inBz, inCz); 
n++;
}
}
for(x=0;x<twistcount;x++)
{
tally=0;
////if no match in vital central areas, go to next im age!////// 
for(y=16;y<21;y++){if(twist [x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=23;y<28;y++){if(twist [xj[y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=30;y<35;y++){if(twist [x][yj == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=38;y<41;y++){if(twist [x][yj == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
if(tally< 15){continue;}
for(y=1 ;y<((size*size)+1 );y++)
{
if(tilt[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}
}
if(tally >= blocknum)
{
inAx = twistcoord[x][1]; 
inBx = twistcoord[x][2]; 
inCx = twistcoord[x][3]; 
inAy = twistcoord[x][4]; 
inBy = twistcoord[x][5]; 
inCy = twistcoord[x][6]; 
inAz = twistcoord[x][7]; 
inBz = twistcoord[x][8]; 
inCz = twistcoord[x][9]; 
complist[n] 
complist[n 
complist[n 
complist[n 
complistjn 
complist[n 
complist[n 
complist[n 
complist[n 
complist[n]
interpolate^, use, inAx, inBx, inCx, inAy, inBy, inCy, inAz, inBz, inCz); 
n++;
}
for(x=1 ;x<tilttwistcount;x++)
{
tally=0;
////if no match in vital central areas, go to next im age!////// 
for(y=16;y<21;y++){if(tilttwist[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=23;y<28;y++){if(tilttwist[x][y] == live[0][yj){tally++;}} 
for(y=30;y<35;y++){if(tilttwist[x][yj == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
for(y=38;y<41;y++){if(tilttwist[xj[yj == live[0][y]){tally++;}} 
if(tally< 15){continue;} 
tally=0;
for(y=1 ;y<((size*size)+1 );y++)
[0] = n;
[1] = inAx;
[2] = inBx;
[3] = inCx;
[4] = inAy;
[5] = inBy;
[6] = inCy;
[7] = inAz;
[8] = inBz;
[9] = inC z;
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{
if(tilttwist[x][y] == live[0][y]){tally++;}
}
if(tally >= b locknum )
{
inAx = tilttw istcoord[x][1]; 
inBx = tilttw istcoord[x][2]; 
inC x = tilttw istcoord[x][3]; 
inAy = tilttw istcoord[x][4]; 
inB y = tilttw istcoord[x][5]; 
inC y = tilttw istcoord[x][6]; 
inA z = tilttw istcoord[x][7]; 
inB z = tilttw istcoord[x][8]; 
inC z = tilttw istcoord[x][9]; 
com plist[n][0] = n; 
com plist[n][1] = inAx; 
com plist[n][2] = inBx; 
com plist[n][3] = inCx; 
com plist[n][4] = inAy; 
com plist[n][5] = inBy; 
com plist[n][6] = inCy; 
com plist[n][7] = inAz; 
com plist[n][8] = inBz; 
com plist[n][9] = inC z;
in te rp o la te ^ ,  u s e , inAx, inBx, inC x, inAy, inBy, inC y, inAz, inBz, inC z); 
n++;
}
}
///////////////////////////////S tart C om parisons///////////////////////////////////// 
im a g e s  = 0;
if (n= = 0){A fxM essageB ox("N o  su ita b le  m a tc h e s ..." , M B _O K  | M B JC O N S T O P , 0);}
e ls e
{
for(x=0;x<n;x++ )
{
//n am in g  o f a u to m a te d  im a g e s  
_ ito a (im a g e s , n u m c h a r , 10); 
s trc p y (n a m e , "co m p ariso n _ "); 
s t rc a t(n a m e , n u m ch a r); 
s trc a t(n am e ," .tif ') ;
Hin = T M G _ im ag e_ c rea te ( );
T M G _ im ag e_ se t_ in filen am e(H in , n a m e );
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H in , T M G JH E IG H T , T M G _A U T O _H E IG H T ); 
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H in , TM G _W ID TH , T M G _A U TO _W ID T H ); 
if(T M G _im age_ read (H in , TM G _N U LL, T M G _R U N ) != A SL _O K )
{
strcp y (lin e ,"e rro r o p e n in g  -" ) ;  
s trc a t( lin e ,n a m e );
A fx M essag eB o x (lin e , M B_O K  | M B JC O N S T O P , 0); 
c o n tin u e ;
}
////////////////////////////// get pixel pointers ///////////////////////////////
p tp ix e lT arg e t=  ptr;//(IM _UI8*) T M G Jm ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H ta rg e t,T M G _ IM A G E _ D A T A ); 
p tp ix e lC o m p ariso n =  (IM _U I8*)(T M G Jm age_get_p tr(H in ,T M G _IM A G E _D A T A ));
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//////////////////////////////// calculate mean grey level //////////////////////
c o m p a r iso n g re y le v e l_ m e a n  = 0; 
ta rg e tg re y le v e l_ m e a n  = 0; 
for(y = 0; y < he igh t; y++) 
for(Q  = 0; Q  < w idth; Q ++)
{
ta rg e tg re y le v e ljm e a n  += * (p tp ixelT arget++ ); 
c o m p a r iso n g re y le v e l_ m e a n  += * (p tp ixe lC om parison+ + );
}
ta rg e tg re y le v e l_ m e a n  = ta rg e tg rey lev e l_ m ean /(h e ig h t* w id th ); 
c o m p a r iso n g re y le v e l_ m e a n  = co m p ariso n g rey lev e l_ m ean /(h e ig h t* w id th );
//////////////////////// perform correlation ////////////////////////////
// open file for results , then perform -ve followed by +ve correlation for y shift
fp _co rre la tion  = fo p en ("co rre la tio n _ 1 9 th .re su lts" ,"a " );
///////////////////////////// in itialise variables for entropy /////////////////////// 
for(y = 0; y < 25 6 ; y++) 
for(Q  = 0; Q  < 256 ; Q ++)
{
jo in ten tropy_neg[Q ][y ] = 0 .0 ; 
jo in ten tropy_pos[Q ][y ] = 0 .0 ;
}
for(Q  = 0; Q  < 2 56 ; Q ++)
e n tro p y ta rg e t_ n e g [Q ] = e n tro p y c o m p a r iso n _ n e g [Q ] = e n tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s [Q ] =
e n tro p y c o m p a r iso n _ p o s [Q ] = 0 .0 ;
to ta ln u m b e rp ix e ls  = 0 .0 ;
N M I_pos = H 1 _ p o s  = H 2 _ p o s  = H 1 2 _ p o s  = 0 .0 ;
N M I_neg = H 1 _ n eg  = H 2 _ n eg  = H 1 2 _ n e g  = 0 .0 ;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////// get pixel pointers first///////////////////////
ptp ixe lT arge t=  p tr;//(IM_U18*) T M G _ im ag e_ge t_p tr(H targe t,T M G _IM A G E _D A T A ); 
p tp ixelC om parison= (IM _U I8*) T M G _im age_get_p tr(H in ,T M G _IM A G E _D A T A ); 
n u m e ra to r_ n e g  = v a r ia n c e x _ p o s  = v a r ia n c e x _ n e g  = v a r ia n c e y _ p o s  = v a ria n c e y _ n e g
= 0 .0 ;
n u m e ra to r_ p o s  = to ta ln u m b e rp ix e ls  = 0 .0 ;
fo r(y= 0;y< 256;y+ + )
fo r(Q = 0 ;Q < 256 ;Q + + )
{
jo in ten tropy_neg [y ][Q ] = 0 .0 ; 
jo in ten tropy_pos[y ][Q ] = 0 .0 ; 
en tro p y ta rg e t_ n e g [y ] = 0 .0 ; 
e n tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s[y ] = 0 .0 ; 
en tro p y c o m p a riso n _ n e g [y ]  = 0 .0 ; 
en tro p y c o m p a riso n _ p o s [y ]  = 0 .0 ;
}
fo r(shift = 0; sh ift < 10 ; sh ift += 10)
{
for(y = 0; y  < h e ig h t - shift; y++) 
for(Q  = 0; Q  < w idth; Q + + )
{
b u fp o sc o m p a riso n  = w idth  * y + Q ; // -ve shift
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b u fp o s ta rg e t = w idth * (y+shift) + Q; 
p ix e lta rg e t = ‘ (p tp ixe lT arge t + b u fp o s ta rg e t); 
p ix e lco m p ariso n  = * (p tp ixe lC om parison  + b u fp o sc o m p a riso n );
n u m e r a to r j ie g  += (p ix e lta rg e t - t a r g e tg r e y le v e l jn e a n )  *
(p ix e lco m p ariso n  - c o m p a r iso n g re y le v e l_ m e a n ) ; 
v a r ia n c e x _ n e g  += p o w (p ix e lta rg e t - t a r g e tg r e y le v e l jn e a n ,2); 
v a r i a n c e y j i e g  += p o w (p ix e lco m p ariso n  -
c o m p a r iso n g re y le v e l_ m e a n ,2 ) ;
// Mutual inform ation
jo in ten tro p y _ n eg [p ix e lta rg e t][p ix e lco m p ariso n ]+ + ;
en tro p y ta rg e t_ n eg [p ix e lta rg e t]+ + ;
e n tro p y c o m p a r iso n _ n e g [p ix e lc o m p a riso n ]+ + ;
// + shift
b u fp o sc o m p a riso n  = w idth  * (y+shift) + Q;
b u fp o s ta rg e t = w idth  * (y) + Q;
p ix e lta rg e t = * (p tp ixe lT arge t + b u fp o s ta rg e t) ;
p ix e lco m p ariso n  = ‘ (p tp ix e lC o m p ariso n  + b u fp o sc o m p a riso n );
n u m e ra to r_ p o s  += (p ix e lta rg e t - t a r g e tg r e y le v e l jn e a n )  *
(p ix e lco m p ariso n  - c o m p a r is o n g r e y le v e l jn e a n ) ;  
v ariancex jD O S  += p o w (p ix e lta rg e t - t a r g e tg r e y le v e l jn e a n ,2); 
v a r ia n c e y _ p o s  += p o w (p ix e lco m p ariso n  -
c o m p a r iso n g re y le v e l_ m e a n ,2 ) ;
// Mutual inform ation
jo in te n tro p y _ p o s[p ix e lta rg e t][p ix e lco m p ariso n ]+ + ;
e n tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s[p ix e lta rg e t]+ + ;
e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ p o s [p ix e lc o m p a riso n ]+ + ;
to ta ln u m b erp ix e ls+ + ;
c o r r e la t io n j i e g  = (d o u b le )n u m e ra to r_ n e g  /  ( s q r t(v a r ia n c e x _ n e g )  *
sq r t(v a r ia n c e y _ n e g )) ; 
c o rre la tio n _ p o s  = (d o u b le )n u m e ra to r_ p o s  / ( s q r t(v a r ia n c e x _ p o s )  *
sq r t(v a r ia n c e y _ p o s ) ) ;
corrlist[x] = c o rre la tio n _ p o s ;
// M utual in form ation  
for(y = 0; y < 2 56 ; y++) 
for(Q  = 0; Q  < 2 5 6 ; Q + + )
{
jo in ten tropy_neg [Q ][y ] = jo in ten tro p y _ n eg [Q ][y ] /  to ta ln u m b erp ix e ls ; 
jo in ten tro p y _ p o s[Q ][y ] = jo in ten tro p y _ p o s[Q ][y ] /  to ta ln u m b e rp ix e ls ;
}
for(Q  = 0; Q  < 2 56 ; Q ++)
{
e n tro p y ta rg e t_ n e g [Q ] = e n tro p y ta rg e t_ n e g [Q ] /  to ta ln u m b erp ix e ls ; 
e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ n e g [Q ] = e n tro p y c o m p a r iso n _ n e g [Q ] /
to ta ln u m b erp ix e ls ; 
e n tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s [Q ] = e n tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s [Q ] /  to ta ln u m b erp ix e ls ; 
e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ p o s [Q ] = e n tro p y c o m p a r iso n _ p o s [Q ]  /
to ta ln u m b erp ix e ls ;
}
for(y  = 0; y < 2 5 6 ; y++)
for(Q  = 0; Q  < 2 56 ; Q ++)
{
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ifQ oin ten tropy_neg[Q ][y ]> 0 .0 )H 12_neg  += jo in ten tro p y _ n eg [Q ][y ] *
lo g 1 0 (1 .0  /  jo in ten tropy_neg [Q ][y ]); 
ifO o in ten tropy_pos[Q ][y ]> 0 .0 )H 12_pos += jo in ten tro p y _ p o s[Q ][y ] *
lo g 1 0 (1 .0  / jo in ten tropy_pos[Q ][y ]);
}
for(Q  = 0; Q < 256 ; Q ++)
{
if(en tro p y ta rg e t_ n eg [Q ]> 0 .0 )H 1 _ n eg  += e n tro p y ta rg e t_ n e g [Q ] *
log 1 0 (1 .0  /  e n tro p y ta rg e t_ n eg [Q ]); 
if(en tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s[Q ]> 0 .0 )H 1 _ p o s  += e n tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s [Q ] *
Iog1 0 (1 .0  / en tro p y ta rg e t_ p o s[Q ]); 
if (e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ n e g [Q ]> 0 .0 )H 2 _ n e g  += 
e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ n e g [Q ] * log10 (1 .0  I e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ n e g [Q ]) ;
if (en tro p y c o m p a r iso n _ p o s [Q ]> 0 .0 )H 2 _ p o s  += 
e n tro p y c o m p a r iso n _ p o s [Q ] * Io g 1 0 (1 .0  /  e n tro p y c o m p a riso n _ p o s [Q ]);
}
N M I_neg = (H 1 _ n eg  + H 2 _ n eg ) /  H 1 2 _ n eg ;
N M I_pos = (H 1 _ p o s  + H 2 _ p o s) /  H 1 2 _ p o s ;
NMIIist[x] = N M I_pos;
fp rin tf(fp_correlation ," % s  % 5 .3 lf % 5 .3 lf % 5 .3 lf % 5.3lf
% d\n", n a m e , co rre la tio n _ n e g , c o rre la tio n _ p o s , N M I_neg , N M I_pos, shift);
}
fc lo se (fp _ co rre la tio n );
T M G _ im ag e_ d estro y (H in );
im ag es+ + ;
m axNM I = m ax co rr = 0 .0 ; 
m ax n u m  = 9 9 9 9 9 9 ; 
for(y=0;y<=x;y++)
{
if (NMIIist[y] >= 1 .25) { m axnum  = y; b reak ;}  
e ls e  if(corrlist[y] == m ax co rr)
{
if(NMIIist[y] > m axN M I)
{
m ax n u m  = y;
}
}
e ls e  if(corrlist[y] > m ax co rr)  (m axN M I = NMIIist[y]; m a x c o rr  = corrlist[y]; m ax n u m  = y;}
}
if(m axnum  != 9 9 9 9 9 9 )
{
inAx = com plis t[m axnum ][1 ]; 
inBx = com plis t[m axnum ][2 ]; 
inC x = com plis t[m axnum ][3 ]; 
inAy = com plis t[m axnum ][4 ]; 
inBy = com plis t[m axnum ][5 ]; 
inC y = com plis t[m axnum ][6]; 
inAz = com plis t[m axnum ][7 ]; 
inB z = com plis t[m axnum ][8 ]; 
inC z = com plis t[m axnum ][9]; 
n= 9 9 9 9 ;
in te rp o la te (n , u s e , inAx, inBx, inC x, inAy, inBy, inC y, inAz, inB z, inC z);
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ in file n a m e (H re su lt, " c o m p a r iso n _ 9 9 9 9 .ti f ) ;  
T M G _ im a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re su lt,  T M G _H E IG H T , T M G _A U T O _H E IG H T );
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T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H re su lt, TM G _W IDTH , T M G _A U TO J/V ID T H ); 
if(T M G _ im ag e_ read (H resu lt, TM G_NULL, T M G _R U N ) != A SL_O K )
{
}
s trcp y (lin e ,"e rro r o p e n in g  c o m p a r iso n _ 9 9 9 9 .tif ) ;  
A fx M essag eB o x (lin e , M B_O K  | M B JC O N S T O P , 0); 
re tu rn ;
file= fopen ("resu lts .tx t" , "a"); 
fprintf(file, "% d - " ,  m axnum ); 
"%lffprintf(file
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
fpr
ntf(file 
ntf(file 
ntf(file 
ntf(file 
ntfjfile 
ntf(file 
ntf(file 
ntf(file 
fprintf(file
"%lf
"%lf
"%lf
"%lf
"%lf
"%lf
(com plist[m axnum ][1]));///num )); //return the coords to a normalised
space
(com plist[m axnum ][2]));///num ));
(com plist[m axnum ][3])) 
(com plist[m axnum ][4])) 
(com plist[m axnum ][5 ])) 
(com plist[m axnum ][6])) 
(com plist[m axnum ][7])) 
"% lf", (com plist[m axnum ][8 ])) 
"% lf", (com plist[m axnum ][9])) 
"\n");
///num ));
///w idth))
///w idth))
///w idth))
///h e ig h t))
///h e ig h t))
///h e ig h t))
fclose(file);
T M G Jm a g e _ c o n v e r t(H re su lt,  H u p d a te ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G JS _ D IB , TM G _R U N ); 
T M G Jm a g e _ c o n v e r t(H re su lt,  H re s to re d ib J m a g e ,T M G _ R G B 2 4 , T M G JS _ D IB ,
TM G _R U N );
T M G _ d isp lay J im ag e (H d isp lay , H r e s to r e d ib jm a g e ,  T M G _R U N ); 
T M G _ d isp lay _ se t_ p a in t_ h D C (H d isp lay , 0);
}
e lse{ A fx M essag eB o x ("co m p lis t error!", M B_O K  | M B JC O N IN F O R M A T IO N , 0);}
A fx M e s s a g e B o x fc o m p a r is o n s  d o n e!" , M B_O K  | M B JC O N IN F O R M A T IO N , 0); 
T M G Jm a g e _ d e s tro y (H ta rg e t) ;
T M G Jm a g e _ d e s tro y (H re s u lt) ;
T M G J m a g e _ d e s tro y (H re s to re d ib J m a g e ) ;
}
re turn ;
v o id  in te rp o la te ( in t  n, int u s e ,  d o u b le  inAx, d o u b le  inBx, d o u b le  inC x, d o u b le  inAy, 
d o u b le  inBy, d o u b le  inCy, d o u b le  inAz, d o u b le  inB z, d o u b le  inC z)
{
int X 2 ,c ,X 1 ,h e ig h tco u n t, pix, Y inc, new w id th , b u fp o s , z , x, y; 
d o u b le  eq u a tio n = 0 , X, a , in c rem en t; 
d o u b le  E 1 = 0 .0 , E 2 = 0 .0 , E 3 = 0 .0 , Z; 
c h a r  n u m char[5 ], n am e[4 0 ];
IM_UI8 *ptr;
E1 = (((inB y - inAy) * (inC z  - inA z)) - ((inB z-inA z) * (inCy-inA y)));
E2 = (((inB z - inAz) * (inC x - inAx)) - ((inBx-inA x) * (inC z-inA z)));
E3 = (((inB x - inAx) * (inC y - inAy)) - ((inBy-inA y) * (inCx-inA x)));
e q u a tio n  = ((E1*(-inA x)) + (E2*(-inA y)) + (E 3*(-inA z))); 
e q u a tio n =  (-1 .0  * e q u a tio n );
/////////////////////I mage I nterpolation///////////////////////////
if (inB y==inC y) /// **plane perpendicular to index block data**
{
int Y;
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a= 0 ; X 1=(int)(inB x); Y = (int)(inAy); Y inc=0; //in itia lis ing variables
n ew w id th= 100 ; / /s e t  w idth for re su lting  im ag e  
pix= (in t)(new w idth/(inC x - inBx)); 
if(n> 1){T M G _im age_destroy(H resu lt);}
H resu lt = T M G _ im ag e_ c rea te ();
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H re su lt, T M G _H E IG H T , heigh t); 
T M G _ im a g e _ se t_ p a ra m e te r(H re su lt, TM G _W ID TH , new w idth); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re s u lt ,  T M G _PIX E L _FO R M A T , T M G _Y 8); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re s u lt ,  T M G _L IN E S _T H IS _S T R IP , he igh t); 
if (T M G _ im ag e_ m allo c_ a_ strip (H resu lt) != A SL _O K )
{
A fx M essag eB o x ("m allo c  e rro r  on  im a g e  buffer", M B _O K  | M B J C O N S T O P ,0); 
re tu rn ;
}
p tr= (IM _ U I8 * )T M G Jm ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H resu lt, T M G JM A G E _D A T A );
if (inAy == inC y) {Yinc=0;} //avoiding divide by zero error
e ls e  { Y inc = (int)(w idth / (inAy - inCy));} //change of y for sloping perp plane
h e ig h tco u n t = 0; 
b u fp o s  = 0;
for(y = 0, z  = 3 8 3  ; y < h e ig h t ; y++, z--) 
for(x = 0; x < new w idth ; x++)
{
if(x==0){a=0; X 1=(int)(inB x); he ig h tco u n t+ + ;}  
b u fp o s  = ((new w idth  * y) + x);
X2 = (X1 + 1);
if(heigh tcount> (sqrt(Y inc*Y inc)))
{
if(Y inc<0) {Y++; heigh tcoun t= 0 ;>  ///covers slopes in both directions 
e ls e  if(Y inc= = 0)(heigh tcoun t= 0 ;}  III fo r v e rtica l p la n e s  
e ls e  (Y++; he ig h tco u n t= 0 ;}
}
if (X1 < 0 .0 )
{
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = 0;
}
e ls e
{
in c re m e n t = ((((double)index[X 2][Y ][z]) -
((double)index[X 1][Y ][z]))/(double)p ix); 
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = (B Y TE)((index[X 1][Y ][z]) + (in t)( in c rem en t * a)); 
a++ ;
if(a>pix) {a=0; X1++;}
if(X1 > ((in t)(inC x))) { X1 =((int)(inBx)); b reak ;}
}
}
}
e lse{  III **all o ther tilt / tw ist p lanes**
d o u b le  Y;
X = Y = Z = increm en t= 0 .0 ; a= X 2= c= X 1= 0 ; //in itia lise  v a r ia b le s  
H resu lt = T M G J m a g e _ c re a te ( ) ;
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re s u lt ,  T M G _H E IG H T , heigh t); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re s u lt ,  T M G _W ID T H , w idth); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re s u lt ,  T M G _PIX E L _FO R M A T , TM G _Y 8); 
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ p a ra m e te r (H re s u lt ,  T M G _L IN E S _T H IS _S T R IP , heigh t); 
if (T M G Jm a g e _ m a llo c _ a _ s tr ip (H re su lt)  != A SL_O K )
{
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A fx M e ssa g e B o x fm a llo c  e rro r  on im a g e  buffer", M B _O K  | 
M B JC O N S T O P , 0);
re turn ;
}
p tr= (IM _ U I8 * )T M G Jm ag e_ g e t_ p tr(H resu lt, T M G _l MAG E _D  AT A );
for(x  = 0, z  = (h e ig h t - 1 ) ;  x < h e ig h t ; x++, z--) 
for(y = 0; y < w idth; y++)
{
b u fp o s  = ((w idth * x) + y);
Y = (E 2 * y);
Z  = (E 3 * z);
X = ( ( e q u a t io n -Y - Z ) /(E 1 ) ) ;  
if (X > (num  - 1 ) )  {*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = 0;} 
e ls e  
{
if (X < 0 .0 )
{
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = 0;
}
e ls e
{
X1 = (int)(X);
a  = (sqrt((X  - X 1) * (X - X 1 )));
X2 = (X1 + 1);
in c re m e n t = (double((index[X 1][y][z]) - (index[X2][y][z]))); 
*(ptr + b u fp o s ) = ((index[X 1][y][z]) - (a  * in crem en t));
}
}
}
}
////////////////////////////Saving result im ages///////////////////////
if(use= = 0)
{
J t o a ( n ,  n u m c h a r , 10); //nam ing o f autom ated images
s trc p y (n a m e , " c o m p a r is o n j ') ;  
s t rc a t(n a m e , n u m ch a r); 
s trc a t(n a m e ," .tif ) ;
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ o u tf ile n a m e (H re s u lt,  n a m e ); 
T M G Jm a g e _ w rite (H re su lt, NULL, T M G _T IFF , T M G _R U N );
}
e ls e
{
s trc p y (n a m e , "g e n e ra te d " ) ; 
s trc a t(n a m e ," .tif ') ;
T M G J m a g e _ s e t_ o u tf ile n a m e (H re s u lt,  n a m e ); 
T M G Jm a g e _ w rite (H re su lt, NULL, T M G _T IFF , T M G _R U N );
}
# in c lu d e  <G L /glut.h>  
# in c lu d e  <G L /glu .h>  
# in c lu d e  <G L /gl.h>
s ta tic  G Lfloat sp in = 0 .0 ; 
int file read ();
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int re su ltsd isp lay (in t a rg c , c h a r  **argv)
{
glutln it(& argc, argv);
g lu tln itD isp layM ode( G LU T _SIN G L E  | G L U T _R G B  | G L U T _D E PT H  );
g lu tln itW indow P osition (550 ,100 );
g lu tln itW indow S ize(400 ,400 );
g lu tC rea teW indow ("im age");
g lC learC o lo r(0 .0 , 0 .0 , 0 .0 , 2 .0 ); 
g lS hadeM odel(G L _S M O O T H );
g lA lphaF unc(G L _E Q U A L ,1); 
g lu tD isp layF unc(d isp lay );
g lD ep thM ask(G L _F A L S E ); 
g lA lphaF unc(G L _N O T E Q U A L ,1); 
g lu tD isp layF unc(d isp lay );
II g lu tR e s h a p e F u n c ( re s h a p e ) ;  
g lu tM o u seF u n c (m o u se ) ; 
fileread();
glutM ainLoop(); 
re tu rn  0;
}
void d isp lay (vo id )
# d e fin e  x 0 .1 // .5 2 5 7 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 9 1 3 3 6 0 6  
# d e fin e  z  1 .0 // .8 5 0 6 5 0 8 0 8 3 5 2 0 3 9 9 3 2  
s ta tic  G Lfloat vdata[12][3]={
{-x,0.0,z}, {x,0.0,z}, {-x,0.0,-z}, {x,0.0,-z},
{0.0,z,x}, {0.0,z,-x}, {0 .0 ,-z,x}, {0.0,-z,-x},
{z,x,0.0}, {-z,x,0.0}, {z,-x,0.0}, {-z,-x,0.0}
};
s ta tic  G Luint tindices[20][3]={
{1,4,0}, {4,9,0}, {4,5,9}, {8,5,4}, {1,8,4},
{1,10,8}, {10,3,8}, {8,3,5}, {3,2,5}, {3,7,2},
{3,10,7}, {10,6,7}, {6,11,7}, {6,0,11}, {6,1,0},
{10,1,6}, {11,0,9}, {2,11,9}, {5,2,9}, {11,2,7}
};
int i,j,k;
G Lfloat d , v12[3], v23[3], v31[3];
G Lfloat *v1, *v2, *v3;
G Lfloat light_diffuse[] = {1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 ,1 .0} ;
G Lfloat lig h t_ specu la r[]= { 1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 ,1 .0 } ;
G Lfloat em issionQ = {0 .6 ,0 .2 ,0 .0 1 ,0 .0 } ;
G Lfloat light_position[]={3.0 ,3 .0 ,2 .0 ,0 .0 } ;
g lC lear(G L _C O L O R _B U F F E R _B IT );
g lP ushM atrix ();
g lR o ta te f(sp in ,0 .0 ,1 .0 ,0 .0 );
// g lM ateria lfv (G L _F R O N T ,G L _E M IS S IO N , e m iss io n ); 
g lL ightfv(G L _L IG H T O ,G L _D IFFU SE ,light_diffuse); 
g lL ightfv(G L _L IG H T O ,G L _PO SIT IO N ,light_position); 
g lL igh tfv(G L _L IG H T O ,G L _S P E C U L A R ,ligh t_specu lar); 
g lE n a b le (G L JJG H T IN G );
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g lE n ab le (G L JJG H T O );
g lE nab le(G L _P O L Y G O N _S M O O T H );
s ta tic  G Lfloat vertices[16][3]={
{3.0 ,3 .0 ,5 .0} , {5.0 ,3 .0 ,5 .0} , {5.0 ,5 .0 ,5 .0} , {3 .0 ,5 .0 ,5 .0} , 
{7 .0 ,5 .0 ,3 .0} , {1.0 ,3 .0 ,3 .0} , {1 .0 ,5 .0 ,3 .0} , {7 .0 ,3 .0 ,3 .0} , 
{3.0 ,3 .0 ,1 .0} , {5 .0 ,3 .0 ,1 .0} , {5 .0 ,7 .0 ,3 .0} , {3 .0 ,7 .0 ,3 .0} , 
{3.0 ,1 .0 ,3 .0} , {5 .0 ,1 .0 ,3 .0} , {5 .0 ,5 .0 ,1 .0} , {3 .0 ,5 .0 ,1 .0}
};
s ta tic  G Luint links[28][3]={
{15,11,6},{6,11,3}, {6,5,3},{5,0,3},
{5,12,0},{12,13,0},{13,0,1},{13,7,1},
{1,7,4},{4,1,2},{4,10,2},{10,2,3},
{10,11,3},{3,0,2},{0,1,2},{5,6,15},
{5,8,15},{5,12,8},{12 ,13,8},{8 ,9 ,13},
{13,9,7},{7,4,14},{14,9,7},{14,4,10},
{10,15,14},{10,11,15},{15,9 ,8},{15,14,9}
};
/* g lB egin(G L _P O L Y G O N );
g lV ertex3f(3 .0 ,3 .0 ,5 .0 ); 
g lV ertex3f(5 .0 ,3 .0 ,5 .0 ); 
g lV ertex3f(5 .0 ,7 .0 ,5 .0 ); 
g lV ertex3f(3 .0 ,7 .0 ,5 .0 ) ; 
g lV ertex3f(7 .0 ,5 .0 ,3 .0 ) ; 
g lV ertex3f(1 .0 ,3 .0 ,3 .0 ); 
g lV ertex3f(1 .0 ,5 .0 ,3 .0 ); 
g lV ertex3f(7 .0 ,3 .0 ,3 .0 ); 
g lV e rtex 3 f(3 .0 ,3 .0 ,1 .0); 
g lV e rtex 3 f(5 .0 ,3 .0 ,1 .0); 
g lV ertex 3 f(5 .0 ,7 .0 ,3 .0 ); 
g lV ertex3f(3 .0 ,7 .0 ,3 .0 ); 
g lV ertex 3 f(3 .0 ,1 .0 ,3 .0 ); 
g lV ertex 3 f(5 .0 ,1 .0 ,3 .0 ); 
g lV e rtex 3 f(5 .0 ,5 .0 ,1 .0); 
g lV e rtex 3 f(3 .0 ,5 .0 ,1 .0); 
glEnd();
for(j=0;j<20;j++)
{
v1 =(& vdata[tindices[j][0]][0]); 
v2=(& vdata[tindices[j][1  ]][0]); 
v3=(& vdata[tindices[j][2]][0]);
for(i=0;i<3;i++)
{
v12[i]=(v1 [i]+v2[i])/2.0; 
v23[i]=(v2[i]+v3[i])/2.0; 
v31 [i]=(v3[i]+v1 [i])/2.0;
}
d=sqrt(v12[0]*v12[0]+v12[1  ]*v12[1 ]+v12[2]*v12[2]); 
if (d= = 0 .0 )
{
p rin tff*  z e ro  len g th  vecto r! *\n");
re tu rn ;
}
for(k=0;k<3;k++ )
{
v12 [k ]/=d ;
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v23[k]/=d;
v31[k]/=d;
gluL ookA t(0 .0 , 0 .0 , 0 .0 , 5 .0 , 5 .0 , 5 .0 , 0 .0 , 1.0, 0 .0 );
}
void m o u se (in t b u tton ,in t s ta te ,in t X ,int Y)
{
sw itch (b u tto n )
{
c a s e  G LU T _LE FT _B U T TO N :
{if(state==G L U T _D O W N )
{
sp in = sp in + 4 .0 ;
if(sp in> 360 .0 ) sp in=  sp in -3 6 0 .0 ; 
g lu tP o stR ed isp lay ();
}
b reak ;
};
c a s e  G LU T _R IG H T_B U TT O N :
{if(state==G L U T _D O W N )
{
glu tld leFunc(N U L L );
b reak ;
}
defau lt: b reak ;
}
}
int filereadQ  
{
int k= 0 ,a= 0 ; 
c h a r  n a m e ; 
c h a r  v e rtda ta [300 ];
d o u b le  vertda ta2 [3 ][100 ], b = 0 .0 , c= 0 .0 , d= 0 .0 ;
FILE *fptr;
if((fp tr= (fopen("results.tx t", "r+")))==NULL) p r in tf fB a d  F ile n am e!\n "); 
e ls e  
{
fscanf(fp tr, "% s", & vertdata); 
fclose(fp tr);
fo r(k = 0 ,a= 0 ;a< 1 0 0 ;a+ + ,k + = 3 )
{
b= ato f(vertdata [k ]);
c= ato f(vertdata[k+ 1 ]);
d= ato f(vertdata [k+ 2 ]);
vertdata2 [1 ][a]= b ;
vertdata2 [2 ][a]= c;
vertda ta2 [3 ][a ]= d ;
}
}
re tu rn  0;
}
s ta tic  G Lfloat sp in = 0 .0 ; 
s ta tic  G Lfloat tw ist= 0 .0 ; 
s ta tic  G Lint face_ in d ic ies[2 7 4 ][9 ] = {
{0,1 ,2  ,0 ,1 ,2  ,0,0,0}, {2 ,3 ,0  ,2 ,3 ,0  ,0,0,0}, {2 ,4 ,3  ,2 ,4 ,3  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{2,1 ,5  ,2 ,1 ,5  ,0,0,0}, {5 ,6 ,2  ,5 ,6 ,2  ,0 ,0,0}, {6 ,5 ,7  ,6 ,5 ,7  ,0 ,0 ,0},
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{7,8 ,6  ,7 ,8 ,6  ,0,0,0}, {8 ,7 ,9  ,8 ,7 ,9  ,0,0,0}, {9 ,7 ,10  ,9 ,7 ,1 0  ,0,0,0},
{10 ,11 ,9  ,1 0 ,1 1 ,9  ,0,0,0}, {9 ,11 ,12  ,9 ,1 1 ,1 2  ,0,0,0}, {12 ,8 ,9  ,1 2 ,8 ,9  ,0,0,0},
{8 ,12 ,13  ,8 ,1 2 ,1 3  ,0,0,0}, {13 ,6 ,8  ,1 3 ,6 ,8  ,0,0,0}, {6 ,13 ,4  ,6 ,1 3 ,4  ,0,0,0},
{4,2 ,6  ,4 ,2 ,6  ,0,0,0}, {4 ,13 ,14  ,4 ,1 3 ,1 4  ,0,0,0}, { 1 2 ,1 4 ,1 3  ,1 2 ,1 4 ,1 3  ,0 ,0,0},
{15 ,14 ,12  ,1 5 ,1 4 ,1 2  ,0,0,0}, { 16 ,15 ,12  ,1 6 ,1 5 ,1 2  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 1 7 ,1 6 ,1 2  ,1 7 ,1 6 ,1 2  ,0,0,0},
{11 ,17 ,12  ,1 1 ,1 7 ,1 2  ,0,0,0}, {18 ,10 ,7  ,1 8 ,1 0 ,7  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 7 ,19 ,18  ,7 ,1 9 ,1 8  ,0,0,0}, 
{20,19,21 ,20 ,19 ,21  ,0,0,0}, {21 ,22 ,20  ,2 1 ,2 2 ,2 0  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 2 3 ,1 8 ,1 9  ,2 3 ,1 8 ,1 9  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 9 ,20 ,23  ,1 9 ,2 0 ,2 3  ,0,0,0}, {24 ,23 ,20  ,2 4 ,2 3 ,2 0  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 2 0 ,2 2 ,2 5  ,2 0 ,2 2 ,2 5  ,0,0,0},
{ 2 0 ,25 ,24  ,2 0 ,2 5 ,2 4  ,0,0,0}, { 2 6 ,27 ,28  ,2 6 ,2 7 ,2 8  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 2 8 ,2 9 ,2 6  ,2 8 ,2 9 ,2 6  ,0,0,0},
{ 3 0 ,26 ,29  ,3 0 ,2 6 ,2 9  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 2 9 ,31 ,30  ,2 9 ,3 1 ,3 0  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 3 1 ,2 9 ,3 2  ,3 1 ,2 9 ,3 2  ,0,0,0},
{32,33,31 ,32 ,33 ,31  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 3 4 ,32 ,29  ,3 4 ,3 2 ,2 9  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 2 9 ,2 8 ,3 4  ,2 9 ,2 8 ,3 4  ,0 ,0 ,0 ),
{ 3 5 ,32 ,34  ,3 5 ,3 2 ,3 4  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 3 4 ,36 ,35  ,3 4 ,3 6 ,3 5  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 3 3 ,3 2 ,3 5  ,3 3 ,3 2 ,3 5  ,0 ,0 ,0 ),
{ 3 5 ,37 ,33  ,3 5 ,3 7 ,3 3  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 3 7 ,35 ,38  ,3 7 ,3 5 ,3 8  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 3 8 ,3 9 ,3 7  ,3 8 ,3 9 ,3 7  ,0,0,0},
{ 3 5 ,36 ,40  ,3 5 ,3 6 ,4 0  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 4 0 ,38 ,35  ,4 0 ,3 8 ,3 5  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), {40 ,36 ,41  ,40 ,36 ,41  ,0 ,0 ,0 ),
{41 ,42 ,40  ,4 1 ,4 2 ,4 0  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 4 3 ,41 ,36  ,4 3 ,4 1 ,3 6  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 3 6 ,3 4 ,4 3  ,3 6 ,3 4 ,4 3  ,0 ,0 ,0 ),
{ 4 4 ,43 ,34  ,4 4 ,4 3 ,3 4  ,0,0,0}, { 3 4 ,2 8 ,4 4  ,3 4 ,2 8 ,4 4  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 1 ,0 ,45  ,1 ,0 ,4 5  ,0,0,0}, 
{45,46,1 ,45 ,46 ,1  ,0,0,0}, {1 ,47 ,5  ,1 ,4 7 ,5  ,0,0,0}, { 4 7 ,1 ,4 6  ,4 7 ,1 ,4 6  ,0,0,0},
{ 4 6 ,48 ,47  ,4 6 ,4 8 ,4 7  ,0,0,0}, {48 ,46 ,41  ,4 8 ,46 ,41  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 4 1 ,4 3 ,4 8  ,4 1 ,4 3 ,4 8  ,0,0,0},
{ 4 9 ,48 ,43  ,4 9 ,4 8 ,4 3  ,0,0,0}, { 4 3 ,4 4 ,4 9  ,4 3 ,4 4 ,4 9  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 5 0 ,4 7 ,4 8  ,5 0 ,4 7 ,4 8  ,0,0,0},
{ 48 ,49 ,50  ,4 8 ,4 9 ,5 0  ,0,0,0}, {5 ,47 ,50  ,5 ,4 7 ,5 0  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 5 0 ,2 1 ,5  ,5 0 ,2 1 ,5  ,0,0,0}, 
{21,50,51 ,21 ,50 ,51  ,0,0,0}, {51,22,21 ,51 ,22 ,21  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 5 1 ,2 5 ,2 2  ,5 1 ,2 5 ,2 2  ,0,0,0},
{ 51 ,52 ,27  ,5 1 ,5 2 ,2 7  ,0,0,0}, {27,25 ,51  ,27 ,25 ,51  ,0 ,0 ,0}, {2 8 ,2 7 ,5 2  ,2 8 ,2 7 ,5 2  ,0,0,0},
{7,5,21 ,7 ,5 ,21  ,0,0,0}, {21 ,19 ,7  ,2 1 ,1 9 ,7  ,0,0,0}, { 3 7 ,5 3 ,5 4  ,3 7 ,5 3 ,5 4  ,0,0,0}, 
{54 ,33 ,37  ,5 4 ,3 3 ,3 7  ,0,0,0}, { 3 3 ,54 ,55  ,3 3 ,5 4 ,5 5  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 5 5 ,3 1 ,3 3  ,5 5 ,3 1 ,3 3  ,0,0,0},
{ 3 1 ,55 ,56  ,3 1 ,5 5 ,5 6  ,0,0,0}, {56,30 ,31  ,5 6 ,30 ,31  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 3 0 ,5 6 ,5 7  ,3 0 ,5 6 ,5 7  ,0,0,0},
{57 ,58 ,30  ,5 7 ,5 8 ,3 0  ,0,0,0}, { 5 7 ,59 ,58  ,5 7 ,5 9 ,5 8  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 6 0 ,5 6 ,5 5  ,6 0 ,5 6 ,5 5  ,0,0,0},
{55 ,61 ,60  ,5 5 ,6 1 ,6 0  ,0,0,0}, {6 1 ,5 5 ,5 4  ,6 1 ,5 5 ,5 4  ,0 ,0 ,0}, {54 ,62 ,61  ,5 4 ,6 2 ,6 1  ,0,0,0},
{54 ,53 ,62  ,5 4 ,5 3 ,6 2  ,0,0,0}, {6 3 ,5 9 ,5 7  ,6 3 ,5 9 ,5 7  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 5 7 ,6 4 ,6 3  ,5 7 ,6 4 ,6 3  ,0,0,0},
{ 5 7 ,60 ,64  ,5 7 ,6 0 ,6 4  ,0,0,0}, {6 0 ,6 5 ,6 4  ,6 0 ,6 5 ,6 4  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 6 3 ,6 4 ,6 5  ,6 3 ,6 4 ,6 5  ,0,0,0},
{ 6 5 ,66 ,63  ,6 5 ,6 6 ,6 3  ,0,0,0}, { 5 9 ,63 ,67  ,5 9 ,6 3 ,6 7  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 6 7 ,6 8 ,5 9  ,6 7 ,6 8 ,5 9  ,0,0,0},
{69 ,67 ,66  ,6 9 ,6 7 ,6 6  ,0,0,0}, {6 6 ,7 0 ,6 9  ,6 6 ,7 0 ,6 9  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 7 0 ,6 6 ,6 5  ,7 0 ,6 6 ,6 5  ,0,0,0},
{65 ,71 ,70  ,6 5 ,7 1 ,7 0  ,0,0,0}, {6 0 ,6 1 ,7 2  ,6 0 ,6 1 ,7 2  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 6 1 ,6 2 ,7 3  ,6 1 ,6 2 ,7 3  ,0,0,0},
{72 ,61 ,73  ,7 2 ,6 1 ,7 3  ,0,0,0}, { 7 3 ,74 ,72  ,7 3 ,7 4 ,7 2  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 7 1 ,7 2 ,7 4  ,7 1 ,7 2 ,7 4  ,0 ,0,0},
{74,75,71 ,74 ,75 ,71  ,0,0,0}, {7 0 ,7 1 ,7 5  ,7 0 ,7 1 ,7 5  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 7 5 ,7 6 ,7 0  ,7 5 ,7 6 ,7 0  ,0 ,0,0},
{70 ,76 ,69  ,7 0 ,7 6 ,6 9  ,0,0,0}, {6 6 ,6 7 ,6 3  ,6 6 ,6 7 ,6 3  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 5 3 ,3 7 ,3 9  ,5 3 ,3 7 ,3 9  ,0,0,0},
{17 ,11 ,77  ,1 7 ,1 1 ,7 7  ,0,0,0}, { 7 7 ,78 ,17  ,7 7 ,7 8 ,1 7  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 7 7 ,1 1 ,1 0  ,7 7 ,1 1 ,1 0  ,0,0,0},
{10 ,79 ,77  ,1 0 ,7 9 ,7 7  ,0,0,0}, { 7 8 ,8 0 ,1 6  ,7 8 ,8 0 ,1 6  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 1 6 ,1 7 ,7 8  ,1 6 ,1 7 ,7 8  ,0,0,0},
{ 8 1 ,82 ,83  ,8 1 ,8 2 ,8 3  ,0,0,0}, {83,80 ,81  ,8 3 ,80 ,81  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 8 0 ,8 3 ,1 5  ,8 0 ,8 3 ,1 5  ,0,0,0},
{15 ,16 ,80  ,1 5 ,1 6 ,8 0  ,0,0,0}, { 8 3 ,8 4 ,1 4  ,8 3 ,8 4 ,1 4  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 1 4 ,1 5 ,8 3  ,1 4 ,1 5 ,8 3  ,0,0,0},
{ 8 2 ,85 ,84  ,8 2 ,8 5 ,8 4  ,0,0,0}, { 8 4 ,8 3 ,8 2  ,8 4 ,8 3 ,8 2  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 8 4 ,8 6 ,4  ,8 4 ,8 6 ,4  ,0,0,0}, 
{4 ,14 ,84  ,4 ,1 4 ,8 4  ,0,0,0}, { 8 6 ,84 ,85  ,8 6 ,8 4 ,8 5  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 8 6 ,8 5 ,8 7  ,8 6 ,8 5 ,8 7  ,0,0,0}, 
{ 8 7 ,88 ,86  ,8 7 ,8 8 ,8 6  ,0,0,0}, { 8 8 ,3 ,86  ,8 8 ,3 ,8 6  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 3 ,4 ,86  ,3 ,4 ,8 6  ,0,0,0},
{88 ,89 ,0  ,8 8 ,8 9 ,0  ,0,0,0}, {0 ,3 ,88  ,0 ,3 ,8 8  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 8 7 ,9 0 ,8 9  ,8 7 ,9 0 ,8 9  ,0,0,0}, 
{ 8 9 ,88 ,87  ,8 9 ,8 8 ,8 7  ,0,0,0}, { 9 0 ,9 1 ,9 2  ,9 0 ,9 1 ,9 2  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 9 2 ,8 9 ,9 0  ,9 2 ,8 9 ,9 0  ,0,0,0},
{ 4 5 ,93 ,94  ,4 5 ,9 3 ,9 4  ,0,0,0}, { 9 4 ,9 5 ,4 5  ,9 4 ,9 5 ,4 5  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 9 6 ,9 4 ,9 3  ,9 6 ,9 4 ,9 3  ,0,0,0},
{ 9 3 ,92 ,96  ,9 3 ,9 2 ,9 6  ,0,0,0}, { 9 7 ,96 ,92  ,9 7 ,9 6 ,9 2  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 9 2 ,9 1 ,9 7  ,9 2 ,9 1 ,9 7  ,0,0,0},
{9 8 ,9 9 ,9 7 ,9 8 ,9 9 ,9 7 ,0 ,0 ,0 } , { 9 7 ,9 9 ,1 0 0  ,9 7 ,9 9 ,1 0 0  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 1 0 0 ,9 6 ,9 7 ,1 0 0 ,9 6 ,9 7
,0 ,0 ,0},
{96 ,100 ,101  ,9 6 ,1 0 0 ,1 0 1  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 1 ,9 4 ,9 6  ,1 0 1 ,9 4 ,9 6  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 4 2 ,41 ,46  ,4 2 ,4 1 ,4 6  ,0,0,0}, { 4 6 ,45 ,42  ,4 6 ,4 5 ,4 2  ,0 ,0 ,0}, {93 ,45 ,0  ,9 3 ,4 5 ,0  ,0,0,0}, 
{0 ,89 ,93  ,0 ,8 9 ,9 3  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 4 0 ,4 2 ,1 0 2  ,4 0 ,4 2 ,1 0 2  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 1 0 2 ,1 0 3 ,4 0  ,1 0 2 ,1 0 3 ,4 0
,0 ,0 ,0},
{103 ,102 ,101  ,1 0 3 ,1 0 2 ,1 0 1  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 1 ,1 0 4 ,1 0 3  ,1 0 1 ,1 0 4 ,1 0 3  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 0 4 ,1 0 1 ,1 0 0  ,1 0 4 ,1 0 1 ,1 0 0  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 1 0 0 ,1 0 5 ,1 0 4  ,1 0 0 ,1 0 5 ,1 0 4  ,0 ,0 ,0 ),
{ 1 0 5 ,1 0 0 ,9 9  ,1 0 5 ,1 0 0 ,9 9  ,0,0,0}, { 9 9 ,1 0 6 ,1 0 5  ,9 9 ,1 0 6 ,1 0 5  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 0 6 ,9 9 ,9 8  ,1 0 6 ,9 9 ,9 8  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 9 8 ,1 0 7 ,1 0 6  ,9 8 ,1 0 7 ,1 0 6  ,0,0,0},
{ 3 8 ,4 0 ,1 0 3  ,3 8 ,4 0 ,1 0 3  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 3 ,1 0 8 ,3 8  ,1 0 3 ,1 0 8 ,3 8  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 0 8 ,1 0 3 ,1 0 4  ,1 0 8 ,1 0 3 ,1 0 4  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 4 ,1 0 9 ,1 0 8  ,1 0 4 ,1 0 9 ,1 0 8  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 0 9 ,1 0 4 ,1 0 5  ,1 0 9 ,1 0 4 ,1 0 5  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 5 ,1 1 0 ,1 0 9  ,1 0 5 ,1 1 0 ,1 0 9  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 1 0 ,1 0 5 ,1 0 6  ,1 1 0 ,1 0 5 ,1 0 6  ,0 ,0 ,0 ), { 1 0 6 ,1 1 1 ,1 1 0  ,1 0 6 ,1 1 1 ,1 1 0  ,0 ,0 ,0 ),
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{ 1 1 1 ,1 0 6 ,1 0 7  ,1 1 1 ,1 0 6 ,1 0 7  ,0,0,0}, {107 ,112 ,111  ,1 0 7 ,1 1 2 ,1 1 1  ,0,0,0},
{ 3 9 ,3 8 ,1 0 8  ,3 9 ,3 8 ,1 0 8  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 8 ,113 ,39  ,1 0 8 ,1 1 3 ,3 9  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 1 3 ,1 0 8 ,1 0 9  ,1 1 3 ,1 0 8 ,1 0 9  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 9 ,1 1 4 ,1 1 3  ,1 0 9 ,1 1 4 ,1 1 3  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 1 4 ,1 0 9 ,1 1 0  ,1 1 4 ,1 0 9 ,1 1 0  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 0 ,1 1 5 ,1 1 4  ,1 1 0 ,1 1 5 ,1 1 4  ,0,0,0},
{115 ,110 ,111  ,1 1 5 ,1 1 0 ,1 1 1  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 1 ,1 1 6 ,1 1 5  ,1 1 1 ,1 1 6 ,1 1 5  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 1 6 ,1 1 1 ,1 1 2  ,1 1 6 ,1 1 1 ,1 1 2  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 2 ,1 1 7 ,1 1 6  ,1 1 2 ,1 1 7 ,1 1 6  ,0,0,0},
{ 5 3 ,3 9 ,1 1 3  ,5 3 ,3 9 ,1 1 3  ,0 ,0,0}, { 1 1 3 ,1 1 8 ,5 3  ,1 1 3 ,1 1 8 ,5 3  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 1 8 ,1 1 3 ,1 1 4  ,1 1 8 ,1 1 3 ,1 1 4  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 4 ,1 1 9 ,1 1 8  ,1 1 4 ,1 1 9 ,1 1 8  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 1 9 ,1 1 4 ,1 1 5  ,1 1 9 ,1 1 4 ,1 1 5  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 5 ,1 2 0 ,1 1 9  ,1 1 5 ,1 2 0 ,1 1 9  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 2 0 ,1 1 5 ,1 1 6  ,1 2 0 ,1 1 5 ,1 1 6  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 6 ,1 2 1 ,1 2 0  ,1 1 6 ,1 2 1 ,1 2 0  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 6 9 ,1 2 1 ,1 1 6  ,6 9 ,1 2 1 ,1 1 6  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 6 ,1 1 7 ,6 9  ,1 1 6 ,1 1 7 ,6 9  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{69,76 ,121  ,69 ,76 ,121  ,0 ,0,0}, { 1 2 1 ,7 6 ,7 5 ,1 2 1 ,7 6 ,7 5  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{75 ,120 ,121  ,7 5 ,1 2 0 ,1 2 1  ,0,0,0}, { 1 2 0 ,7 5 ,7 4 ,1 2 0 ,7 5 ,7 4  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 7 4 ,119 ,120  ,7 4 ,1 1 9 ,1 2 0  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 9 ,7 4 ,7 3  ,1 1 9 ,7 4 ,7 3  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{7 3 ,1 1 8 ,1 1 9  ,7 3 ,1 1 8 ,1 1 9  ,0,0,0}, { 1 1 8 ,7 3 ,6 2  ,1 1 8 ,7 3 ,6 2  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 6 2 ,5 3 ,1 1 8  ,6 2 ,5 3 ,1 1 8  ,0,0,0}, { 8 1 ,80 ,78  ,8 1 ,8 0 ,7 8  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 1 0 ,1 8 ,7 9  ,1 0 ,1 8 ,7 9
,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 49 ,44 ,52  ,4 9 ,4 4 ,5 2  ,0,0,0}, {52 ,51 ,49  ,5 2 ,5 1 ,4 9  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 4 9 ,5 1 ,5 0  ,4 9 ,5 1 ,5 0  ,0 ,0,0}, 
{26 ,25 ,27  ,2 6 ,2 5 ,2 7  ,0,0,0}, { 2 6 ,3 0 ,5 8  ,2 6 ,3 0 ,5 8  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 5 8 ,2 5 ,2 6  ,5 8 ,2 5 ,2 6  ,0,0,0}, 
{ 4 2 ,95 ,102  ,4 2 ,9 5 ,1 0 2  ,0,0,0}, { 1 0 1 ,1 0 2 ,9 5  ,1 0 1 ,1 0 2 ,9 5  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{95,94 ,101  ,95 ,94 ,101  ,0,0,0}, { 7 1 ,65 ,60  ,7 1 ,6 5 ,6 0  ,0 ,0 ,0}, {60 ,72 ,71  ,60 ,72 ,71
,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 57 ,56 ,60  ,5 7 ,5 6 ,6 0  ,0,0,0}, { 2 8 ,52 ,44  ,2 8 ,5 2 ,4 4  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 8 1 ,7 8 ,1 2 2  ,8 1 ,7 8 ,1 2 2
,0 ,0 ,0},
{122 ,123 ,81  ,1 2 2 ,123 ,81  ,0,0,0}, { 2 3 ,1 2 4 ,6 8  ,2 3 ,1 2 4 ,6 8  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 6 8 ,67 ,23  ,6 8 ,6 7 ,2 3  ,0,0,0}, { 5 9 ,6 8 ,1 2 4  ,5 9 ,6 8 ,1 2 4  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 1 2 4 ,1 2 5 ,5 9  ,1 2 4 ,1 2 5 ,5 9
,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 2 5 ,1 2 4 ,2 3  ,1 2 5 ,1 2 4 ,2 3  ,0,0,0}, { 2 3 ,2 4 ,1 2 5  ,2 3 ,2 4 ,1 2 5  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 5 8 ,1 2 5 ,2 4  ,5 8 ,1 2 5 ,2 4  ,0,0,0}, { 2 4 ,25 ,58  ,2 4 ,2 5 ,5 8  ,0 ,0 ,0} , { 5 9 ,1 2 5 ,5 8  ,5 9 ,1 2 5 ,5 8
,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 126 ,67 ,69  ,1 2 6 ,6 7 ,6 9  ,0,0,0}, { 6 9 ,1 2 7 ,1 2 6  ,6 9 ,1 2 7 ,1 2 6  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 1 2 ,1 2 7 ,1 1 7  ,1 1 2 ,1 2 7 ,1 1 7  ,0,0,0}, { 1 2 7 ,1 2 8 ,1 2 9  ,1 2 7 ,1 2 8 ,1 2 9  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 2 9 ,1 2 6 ,1 2 7  ,1 2 9 ,1 2 6 ,1 2 7  ,0,0,0}, { 1 2 8 ,2 3 ,1 2 9  ,1 2 8 ,2 3 ,1 2 9  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 2 8 ,1 3 0 ,1 8  ,1 2 8 ,1 3 0 ,1 8  ,0,0,0}, { 1 8 ,2 3 ,1 2 8  ,1 8 ,2 3 ,1 2 8  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 3 0 ,1 3 1 ,7 9  ,1 3 0 ,1 3 1 ,7 9  ,0,0,0}, { 7 9 ,1 8 ,1 3 0  ,7 9 ,1 8 ,1 3 0  ,0 ,0 ,0}, 
{ 1 3 1 ,1 2 2 ,7 7 ,1 3 1 ,1 2 2 ,7 7  ,0,0,0}, {77 ,79 ,131  ,7 7 ,7 9 ,1 3 1  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 2 2 ,7 8 ,7 7 ,1 2 2 ,7 8 ,7 7  ,0,0,0}, {123 ,82 ,81  ,1 2 3 ,8 2 ,8 1  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 2 3 ,1 3 2 ,8 5  ,1 2 3 ,1 3 2 ,8 5  ,0,0,0}, { 8 5 ,8 2 ,1 2 3  ,8 5 ,8 2 ,1 2 3  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 3 2 ,1 3 3 ,8 7  ,1 3 2 ,1 3 3 ,8 7  ,0 ,0,0}, { 8 7 ,8 5 ,1 3 2  ,8 7 ,8 5 ,1 3 2  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 3 3 ,134 ,90  ,1 3 3 ,1 3 4 ,9 0  ,0 ,0,0}, { 9 0 ,8 7 ,1 3 3  ,9 0 ,8 7 ,1 3 3  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{134 ,135 ,91  ,134 ,135 ,91  ,0 ,0,0}, { 9 1 ,9 0 ,1 3 4  ,9 1 ,9 0 ,1 3 4  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 3 5 ,1 3 6 ,9 7  ,1 3 5 ,1 3 6 ,9 7  ,0 ,0,0}, { 9 7 ,9 1 ,1 3 5  ,9 7 ,9 1 ,1 3 5  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 3 6 ,1 3 7 ,9 8  ,1 3 6 ,1 3 7 ,9 8  ,0,0,0}, { 9 8 ,9 7 ,1 3 6  ,9 8 ,9 7 ,1 3 6  ,0 ,0 ,0},
{ 1 3 7 ,1 2 7 ,1 0 7  ,1 3 7 ,1 2 7 ,1 0 7  ,0 ,0,0}, { 1 0 7 ,9 8 ,1 3 7  ,1 0 7 ,9 8 ,1 3 7  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 2 7 ,1 1 2 ,1 0 7  ,1 2 7 ,1 1 2 ,1 0 7  ,0,0,0}, { 1 3 8 ,1 2 8 ,1 2 7  ,1 3 8 ,1 2 8 ,1 2 7  ,0,0,0},
{ 6 9 ,1 1 7 ,1 2 7  ,6 9 ,1 1 7 ,1 2 7  ,0,0,0}, { 1 3 8 ,1 3 0 ,1 2 8  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 0 ,1 2 8  ,0,0,0},
{1 3 8 ,1 3 1 ,1 3 0  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 1 ,1 3 0  ,0,0,0}, {138 ,122 ,131  ,1 3 8 ,1 2 2 ,1 3 1  ,0,0,0},
{1 3 8 ,1 2 3 ,1 2 2  ,1 3 8 ,1 2 3 ,1 2 2  ,0,0,0}, { 1 3 8 ,1 3 2 ,1 2 3  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 2 ,1 2 3  ,0,0,0},
{1 3 8 ,1 3 3 ,1 3 2  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 3 ,1 3 2  ,0,0,0}, { 1 3 8 ,1 3 4 ,1 3 3  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 4 ,1 3 3  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 3 8 ,1 3 5 ,1 3 4  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 5 ,1 3 4  ,0,0,0}, { 1 3 8 ,1 3 6 ,1 3 5  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 6 ,1 3 5  ,0,0,0},
{ 1 3 8 ,1 3 7 ,1 3 6  ,1 3 8 ,1 3 7 ,1 3 6  ,0,0,0}, { 1 3 8 ,1 2 7 ,1 3 7  ,1 3 8 ,1 2 7 ,1 3 7  ,0,0,0},
{42 ,45 ,95  ,4 2 ,4 5 ,9 5  ,0,0,0}, { 9 3 ,89 ,92  ,9 3 ,8 9 ,9 2  ,0 ,0 ,0}, { 2 3 ,6 7 ,1 2 6  ,2 3 ,6 7 ,1 2 6
,0 ,0 ,0},
{1 2 6 ,1 2 9 ,2 3  ,1 2 6 ,1 2 9 ,2 3  ,0,0 ,0}
};
s ta tic  G Lfloat v e r tic e s  [139][3] = {
{ 0 .0 7 0 7 6 3 2 f,-0 .0 6 9 7 8 7 7 f,0 .3 2 3 1 1f},{ -0 .0010 7 5 8 f,-
0 .0 2 1 6 4 3 7 f,0 .2 3 4 6 5 8 f} ,{ 0 .1 4 7 6 1 8 f,0 .0 2 9 3 7 7 3 f,0 .2 1 9 7 5 3 f} ,
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{0.12 2 6 5 8 f,-0 .0 5 2 7 7 3 2 f,0 .3 1 6932f},{0 .341471 f,0 .0 7 1 2 6 6 9 f ,0 .2 13049f},
{0 .0314 2 9 9 f ,0 .0 1 7 0 6 5 3 f ,0 .1 5 1 1 19f}, 
{0 .16214 9 f ,0 .10 5 8 2 3 f ,0 .116774f},{0.12 9 5 4 9 f ,0 .16 4 6 9 f,-0 .0 8 2 5 2 8 6 f} ,
{0.18 2 5 5 5 f ,0 .18 9 2 4 4 f,-0 .0 3 7 7 1 3f}, 
{0.19 0 7 5 4 f,0 .2 3 3 4 3 5 f ,-0 .166836f} ,{0.16 5 8 8 2 f ,0 .2 6 7 1 4 9 f ,-0 .177846f},
{ 0 .2 7 8 3 7 f,0 .2 5 0 9 0 6 f,-0 .2 2 1 607f}, 
{ 0 .2 8 8 6 3 4 f,0 .2 1 6 5 0 9 f,0 .0 1 9545f},{ 0 .2 9 9 5 1 1 f,0 .1 8 1 2 0 4 f,0 .0 8 0 3 4 1 2 f} ,{ 0 .4 6 9 8 5 1 f,0 .17
8 6 6 8 f,0 .0 4 4 4 7 4 8 f} ,
{0.5f,0 .2 1 0701 f,-0 .0 5 4 9 9 0 3 f} ,{ 0 .4 8 2 1 1 f,0 .2 2 9 7 6 f ,-0 .1 4 8 3 1 2 f} ,{0 .40442 f,0 .239241 f,-
0 .222806f} ,
{0.14 0 5 6 f,0 .2 7 6 5 7 3 f ,-0 .177693f} ,{0 .11214 2 f ,0 .1 5 1 7 4 2 f,-0 .0 9 1 7426f},{-
0 .0 0 7 6 8 7 5 1  f ,0 .119 5 7 6 f ,-0 .172894f}, 
{ 0 .0 6 6 1 4 2 4 f,0 .0 7 8 2 3 0 8 f,0 .0 0 4 4 0 9 0 5 f} ,{-0 .0219 7 3 2 f,0 .0 6 6 1 4 7 4 f,-0 .0 4 8 8 4 1 7f},{-
0 .0 0 5 0 3 4 4 f,0 .2 8 8 3 6 1 f ,-0 .1 9 7 7 9 5 f} , 
{-0 .0181781 f,0 .1 0 0 2 6 3 f,-0 .2 3 1 34f} ,{ -0 .0867087 f,0 .0422305 f,-0 .079179 f} ,{ -
0 .2 0 2 7 6 8 f,-0 .0 3 7 7 6 6 7 f,-0 .0 6 5 9 6 2 7 f} , 
{ -0 .1 8 1 8 9 5 f.-0 .0 1 1 8 8 0 6 f.-0 .0 2 9 1 5 4 1  f} ,{ -0 .244734f,-0 .094396f,0 .0745429f} ,{ -
0 .2 6 2 3 3 7 f ,-0 .13 3 2 2 7 f,0 .0 4 6 1 808f}, 
{ -0 .2 2 4 3 3 5 f,-0 .0 5 7 4 5 6 8 f,-0 .1 0 3 1 97f} ,{ -0 .285994 f,-0 .164242 f,0 .0139426 f} ,{ -
0 .2 7 6 6 3 4 f ,-0 .1 5 1 7 74 f,0 .0745828 f} , 
{-0.301091 f .-0 .18 3 6 7 6 f,0 .0 4 5 8 5 5 8 f} ,{ -0 .2 5 0 4 6 9 f,-0 .1 1 9 2 2 9 f ,0 .109081  f},{ -0 .305311 f,-
0 .2 3 1 9 9 4 f ,0 .191631  f},
{ -0 .2647 2 4 f,-0 .2 0 2 0 2 6 f,0 .2 1 1 0 6 9 f} ,{ -0 .372821 f,-0 .280907 f,0 .1 66527f} ,{ -0 .334843f,-
0 .2 9 9 4 1 6f,0 .280672f} , 
{-0 .402179 f,-0 .323732 f,0 .2 3 5 3 3 8 f} ,{ -0 .2 3 9 9 5 8 f,-0 .2 6 6 1 9f,0 .3 1 6859f},{-0.14 2 3 6 4 f,-
0 .1 1 2235 f,0 .237598 f} ,
{-0 .11 8 7 0 6 f,-0 .1 8 9 8 3 3 f,0 .3 2 4 6 1 1 f} ,{ -0 .1 7 1 7 8 8 f,-0 .0540188 f,0 .170205 f} ,{ -0 .190836 f,-
0 .0 3 2 5 9 9 2 f,0 .1 2 2 8 3 9 f} , 
{ 0 .0 1 7 0 9 1 2 f,-0 .0967 5 5 6 f,0 .3 2 3 0 8 f} ,{ -0 .0 4 0 0 9 0 9 f,-0 .0 3 5 8 4 6 2 f,0 .2 3 9 8 8 4 f} ,{ -
0 .0 5 1 3 8 6 3 f,0 .0 1 6 9 7 9 7 f,0 .1 72522f}, 
{-0 .0713 9 4 5 f,0 .0 1 2 5 6 7 5 f,0 .1 7 7 3 1 8f},{-0 .08996f,0 .0 4 7 3 148f,0 .1 06222f},{-
0 .0 6 6 5 7 2 9 f ,0 .0 5 3 4 8 4 2 f,0 .0954355f} , 
{ -0 .079 2 0 0 4 f,0 .0 5 8 8 7 7 1 f,0 .0 1 7 9 5 7 f} ,{ -0 .18 9 4 f,-0 .0 1 3 3 0 8 4 f,0 .0 4 7 5 5 2 6 f} ,{ -0 .4 7 9 4 8 f,-
0 .3 5 7 3 7 4 f ,0 .1 08591  f}, 
{-0.3 7 6 3 5 4 f,-0 .2 7 6 8 2 1 f,-0 .0 1 4 7 1 45 f} ,{ -0 .3 4 3 7 3 8 f,-0 .2 4 9 6 7 2 f,-0 .0 6 2 1 984f},{-
0 .2 8 4 8 7 3 f,-0 .1 4 4 7 9 9 f,-0 .1 9 4 1 0 9 f} , 
{ -0 .2350 1 3 f,-0 .1 2 4 1 1 8 f,-0 .3 0 1 3 1  f},{ -0 .12810 7 f,0 .0 1 7 4 0 2 3 f,-0 .2 1 9093f} ,{-
0 .0 9 5 4 9 1  f ,0 .0 6 9 4 0 1 f,-0 .2 6 4 6 2 2 f} . 
{ -0 .3 2 4 6 9 6 f,-0 .2 2 9 4 3 1 f,-0 .280374 f} ,{ -0 .420883 f,-0 .364993 f,-0 .138782 f} ,{ -
0 .4 5 7 5 8 2 f,-0 .3 8 0 9 6 5 f,-0 .0 6 1 2 7 3 7 f} , 
{-0 .11801 f,0 .07 8 0 9 4 9 f,-0 .3 2 8 4 6 2 f} ,{ -0 .2 3 4 6 5 6 f,-0 .1 1 5 2 6 4 f,-0 .3 3 4 0 2 9 f} ,{ -0 .3 1 9 2 8 2 f,-
0 .1 0 0 4 8 2 f,-0 .3 2 8 0 0 6 f} , 
{ -0 .259319 f,0 .0 9 7 3 3 0 6 f,-0 .3 4 1 023f},{-0.10 5 8 0 8 f ,0 .3 2 5 9 2 7 f ,-0 .179975f},{-
0 .1 0 0 6 7 1  f ,0 .3 1 7 1 27f,-0 .205365f} , 
{ -0 .243397f,0 .3 2 1 637f,-0 .1 57636f} ,{ -0 .365939f,0 .1 2 7 f,-0 .2 7 4 8 1 6f} ,{-0 .416242f,-
0 .0 7 0 5 0 0 2 f,-0 .2 6 1 581f}, 
{ -0 .4219 31 f,-0 .1 8 9 8 2 1 f,-0 .2 3 2 3 0 9 f} ,{ -0 .4 7 6 0 9 f,-0 .3 4 5 4 9 9 f,-0 .0 8 6 6 5 1 2f},{-
0 .4 7 7 0 2 9 f ,-0 .19 0 0 7 8 f ,-0 .116377f}, 
{ -0 .4 7 6 9 6 3 f,-0 .0 2 6 7 9 9 5 f,-0 .1 5 4 1 37f},{ -0 .4 3 9 1 8 f,0 .1 6 9 4 9 5 f,-
0 .1 8 2 8 4 4 f} ,{ 0 .2 6 3 3 9 2 f,0 .3 0 8 1 8f,-0 .1 90332f}, 
{0.421391 f,0 .2 9 1 4 8 7 f,-0 .1 8 7 7 8 8 f} ,{ 0 .1 8 8 8 0 9 f,0 .3 0 3 0 6 6 f,-
0 .1 8 5 4 6 9 f} ,{ 0 .4 5 4 7 6 6 f,0 .2 9 6 9 2 2 f,-0 .1 3 3 4 7 f} , 
{ 0 .43108f,0 .3 1 4 7 1 9f,-0 .1 26893f} ,{0 .406469 f,0 .3 3 1 7 9 1 f,-
0 .0 0 2 9 3 2 3 f} ,{ 0 .4 6 1 1 8 3 f,0 .2 9 4 1 9 4 f ,-0 .0 2 2 8 2 7 1  f}, 
{ 0 .4 3 8 6 8 9 f,0 .2 7 0 9 9 9 f,0 .0 7 0 2 7 0 1 f} ,{ 0 .3 1 8 0 2 5 f,0 .2 8 5 6 7 4 f,0 .1 7 8 8 3 8 f} ,{ 0 .3 1 8 2 7 4 f,0 .1 3
2 9 5 4 f,0 .2 4 6 1 99f},
{0.19 6 8 7 5 f,0 .2 8 4 1 2 4 f ,0 .198464f} ,{0 .18 7 3 4 7 f ,0 .1 3 4 5 1 2 f,0 .2 9 9 0 2 5 f} ,{ 0 .0 8 7 8 5 3 f,0 .135
004 f,0 .299962 f} ,
{ 0 .1 0 3 9 1 9 f,0 .2 8 0 0 4 7 f ,0 .1 98864 f} ,{0 .075429 f,0 .2 7 9 1 7 7 f ,0 .19 9 4 8 5 f} ,{ 0 .0 5 8 5 0 9 f,0 .133
814f,0 .297698 f} ,
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{ 0 .0 5 2 7 5 5 f,0 .0 6 9 7 2 3 4 f,0 .3 1 6025f},{ -0 .0414 5 4 7 f ,-0 .0 0 3 6 7 6 4 3 f ,0 .3 4 1 023f},{-
0 .0 4 8 5 5 1 4 f ,-0 .13 9 6 2 7 f,0 .3 2 9 8 6 5 f} , 
{ -0 .0314575 f,0 .1 3 3 0 8 2 f,0 .2 8 8 0 4 9 f} ,{ -0 .0 2 3 6 2 3 6 f,0 .2 8 9 3 3 9 f,0 .1 8 8 8 0 4 f} ,{ -
0 .1 3 5 6 4 3 f ,0 .3 4 6 8 0 5 f ,0 .1 128131}, 
{-0.13 5 2 8 4 f,0 .2 9 3 6 6 4 f ,0 .190744f},{-0 .16 5 4 5 7 f ,0 .12 3 2 9 5 f,0 .2 6 2 3 7 5 f} ,{ -0 .15 7 8 0 3 f,-
0 .0 1 3 9 6 7 1 f ,0 .3 1 6531 f},
{-0 .124491 f ,-0 .163862 f,0 .3 3 9 2 3 3 f} ,{ -0 .23914 4 f,-0 .2 1 8 7 6 6 f,0 .3 3 6 5 9 3 f} ,{ -0 .2 6 2 9 7 2 f,-
0 .0 3 1 9 8 6 2 f,0 .2 9 1 152f}, 
{ -0 .2 6 5 2 8 4 f,0 .1 1 1 3 7 4 f,0 .2 4 1 0 8 1  f},{-0.21 6 6 1 9 f,0 .2 8 4 2 4 3 f ,0 .1 7 1 605f},{-
0 .1 7 8 0 3 6 f,0 .3 5 9 7 8 2 f ,0 .0 6 0 6 6 2 8 f} ,
{ -0 .3 5 7 5 3 1 f,-0 .27199 f,0 .29061 f} ,{ -0 .392584 f,-0 .0585957 f,0 .249798 f} ,{ -
0 .3 9 0 8 2 2 f ,0 .0 9 7 4 5 4 1  f ,0 .195425f}, 
{-0.3 4 9 4 2 5 f,0 .2 6 2 3 4 1 f ,0 .10331  f} ,{ -0 .235493 f,0 .35299 f,-0 .0 3 3 8 1 19f},{ -0 .412 7 4 8 f,-
0 .2 9 7 1 93 f,0 .249694 f} , 
{ -0 .4 5 4 0 5 4 f,-0 .0 7 9 7 0 2 5 f,0 .18 9 6 7 f} ,{ -0 .4 5 0 4 3 3 f,0 .0 7 1 8 4 4 9 f,0 .127407f},{-
0 .3 8 8 8 4 f ,0 .2 4 7 1 6f,0 .0502492 f} , 
{ -0 .250337 f,0 .344075 f,-0 .0648386 f} ,{ -0 .5 f,-0 .32601  f,0 .0 9 5 3 4 5 8 f} ,{ -0 .4 8 0 1 51f,-
0 .1 3 0 0 1 3f,0 .0359503 f} , 
{ -0 .4 8 7 8 3 6 f,0 .0 2 8 2 8 5 2 f,-0 .0 2 1 1 2 1 3f},{-0.445643f,0 .2 0 4 1 6 8 f,-0 .0 8 9 9 3 7 7 f),
{0 .2 9 1 9 0 5 f,0 .3 6 7 2 3 9 f,-0 .0 5 6 2 0 2 f} , 
{0 .315218 f,0 .3 6 3 1 61 f,-0 .0274276 f} ,{ -0 .0418 3 9 9 f,0 .2 8 7 6 1 9f,-0 .2 3 1 2 1 2f},{-
0 .0 6 1 1 7 7 4 f,0 .0 8 6 4 5 8 5 f,-0 .2 8 0 7 6 3 f} , 
{ -0 .0 6 0 6 4 8 4 f,0 .3 1 0 3 0 2 f)-0 .1 2 9 6 6 9 f} ,{ -0 .0 5 7 9 3 5 6 f,0 .3 8 0 9 6 5 f,0 .0 2 2 2 6 9 7 f} I
{0.10 0 8 7 4 f,0 .3 5 2 7 8 7 f ,-0 .0 3 9 2 1 1 6f}, 
{ -0 .015 3 8 8 8 f,0 .2 9 9 3 f ,-0 .1448691},{ 0 .153352 f,0 .3 6 1 023 f,-0 .0 5 9 2 5 2 8 f} ,
{ 0 .2 1 6 4 8 7 f,0 .3 5 6 7 0 9 f,-0 .0 6 9 1 8 9 9 f} , 
{ 0 .2 6 0 8 6 3 f,0 .3 5 8 2 9 f,0 .0 9 3 2 4 0 7 f} ,{ 0 .2 0 6 7 5 2 f,0 .3 4 9 5 3 3 f,0 .1 0 2 3 3 7 f} ,{ 0 .1 1 7 7 3 5 f,0 .3 4 0
6 2 2 f,0 .101948 f} ,
{ 0 .0 9 5 7 5 5 9 f,0 .3 4 2 3 0 3 f,0 .103064f} ,{0 .0358351 f ,0 .3 4 7 7 6 6 f ,0 .0 9 4 6 1 48f},{-
0 .0 2 8 1 4 2 9 f ,0 .3 7 5 6 6 7 f ,0 .0 6 0 1 797f},
{0.14 4 7 6 6 f,0 .3 6 3 7 8 7 f,0 .0 2 3 7 9 3 4 f}
};
s ta tic  G Lfloat n o rm a ls  [139][3] = {
{0.3 5 9 0 7 9 f,-0 .6 3 2 0 7 4 f,0 .6 8 6 6 9 1  f},{0 .18 4 5 9 9 f,-0 .8 0 7 2 4 8 f,-0 .5 6 0 6 0 1  f} ,{0 .22804f,-
0 .8 0 8 9 6 f,-0 .5 4 1 832f}, 
{ 0 .4 9 4 3 8 5 f,-0 .6 6 0 4 9 9 f,0 .5 6 5 0 8 8 f} ,{ 0 .60716 5 f,-0 .7 8 7 3 3 9 f,-0 .1 0 6 9 9 3 f} ,{ 0 .239497 f,-
0 .8 9 2 3 3 8 f,-0 .3 8 2 5 9 f} , 
{0.3 7 2 5 7 4 f,-0 .7 9 6 7 8 6 f,-0 .4 7 5 7 3 2 f} ,{0.441541 f,-0 .7 7 0 3 1 1 f,-0 .460068 f} ,{0 .477842 f,-
0 .8 0 4 6 4 1 f,-0 .3 5 2 4 4 9 f} ,
{ 0 .0 6 2 0 5 0 5 f,-0 .8 6 3 4 5 f,-0 .5 0 0 6 0 3 f} ,{ -0 .2 5 5 9 6 6 f,-0 .2 9 3 2 8 4 f,- 0 .9 2 1 122f},{-0.18 4 4 8 6 f,-
0 .4 9 0 3 6 f,-0 .8 5 1 77f},
{0.0 6 2 0 2 7 9 f,-0 .9 5 6 9 3 9 f,-0 .2 8 3 5 8 6 f} ,{0 .1614 4 6 f,-0 .8 1 7 4 0 7 f,-0 .5 5 2 9 7 4 f} ,{0.73931 f,-
0 .6 7 1365 f,-0 .0 5 1 8558f}, 
{ 0 .944 5 2 f,-0 .3 0 7 3 0 9 f,-0 .1 1 594f} ,{0 .77575f,-0 .3 1 9 6 4 4 f,-0 .5 4 4 0 9 5 f} ,{ 0 .241292f,-
0 .2 5 4 7 2 f,-0 .9 3 6 4 2 7 f} , 
{ -0 .0 5 2 4 3 1 3 f,0 .116141 f,-0 .9 9 1 848f},{0 .5316 2 6 f,-0 .5 9 5 2 1 6 f,-0 .60257 f} ,{0 .679274 f,-
0 .6 3 6 5 7 1  f,-0 .3 6 5 1 92f}, 
{ 0 .3 5 9 9 1 9f,-0 .9 0 3 1 84f,-0 .2 3 3 9 1 7 f} ,{ 0 .3 0 8 6 2 3 f,-0 .9 4 2 2 9 2 f,-0 .129763f},
{0 .512 4 7 8 f,0 .6 2 7 4 9 3 f  ,-0 .5 8 6 1 89f}, 
{ 0 .8 2 8 9 8 4 f,-0 .5 0 5 5 0 3 f,-0 .2 3 9 2 7 4 f} ,{ 0 .5 4 9 5 7 4 f,-0 .8 3 4 9 5 8 f,0 .0 2 8 5 1 99f},{0.718 8 0 5 f,-
0 .6 9 4 4 3 6 f,0 .0 3 2 8 2 9 4 f} ,
{0.6 6 8 4 9 3 f,-0 .7 3 8 4 9 8 f,0 .0 8 7 9 6 7 9 f} ,{ 0 .8 5 2 0 8 9 f,-0 .5 2 0 3 0 4 f,-0 .0 5 6 8 0 7 1f},{ 0 .8 4 0 189f,-
0 .5 4 1 0 69 f,-0 .036426 f} , 
{0.7 6 2 4 3 f,-0 .646401  f,0 .0294 3 8 6 f} ,{ 0 .8 2 0 5 5 4 f,-0 .5 7 1 19 2 f,-0 .0 2 0 7 5 7 8 f} ,{ 0 .8 1 4 6 3 9 f,-
0 .5 7 6 8 3 2 f,-0 .0 6 0 2 2 9 9 f} , 
{ 0 .77514 f,-0 .6 3 0 3 9 2 f,-0 .0 4 1 9967f},{ 0 .8 0 6 9 1 8f,-0 .5 3 1 3 9 4 f,-0 .2 5 7 8 8 3 f} ,{ 0 .6 8 7 1 24 f,-
0 .6 5 1 159f,-0 .322262f} , 
{0.6 3 8 9 4 3 f,-0 .5 8 6 9 6 6 f,-0 .4 9 7 2 1 5f},{0 .636461 f ,-0 .7 4 8 5 7 8 f,-0 .1 85868f} ,{0 .2185 6 7 f,-
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0 .9 0 3 2 9 7 f,0 .3 6 9 1 6 6 f} , 
{-0.0 4 3 2 9 0 8 f  ,-0 .8 9 4 4 1 7f,0 .445134f},{0 .510 6 6 5 f,-0 .8 5 0 5 1  f,0 .1 2 5 9 1 5f} ,{0 .480943f,-
0 .5 8 9 1 18f,-0 .649334f} , 
{ 0 .5 5 2 6 69 f,-0 .833397 f,-0 .00242724 f} ,{0 .5 8 4 8 1 2f,-0 .5 9 9 2 1 5f,-0 .546751f} ,
{0 .7 0 7 2 3 5 f,-0 .6 2 7 5 8 9 f,-0 .3 2 5 5 f} , 
{0 .515 9 4 2 f,-0 .7 8 8 3 1 4 f,0 .3 3 5 2 0 7 f} ,{ 0 .2 8 8 5 7 4 f,-0 .6 8 5 5 6 5 f,-0 .6 6 8 3 7 5 f} ,{0 .017 4 6 5 2 f,-
0 .8 5 6 0 5 1  f,-0 .5 1 6596f}, 
{ 0 .2 6 6 1 1 f,-0 .769 7 6 f,-0 .5 8 0 2 2 f} ,{ 0 .4 1 0 7 6 3 f,-0 .8 5 7 4 7 3 f,-0 .3 0 9 8 6 1 f} ,{ 0 .0 4 1 1897f,-
0 .9 4 6 0 6 1  f,-0 .321359f} ,
{0.347361 f ,-0 .9 3 7 7 f,0 .0 0 7 7 0 5 6 f} ,{ 0 .6 7 7 3 7 6 f,-0 .7 3 3 7 2 2 f,-0 .0 5 3 0 3 6 1  f} ,{ -0 .0827036f ,-
0 .9 6 1 7 1 5f,0 .261275f} , 
{ 0 .7 2 8 5 5 3 f,-0 .6 7 6 9 4 6 f,0 .10466f},{0.8169f,-0 .5 7 4 1 0 1  f,0 .0 5 5 5 1 09f},{0 .81849f,-
0 .5 6 9 4 3 6 f,0 .0 7 6 2 6 4 5 f} , 
{0.7 8 8 8 9 1 f,-0 .6 1 4 3 4 3 f,-0 .0 1 52784f},{0 .6018 0 5 f,-0 .7 8 5 0 6 8 f,-0 .1 4 6 6 2 5 f} ,{0.194 3 9 f,-
0 .2 9 3 9 8 4 f,-0 .9 3 5 8 3 4 f} ,
{ 0 .29715 8 f,-0 .7 0 4 7 7 5 f,-0 .6 4 4 1 97f},{0 .12412 5 f,-0 .9 0 9 6 3 9 f,-0 .3 9 6 4 2 2 f} ,{ -0 .2 7 9 2 0 6 f,-
0 .9 5 9 3 3 f,-0 .0 4 1 5 9 3 1  f},
{ 0 .600513f,-0 .0 8 6 1 5 1 2 fI-0 .7 9 4 9 6 f} ,{ 0 .4 6 6 3 6 3 f,-0 .4 8 0 8 3 5 f,-0 .7 4 2 4 9 8 f} ,{-0 .310 2 4 5 f,-
0 .0 7 7 3 0 5 8 f,-0 .9 4 7 5 0 8 f} , 
{-0 .1 5 4 3 3 f,0 .3 8 2 7 4 f,-0 .9 1 0875f},{0.13 2 9 f,0 .8 8 0 6 9 9 f,-0 .4 5 4 6 5 f} ,{-
0 .2 4 6 5 8 6 f,0 .7 3 9 5 5 3 f,-0 .6 2 6 3 0 4 f} , 
{ -0 .31 2 3 0 7 f,0 .8 6 9 4 3 4 f,-0 .3 8 2 8 1 6f} ,{ -0 .59255 f,0 .296434 f,-0 .749007 f} ,{ -0 .738483 f,-
0 .0 6 0 8 2 5 8 f ,-0 .6 7 1523f},
{ -0 .7 3 5 6 0 8 f,-0 .223083 f,-0 .63962 f} ,{-0 .913 3 7 6 f,-0 .2 7 0 7 16f,-0 .304068 f} ,{ -0 .9 6 9 1 94f,-
0 .0 5 6 2 4 3 3 f,-0 .2 3 9 7 9 1 f} , 
{ -0 .9 3 6 0 8 f,0 .0 7 7 6 3 0 3 f,-0 .3 4 3 1 14f} ,{ -0 .75259f,0 .453007f,-0 .477905f} ,{ -
0 .0 4 3 8 5 4 f,0 .6 4 0 0 4 f,-0 .7 6 7 0 8 9 f} , 
{0 .413 4 9 2 f,0 .6 9 6 2 8 2 f,-0 .5 8 6 7 f} ,{ -0 .1 7 3 2 4 6 f,0 .5 5 3 9 9 3 f,-0 .8 1 4296f},
{0 .7 7 0 9 3 8 f,0 .5 9 8 3 1 5 f,-0 .2 1 8343f), 
{ 0 .4 1 9 3 3 2 f,0 .8 9 3 4 4 1 f,-0 .1 6 1 0 0 9 f} ,{ 0 .4 5 9 4 9 f,0 .8 6 2 1 1 1f,0 .213619f},
{ 0 .7 9 6 5 6 2 f,0 .5 8 2 5 8 4 f,0 .1 6 1 505f}, 
{0.7 6 3 3 5 f,0 .3 7 7 7 6 1 f,0 .5 2 4 0 1 6f},{ 0 .3 8 7 1 0 2 f,0 .7 1 1 5 7 1  f,0 .5 8 6 3 6 1 f} ,{0 .510 6 8 3 f,0 .1 6 8 7
23 f,0 .8 4 3 0 5 1  f},
{ 0 .0 6 9 4 5 2 7 f,0 .6 6 0 6 1 f,0 .74751  f),{ 0 .1717 8 7 f,0 .2 5 2 3 1 5f,0 .952274 f} ,{0 .0 1 8 5 8 3 9 f,0 .3 7 6
7 8 5 f,0 .9 2 6 1 14f},
{-0 .04123 4 5 f,0 .7 2 0 6 7 4 f,0 .6 9 2 0 4 6 f} ,{0 .0 1 4 8 1 98 f,0 .7 4 0 3 5 6 f,0 .6 7 2 0 5 2 f} ,{ -
0 .0 6 7 5 2 f ,0 .4 7 166 f,0 .879192f} , 
{0.0 5 0 9 3 8 4 f,0 .1 7 7 8 0 6 f,0 .9 8 2 7 4 6 f} ,{ -0 .0 0 6 2 1 9 1 8 f ,0 .1 1 5 6 3 9 f,0 .9 9 3 2 7 2 f} ,{0.18 8 6 6 3 f,-
0 .2 8 0 5 5 7 f,0 .9 4 1 1 1 3f}, 
{-0.1 4 3 6 4 8 f,0 .4 0 8 5 0 3 f,0 .9013831},{-0 .0215 3 8 2 f,0 .6 9 0 7 3 5 f,0 .7 2 2 7 8 7 f} ,{ -
0 .0 8 1 3 9 5 3 f,0 .8 5 7 3 0 4 f,0 .5 0 8 3 3 5 f} , 
{-0.1 3 4 0 0 3 f,0 .5 9 5 4 6 4 f,0 .7 9 2 1 27f},{-0.18 6 9 6 9 f,0 .3 9 2 1 8 9 f,0 .9 0 0 6 8 3 f} ,{-
0 .1 7 1 0 6 5 f ,0 .2 1 4 8 3 4 f ,0 .9 6 1 553f}, 
{0.12 8 7 2 9 f,-0 .2 0 1 8 8 7 f,0 .9 7 0 9 1 2f},{-0.17 0 7 7 f,-0 .124601  f,0 .9 7 7 4 0 1  f},{-
0 .3 1 2 0 1 3 f,0 .2 4 2 5 3 8 f ,0 .9 1 8599f}, 
{ -0 .2 9 6 9 1 4 f,0 .3 6 7 6 8 fI0 .8 8 1 2 7 9 f} ,{ -0 .337599 f,0 .662564 f,0 .668608 f} ,{ -
0 .2 5 2 1 9 7 f ,0 .9 2 5 2 4 3 f ,0 .2 8 3 4 1 3f}, 
{ -0 .3 8 2 0 4 2 f,-0 .2 1 2 5 9 3 f,0 .8 9 9 3 6 f} ,{ -0 .5 2 4 3 7 7 f,0 .186223f,0 .830873 f} ,{ -
0 .5 8 6 0 2 3 f,0 .3 8 1 0 4 1 f ,0 .7 1 5 1 12f}, 
{ -0 .576299 f,0 .6 9 8 1 4 6 f,0 .4 2 4 8 2 1  f} ,{-0 .362497f,0 .9 3 1 3 9 9 f,0 .0 3 3 0 4 9 3 f} ,{ -0 .7 0 0 0 6 6 f,-
0 .2 3 3 5 8 9 f,0 .6 7 4 7 9 2 f} , 
{ -0 .874387 f,0 .1 2 8 8 0 6 f,0 .4 6 7 8 2 1  f} ,{ -0 .892887f,0 .289026f,0 .345278f} ,{ -
0 .7 3 6 4 9 9 f ,0 .6 6 7 5 7 9 f ,0 .1 0 9 1 24f}, 
{ -0 .36516 9 f,0 .9 1 3 8 5 9 f,-0 .1 7752f} ,{ -0 .96292f,-0 .2 1 5 1 8 2 f ,0 .162734f},{-
0 .9 9 7 4 1 f ,0 .0 4 3 0 3 9 6 f ,0 .0 5 7 6 3 1 4f}, 
{ -0 .98717 2 f,0 .14 4 5 3 9 f,0 .0 6 7 8 2 5 f} ,{ -0 .8 6 0 7 9 9 f,0 .5 0 1 6 2 6 f,-0 .0 8 6 0 0 5 5 f} ,
{ 0 .0 7 2 9 9 5 7 f,0 .9 7 0 3 7 9 f,-0 .2 3 0 2 9 5 f} , 
{ 0 .255477 f,0 .9 6 1 0 3 1  f,0 .1 05597 f} ,{0 .046954 f,0 .4 6 1 6 f,-0 .8 8 5 8 4 5 f} ,{0 .3 8 4 9 3 3 f,-
0 .2 6 8 9 6 5 f,-0 .8 8 2 8 8 4 f} , 
{0 .1 5 4 7 7 3 f,0 .9 7 5 6 6 8 f ,-0 .1 5 5 2 9 5 f} ,{ -0 .00755147 f,0 .9 8 1 3 6 1 f,-0 .1 92023f},{-
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0 .0 8 7 7 6 9 9 f ,0 .9 3 9 2 1 4 f,-0 .3 3 1 922f}, 
{0 .00710 2 2 2 f,0 .9 4 6 5 3 2 f,-0 .3 2 2 5 3 3 f} ,{ -0 .1 9 3 4 9 2 f,0 .9 2 9 2 3 5 f,-0 .3 1 4776f},{-
0 .0 4 0 3 6 4 9 f ,0 .9 5 8 1 66f,-0 .283351f} , 
{0 .109521 f,0 .9 2 1 2 0 6 f,0 .3 7 3 3 4 2 f} ,{ -0 .0749298 f,0 .896907 f,0 .435825 f} ,{ -
0 .0 0 3 9 8 0 6 6 f,0 .8 9 8 2 1 5 f ,0 .4 3 9 5 3 8 f} , 
{0 .0515 3 f,0 .8 9 0 5 7 f,0 .4 5 1 9 1 7 f} ,{0 .0 6 2 7 0 7 2 f,0 .8 7 6 6 1 1 f,0 .4 7 7 0 9 7 f} ,{0 .018 4 6 9 6 f,0 .9 4 4
4 8 5 f,0 .328036 f} ,
{ 0 .0 0 7 0 2 2 5 f,0 .9 9 3 6 3 4 f,0 .112436f}
};
void d isp lay (vo id )
{
/ / 1 3 9  V ertic ies 
// 0 T ex tu re  C o o rd in a te s  
/ / 1 3 9  N orm als 
1/274 T rian g les
G Lfloat tex tu res[1  ][2]={{0.0f,0.0f}};
G Lfloat LightAm bientQ = { 1 0 , 0 .0 , 0 .2 , 1.0};
G Lfloat light_diffuse[] = {1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .2 ,1 .0};
G Lfloat ligh t_specu lar[]={1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .2 ,1 .0} ;
// G Lfloat em iss io n []= { 0 .6 ,0 .6 ,0 .6 ,1.0};
G Lfloat light_position[]={0.0 ,0 .0 ,1 .0 ,0 .0}; 
int i, j;
g lC lear(G L _C O L O R _B U FF E R _B IT ); 
g lP ushM atrix (); 
g lR o ta te f(sp in ,0 .0 ,1 .0 ,0 .0); 
g lR o ta te f( tw is t,1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 );
// gIPushA ttrib  (G L_CU LL_FA C E);
// gIPushA ttrib  (G L _LIG H T_M O D E L_T W O _SID E );
g ID isab le  (G L_CU LL_FA C E);
// gILightM odeli (G L _LIG H T_M O D E L_T W O _SID E , 1);
// g lM aterialfv(G L _FR O N T ,G L _E M ISSIO N , e m iss io n ); 
glL ightfv(G L_LIG H T0, GL_AM BIENT, L ightA m bient); 
glL ightfv(G L_LIG H TO ,G L_D IFFU SE,light_diffuse); 
g lL ightfv(G L _L IG H T O ,G L _PO SIT IO N ,light_position); 
g lL ightfv(G L _L IG H T O ,G L _SPE C U L A R ,ligh t_specu lar); 
g lE nable(G L_L IG H T IN G ); 
g lE nable(G L _L IG H T 0);
// g lE nab le(G L _P O L Y G O N _S M O O T H );
// g lE n ab le  (G L _D E P T H _T E S T );
g ID isab le  (G L_CU LL_FA C E);
// g lL ightM odeli(G L _L IG H T _M O D E L _TW O _SID E  ,1); 
g lP o lygonM ode(G L _F R O N T , G L_LIN E); 
g lPo lygonM ode(G L _B A C K , G L_LIN E);
glB egin(G L _T R IA N G L E S);
for(i=0 ;i<si2e o f( fa c e jn d ic ie s ) /s iz e o f ( fa c e _ in d ic ie s [0 ]);i++)
{
forG=0;j<3;j++)
{
int vi=face_indicies[i][j];
int n i= face_ind icies[i][j+ 3];//N orm al in d ex
int ti= face_ ind ic ies[i][j+ 6];//T ex tu re  in d ex
g lN orm al3 f (norm als[ni][0],norm als[ni][1  ],norm als[ni][2]);
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g IT exC o o rd 2 f(tex tu  res[ti][0], tex tu  res[ti] [ 1 ]); 
g lV ertex3 f (vertices[vi][0],vertices[vi][1],vertices[vi][2]);
}
}
glE nd();
g lPopM atrix();
g lu tS w apB uffers();
g lF lush();
}
void m o u se (in t bu tton ,in t s ta te ,in t X ,int Y)
{
if ((X <30) && (Y <20) && (sta te= = G L U T _D O W N ))
{
sp in  = tw ist = 0 .0 ;g lu tP o s tR ed isp lay () ;
}
e ls e
{
sw itch  (bu tton)
{
c a s e  G LU T _LE FT _B U T TO N :
(if(state==G L U T _D O W N )
{
sp in = sp in + 1 0 .0 ;
if(sp in> 360 .0 ) sp in =  sp in -3 6 0 .0 ; 
g lu tP o stR ed isp lay O ;
}
break ;
};
c a s e  G LU T_RIG H T_B U TTO N :
{if(state==G L U T _D O W N )
{
tw ist= tw ist+ 10 .0 ;
if(tw ist>360.0) tw ist=  tw is t-3 6 0 .0 ;
g lu tP o stR ed isp lay O ;
}
b reak ;
};
defau lt: b reak ;
}
}
}
void le tteringO  
{
G L ubyte  letter[24] = { OxcO, OxOO, OxcO, 0 x 0 0 , OxcO, 0x00 , OxcO, 0x00 , OxcO, 0x00 , 
Oxff, 0x00 , Oxff, 0x00 , OxcO, 0x00 , OxcO, 0 x 0 0 , OxcO, 0x 0 0 , Oxff, 0 x 0 0 , Oxff, 
0x00}; 
int w , h;
glP ixelS torei(G L _U N PA C K _A L IG N M E N T , 1);
g lV iew port(0 , 0 , (G L sizei) w , (G L sizei) h);
g lM atrixM ode(G L _P R O JE C T IO N );
g lL oad lden tity ();
g lO rtho(0 , w , 0, h, -1 .0 , 1.0);
g lM atrixM ode(G L _M O D E L V IE W );
g lC lear(G L _C O L O R _B U F F E R _B IT ); 
g lC o lo r3 f(0 .0 , 0 .0 , 1.0);
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g lR a s te rP o s2 i(5 , 20);
g lB itm ap(10 , 12, 0 .0 , 0 .0 , 11 .0 , 0 .0 , letter); 
g lF lush ();
}
int m ain(in t a rg c , c h a r  **argv)
{
printf(" Liver M odel - U se  m o u s e  b u tto n s  to  ro ta te ,\n  click th e  u p p e r  left c o rn e r  to  
resetA n");
g lu tln it(& argc, argv);
g lu tln itD isp layM ode( G LU T _SIN G L E  | G L U T _R G B  | G LU T _D E PT H  ); 
g lu tln itW indow P osition (550 ,100); 
g lu tln itW indow S ize(400 ,400); 
g lu tC reateW indow ("3D  Liver M odel");
g lC learC o lo r(0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0.0);
// g lS hadeM odel(G L _S M O O T H );
// g lA lphaFunc(G L _E Q U A L ,1); 
g lu tD isp layF unc(d isp lay );
// g lD epthM ask(G L _FA L S E );
// g lA lphaFunc(G L _N O T E Q U A L ,1); 
g lu tD isp layF unc(d isp lay ); 
g lu tM o u seF u n c (m o u se );
// letteringO ; 
glutM ainLoop();
return  0;
}
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